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Part 1
Synthesis
STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
This report outlines the results of a research program conducted between 1984 and
1988. The program aimed to investigate the biology of dugongs and other large
vertebrates within the GBR region, as a basis for the development of effective
management strategies.
The report consists of five parts of which this is the first. This part is a synthesis of the
results of the project in the context of our knowledge of dugong biology. It evaluates the
current status of the dugong in the GBRMP, and makes recommendations for future
research. monitoring, and management.
Parts 2 and 3 are collections of the papers and reports that have resulted from the
project. Most of the papers are either in press or in review. Part 2 comprises the results
of the dedicated aerial surveys. There are two papers on aerial survey methodology
(Marsh and Sinclair, manuscripts a and b); two papers and a report on the distribution
and abundance of dugongs in the northern and southern regions of the GBR region
(Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscripts a and b), and adjacent Torres Strait (Marsh and
Saalfeld, 1988); and a paper on the distribution and relative abundance of sea turtles in
the northern GBR (Marsh and Saalfeld, in press).
The remaining papers and report are in Part 3: a paper on dugong movements and
habitat usage based on conventional and satellite telemetry (Marsh and Rathbun,
manuscript), a paper on the management of traditional dugong hunting in the Park (Smith
and Marsh, in press). and a report on the incidental sightings of dugongs in the Great
Barrier Reef region (Spencer, manuscript).
Part 4 is a collection of maps illustrating the distribution of dugongs and seagrasses
within the GBR region, and the distribution of sea turtles in the northern GBR. Part 5
contains the raw data from the aerial surveys, and the computer programs used in the
aerial survey data collection, processing and analysis. A copy of the raw data has also
been included on a floppy disk in Word Perfect 4.2 format.
The aerial surveys yielded data additional to the material covered in this report. Sightings
of sea turtles, cetaceans and sea snakes were recorded on all surveys. I have obtained
funding from James Cook University to process the remaining sea turtle data, and have
additional funding from the GBRMPA to process the valuable baseline information on
cetacean distribution and abundance.
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SYNTHESIS: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS ON THE STATUS OF THE DUGONG
IN THE GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK
IN THE CONTEXT OF ITS BIOLOGY
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH,
MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT.
Helene Marsh
Zoology Department,
James Cook University of North Queensland,
Townsville, Queensland 4811, Australia.
Executive summary
A four-year study has been carried out to establish a sound biological basis for managing dugongs in
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Procedure.s were developed for studying the distribution, and es-
timating the abundance of dugongs from dedicated aerial surveys. These surveys were carried out
over the Inshore waters of the entire Great Barrier Reef region to at least 20km offshore. The surveys
were extended to the outer barrier reefs between Dunk Island (17°59'S., 146°14'E.) and Hunter Point
(11°30'S., 142050'E.).lncldental sightings of dugongs made by observers from aircraft, boats and the
shore were collated to obtain additional Information on dugong distribution. The movements of six
male dugongs were also monitored for from one to 16 months using satellite and conventional track-
ing techniques.
The results of both the aerial surveys and the tracking studies Indicated that dugongs spend most of
their time in the vicinity of Inshore and reefal seagrass beds. Dugong numbers In the Great Barrier
Reef region are much higher than previously thought; there are ali estimated 11,600.±. 1,170 animals
In the region. This Is likely to be an underestimate because of the conservative correction factors used
to compensate for animals which are not sighted due to water turbidity.
The number of dugongs In an area Is highly correlated w~h the area of seagrass. With the highest area
of inshore seagrass In the GBA region plus significant seagrasses on some mid-shelf reefs, the Far
Northern Section Is the most Important Section of the Park for dugongsw~hmore than half the popula-
tion of the region. The Starcke River area Is outstanding with about 20% of the dugongs in the GBR.
The general level of protection afforded the important dugong areas In the Far Northern Section Is
good w~h five areas zoned Marine National Park Bor higher (no fishing allowed) and six zoned General
Use B (no trawling allOWed).
South of Cape Bedford, the Cairns Section has lillie seagrass and no Important dugong areas. Many
of the sheltered bays of both the Central and Mackay/ Capricorn Sections support significant num-
bers of dugongs although none of these areas has been given Marine National Park or higher zoning.
Dugong areas in the Central and Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the Park tend to have a lower dens~y
of dugongs than seagrass areas of comparable size in the Far Northern Section. The areas with the
lowest dugong dens~y per area of seagrass tend to have high boat traffic.
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Population simulations (Marsh, 1986) indicate that even w~h the most optimistic combination of life
history parameters, low natural mortality, and no man-induced mortality a dugong population is un-
likely to Increase at more than about 5% per year. W~hln the GBR region, dugongs are legally hunted
under perm~ by Aboriginal hunters from several Trust areas north of Cairns. They are also killed in-
cidentally In commercial gill nets, and in shark nets set for bather protection near major population
centres. There are no figures for the number of dugongs drowned in commercial gill nets. The present
level of Aboriginal hunting Is apparently within the sustainable yield of the dugong population, and the
number of dugongs killed In shark nets Is now very low. Overall, the level of man-induced mortality to
dugongs in the GBRMP is probably relatively low, so that the expected rate of popUlation change is
likely to be slow « 5% per annum). Because of this expected slow rate of population change and the
difficulties of obtaining precise population estimates, ~ will probably be about a decade before It can
be confirmed whether dugong numbers are Increasing, decreasing or stable in the GBR region. This
means that ~ the population were decreasing at say 5% per year, numbers would be reduced to about
60% of their present level before the trend is detected. A conservative management polley for dugongs
centred on the protection of their seagrass habitats Is therefore recommended in order to minimize
the risk of population decline.
Recommendations
1. Zoning
The main strategy for managing dugong populations in the GBRMP should be through protection of
seagrass habitats, partiCUlarly those which support substantial numbers of dugongs.
At least one such area in both the Central and Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the GBRMP should be
zoned Marine National Park 'A' or higher, so that all commercial fishing including gill-netting is banned
from a representative sample of outstanding dugong hab~ats throughout the GBRMP. I suggest that
eastern Cleveland Bay in the Central Section and the Port Newry area in the Mackay Capricorn Sec-
tion would be sites su~able for such zoning.
When areas are zoned to protect dugongs, the zonal boundaries should include the whole seagrass
bed. The extent of some seagrass beds should be checked, particularly those in the Starcke River and
Port Newry areas.
As dugong concentrations are often highest In intertidal areas, there should be complementary zoning
of the coastal areas of Queensland adjacent to areas zoned to protect dugongs in the GBRMP. Such
complementary zoning will be necessary if eastern Cleveland Bayand the Port Newryarea are rezoned
as suggested above. In addition, the zoning status of the estuaries adjacent to the Scientific Research
Zone in the Starcke River area which are presently zoned General Use B (which means that gill-net-
ting is allowed there but not In the adjacent fore-shores) should be changed to Marine National Park
'A' to remove this anomaly.
In the light of the correlative evidence that boat traffic per se seriously degrades the value of an area
as dugong hab~at, boat traffic should be discouraged In some of the Important dugong areas In the
Far Northern Section. The Preservation Zone between Dead Dog Creek and Barrow Point Is particular-
ly valuable in this regard and should be maintained.
2, Permit and Licence Conditions
Another major strategy for managing dugong popUlations should be through continuing support of
existing conditions to minimize human mortality of dugongs.
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The GBRMPA should take the following steps to monitor human-induced dugong mortality in the
GBRMP:
•
•
•
•
Request the Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine to require that shark meshing
contractors collect Information on (a) the size and sex of dugongs caught, and (2) the loca-
tion of the net, as part of their contract. The Townsville shark netting contractor should be re-
quired to make dugong carcasses available to scientists at James Cook University for
continuing life history studies. If the meat of these carcasses Is edible, an arrangement should
be made with the local Aboriginal and Islander community so that it can be made available to
them.
Continue to require the collection of dugong catch statistics from Aboriginal communilies as
a condition of dugong hunting permils. Hunters should also be encouraged to continue col-
lecting dugong tusks for Q.NPWS to send to James Cook University so thalthe age/sex com-
posilion of the catch can be verified.
Ask the fishing Industry to make available log-book statistics so that the extent of commercial
gill-netting in Important dugong areas can be monitored.
When there is seen to be a need for new shark nets within or adjacent to major dugong habitats
wilhin the GBRMP, the GBRMPA should encourage the Queensland Government to Introduce
drum lines rather than nets In view of the usually high dugong mortality in shark nets In the five
years or so after they are first Introduced. e.g. 81 dugongs were killed in Townsville shark nets
In the first year of netting (Paterson, 1979).
3. Public Education
The dugong pUblic education program should be expanded to target (1) Aboriginal and Islander
hunters living on Trust Areas in the GBR region, (2) Aborigines and Islanders living away from Trust
areas who frequently resent not being able to hunt dugongs legally, and (3) commercial gill-neners
operating in high density dugong areas. The program should emphasize the vulnerability of the
dugong to over-harvesting, the illegality of selling dugong meat, and the current restrictions on dugong
hunting In the GBRMP. Gill-netters should be supplied with maps illustrating the high density dugong
areas and encouraged to avoid fishing in such areas to minimize the risk of damaging their nets.
4. Monitoring of dugong numbers
The success of the dugong management program should be evaluated by monitoring the distribution
and abundance of dugongs In the GBR region by conducting dedicated aerial surveys using the pro-
cedures and designs developed in this project. (Areaswhere no dugongs have been sighted and which
contain no suilable habilat need not be surveyed). The surveys should be carried out at five-yearly In-
tervals. The area north of Cape Bedford should be surveyed in one year; the remainder the following
year. The surveys should be carried out In October/November when favorable weather conditions are
most likely. The first survey of the area north of Cape Bedford should.be carried out in 1990, five years
after the last such survey.
Information on dugong sightings obtained from the Q.NPWS monitoring program should be collated
in a data base to provide additional information on dugong habitat usage. However, these data will
not be suilable for documenting population trends.
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5. Research
The GBRMPA should encourage research using an expanded program of satellite and conventional
telemetry to monitor the movements of individual adult dugongs to determine whether they use spe-
cialized mating and calving areas. The Initial phase of this research should be carried out In a clear
water area such as Moreton Bay near Brisbane. The research should then be extended to key areas
in the Far Northern Section of the Park. It would be particularly useful ~ time-depth recorders could
be attached to the radio-tracked animals to document the proportion oftime individual dugongs spend
at the surface, so that the proportion of animals which are unavailable to observers due to water tur-
bidity can be estimated more accurately.
The GBRMPA should fund research to maximize the information obtained form the dedicated surveys
carried out to date. In particular, the valuable baseline information on the distribution and abundance
of cetaceans and sea snakes should be analyzed and synthesized.
The GBRMPA should fund research to check the extent of the seagrass beds In important dugong
habhats, particularly those in the Slarcke River and Port Newry areas.
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Introduction
The dugong, the only herbivorous mammal which Is strictly marine is listed as vulnerable to extinction
In the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (1986). Trade in dugong products Is regulated or banned
(depending on the dugong population InvolVed) by the Convention on International Trade in En-
dangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).
The range of the dugong extends throughout the tropical and subtropical coastal and Island waters
of the Indo-West Pacific from East Africa to the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu, and between about 26-
27" north and south of the equator (Nishiwaki and Marsh, 1985). Over much of this range which spans
thewaters of43 countries, dugongs are nowbelieved to be represented by relict populations separated
by large areas where they are close to extinction or extinct. This assessment is, however, almost en-
tirely based on anecdotal information and the actual extent to which their range has contracted is un-
known.
A slgnijicant proportion of dugong stocks Is believed to occur In northern Australian waters between
Moreton Bay (near Brisbane) in the east, and Shark Bay in the west. The seagrass beds In the Great
Barrier Reef region have been lden@ed'as major dugong habilats since the early 1970's, especially
the Starcke River area (Nishiwaki and Marsh, 1985).
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) Is concerned about the status of the dugong
within the Park for two reasons. Firstly, the GBRMP Act (Australia, 1975) gives the Authorily specific
responsibility for endangered species and secondly, the large numbers of dugongs In the Park were
listed as a reason for the region's being given World Herilage listing.
Life history and reproductive ecology
Almost all Information has been obtained from the analysis of specimens from dugongs accidentally
drowned In shark nets or killed by native hunters In northern Australia and Papua New Guinea (Marsh,
1980, 1986 and unpublished; Marsh et a/1984 a,b,c). Age has been estimated by counting the den-
tinal growth layers in the tusks, the deposition rate being deduced from the seasonal pattern of growth
layer deposilion. The maximum age estimated Is 73 years, and the minimum pre-reproductive period
nine or 10 years for both sexes. The pre-reproductive period Is very variable and ranges up to 15-t 7
years for some females.
Females may undergo a number of sterile cycles before becoming pregnant. Mating is promiscuous.
Mating has not been observed in the GBRMP by scientists (although it has been described to me by
Aboriginal hunters), and it is not known whether it occurs only in specijic areas. A single calf Is usual-
ly born after a gestation period estimated to be about 13-14 months (H Marsh and BET Hudson, un-
pUblished). The few reports available (see Marsh et a/., 1984C) suggest that calving occurs In shallow,
specialized areas which are not associated with seagrass beds. CalVing in the Great Barrier Reef Park
Is diffusely seasonal; most calves are born between September and November Inclusive. The cow/calf
bond Is close. Calves can suckle for at least 18 months (Marsh et a/., 1984c).
There are no reliable data on age-specific fecundity or mortality, but there is evidence that some males
may become post-reproductive (Marsh et al., 1984b). Estimates of mean calving interval based on ap-
parent pregnancy rates, placental scar counts, or calf counts range from three to seven years for
various Australian/Torres Strait populations (Marsh, 1986; Marsh etal., 1984C). Population simulations
(Marsh, 1986) Indicate that even with the most optimistic combination of lije history parameters, low
natural mortality, and no man-Induced mortality, a dugong population Is unlikely to Increase at more
than about 5% per year.
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Natural mortality
Population models Indicate that natural mortality must be low for a dugong population to be sustained
(Marsh, 1986). There is little Information available on causes of natural mortalny and no information
as to their relative Importance. Dugongs bearing scars Indicating that they have experienced and sur·
vived attacks by large sharks are occasionally sighted (Anderson, 1979; personal observation), and
fatal shark (Patterson, 1939; Bradley In Marsh et a/., 1984c) and crocodile (unpublished data, 1988)
attacks on dugongs have been observed In northern Australia. Storm surges associated wnh cyclones,
such as that which devastated Bathurst Bay In 1899, can strand large numbers of dugongs (Marsh et
a/., 1986); fortunately such events are probably rare.
Food and Feeding
Dugong food and feeding ecology have been reviewed by Lanyon et a/., (In press). Analyses of
stomach and mouth contents Indicate that seagrasses (families Potamogetonacae and
Hydrocharitaceae) are their staple food and that they consume awide variety of tropical and sub·tropi-
cal species. The genera eaten by dugongs In the GBRMP include Halodule, Halophila, Cymodocea,
Thalassia, Enhalus, Syringodium and Zostera (Marsh et al., 1982). Thalassodendron, the other genus
which occurs In the Park, Is eaten by dugongs in Torres Strait (Nietschmann, 1984) and probably in
the GBR Region as well.
I! is not known how selective dugongs are in choosing food. Marsh et al. (1982) found that Halodule
(95% of stomachs), Halophila (89% of stomachs), and Cymodocea (61% of stomachs) are the genera
most commonly found in dugong stomachs In north Queensland. These are also the most common
seagrasses found in the shallow inshore waters of the GBR (Coies et al., t987) where most dugongs
have been sighted during aerial surveys (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript a and b). When seagrasses
are abundant, dugongs eat algae often but only in small amounts (% of food volume) and probably
Incidentaliy.
When feeding on soft and delicate seagrasses such as Ha/odule and Halophila, dugongs dig up the
whole plant Including the rhizomes leaving a distinctive feeding trail on the seagrass bed and causing
a silty plume to form In the water (Heinsohn, et al., 1977; Anderson and Blrtles, 1978).
Diving behaviour
As bottom feeders, dugongs spend little time at or near the surface, although most animals surface
to breathe at frequent intervals. Anderson and Blrtles (1978) timed dives in Shoalwater Bay where
dugongs were digging up whole seagrass plants. The mean time for each dive was 73.3 sec wnh a
maximum of 400 sec. Marsh and Rathbun (manuscript) obtained similar dive times foradugong tagged
with a conventional radio-transmitter; on average this dugong spent 3.2% of ns time at the surface
during their (daytime) observations. The radio-tracking studies indicate that dugongs spend much
more time at the surface at night (Marsh and Rathbun, manuscript).
Given their essentially coastal distribution and dependence on seagrass for food, it Is doubtful that
dugongs dive to any considerable depth. The deepest dive that I know of is an anecdotal account of
a diver meeting a dugong In 20m of water in a bed of Halophlla spinulosa In western Torre.s Stran (T.
Skewes in Marsh, 1988). Halophila decipens Is the only seagrass recorded at depths of greater than
11 m In the GBR lagoon (Coles et al., 1987) where it has been recorded at depths of 68m (P.K. Arnold
in Lanyon, 1986). During aerial surveys in the GBR region, I have observed dugongs near the surface
in water up to 37 m deep (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript a).
Movements
As detailed by Marsh and Rathbun (manuscript), techniques were developed during this project for
tracking individual dugongs using buoyant, tethered, conventional and sateliite radio transmitters, and
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subsequently applied to six dugongs caught In the GBR region. The dugongs (one immature, one
pubertal and four mature males) were caught by bull-dogglng or hoop-netting and tracked for between
one and 16 months.
All spent most of their time in the vicinity of inshore seagrass beds using overlapping home ranges of
4to 23 km2. The only dugong to undertake long-dIstance movements was the pubertal male which
journeyed between core areas In two bays about 140 km apart three times In nine weeks, completing
the Journey In as little as two days. One of the adult animals made several journeys about 10 km up
the tidal reaches of a creek. The results of the two dedicated aerial surveys of the region between
Cape Bedford and Cape Melville also Indicate that dugongs undergo local movements (Marsh and
Saalfeld, manuscript a).
These results support the GBRMPA's policy of conserving dugongs by giving a high level of protec-
tion to some Inshore seagrass beds that support large numbers of animals. However, the results also
indicate that it is important that such areas extend to both the seaward and landward margins of the
seagrass beds. For example, the movements of dugongs monitored by satellite In the Starcke River
region showed that the Scientific Zone Is too close to the coast 10 give adequate protection to the
dugongs (Figure 1). One animal made several journeys 10 km up the tidal sections of an adjacent
creek, Indicating the need for complementary zoning of the coastal areas In Queensland adjacent to
areas zoned to protect dugongs In the GBRMP.
14 36'---
,. 40'---
144 045'
14. 45'
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Figure 1. The seaward boundaries of the Scientific Research Zone and the Preservation Zone In the Starcke
River area are too close to the coast to protect dugongs as shown by the home ranges of four
mature males whose locations were monitored by satellite in the summer of 1987-88.
Abundance
During this project, procedures were developed for the large scale aerial census of dugongs (Marsh
and Sinclair, manuscripts a and b). Correction factors for perception bias (groups of dugongs visible
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in the transect that were missed by observers) and availability bias (groups of dugongs that were un-
available to observers because of water turbidity), and their associated coefficients of variation were
calculated as outlined In Marsh and Sinclair (manuscript a). The resultant population estimates are
probably underestimates because the standard used to correct for the number of dugongswhich were
not available to observers due to water turbidity is likely to be conservative (see Marsh and Sinclair,
manuscript a).
As summarized in Table 1, surveys were conducted between the coast and the outer barrier reefs from
Dunk Island (17°59'S., 146°t4'E.) at the boundary of the Cairns and Central Sections of the GBRMP
to Hunter Point (11°30'S., 142°50'E.) in the Far Northern Section, and over the inshore waters to about
20 km offshore in the remainder of the GBR region (Marsh and Saalfeld 1988, manuscripts a and b).
Table 1. Details of dedicated aerial surveys for dugongs conducted in the Great Barrier Reef region
1984-87.
Survey
Cape Meiville to Cape Bedford
Hunter Point to Campbell Point
Hunter Point to Cape Bedford
Cape Bedford-Dunk Is
Dunk Is -Cape Cleveland
Cape Cleveiand- Repulse Bay
Repulse Bay - southern boundary
of the GBRMP
TOTAL
Date
November 1984
April 1985
November 1985
October 1987
September 1986
October 1987
December 1985
October 1987
November 1986
Area km2
7952
15497
31288
11528
5480
6298
16090
94133
These surveys were conducted at sampling intens~ies ranging from 7.9 to 12.2% and represent more
than 250 hours of flying.
When the results of the surveys are summed (fable 2), the dugong population estimate for the GBR
Region Is about 11 ,600 + 1170 animals, more than two thirds of which occur from Cape Bedford (near
Cooktown) north.
Distribution and Habitat Usage
Consistent w~h the results of the tracking studies (Marsh and Rathbun, manuscript) which Indicated
that dugongs spend most of their time in the vicinity of Inshore seagrass beds, about 60% of dugong
sightings on the dedicated aerial surveys were associated with known seagrass beds. This figure Is
probably an underestimate reflecting our Incomplete knowledge of seagrass distribution away from
the coast.
Between 1984 and 1988, Dr R G Coles and his co-workers in the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries mapped the seagrass beds In the inshore waters of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park be-
tween the tip of Cape York and Water Park Point (22°56'S, 1500 47'E). Because of the huge area In-
volved, this was a broad-scale mapping exercise in which the transects were spaced at 5 nautical mile
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(9.26 km) IntelVals along the coast. Some small beds of seagrass have undoubtedly been missed from
the resultant maps, and It is likely that the areas of some of the other beds have been underestimated.
Table 2: Distribution and abundance of dugongs In the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park on the basis
of aerial sUlVeys conducted between 1985 and 1987.
Area
(estimate.±. S.E.)
Far Northern Section (northern boundary
to Hunter Point) 1
Far Northern Section (Hunter Point to
southern boundary) + Cairns Section
(northern boundary to Cape Bedford)3
Calms Section (Cape Bedford to
southern boundary)4
Central Sectlon4
Capricorn Sections
TOTAL
1 sUlVeyed in November, 1987
2 too few slghtings to estimate numbers
3 sUlVeyed In November, 1985
4sUlVeyed in October, 1987
SsUlVeyed in November, 1986
Number of dugongs
1 sighting onli
8110,±, 1073
6 slghtings onli
1532 + 273
1947 + 369
11589 + 1167
Precision
0.13
0.18
0.19
0.10
The dedicated aerial sUlVeys conducted for dugongs In this project were also designed to obtain a
large-scale picture of their distribution and abundance, and some minor dugong areas were undoub·
tedly missed. Some have shown up in the incidental sightings (Spencer, manuscript). Much of the
region was sUlVeyed only once. As both the results of the sUlVeys (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript a)
and the tracking studies (Marsh and Rathbun, manuscript) indicate that dugongs undergo local move·
ments, our knowledge of dugong distribution In the region is still incomplete. Nevertheless, there is
very good agreement between the dugong and seagrass distribution maps In Inshore areas (Figure
2), and I believe that most of the major dugong areas which merit consideration in the preparation of
zoning plans have been identified, unless dugongs use specialized mating and calving areas away
from seagrass beds.
Far Northern Section
The Far Northern Section has the highest area of inshore seagrasses in the GBRMP (about 750 km2)
plus significant seagrasses on some mid-shelf reefs particularly in the Princess Charlotte Bay region
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(Hopley, 1982). This Is also the most Important dugong area In the Park, wah more than half the
dugongs In the GSR region. Dugongs are distributed all along this coast, especially in the sheltered
bays (Figure 2a). Dugongs also use the Inshore and midshelf reefs in this Section, particularly the large
platform reefs such as Corbett Reef in Princess Charlotte Bay and the mid-shelf reefs near the Howick
Islands.
The Starcke River region which straddles the Calms and Far Northern Sections of the GBRMP Is the
most Important dugong area In the Park. I estimate that about 20% of the region's dugongs occur In
this area. The estimated area of seagrass In this region (129 km2) is almost certainly seriously under-
estimated (see Figure 4 and Table 4 below), especially at its seaward margin.
Shelburne Bay, ~ 1..
Temple Bay
Lloyd Bay
Bay & Cape Grenville
Round Point to Friendly Point
Charlotte Bay_ reels
Starcke River Area
Cape Melville
Lookout Point to Cape Flattery
Bathurst Bay &
- ..J
IIII DUGONG AREAS
aN SEAGRASS BEDS
Pirncess Charlotte Bay inshore
Campbell Point to Port Stewart
Friendly Point to Campbell Point
Figure 2a. The distribution of known major dugong and Inshore seagrass areas In the Far Northern Section
of the GBRMP and the Cairns Section north of Cape Bedford. The distribution of dugongs sug-
gests thatthe seaward margins of some of the seagrass beds have been underestimated. Seagras-
ses also occur on the planar reefs in Princess Charlotte Bay (Hopley, 1982).
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Cairns Section
South of Cape Bedford, the Cairns Section has little seagrass (about 34 km'J.), and although dugongs
occur along this coast In low dens~les there are probably no areas of great signnlcance. Dugongs are
occasionally sighted on the mid-shelf reefs in the Cairns Section.
Central Section
The estimated area of seagrass in the Central Section is 357 km2, and this Section is estimated to
contain about 13% of the dugongs In the GBR. Of particular importance are the sheltered areas such
as the Hinchlnbrook Island area, Cleveland Bay, Upstart Bay and Edgecumbe Bay (Figure 2b). I know
of no reports of dugongs using the mid-shelf reefs In this region, but they are seen around some of
the offshore Islands such as the Whitsundays.
-----'.c
Trinity Inlet
RockIngham Bay
Hlnchlnbrook Island
Hailfax Bay
Cleveland Bay
1111. DUGONG AREAS
!!',u SEAGRASS BEDS
Upstart Bay
Abbot Bay
. Edo.ecumbe Bay
Whitsunday Group & Channel
Figure 2b. The distribution of known major dugong and inshore seagrass areas in the Cairns Section of the
GBRMP south of Cape Bedford and the Centrt Section. The distribution of dugongs suggests that
the seaward margins of some of the seagrass beds have been underestimated.
Mackay/Capricorn Section
The pattern of dugong distribution In the Mackay/Capricorn Section (Figure 2c) Is very similar to that
in the Central Section, and the estimated dugong population is about 17% of that In the GBR region.
The area of seagrass (186 km2) is underestimated as figures are not available from Water Park Point
south. The most important dugong areas are the Port Newry area (where the distribution and abun-
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dance of dugongs suggest that the area of seagrass is probably seriously underestimated), Uewellyn
and Ince Bays, Shoalwater Bay, Port Clinton, and Rodd's Bay. Dugongs have occasionally been
sighted around some of the offshore islands such as North West and Lady Elliott.
Port Ne....
Llewellyn Bay & Inee Bay
Clalrvlew
Shoalwaler Bay.
i111 DUGONG AREAS
tW SEAGRASS BEDS
Port .ClInton
Water Park" Point
Figure 20. The distribution of known major dugong and inshore seagrass areas in the Mackay/Capricorn
Sectionof the GBRMP. The distribution of dugongs suggests that the seaward margins of some
of the seagrass beds have been underestimated. To date the area south of Water Park Point has
not been surveyed for seagrasses.
Group size
Although dugongs have been observed in tightly clustered herds of up to several hundred animals
(e.g Heinsohn. etal., 1978; Spencer, manuscript; personal observations), during our dedicated aerial
surveys in the GBRMP (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscripts a and b), the largest group sighted was of
20, and only about 13% of animals sighted were in groups of greater than five. Sixty-one percent of
animals sighted were cow/calf pairs or single dugongs, suggesting that the cow/calf pair is the only
long-lasting social unit.
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The small mean group size seen on the surveys may have been an artefact of the survey conditions.
If a herd is loosely grouped, only a small portion of the herd may be seen at once from a low flying
aircraft, even in clear water. Also the dedicated surveys were always conducted when seas were calm;
most surveys were conducted in between September and November. Thus the group sizes observed
may not be typical of other weather conditions or times of year. Larger groups of 100 or so dugongs
are routinely observed in the GBRMP by Coastal Surveillance (Spencer, manuscript).
Assessment of Threats to Dugongs in the GBR region
Traditional hunting
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act (Australia, 1975) does not refer to traditional hunting and fish-
ing interests or suggest that certain areas should be set aside for traditional use. However, the regula-
tions incorporated in Zoning Plans for the various Sections of the Park make provision for traditional
hunting in all parts of the Park except Preservation Zones, subject to a permit being granted.
Queensland legislation applies to waters above low water and those inshore waters excluded from the
GBRMP. The State Government's Communtty Services (Aborigines) Act (1984) exempts members of
an Aboriginal community residing on Trust Areas (formerly Reserves) from fisheries legislation
provided the take is by tradttional means for consumption by members of the communtty; a similar
provision is contained in the Queensland Fisheries Act (1976).
The interrelationship of the Commonwealth and State Acts is complicated in the inshore (Queensland)
waters of the GBRMP where most dugong hunting occurs. For example, an Aborigine could theoreti-
cally be given a permit to hunt dugongs within a specified Zone within the GBRMP, but be prevented
from doing so in the Queensland waters within that Zone because he was not a resident of a Trust
Area (Australian Law Reform Commission, 1986).
Aborigines and Islanders from the following Trust Areas live adjacent to the GBR region: Bamaga area
(Cowal Creek, New Mappoon Seisia, Bamaga), Lockhart River, Hopevale, Wujal Wujal, Yarrabah, and
Palm Island. There is no legal hunting in the region south of Palm Island (Figure 3). The extent of il-
legal hunting is unknown, but I have anecdotal evidence of Aborigines and Islanders hunting in Upstart
Bay, and around Mackay and Gladstone. In addition, some members of the Weipa South Aboriginal
community occasionally vistt relatives at Lockhart River to obtain dugong meat In exchange for al-
cohol.
Smith (see Smtth and Marsh, In press) monitored the dugong catches of members of the Hopevale
communtty for 16 months between 1984 and 1986, and the Lockhart River community for three months
In late 1985. Catch statistics are also available for Hopevale for 1987. The total catches were 74
dugongs over four years at Hopevale and 15 over three months (the major annual hunting period) at
Lockhart River. Smith concluded that the catch is unselective and well below the sustainable yield of
the population based on aerial.survey estimates (Smith and Marsh, in press).
The recommendations concerning the management of tradttional hunting developed by Smith (1987)
and outlined in Smith and Marsh (in press) are currently being evaluated. This management system
involves a hierarchical list of management options. In increasing severity, they are:
(a) community dugong hunting permits;
(b) declaring current dugong hunting areas as 'official', hunting areas;
(c) closed seasons;
(d) quotas.
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Figure 3. Aboriginal commun~ies bordering the GBRMP which are allowed to hunt dugongs under
Queensland law. The members of these communities must apply for a permit from the GBRMPA
to hunt dugongs w~hln the Park.
This broad management system allows each community to be covered by the same scheme but per-
mits flexibility to cater for the unique situation experienced at each community. It also allows for ap-
plying different options as circumstances change.
The Yarrabah commun~'s requests for permits to hunt on Batrrongue Reefs have not been granted.
due to the low numbers of dugongs in these areas. Hunters from Yarrabah can hunt In Mission Bay
(which is adjacent to their community) without a permit as Mission Bay is not included in the GBRMP.
Permits have been granted to the communities in the Bamaga area, Lockhart River, Hopevale and
Wujal WUjal. and a permit has been drafted for the Palm Island community. All are community hunt-
ing perm~swhich specify the hunting areas. There is a closed season for dugong hunting at Hopevale
to prevent over-exploitation in the dry season when the hunting ground can be accessed by road.
There are no quotas.
Commercial gill netting
There is anecdotal evidence that dugongs drown in commercial gill-nets. The number killed is un·
known. The anecdotal Information and my personal experience (Heinsohn et a/.• 1976) confirm that
several dugongs can be drowned in a single incident. For example. the local Fisheries Patrol Officer
Informed me that at least seven and possibly up to 14 dugongs drowned in one gill-net set for mack-
erel in Hervey Bay Oust soU1h of the GBR region) in August 1986. There was a similar Incident in the
same area In August 1988. The second Incident resulted in a change in the local fishing regulations.
However, such Incidents are fairly rare and more likely to occur to fishermen who do not know an area.
Fishermen who regularly operate in high density dugong areas typically develop strategies to mini-
mize the chances of dugongs tangling in their nets because of the resultant net damage.
In January 1989, the Queensland Fish Management Authority advised me that there are 227 fisher-
men In Queensland who nominated net fishing as their principal operation. The number of fishermen
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wtth net entttiements Is much higher than this. Of these, 531 live in areas adjacent to the GBA region.
As many fishermen operate In several Sections of the GBAMP, It Is not possible to assess the number
of fishermen who are likely to have the potential to catch dugongs Incidentally In various areas wtthout
access to confidential log book Information.
Gill-netting for barramundi is banned under Queensland law from November through January to
protect stocks. In addttion, under the GBAMP Zoning Plans, gill-netting has been banned from areas
zoned Marine National Park 'A' or higher, including some important dugong areas, especially In the
Far Northern Section (see Table 4 below). There is currently considerable debate among commercial
gill-netters and recreational fishermen about access to barramundi stocks in tourist areas. It is likely
that commercial gill-netting will be banned from some of these areas with a concomitant relaxation of
the use of foreshore gill-nets to target other species in the mouths of creeks during the barramundi
closure.
The dugong population of the GBA region (Table 2) is much greater than I had thought prior to the
start of this project, and I now consider that I probably over-estimated the magnitude of the likely Im-
pact of commercial gill-netting on dugong stocks (Marsh, 1987). However, this mortality Is still of great
concern to Aborigines and Islanders who understandably resent their hunting being restricted when
the problem of Incidental capture of dugongs In gill-nets is stili Ignored In many areas.
It Is probably futile to attempt to obtain a reliable estimate of the magnitude of this Incidental take, al-
though a study of the log books would give some Idea of the potential problem in various areas. Fisher-
men are understandably reluctant to admit to drowning dugongs when they know this to be Illegal. A
more profttable approach would be for the relevant management authorities to supply the fishermen
with maps of high density dugong areas, and to advise them to avoid them in order to minimize damage
to their nets. It would also be advantageous to dugongs if measures could be advised to discourage
fishermen from fishing in unfamiliar areas.
Shark-netting for bather protection
A shark-netting program has operated on major recreational beaches in Queensland since the mid
1960's. There Is considerable public support for this practice as a swimmer has never been attacked
by a shark on a meshed beach. As detailed by Paterson (1979). shark meshing kills other marine ver-
tebrates Including dugongs. Wtthin the GBAMP, the combined toll of dugongs caught In shark nets at
Yeppoon, Mackay, Townsville and Cairns from 1964 to date has been 456 (Table 3, and Queensland
Department of Harbours and Marine statistics). Most were taken in the first years of netting. Annual
catches are now low with only 23 dugong catches for the whole region since July 1983. In view of the
large numbers of dugongs killed in the early years of netting (e.g. 81 in the Townsville shark nets in
1964, Paterson, 1979), it would be inadvisable for shark netting to be introduced to other areas which
support large numbers of dugongs.
Table 3. Details of dugong catches In shark nets in the GBA region between 1964 and 1983 (Pater-
son, 1979 and pers. comm. 1984).
Location
Yeppoon
Mackay
Townsville
Calms
Total dugongs caught
10 July 1983
43
37
249
104
19
Maximum caughlin
one year
12 (1973/4)
22 (1969/70)
81 (1964/5)
20 (1968/9)
It is unfortunate that the shark meshing contractors are not required to record more information (e.g.
sex and body length) from the dugongs that drown In their nets. Useful life history Information could
be obtained ~ the Townsville shark contractor were required to make dugong carcasses available to
the James Cook dugong research group.
Trawling
I know of only two instances ofdugongs drowning in trawls and believe Itto be a rare event. The most
serious Impact of trawling on dugongs Is likely to be habitat damage resulting from the trawl digging
up seagrass. Seagrasses are important as prawn nursery areas (Coles et al., 1987), and there has
been considerable pressure from within the Industry to ban trawling from known seagrass beds for
economic reasons. Trawling Is now banned from most of the Important dugong areas within the GBR
region (it is allowed only in General Use 'A' areas), and I believe that the remaining anomalies will be
recmied soon. As discussed below, there certainly needs to be a check on the boundaries of the
seagrass beds In some areas ego Starcke River and Port Newry. The impact of trawling is also reduced
by seasonal closures.
Other habitat damage
Most species decline because of destruction of their habitat (Caughley, 1985). Larkum and West (1982)
list several sources of potential habitat damage to seagrass beds including:
(1) turbidity Increase associated with dredging, industrial or urban influences, and eutrophication;
(2) toxic chemicals, hot water effluent, all spills, sewerage and changes in salinity.
Except In the areas close to major cities such as Gladstone, Townsville and Calms, habitat damage
to seagrass beds per se in the GBR region Is probably relatively minor. However, given the commer-
cial value of these areas as prawn nurseries and their conservation value as dugong and green turtle
habitats, steps should be taken to minimize damage to such areas in the future.
Status
The first population estimates for dugongs in the Great Barrier Reef Region area are based on the
dedicated aerial surveys conducted during this project. I am, therefore, unable to determine whether
dugong numbers in this area are Increasing, decreasing or stable. Indeed, as argued in Marsh and
Saa~eid (manuscript a) and below, I calculate that it will be at least a decade before this can be deter-
mined.
I have Investigated the relationship between the estimates of the area of seagrass and dugong num-
bers for 24 sites In the GBR region where Coles estimated the area of seagrass to be 10 km2. The
dugong population estimates for some of these areas should be regarded as very approximate as
they were based on few sightlngs. If two estimates of dugong numbers were available for an area, I
used the larger. The results (Table 4 and Figure 4) indicate that there is significant positive linear
relationship between the corresponding estimates of dugong numbers and seagrass area in the GBR
region (Spearman Rank correlation coefficient = 0.85; n =24; p.001). The most obvious exception to
the overall trend (Figure 4) is the estimated dugong population of the Starcke River region which ap-
pears to be too large, reinforcing my view that the area of seagrass in this region has been underes-
timated.
Table 4 also suggests some other patterns which are relevant to the assessment of the status of the
dugong in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park:
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Table 3:Estlmated dugong population and marine park zoning status of areas w~h more than 10km2
of seagrass In the Great Barrier Reef region. Three Important dugong areas In the GBR region have
been om~ed from this table: large mid-shelf reef In Princess Charlotte Bay (Far Northern Section).
Rood's Bay (Mackay/Capricorn Section) for which no estimates of seagrass are available and Port
Newry (Mackay/Capricorn Section) for which the estimate area is less than 10km2.
Location Location Area of Estimated Oogon9 Major Minor
boundaries seagrass' dugong density GBRMP GBRMP
(km') population2 per km2 ZOning3 ZOning3
seagrass
far Northern Section
Shelburne Bay, Margaret Bay &
Cape Grenville Red Cliffs to Cape Grenville 29.71 367 12.35 MNPB EX
Temple Bay Bolt Head to Portland Roads 27.48 304 11.06 GUB EXlMNPB
Uoyd Bay Cape Weymouth to Round Pt. 16.71 165 9.87 GUB GUNMNPA
Round Pt. to Friendly Pt. Round Pt. to Friendly Pt. 99.24 713 7.18 GUB
Friendly Pt. to Campbell Pt. Friendly Pt. to Campbell Pt. 15.44 296 19.17 MNPB
Campbell Pt. to Port Stewart Campbell Pt. to Port Stewart 159.72 941 5.89 GUB
Princess Charlohe Bay Port Stewart to Bathurst Heads 66.40 1012 15.24 GUB
Bathurst Bay & Ainders Group Bathurst Heads to Cape Melville 202.66 1129 5.57 GUB EXlMNPA
Cape Melville Cape Melville to Red Pt. 84.29 974 11.56 PZ MNPB/EXIGUA
Starcke River Alea4 Red Pt. to Lookout Pt. 129.54 2549 19.68 SRZ GUNMNPB/PZ
Cairns section
Lookout Pt. to Cape Aahery Loockout Pt. to Cape Aattery 10.67 36 3.37 EX
Cairns Inlet Ellie Pt. to False Cape 11.85 0 0.00 EX
Central Section
Rockingham Bay Mission Beach to Cardwell 12.99 151 11.62 GUA GUB/EX
Hlnchlnbrook Is. Cardwell to Lucinda 48.17 340 7.06 GUB GUA
Halifax Bay Lucinda to Bohle River 22.20 47 2.12 EX
Cleveland Bay Bohle River to Cape Cleveland 86.60 375 4.33 GUA EXlMNPA
Upstart Bay Burdekin River to Cape Upstart 58.31 360 6.52 GUB GUNEX
Abbot Bay Cape Upstart to Cape Edgecumbe 29.42 In 6.02 EX
Edgecumbe Bay Cape Edgecumbe to Gloucester Is. 24.36 208 8.53 GUB GUNEX
VYhitsunday Group & Channel Pioneer Pt. to Cape Conway 39.49 62 1.57 GUB MNPA
MackaytCaprjcoco Section
Uewellyn Bay & Ince Bay Freshwater Pt. 10 Cape Palmerston 11.24 222 19.75 GUB GUA
C1alrview West Hillis. to 51. lawrence Ck. 20.32 n 3.79 EX GUA
Shoalwater Bay Broome Hd. to Cape Townshend 48.36 560 11.58 GUB GUNMNPB
Port Clinton Port Clinton 13.93 142 10.19 EX
t 8eagrass areas from R. G. Coles unpublished.
:2 Based on the results of aerial surveys (Marsh and Saalfeld. manuscript a & b).
3 EX c excluded; GUA (or 5) c General Use 'A' (or 'B'); MNPA (or B) c Marine National Park 'A' (or 'B'); PZ c Preserva·
tion ZOne; SAl ;:: ScientifiC Research Zone. .
.. Straddles boundry of Far Northern and Cairns Sections.
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(1) The density of dugongs per area of seagrass tends to be higher In the Far Northern Section than
In the remainder of the GBR region. This Is true even when corrected for the size of the seagrass
bed(s) (Figure 5).
(2) Some areas In the Far Northern Section have a high density of dugongs even though they are
subjected to traditional hunting (Starcke River area, Uoyd Bay, Temple Bay), and gill netting (Prin·
cess Charlotte Bay).
(3) Five of the six seagrass areas with the lowest density of dugongs have high boat traffic: Calms
Inlet, Whttsunday Group and Channel, Halifax Bay, Lookout Point to Cape Flattery, Cleveland
Bay. The other such area is Clairview (Table 4). Aboriginal dugong hunters have frequently told
me the dugongs do not frequent areas wtth noisy boats.
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Figure 4. The relationship between dugong numbers estimated on the basis of aerial survey and area of
seagrass for sttes within the GBR region where the estimated area of seagrass Is greater than
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Figure 5. The density of dugongs per area of seagrass in areas of seagrass of comparable size In the Far
Northern Section and the remainder of the Park.
Evaluation of current zoning
Given the estimated slow rate of change in dugong numbers, the effects of the current differences in
marine park zoning of the 27 major dugong areas (Table 5) are unlikely to have had a significant im·
pact on dugongs as yet. However, It is very obvious from Table 5, that the level of protection afforded
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Important dugong areas Is unevenly distributed In the various regions of the Park. In particular, there
Is no major dugong area south of the Starcke River which has been given Marine National Park status
or higher. Because it will not be possible to confirm the status of the dugong populations within the
GBR region for at least a decade (see below), I consider that it is important that at least one such area
be protected in this way. If the dugong is sensitive to boat traffic as the results in Table 4 suggest, it
will also be desirable to carefully manage tourist development adjacent to important dugong areas in
the Far Northern, Central and Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the Park, and to minimize development
adjacent to prime dugong habitats such as the Starcke River area.
Table 5. The present zoning status of the major dugong areas in the GBRMP (Figure 2). The figures
are the number of dugong areas in each Section with the relevant zoning status. When a dugong area
includes more than one zone, the zoning status of the area of highest dugong density is used. The
Starcke River area which spans the boundary of the Cairns and Far Northern Sections is included In
the Far Northern Section.
SECTION PZ/SRZ1 MNPB MNPA GUS
Far Northern 2 3 6
Cairns
Central 4
Mackay/Capricorn 3
GUA EX
2
2 2
3
1 PZ=Preservation Zone; SRZ=Sclentific Research Zone; MNPA/B= Marine National Park 'A'/'B';
GUA/B = General Use 'A'/'B'; EX = Excluded.
Future monitoring of dugong numbers
As outlined above, dugongs are long-liVed animals with a natural rate of increase which Is unlikely to
exceed 5% per year even with low natural mortality and no anthropogenic causes of mortality. Under
the present zoning and management regulations, the level of man-induced mortality In most parts of
the GBRMP should be low. Thus, barring catastrophes, the annual rate of population change Is also
expected to be relatively iow.
When designing a monitoring program for a vulnerable species such as the dugong, the consequen-
ces of failing to pick up a declining trend are more serious than the consequences of deciding that a
declining trend is occurring when it is not. Thus it is particularly important to consider Type 2 statis-
tical errors. If this expected slow rate of dugong population change is to be monitored within an ac-
ceptable range of statistical error, the precision of the population estimates will have to be high. Under
a constant intensity of sampling, the precision of a population estimate improves as the size of the
survey area is increased as evidenced byTable 2 (see also Tables 4 in Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscripts
a and b). Thus future surveys for dugongs in the GBRMP should cover large areas e.g. the whole
region north or south from Cape Bedford. October-November is the only time of year when weather
conditions are likely to be optimal for a period long enough to survey such large areas adequately,
maklng'it unrealistic to plan more than one survey of the area in anyone year. (It would not be logis-
tically feasible for the same crew to survey the whole reef region in one October-November period
using the designs used In this study).
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Gerrodette (19B7) outlines procedures for estimating the minimum number of samples required to
detect a trend In numbers using linear regression. His technique has been used to investigate how
long it would take to detect with acceptable levels of confidence that adugong population which was
decreasing at 5% per yearwas in fact declining i.e. that the slope of the regression line was slgn~icant­
Iy less than O. The following assumptions were made:
(1) Improvements in survey design would increase the precision to 11 %;
(2) the coefficient of variation is Inversely related to the square root of abundance as predicted for
strip transects by Seber (19B2). The probabilities of a Type I error ex and a Type II error Jl were
both set at 0.05.
It Is estimated that iI would take 9 years of annual surveys, i.e. ten surveys, to be able to detect such
adecline with 95% confidence. Meanwhile, a dugong population declining at5% per year would have
been reduced to 63% of i1s size at the time of the first survey. A preliminary Indication of such a trend
could be obtained more quickly by allowing ex and/or Jl to assume larger values. Of course, a more
rapid decline would be detected more qUickly with the same frequency of surveys.
As Gerrodette (19B7) points out, annual surveys are probably not the optimum frequency of sampling
for a population that is changing slOWly. As the Interval between surveys increases the effective rate
of change per Interval Increases, and the required number of surveys therefore decreases (see Ger-
rodette, Table 2). For example, two dugong surveys 10 years apart could establish with 95% con-
fidence that a population decreasing at 5% per year is declining. Such a low survey frequency would
obviously provide substantially less Information than annual surveys.
Any sampling strategy will be a compromise between Information and cost. The GBRMPA is reqUired
by law to revise zoning plans every five years. Given the expense, time and personnel needed to con-
duct large-scale surveys in remote areas, I suggest that this would also be an appropriate interval be-
tween dugong surveys in the GBRMP, and that the areas north and south of Cape Bedford should be
surveyed in consecutive years at five year intervals.
In order to maximize the capacity for such surveys to detect changes In dugong numbers, future sur-
veys should use the designs developed in this study (except that it would be reasonable to reduce or
eliminate sampling in areas where no dugongs were sighted in the 19B4-19B7 and which contain no
suitable habitat). The cost effectiveness of surveying areas of low dugong density will depend on the
value to the Authority of the information obtained about the distribution and abundance of sea turtles
(Marsh and Saa~eld, in press and In prep a) and cetaceans (Marsh and Saalfeld, in prep b).
Information on dugong sightings obtained from the Q.NPWS monitoring program should be collated
in a data base to prOVide additional Information on dugong habitat usage. However, these data will
not be suilable for documenting population trends.
Future research
The research to date suggests that the most appropriate strategy for conserving dugongs is to protect
their seagrass habilats and to minimize man-induced mortality in areas of high dugong densily. The
success of this strategy will be lessened If dugongs use specialized mating and calving areas which
are not associated with seagrass beds. Long-term monitoring of adults fitted with combined conven-
tional and satellite transmitters as developed by Marsh and Rathbun (manuscript) Is required to deter-
mine this. It would be profitable If this research were carried out initially in areas where dugongs occur
in clear water e.g. Moreton Bay near Brisbane. The research should then be ex1ended to key areas in
the Far Northern Section of the Park. It would be partiCUlarly useful, if time-depth recorders could be
attached to the radio-tracked animals to document the proportion of time Individual dugongs spend
at the surface so that the proportion of animals which are unavailable to observers due to water tur-
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bidtty availabiltty bias) can be estimated more accurately. This would lead to more accurate popula-
tion estimates and allow a better evaluation of the status of the dugong within the GBRMP.
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Abstract: We develop methodology for correcting for visioility bias by
calculating and applying survey-specific correction factors in strip
transect aerial surveys of aquatic fauna and incorporating their
associated errors into the population estimate. The technique is
applicable at all densities of the target species. Perception bias (the
proportion of groups of the target species that are visible in the
transect yet missed by observers) is corrected for using a modified
Petersen estimate calculated for each of 2 teams of 2 observers with 1
team on either side of the aircraft. Within a team, each observer reports
their uncolluded observations into a separate track of a 2-track tape-
recorder, so that after the survey, each group can be characterized as
being seen by only 1 (specified) or both members of the team. A
correction factor is also suggested to standardize for the proportion of
animals which are unavailable to observers because of water turbidity.
J. WILDL. MANAGE. 00(0):000-000
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aerial surveys, aquatic fauna, dugongs (Dugong dugon), survey-specific,
correction factors, visibility bias.
Aerial surveys have been used to estimate population sizes of
wildlife since the late 1940's (Caughley 1979). The technique has been
plagued by the problem of "visibility bias" resulting from animals being
missed by observers. Caughley (1977:35) presents a table of data from a
wide range of wildlife surveys showing that it is not unusual for 50-60%
of animals to be missed. There are 2 categories of missed animals: those
that are potentially visible to observers but are not seen (perception
bias), and those that are not available to observers because they are
concealed by other animals, vegetation, or turbid water (availability
bias).
Caughley (1979) argued that aerial survey estimates are most useful
as indices tracking relative density over time, because the bias becomes
irrelevant as long as it is held constant by rigid standardization of
procedures such as the transect width and the height and speed of the
aircraft, and the repeated use of the same survey crew. It is, however,
impossible to standardize many other factors that influence visibility
bias. Factors such as variable vegetation density, water turbidity, time
of day, weather conditions, group size, behavior, and distribution of the
target species have major effects on the number of animals sighted in
aerial surveys (Bayliss and Giles 1985, Hill et al. 1985, Packard et al.
1985). As such factors have repeatedly been shown to vary even between
repeat surveys of the same area, we believe that it is important to
develop survey-specific correction factors to correct for perception and
availability biases if absolute population estimates are required, or at
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least to standardize for these biases if trends in numbers are being
monitored.
The Petersen mark-recapture model has been used by Henney et al.
(1977), Magnusson .et al. (1978), Grier et al. (1981), Caughley and Grice
(1982), Bayliss (1986), and Eberhardt and Simmons (1987) to develop a
correct i on factor for "vi sibil ity bi as" (sensu perception bi as as defi ned
above). In the technique used by Caughley and Grice (1982) and Bayliss
(1986), the target species was counted independently by 2 observers
seated behind each other on the same side of the aircraft, simultaneously
scanning the same strip transect. The first observer saw (marked) a group
which then might or might not be seen by the second observer. Hence, the
second observer saw groups of animals in 2 categories: those that were
"marked" and which he "recaptured" and those that were "unmarked". As
detailed in Caughley and Grice (1982), these data were then used in
equations derived from the Petersen estimate to estimate the probability
of a group being seen (counted) by each observer. These estimates formed
the basis of a correction factor that was used to multiply the observed
density of groups of the target species and provide an estimate of true
group density. Caughley and Grice (1982) suggested that this correction
factor could then be applied to counts obtained in subsequent surveys of
the same target species on the assumption that the bias did not vary
between surveys. This assumption is unwarranted as discussed above.
There are 2 additional ,problems with the, techniques described by
Caughley and Grice (1982) (Pollock and Kendall, 1987). It assumes that
all animals are equally catchable and that there is no difficulty in
deciding which animals were seen by both observers. The first assumption
is clearly violated. Animals that are unavailable to observers have a
zero probability of being caught. Bayliss (1986) dealt with this problem
by limiting his counts to groups of dugongs (Ougong dugon) on the water
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surface and assuming that all of these were equally available. He then
used a theoretical correction for submerged dugongs to yield a total
population estimate. If the only animals seen on a transect are under the
water and therefore not scored, this technique can lead to serious biases
in both relative and absolute population estimates, and in density
distribution maps. This problem is compounded by other sources of
sighting heterogeneity such as group size and glare off the surface of
the sea.
A more reasonable assumption would be that all available animals are
equally catchable. There may be problems with this assumption, however,
as the search images of tandem observers are not independent. Because
marking and recapturing occur at the same instant,the search image
transmitted to both observers would be expected to be nearly identical.
If this is so, their specific probabilities of detection, group by group,
will have a correlation approaching unity which negatively biases the
population estimate (Seber 1982).
The problem of the difficulty in deciding which animals were seen by
both observers (especially if the population is dense) means that the
technique of Caughley and Grice (1982) and Bayliss (1986) is applicable
only at very low densities of the target species. These authors divided
each transect into 5-km units, separated by a 7-second pause during which
the counts for the last unit were recorded. If both observers recorded a
group of animals in the same time slot, it was assumed to be the same
group; this procedure is also likely to bias the population estimate
negatively.
We develop procedures for using this tandem observer technique to
develop survey-specific correction factors for perception bias, even in
areas of high animal density. Procedures are also outlined to standardize
for availability .bias in aerial surveys of large, aquatic animals such as
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dugongs, and to incorporate the errors in the correction factors into the
standard error of the final population estimate.
We thank the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority for supporting
efforts to improve dugong aerial survey technique. Earlier versions of
this manuscript benefitted from the comments of P. Bayliss, G. Caughley,
R.E. Jones, J. Kerr, and an anonymous referee.
SURVEY PROCEDURE
Our procedures were developed for large scale surveys of dugongs in
northern Australia. We flew a twin-engine Partenavia 68B at 137 m at 185
km/hour along predetermined transects. The pilot, a front-right survey
leader~ 2 mid-seat observers, and 2 rear-seat observers comprised the
survey team. The middle and rear-seat observers on the same side of the
aircraft formed a tandem team searching the same (200-m wide) strip
transect defined by transect markers attached to (artificial) wing-
struts.
Data were recorded by the survey leader using an Epson HX20 portable
computer (Epson, Japan) programmed as a data logger and timer, and
equipped with a printer that produced an immediate hard copy of the data.
The rear-seat observers reported their sightings to the survey leader via
a 2-way intercom system connected to 1 track of a 2-track tape recorder.
The mid-seat observers were visually screened from the rear-seat
observers with a curtain and acoustically isolated from the other crew
(apart from each other). They reported their sightings into the second
track of the tape-recorder. The arrangement and duties of the crew are
summarized in Figure 1.
All reports from observers were in standardized format;
e.g. dugongs: group size, number of calves, number at the surface,
position of sighting in the transect.
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The top (furthest from aircraft), middle, and bottom thirds of the
transect were color-marked on the artificial wing strut. The position of
the sighting in the transect was recorded to increase the probability of
distinguishing between.different sightings reported simultaneously by
both members of a tandem team.
Surveys were carried out only in fine conditions and in calm seas (~
Beaufort 3). The surveys were timed to minimize glare off the surface of
the water associated with a low or midday sun.
After the survey, the tape record of each transect was used to check
and edit the computer records, so that each sighting could be coded as
being made by 1 (specified) member or both members of a tandem observing
team. The reports of team members were deemed to be different if they
were unambiguously distinct (usual situation) or if they were separated
by ~5 seconds. Discrepancies between dual sightings of the same group
were also noted.
CORRECTING FOR PERCEPTION BIAS
Let Sm = number of groups seen by the mid-seat observer only,
Sr = number of groups seen by the rear-seat observer only,
and b = number of groups seen by both observers.
This fits into the framework of the Petersen mark-recapture model, in
which the (Sm + b) groups seen by the mid-seat observer are "marked", and
b of these groups are "recaptured" by the rear-seat observers. The
Petersen estimate (Seber 1982) for the total number (N) of groups
available to the observers is:
A
N =
(Sm + b) (5 r + b)
b
(1)
For given observed numbers (Sm + b) and (Sr + b), b has a
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hypergeometric distribution (Seber 1982) and the estimated variance (var)
1\
of N is
A
var (N) =
SmSr (Sm + b)(Sr + b)
b3
(2)
1\
Chapman (1951) showed that N is biased and proposed a modified
estimate,
A
N =
(Sm + b + 1)(Sr + b + 1)
- 1,
A
variance of this modified N as
b + 1
which is unbiased for (Sm + Sr + 2b) > N. Seber (1982) estimated the
SmSr(Sm + b + 1)(Sr + b + 1)
(b + 1)2(b + 2)
This variance estimate is also unbiased for (Sm + Sr + 2b) > N. The
results of all of our dugong surveys (Table 1) satisfy this condition,
1\
and the modified N has optimal statistical properties as an estimator of
the total number of groups available to the observers. Although slightly
1\ 1\
biased, the estimates of Nand var (N) in equations (1) and (2) are
adequate for our purposes.
1\
The important point to recognise is that N is an estimate of the
number of groups of animals available to the observers, and not
necessarily of ·the total number of groups in the population. Provided
that it is clear which groups are seen by both observers, the main
assumption being made is that all available groups of animals are equally
catchable.
Our survey results suggest that this assumption is not unrealistic
for dugongs. In an experimental evaluation of aerial survey techniques
during which 341 groups were sighted, Marsh and Sinclair (in press, Table
3) used log-linear models to show that the chance of an observer missing
a group of >5 dugongs was not significantly different (g ~ 0.43) from
the chance of missing a smaller group. Three of 4 observers missed a
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group of ~ 10 dugongs (1 occasion each).
The number of groups observed by the tandem team is (Sm + Sr + b).
A .
It is convenient to write N as
(Sm + b)(Sr + b)
b(Sm + Sr + b)
(Sm + b) (Sr + b)
and regard as the perception correction factor, to be
b(Sm + Sr + b)
applied to the number of groups observed to estimate the true number of
groups available to the observers.
Using the delta method (Seber 1982), the approximate variance of the
perception correction factor can be shown to be:
SmSr (Sm + b) (Sr + b) (Sm + Sr )2
b3 (Sm + Sr + b)4
Thus the approximate coefficient of variation of the perception factor
(3)
b(Sm + b)(Sr + b)
Perception correction factors for the port and/or starboard teams on
various dugong surveys range from 1.02 to 1.20 (Table 1). The perception
correction factors obtained for Moreton Bay (Table 1) were compared
empirically with those that would have been obtained using the recording
technique of Caughley and Grice (1982) and Bayliss (1986) by dividing
each transect a posteriori into a series of 97-second sampling units,
each unit representing an area of 2 km2 at a survey altitude of 137 m. If
each member of a tandem pair recorded a group of dugongs in the same
unit, it was assumed to be the same group regardless of the timing of the
observations. Use of sampling units rather than the 2-track tape-
recorder resulted in underestimation of the correction factors for the
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observing teams by 2.9 and 4.5%. Use of the 2-track tape-recorder clearly
reduces errors in deciding which groups have been sighted by both
observers.
CORRECTING FOR AVAILABILITY BIAS
The major source of availability bias in aquatic surveys is water
turbidity. Conditions can range from extremely turbid so that only
animals on the surface are-available to very clear when all animals are
potentially visible.
ALet Ps be the
aerial survey over
proportion of observed animals at the surface in an
A
clear water and Pu the proportion seen at the surface
in a second survey over more turbid water. Then assuming that the
proportion observed at the surface is independent of the observer (as
suggested by our data [Marsh and Sinclair in press]), and that $s is a
valid estimate of the proportion of animals at the surface for all
habitats and under all survey conditions, $u/$s would be an index of the
availability bias at the time of the second survey which could be used as
the availability correction factor.
A AUsing the delta method, the approximate variance of Pulps is given
by
A
Pu
var --A
Ps
I
A 2Ps
A 2Pu
+ -
A 4Ps
where Nu and Ns are the sample sizes on which $u and $s are based. The
approximate coefficient of variation of the availability correction
factor is
(4)
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In view of its untested reliability, this correction for
availability bias is best considered as a means of standardizing
fluctuating availability bias for repeat surveys of the same area under
conditions of varying water turbidity.
Most of the dugongs sighted in Marsh and Sinclair's (in press)
experimental evaluation of dugong aerial survey techniques in Moreton Bay
were in extremely clear, shallow «5 m) water over white sandbanks
covered with sparse seagrass. All animals in this area were potentially
available. By comparing the uncolluded observations of tandem observers,
Marsh and Sinclair (in press) showed that observers had difficulty
recording the position in the water column of dugongs in larger groups.
There was, however, very good agreement between observers in their
reports of how many dugongs in groups of 5 5 were at the surface. This
proportion (80/480 or 16.7%) is not significantly different from that
obtained independently from vertical color photographs of dugongs (68/486
or 14%) that have been taken under excellent conditions on the same
sandbanks on other occasions.
We tentatively propose 80/480 as an unbiased estimate of the
proportion of dugongs at the surface in Moreton Bay at the time of our
aerial survey experiment. Further, assuming that this proportion is valid
for all habitats and at all times, it can be used as the estimate for Ps
for surveys of dugongs over shallow waters when the sea is calm. These
conditions apply to most dedicated aerial sightings of dugongs in
northern Australia.
Availability correction factors for the port and/or starboard team
have been calculated for various dugong surveys using 80/480 as the
estimate for Ps' The estimates range from 1.06 to 3.08 (Table 1). These
have proved a successful means of standardizing the availability bias;
population estimates obtained from repeat surveys of the same area under
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different weather conditions are within about 10% of each other (Marsh
and Saalfeld, in press). Th~ proportion of dugongs on the surface used as
the standard for these estimates of the availability correction factor
(16.7%) is greater than the 1.9% obtained from shore-based observations
in muddy water by Anderson and Birtles (1978).Hence, it is likely that
the population estimates listed in Marsh and Saalfeld (in"press) that are
based on the correction factors for availability bias in Table 1 are
conservative. A more accurate assessment will require more data on dugong
diving and surfacing under different environmental conditions.
APPLICATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS
The following steps convert counts of groups of the target species
obtained during strip transect aerial surveys to population estimates:
(1) Classify each group as being observed by 1 (specified) member or
both members of the appropriate tandem team.
(2) Calculate the mean group size for the whole survey area at the time
of the survey and the standard error of the group sizes.
(3) Calculate the survey-specific perception correction factors (1 for
each tandem team) and availability correction factor as detailed
above.
(4) Calculate for each transect the total number of groups sighted by
the members of the port and starboard tandem teams, respectively.
(5) Obtain the corrected number of animals per transect as follows:
multiply each of the 2 values in step (4) by
(i) the appropriate perception correction factor to obtain the
Petersen estimate for the number of available groups;
(ii) the availability correction factor and
(iii) the mean group size of the target species in the survey
area;
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then sum the 2 corrected values for each transect.
(6) Use the corrected number sighted for each transect and, if
necessary, the Ratio Method (Cochran 1963, Jolly 1969, Norton-
Griffiths 1978, Caughley and Grigg 1981), to estimate the population
size and its associated sampling variance· The ratio method allows
for transects of different sizes and is applied as follows. Let
T = total number of transects that could be fitted into
the census zone,
t = number of transects sampled,
A = area of census zone,
a = area of any 1 transect,
y = total corrected number of animals counted in that transect,
A
Y = estimated size of the population in the census zone,
A
R = the ratio of the corrected number of animals counted to the
area searched = ry/ra,
5 2 = variance between the corrected number of animals countedy
on all transects
1
. [zr - IZ;)']
=
t-l
5 2 = variance between the areas of all the transects,a
1 [z.' - IZ:)']=-
t-1
5ay = covariance between the corrected number of animals
counted on a transect and the area of the transect,
1
t-l
A
and 52 ~ sampling variance of Y.
A A
Then Y = A . R,
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(7) Calculate the total variance of the density or population estimate
by adding the errors due to the estimation of the mean group size
and the correction factors to that due to sampling variability in
step (6). Following Jolly and Watson (1979), this gives an.
approximate variance of the total population estimate of
.52 + Y/(c/ + Cpp 2 + Ca 2) + Ys 2(C/ + Cs / + Ca 2) (5)
where S2 is the sampling variance of the corrected population
A A
estimates in each transect in step (6); Yp and Ys are the
contributions to the corrected population estimate made by the port
and starboard observing teams respectively; C9 is the coefficient of
variation (standard error/mean) of the mean group size; Cpp and Csp
are the respective coefficients of variation of the perception
correction factor for each transect for the port and starboard teams
as given by equation (3); and Ca is the coefficient of variation of
the availability correction factor, equation (4). The standard error
of the population estimate and associated confidence intervals are
then readily obtained.
Parallel calculations can be performed to estimate the population
density, its standard error and associated confidence intervals. As Jolly
and Watson (1979) stated, implicit in equation (5) is the assumption that
the correction factors are mutually independent and also independent of
the survey observations. As the correction factors are based on the total
counts for an entire survey, they would not be expected to be correlated
with the observations from individual transects. Our data indicate that,
at least for dugongs, the perception correction factor is not correlated
with the availability correction factor (r = 0.264, 11 dfi R > 0.20) or
the mean group size (r = 0.174, 11 df; R> 0.50). However, the
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availability correction factor is correlated with mean group size (r =
-0.864, 5 df; R < 0.01). It must be remembered that we are dealing with
approximations; we are confident that equation (5) provides a more
realistic approximation of the estimated variance of the population size
than that obtained by ignoring errors in the estimated correction factors
(i.e. simply 52).
ASSESSMENT OF PROCEDURES
The system of using 2 teams of tandem observers, a 2-track tape-
recorder and a micro-computer has advantages over previous methodologies.
Survey-specific correction factors compensate for visibility biases that
cannot be eliminated by a rigid standardization of procedures, such as
fluctuations in the biases due to sea state, glare, cloud cover, and
water turbidity. Survey-specific correction factors also reduce the need
to use the same observers for each survey, especially as new observers
can be readily trained using the 2-track tape-recorder. This recorder
also reduces errors in deciding which animals were seen by both members
of a tandem team,. even when the population is dense. All observations of
the target species within the transect by both members of each tandem
team are used in the final population estimate and in the calculation of
the correction factors. This reduces the biases, especially when the
population is sparse.
The system also has some disadvantages. This procedure requires a
crew of 6 (Fig.I). Provided that trained observers are available, this is
not a disadvantage in marine surveys where 2-engine aircraft are required
for safety reasons. However, it could result in a substantial increase in
cost when a tWin-engine aircraft is not mandatory. The system can be
modified for a 4-seater aircraft with a tandem team on the right side of
the aircraft only, along the lines suggested by Caughley and Grice
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(1982). However, the rear-seat observers should alternate to and from the
right side of the aircraft to form a tandem team with the observer in the
front right seat, so that the correction factors for perception bias can
be calculated separately for each rear-seat observer.
We used a tandem team on 1 side of the aircraft when training a new
observer (Marsh and Saalfeld, in press) with 1 trained observer and the
trainee on the other. During training, the intercom system was switched
so that the trainee could hear the reports of his counterpart on the same
side of the aircraft. This system greatly reduced the period required to
train reliable observers.
The major disadvantage of using our system in a 4-seater aircraft
would be that there would be no room for a survey leader as defined in
Figure 1. Many of the survey leader's duties (e.g. checking the position,
height, and speed of the aircraft) would be unnecessary when using a
trained pilot (particularly a person with scientific training) in an
aircraft equipped with a radar altimeter. It would not be possible,
however, to obtain a computer record of the sightings of the rear-seat
observers if everyone but the pilot were acting as observers. The
computer record is irreplaceable as a back-up in the case of tape
recorder failure. Our computer also has an inbuilt printer that gives an
immediate hard copy of all entries, preventing undetected computer
malfunction.
Another disadvantage of our system is that all the voice tapes have
to be listened to in real time after the survey to record the sightings
of the mid-seat observers. These sightings then have to be edited on to
the computer files. In all, this involves an estimated 2 hours of work
for every hour of survey time. The resultant additional cost is
nonetheless minor in comparison to the cost of the aircraft charter.
On balance, it is considered that this methodology overcomes many of
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the problems of previous mark-recapture survey methods, especially for
surveys of aquatic fauna. The problem of determining whether a group was
seen by 1 or both members of a tandem team has been solved by the use of
the 2-track tape recorder, and the system of recording the position of
groups on the transect. This makes the method useful even when the
density of the target species is high. Even though the problem of the
correlated search image of tandem observers has not been eliminated, its
impact is minimized by the steps taken to reduce sighting heterogeneity
such as limiting the surveys to days when the sea is calm and the weather
fine, and timing them to minimize glare off the surface of the water.
Because it is impossible to eliminate all biological and environmental
biases, the development of techniques to estimate survey-specific
correction factors to compensate for perceptual and availability biases
should find application in aerial surveys of other species.
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LEGEND TO FIGURE:
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the arrangement and duties of the
crew used to aerial survey dugongs in Australia.
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Table 1: The groups sighted and the perception and availability correction factors developed for various aerinl surveys for
dugongs in northern Australia. Except vhere indicated, all counts were made fro~ a survey height of 1)7 m. Cp is the
coefficient of variation of the perception correction factor (eq 3). Cs is the coefficient of variation of the
availability correction factor (eq 4) and Cg is the ratio of the standard error to the mean of the group size.
Survey date Blocks Side of
td.rcroft
No of groups
mid-seat only
(Sm)
of dugan,s counted
rear-seat only both
($,) (b)
Correction for
perception bias
(Cp )
Correction for
availability bias
(Ca )
x group
size
(e.)
Fsr Northern Section and northern part of the Cairns Section of the Crest Bsrrier Reef Marine Park
Apr 1.985
Nov 1985 srea 1
area 2
S
p
S'
p
S
10
36
16
5
2
7
18
18
3
12
58
30
12
15
34.83
123.17
73.60
21.25
20.40
1.20 (0.069)
1.10 (0.019)
1.15 (0.035)
1.06 (0.028)
1.02 (0.009)
1.95 (0.19)
2.62 (0.12)
1.44 (0.23)
1.57 (0.07)
1.47 (0.04)
1.53 (0.09)
Northern.h.lf of the Central Section of tb, Great Barri,t Reef Marine Park
Sep 1986 p
S
8
5
6
2
11 29.36
15.43
1.17 (0.065)
1.10 (0.057)
3.00 (0.17) 1.29 (0.10)
Mackay/Capricorn Section of the Great B3rrier Reef Marine Park
Nov 1986
Toues StrAit
Nov 1987
p
S
p
S'
.5
5
12
18
8
5
23
19
16
18
65
46
31.50
29.39
104.25
90.43
1.09 (0.032)
1.05 (0.018)
1.04 (0.009)
1..09 (0.019)
3.08 (0.15)
2.72 (0.12)
1.3> (0.13)
1.39 (0.05)
Moreton Bay (south e~st Queensland)
Jun 1985 p
S'
17
1.0
19
8
50
28
92.46
48.86
1.08 (0.016)
1.06 (0.018)
Starboard team not available for entire survey.
b Includes counts made from a flying height of 274m.
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Abstract
Some factors which affect the aerial counts of dugongs and sea turtles were
examined experimentally. There was no significant difference in the observed density of
dugongs when survey height was doubled from 137m to 274m with an accompanying
doubling of transect width on either 'side of the aircraft from 200m to 400m. In contrast,
a significantly higher density of turtles was observed at the lower height/narrower
transect width. Neither the higher level of glare on the exposed side of the aircraft, the
time of day, nor the time from high tide made a significant difference to the observed
densities of dugongs or turtles. The survey crew included a tandem team of two
observers on each side of the aircraft who reported their uncolluded observations into
separate tracks of a two-track tape-recording system. 'This allowed the reports of
tandem observers to be compared in order to assess observer reliability. Overall,
observers missed over 40% of dugong groups and over 80% of turtles visible within the
transect including groups of more than 10 dugongs. The chance of observers missing a
group of dugongs was independent of group size. There was little disagreement between
tandem observers about the identification of animals, or the position of animals in the
water column. However, observers differed markedly in their categorization of dugong
behaviour and in their counts of animals (particularly dugong calves) in larger groups.
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Introduction
The range of the dugong, (Dugong dugon), in Australia extends along about 15000
km of coastline, and beyond 58 km from the coast in some areas. Aerial survey is the
only feasible method of censusing dugongs over such remote and extensive areas.
However, the technique is inaccurate and often provides gross under-estimates of animal
numbers (Caughley ~al. 1976). Consequently, Caughley (1979) has argued that aerial
survey estimates are probably most useful as indices for tracking relative density over
time. For this purpose, an important requirement is that survey procedures be rigidly
standardized.
Aerial survey procedures for dugongs are still being developed. Early surveys (e.g.
Heinsohn ~al. 1976; Anderson and Birtles 1978; Brownell ~al. 1981; Elliott 1981;
Marsh ~al. 1981; Prince et al. 1981; Anderson 1982) were essentially qualitative, their
main use being to identify areas of relatively high dugong density.
Because of the extensive distribution of dugbngs in Australia, the first two
quantitative surveys (Bayliss 1986; Marsh 1986) used a strip transect technique,
developed by Caughley and Grigg (1981) to survey kangaroos in the outback .. However,
there were differences in the procedures used in the dugong surveys. Marsh (1986)
surveyed at 274 m (900 feet) with a transect width of 400 m on each side of the aircraft.
B"ayliss (1986) flew at 137m (450 feet) with a transect width of 200m on each side of the
aircraft on the basis of a preliminary experiment which showed that the observed density
of animals (based on the combi.ned sightings of dugongs, dolphins and sea turtles). was
significantly greater with the 137m/200m survey regime than with the 274m/400m
regime. Flying at the lower height/narrower transect width doubles the survey time
needed to achieve the same sampling fraction. This cost differential is substantial given
the vast areas to be covered and the high sampling intensity required to achieve a useful
index of density. (The population estimates of both Bayliss and Marsh had a precision
(standard error/mean as a %) of about 18% at a survey intensity of about 7%).
In this paper, the effect of survey height/transect width on the sightability of
dugongs has been re-examined in an experiment which also tested the effects of glare off
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the surface of the sea, time of day, and tidal cycle on observed dugong density. Other
large marine vertebrates were also counted during the experiment allowing parallel
questions to be addressed with respect to sea turtles (probably green turtles, Chelonia
mydas) ..
The survey crew included a tandem team of two observers on each side of the
aircraft who reported their uncolluded observations into separate tracks of a two-track
tape-recording system. This allowed the reports of tandem observers to be compared in
order to assess observer reliability.
Methods'
Design
The experiment involved £lying eight transects over a small part of Moreton Bay
(Fig. 1) twice daily within three hours of high tide at the Brisbane Bar on June 2, 5, 6, 7
and 8, 1985. Plans to run the experiment over five successive days were abandoned due
to unsuitable weather on June 3 and 4. To aid navigation, eight east-west transects
were selected a priori on the basis of clearly defined end-points in an area of known high
dugong density (Fig. 1). The transects ranged in length from 21.2 km to 25.1 km.
Five daily £light plans were drawn up in advance and £lown in random order. Each
plan was defined by the following variables which were selected using random number
tables:
(1) the starting transect (Tl, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7 or T8)j
(2) the direction of travel for the starting transect (west or east) which defined the
direction of travel for all subsequent transects as each transect after the first was
£lown in the opposite direction to its immediate predecessorj
(3) the direction of movement between successive (adjacent) transects (north or south)j
and
(4) the height at which each transect was to be £lown initially (137m or 274m). The
second time each transect was £lown, it was done at the alternative height and in
the opposi te direction.
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Thus each transect was flown at each height on each day, once in an easterly
direction, and once in a westerly direction. Direction of the aircraft determined the level
of the factor glare on each side of the aircraft. Operational constraints necessitated
confounding height and glare.
Survey Technique
All transects were flown at a ground speed of 185 km per hour (100 knots), the
slowest speed the aircraft (a Partenavia 68B) could safely maintain within the rartgeof
acceptable wind conditions.
The survey team comprised a commercial pilot with previous dugong survey
experience, a front-right survey leader, two mid-seat observers, and two rear-seat
observers (see Fig. 1 in Marsh and Sinclair, 1989). All team members occupied the same
seats throughout the experiment..The middle and rear seat observers on the same side of
the aircraft formed a tandem team searching the same transect. All observers had
experience with dugong surveys on which turtles 'and dolphins were also reported. The
two rear-seat observers had acted as observers on a quantitative dugong survey less than
two months previously. In contrast the two mid-seat observers had been involved in
qualitative surveys only.
Transect width, demarcated by fibre-glass rods attached to artificial wing-struts,
was 200m on either side of the aircraft at the survey height of 137m; 400m at 274m.
The rods were positioned specifically for each rear-seat observer and checked empirically
prior to the survey as outlined by Norton-Griffiths (1978). During this check it was also
confirmed that the transect width scanned by both the observers in a tandem team was
similar. Tape was placed on the windows of the aircraft to ensure that each observer
kept his/her head in the correct position during flight (see Norton-Griffiths, 1978).
Within the constraints imposed by these marks, each observer adjusted his/her viewing
angle to minimize the effect of glare. All crew members wore identical polarized
sunglasses.
Data were recordea by the survey leader using an Epson HX20 portable
micro-computer programmed as a data-logger and timer, and equipped with a printer
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which produces an immediate hard copy of the data. The time of entry for each
observation was recorded automatically, enabling its position to be plotted on a map at a
later date for habitat analysis.
The survey leader was responsible for keeping a regular check on aircraft speed and
altitude (measured by pressure altimeter), and for recording details of weather conditions
including wind speed and direction, cloud cover (oktas), the nature of the sea surface
(Beaufort scale), the times at which each transect began and ended, and the observations
of the rear-seat observers, including the relative amounts of glare off the surface of the
water on either side of the aircraft. the start and end of each transect were announced
by a whistle blown by the pilot.
The rear-seat observers communicated with the survey leader via a two-way
intercom system connected to one track of a two-track tape-recorder. They reported the
following information in standardized format at the time of first sighting:
(1) Dugongs: group size, number of calves, behaviour (swimming, idling, feeding,
diving), number at the surface.
(2) Turtles: group size, position in the water column (surface or underneath).
(3) Dolphins: group size, number of calves, species, reliability of specific identification
(certain, uncertain), position in the water column.
(4) Incidental sightings of rays, sea snakes, sharks, surface plankton.
During the transects the mid-seat observers were visually screened from the
rear'-seat observers with a curtain, and acoustically isolated from the other crew (apart.
from each other). They reported their sightings in the standard format into the second
track of the tape-recorder. Between transects the intercom channels were switched so
that all members of the crew could communicate. Daily schedules were arranged so that
the surveys were conducted between 0830 and 1300 hours. A maximum of 3.2 hours (2.5
hours survey time) was spent in the air at one time.
Post-survey Data Review
The tape record of each transect was used to check and edit the computer records,
so that each sighting could be coded as being made by one (specified) member or both
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members of a tandem observing team. The reports of team members were deemed to be
different if they were unambiguously distinct (usual situation) or if they were separated
by approximately five seconds or more. Discrepancies between dual sightings of the
same group were also noted.
Analysis
(i) Analysis of variance
Analysis of variance was used to determine the effect of the various survey variables
(survey height/transect width; tandem observing team; glare) on the density of dugong
and turtle sightings. Day and transect were treated as random effects. As the factor
glare was not orthogonal to survey height/transect width and tandem observing team,
the effect of glare was analyzed separately at each level of survey height/transect width.
The possible effects of time of day and tidal cycle were investigated using analysis of
covariance. Input data were the densities of dugongs and turtles observed by each
tandem team on each transect, at each surveY'height/transect width on each day.. The
densities were log-transformed for analysis to equalize the error variances.
(ii) Log-linear models
The counts of dugong groups were cross-classified in a number of 3-way arrays.
These contingency tables were analyzed using log-linear models (Fienberg 1980) to test
various hypotheses concerning factors which 'could affect sightings. A standard
hierarchical model-fitting procedure was adopted, with only significant effects being
retained in the model. The absence in the final model of an interaction term between a
pair of factors indicated that those factors were acting independently. The
goodness-of-fit of a model was gauged by the log-likelihood X2 value.
The G statistic used in the analysis of other results as indicated in the text was
calculated using Williams' correction (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981).
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Results
Summary of Sightings
A total of 341 groups of dugongs, 206 groups of turtles and 15 groups of dolphins
were sighted during the experiment. The daily cloud and sea conditions encountered are
summarized in Fig. 2.
(i) Dugongs
A group of dugongs was defined as a subjectively distinct clump. The frequency
distribution of dugong group sizes is summarized in Fig. 3. Group size ranged from one
to 20 with a mean of 2.08 ± (S.E.) 0.139 dugongs. Large groups were relatively rare;
61.6% of groups consisted of a single animal, 83% consisted of a single animal or a
cow-calf pair. All but fifteen dugong groups (4.4%) were sighted on the shallow
sandbank area west of South Passage bounded by the five metre depth contour line
(Fig. 1).
(ii) Turtles
It is usually much more difficult to define a group of turtles than a group of
dugongs, and group sizes of more than one typically represent turtles seen in quick
"succession rather than a cohesive group. The frequency distribution of turtle group sizes
is summarized in Fig. 4. The largest group comprised nine turtles;" the mean group size
was 1.14. We were unable to confirm the specific identification of the turtles, although
they were almost certainly Chelonia mydas (C.J. Limpus,. personal communication).
Twenty-five percent of turtle groups were seen away from the sandbanks west of South
Passage, a significantly larger proportion than for dugongs (Q...= 39.96, i d.f., :Q < 0.001).
Effects of Survey Variables
The results of the analyses of variance examining the effects of the three survey
variables (survey height/transect width referred "to as survey regime, tandem observing
team, and glare) on the observed densities of dugongs and turtles are given in Table 1.
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The day 1 turtle sightings were excluded because the two mid-seat observers included
'possible turtles' in their counts; more rigorous standards were applied on the other days.
Glare was always higher on the north-side of the aircraft on days 2 through 4, but
inconsistent on days 1 and 5. Consequently, results from the latter days were also
excluded from the analysis of the effect of glare.
None of the three survey variables had a significant effect on observed dugong
density. However, for turtles a significantly higher density was recorded at the
137m/200m survey regime and the two tandem teams differed significantly in their
observed densities. The differences were large both on and off the sand bank area, and
were consistent for both survey regimes.
Glare had no effect on either dugong or turtle counts and inclusion of time from
dawn and time from high tide as covariates had minimal effect on the analysis, and did
not alter the results.
There were no significant differences in observed turtle density (P > 0.05) between
days 2-5. For dugongs, however, the differences in daily sightil\gs were significantly
different (P < 0.05), day 2 being significantly higher and day 5 significantly lower than
the other days (Fig. 2).
The differences between days in the observed density of turtles both on the banks
and over the full transects were not statistically significant (Fig. 2). However, they do
coincide with the corresponding changes in sea state: fewer turtles were seen in rougher
seas (Fig. 2). In contrast, the significant differences between days in observed dugong
density show a pattern which does not coincide with changes in sea state and cloud cover
(Fig. 2). A large aggregation of dugongs was observed adjacent to the survey area on
the seaward side of South Passage on day 5, suggesting that at least some of the
observed difference in dugong density between days was due to animals moving from the
survey area.
Comparison of Tandem Observers
Of the animals sighted during the experiment, 57% of the dugong groups and 18% of
the turtle groups were seen by both members of either team of tandem observers. This
allowed the observations of tandem team members to be compared directly as follows.
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(i) Species identification
Tandem observers differed on at most seven occasions (3% of the number of dual
sightings of all animals); three at a height of 137m, four at 274m. On two occasions, one
observer classified an animal as a dugong when his/her counterpart was unsure. A
further two animals classified as dugongs by one observer were apparently classified as a
turtle and a dolphin respectively by the other. Other disagreements over identification
were one turtle/ray, a group of dolphins/fish and a dolphin/shark.
(ii) Dugongs
The proportion of groups sighted by one or both observers in the port and starboard
teams at each survey regime is summarized in Fig. 5. which shows that all observers
missed a substantial proportion of dugong groups. The log-linear model relating
frequency of sightings to sighting class (mid-seat observer only, rear-seat observer only,
or both observers), survey regime (137m/200m, 274m/400m) and estimated group size
(I, 1 - 5, >5) contained no interaction terms. Thus, the chance of an observer missing a
group of between 6 and 20 dugongs was not significantly different from the chance of
missing a· smaller group at either survey regime (port team: X2=12.19j d.f.=12j 0=0.43j
starboard team: X 2=4.58j d.f.=12j 0=0.43). Three of the four observers missed a group
of 10 or more dugongs (one occasion each).
Group size. The estimat )f group size differed in 21 (11%) of the 193 groups
sighted by both members·of a tandem observing team. Discrepancies were significantly
more likely for groups of more than five dugongs than for smaller groups
(G=26.516, d.f.=I: 0<0.001). The tandem observers obtained the same count for only.
six of the 16 groups of more than five dugongs. The greatest discrepancy was between
corresponding group size estimates of 14 and 19 dugongs; in most instances the
discrepancy was one or two. On four occasions the difference occurred because one of the
tandem observers failed to see a calf.
When members of a tandem team disagreed about group size, the lower count was
arbitrarily used in all analyses including the estimate of mean group size (2.08). If the
estimates of the rear-seat observers only had been used, the mean group size would have
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been 2.12. The corresponding figure for the two mid-seat observers was very similar
(2.14).
The proportion of groups in which the size estimates of both tandem observers were
identical was consistent over survey regimes and observer teams (X2=1.92j d.f.=3j
~=O.59). All observers reported that they did not have time to count calves in large
groups, and the proportion of calves counted in groups of five or more dugongs (Fig. 3b)
was significantly lower than that in groups of two to four dugongs (G=33.5j
d.f.=lj ~<O.OOl). There is no evidence to suggest that the relative frequency. of calves
should be less in large groups of dugongs than in smaller groups.
Behaviour. The two members of a tandem observing team differed in their
categorization of the behaviour of 43 (22%) of the 193 groups sighted by both of them.
However, the proportion of behaviours which were classified similarly by both members
of a tandem team did not vary significantly with survey regime (X2=3.32j d.f.=2j
~=O.19).
These results indicate that observers cannot reliably classify dugong behaviour into
even simple categories in the time available, at least without further training.
Number of dugongs at the surface. There were 172 groups for which both members
of a tandem observing team counted the same number of dugongs. The tandem
observers differed in their assessment of the number of dugongs at the surface in only
nine of these (5%). This proportion did not vary significantly with survey regime and
.' .
.' 2
observer team (X =2.49j d.f.=3j ~=0.49).
Individual dugongs were often seen in the process of surfacing or diving while an
observer scanned the surface of the sea. It is therefore likely that some dugongs will be
seen at different stages "of this behaviour by different observers. Under these
circumstances, the 5% disagreement over the position of dugongs in the water column is
not surprising. The position of a dugong in the water column can thus be assessed
reliably using either survey regime.
The bottom was clearly visible when flying over the sandbanks, and so it was
theoretically possible to see all dugongs present. In contrast, the bottom was not usually
visible during the remainder of the transects which were over deeper water and not all of
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the dugongs below the surface would have been visible. The proportion of the dugongs
sighted that were classified as being on the 'surface varied from 18/37 (48.6%) off the
banks to 91/673 (13.5%) on the banks. The difference is significant (G=20.45j
d.f.=lj Q< 0.001) and forms the basis of the 'availability correction factor' developed by
Marsh and Sinclair (1989).
On the sandbanks, the proportion of dugongs classified as being on the surface was
significantly less for groups of more than five dugongs (11/193) than for smaller groups
(80/480) (G=16.219j d.f.=lj Q<O.OOl), presumably because the observers did not have
time to record accurately the proportion on the surface for the bigger groups. The
proportion of dugongs in groups of five or less on the sandbanks that were recorded as
being on the surface (80/480 or 16.7%) should be a reliable estimate of the proportion on
the surface in this area at the time of the survey. This value is not significantly different
from that obtained independently from vertical colour photographs of dugongs (68/486
or 14.0%) which were taken under excellent conditions on the same sandbanks in
October 1984 and December 1985. (~=1.33j d.f.=1jQ>.10).
(iii) Turtles
The number of groups in each sighting class (mid-seat observer only, rear-seat
observer only, both observers) for the port and starboard teams at each survey regime is
summarized in Fig. 5. The proportion of groups in each sighting class was independent
of survey regime (port team: G=2.74j d.f.=2j Q> 0.10; starboard team: G=0.64j d.f.=2j
Q>0.5).
There were no discrepancies between the reports of tandem observers regarding the
same group of turtles apart from disagreement about whether two (separate) turtles were
on the surface or not.
The proportion of turtles classified as being on the surface was independent of
survey height/transect width (G=1.32j d.f=l; pO.10). Overall, 38% (81/234) of turtles
were classified as being on the surface. This is undoubtedly an overestimate. Many
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bottom-dwelling turtles were not recorded by observers due to uncertainty as to whether
the animals were turtles or rays.
Discussion
Reliabili ty of 0 bservers
Analysis of variance indicated a significant difference between the tandem teams in
the observed density of turtles (but not dugongs) at both survey regimes. This was due
to the port mid-seat observer recording far more turtles than any of the others (Fig. 5),
suggesting that training was inadequate for spotting turtles. It would be particularly
valuable if such training also enabled observers to identify turtles to species from the air.
The two-track tape recorder allowed observer reliability to be assessed in detail by
comparing the dual sightiilgs of tandem observers. The comparisons indicate that there
was little disagreement about species identification or the position of dugongs or turtles
in the water column. However, the level of disagreement about the behaviour of dugongs
(22% of dual sightings) was so high that we decided to discontinue collecting such data.
Observers had difficulties in recording data from dugongs in large groups. As a
result, groups of more than ten animals are now photographed. When a large group is
encountered, the transect is discontinued at a convenient reference point in order to
return to photograph the group (see Marsh and Saalfeld, 1989) as suggested by
Norton-Griffiths (1978). The transect is then resumed. Such groups are then 'stratified
out I of the population estimate based on the transect count, and included in a separate
'strata of large herds' (Norton-Griffiths, 1978).
We were surprised that the chance of an observer missing a group of dugongs was
independent of group size, as this is not only counter-intuitive, but differs from the
result obtained for some other species (Newsome et aI., 1979; Samuel and Pollock, 1981;
Gasaway et aI., 1985; Samuel et aI., 1987). Our result is probably partially due to the
relatively small range of group sizes encountered (Fig. 3), and the low number of groups
with more than five dugongs. The failure of three of the four observers to see a group of
more than 10 dugongs within the transect is unlikely to be due to edge effects as
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subsequent experiments have shown that the sightability of dugongs is constant across
the width of the transect (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript). We postulate that most
large groups are missed when an observer interrupts his search pattern because his eyes
linger on an animal in order to check its identification. Marsh and Sinclair (1989)
outline methods for correcting for animals which are visible in the transect but missed by
observers.
Factors Affecting Visibility
On the basis of a preliminary experiment, Bayliss (1986) suggested that it is
preferable to survey dugongs at an aititude of 137m and a transect width of 200m rather
than an altitude of 274m and a transect width of 400m. However, although" the
combined doubling of survey aititude and transect width reduced the observed density of
dugongs by 50%, the difference was not statistically significant due to the small sample
sizes in Bayliss's study (see his Fig. 2). Our results, which are based oli a substantially
larger sample size, indicate that there is no significant difference in observed dugong
density between the two survey regimes. The experiment confirmed Bayliss' (1986)
result that a significantly higher density of turtles is observed at the lower
height/narrower transect width. If density estimates are required for both dugongs and
turtles, it is clearly preferable to use the 137m/200m regime. However if dugongs are the
. "
only species of interest, the same precision should be achieved by spacing the transects
twice as far apart and surveying at the 274m/400m regime rather than at the 137/200m
regime with the transects closer together, although the associated distribution maps
would be less detailed at the lower sampling intensity.
Two other factors need to be considered when deciding on the preferred regime.
Caughley and Grigg. (1981) point out that a high proportion of the hours in the air
required to complete a survey are spent in relocating the aircraft rather than surveying,
especially when operating "in remote areas. Thus doubling the time spent in surveying
will not necessarily double the cost of a survey. In addition, the actual numbers of
dugongs seen per unit survey time is usually very low (see Bayliss, 1986; Marsh, 1986).
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As observers are much more alert and interested when they are actually recording
sightings, it is advantageous to record other large vertebrates (mainly turtles) during a
dugong survey. It is suggested therefore, that dugongs should be surveyed in conjunction
wi th other large vertebrates using the 137m/200m survey regime.
No difference was detected in the observed density of dugongs or turtles that could
be attributed to the higher intensity of glare encountered on the north side of the aircraft
on days 2-4. However, Marsh (1986) found that counts of dugongs were depressed on
the glary side of the aircraft during an aerial survey in Torres Strait (lOoS) in which the
transects were aligned north-south rather than east-west as in this study. Holt and
Cologne (1987) also found that glare depressed dolphin sightings. The effects of glare are
very variable (unpublished data), and are probably best compensated for by giving
careful consideration to how transects should be angled, by supplying observers with
polarized' sunglasses, and by using survey-specific correction factors to counter
perception bias i.e. animals which are visible in the transect and missed (see Marsh and
Sinclair, 1989).
Biological.Insights
The low density of dugongs observed in the survey area on June 8 (Fig. 2) and the
concomitant observation of a large aggregation on the seaward side of South Passage
suggest that most of the dugongs had moved from their feeding grounds into more
oceanic water. The unusually cold weather provides a plausible explanation of this
behaviour. (The lowest daily maximum temperature for the ·area for seven years was
recorded on June 6). Unfortunately, sea surface temperatures in the survey area were
not measured during this survey, but the temperature of the adjacent oceanic water
dropped 3°C between June 2 and 7 (data are not available for June 8) (Fig. 2). The only
June day for which surface water temperature data for both areas is available is June 9
1976 when the water temperature on the seaward side of Stradbroke Island was 3°C
higher than OR the sandbanks. Anderson (1986) observed dugongs concentrating in
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tongues of warm oceanic water during the winter in Shark Bay, Western Australia,
which is at a similar latitude to Moreton Bay.
Aerial surveys designed to obtain absolute estimates or indices of dugong abundance
should be designed to cover areas large enough to accommodate movements such as
these.
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Legend to Figures
Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Map of the survey area in Moreton Bay showing the locations of the
aerial survey transects.
Changes in the mean daily observed density of dugongs and turtles in
relation to the weather conditions encountered. The sea surface
temperatures were measured at Point Lookout on the ocean side of
North Stradbroke Island by the shark meshing contractor employed
by the Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine. The limited
data available suggest that the corresponding temperatures in the
o
survey area would have been at least 3 C colder. • mean densities
of dugongs or turtles calculated over the full transects, • mean
densities of dugongs or turtles calculated over the sandbank area only.
The range bars indicate the pooled standard errors from the Analysis
of Variance.
Figure 3a Frequency distribution of group sizes of dugongs and
b The number of dugongs in groups of various sizes and the
corresponding calf counts. The calf counts are likley to be negatively
biased (see text).
Figure 4:
Figure 5:
Frequency distribution of group sizes of turtles. A group tended to
represent a number of animals seen in rapid succession rather than a
cohesive entity.
Proportion ofdugong and turtle groups sighted by the mid-seat
observer, the re~r-seat observer or both observers in each tandem
team. The data are presented separately for each survey regime, and
for dugong groups in different size categories
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Fig. 2. Changes in the mean daily observed density of dugongs and turtles in
relation to the weather conditions encountered. The sea surface
temperatures were measured at Point Lookout on the ocean side of
North Stradbroke Island by the shark meshing contractor employed
by the Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine. The limited
data available suggest that the corresponding temperatures in the
survey area would have been at least 3°C colder.• mean densities
of dugongs or turtles calculated over the full transects,.' mean
densities of dugongs or turtles calculated over the sandbank area only.
The range bars indicate the pooled standard errors from the Analysis
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represent a number of animals seen in rapid succession rather than a
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Abstract
In 1984 and 1985, dugongs were censused from the air at an overall
sampling intensity of 9% over a total area of 31 288 km2 within the northern
sections of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Sightings were corrected for
perception bias (the proportion of animals visible in the transect which are
missed by observers), and availability bias (the proportion of animals that
are invisible due to water turbidity) with survey-specific correction factors.
There were no significant differences between population and density estimates
obtained from repeat surveys of the same areas. The resultant population
estimate (± s.e.) was 8 110 ± 1 073 dugongs at an overall density (± s.e.) of
0.26 ± 0.03 km-z , a precision of 13%. Dugongs occurred up to 58 km offshore
and in water up to 37 m deep. The highest density of animals was seen on
coastal seagraSs beds at depths of <5 m. Maps of density and distribution are
given. The design and timing of future surveys is also discussed.
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Introduction
This paper outlines the results of aerial censuses of dugongs, Dugong
dugon, conducted over a total area of 31 288 kmz in the northern sections of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park in 1984 and 1985.
The aims were:
(1) to estimate the size of the population in order to assess the likely·
impact of indigenous hunting;
(2) to obtain a precise index of dugong density as a basis for
monitoring population changes;
(3) to determine the pattern of regional variation in dugong density
wi thin the Great Barrier Reef lagoon and to compare this with the known
distribution of seagrass beds;
(4) to investigate whether the pattern of dugong density is temporally
constant;
(5) to determine the size of dugong groups and the incidence of calves;
(6) to evaluate and improve dugong aerial survey methodology.
Methods
The coastal zone of 7 952 kmz between Cape Bedford (15°15'S"
145°21'E.), Cape Melville (14°10'S" 144°30'E,) and the outer Barrier Reef
(Fig. 1) was surveyed between 13 and 15 November 1984 at an overall sampling
intensity of 7.6%, and again between 1 and 5 November 1985 at an overall
sampling intensity of 9,3%, The corresponding area (15 497 kmz) between
Campbell Point (13°32'S., 143°35'E.) and Hunter Point (1l030'S" 142°50'E.) was
surveyed between 21 and 26 April 1985,at a sampling intensity of 9.0%, and
again between 7 and 8 November and 17 and 21 November 1985, The intervening
Princess Charlotte Bay area (7 839 kmz) was surveyed once between 31 October
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and 7 November 1985 at a sampling intensity of 8.5%. Overall, the sampling
intensity for the entire region in the November 1985 survey was 9.0%.
All surveys were held during periods of neap tides to minimize water
turbidity. Daily schedules were arranged to avoid severe glare associated with
a low or mid-day sun. Repeatability was also increased by surveying only when
weather conditions were good; the conditions encountered are summarized in
Table 1.
Survey Design
For estimation of regional densities of dugongs, the area was divided
into thirteen blocks (Fig. 1) on the basis of sampling intensity, depth
contours, and/or Aboriginal hunting activity. Block areas were estimated from
1:250 000 maps using a planimeter or a digitising tablet. The areas of major
islands were excluded from the block areas. The areas of small «3 km2 )
islands were included in the block areas.
The transect lines flown on the various surveys are shown in Fig. 1. In
order to improve precision, all lines were aligned east-west i.e.
approximately perpendicular to the depth contours so that both coastal and
some offshore waters were included in each transect. For the 1984 survey of
blocks 1 through 4, fourteen lines spaced at intervals of 5' latitude (9.3 km
or 5 nm) extended to the outer Barrier Reef. Each pair of these long lines was
interspersed with two shorter lines 3.1 km (1.7 nm) apart and extending 21.6
km from the coast. (The latter is the distance flown in seven minutes at 185
km- 1 (100 knots]). This survey design, which had a 13% sampling intensity
inshore and 4.7% offshore, was developed on the assumption that almost all
dugongs would be seen close to the coast. This assumption proved incorrect.
As a result, in subsequent surveys lines were flown between the coast and the
outer Barrier Reef at intervals of 2.5' latitude to give a sampling intensity
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of approximately 8% for both inshore and offshore waters, an arrangement which
also aided navigation by providing definite start and end points for each
transect. Additional lines were flown in two areas of particular interest to
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority: block 2 (sampling intensity
13.0% in 1984 and 16.3% in 1985) and block ll(sampling intensity 25.9% on both
surveys).
Hethodology
Survey methodology, data handling and analysis techniques were similar
to those used in other surveys as outlined by Marsh and Saalfeld (1988) and
Marsh and Sinclair (1989).
Correction Factors
Correction factors for perception bias (groups of dugongs visible on the
transect line that were missed by observers) and availability bias (groups of
dugongs that were unavailable to observers because of water turbidity) and
their associated coefficients of variation were calculated as detailed in
Marsh and Sinclair (1989). Mean group sizes and their associated coefficients
of variation were calculated from the estimates of the size of groups with
less than ten animals obtained during the various surveys.
Analysis
Because transects were variable in area, the Ratio Method (Jolly 1969;
Caughley and Grigg 1981) was used to estimate density, population size and
their associated standard errors for each block for each survey. Any
statistical bias resulting from this method is considered inconsequential in
view of the high sampling rate (see Caughley and Grigg 1981). Input data were
the estimated number of dugongs (in groups of less than ten animals) for each
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tandem team per transect calculated using the corrections for perception and
availability biases. The resultant standard errors were adjusted to
incorporate the errors associated with the appropriate estimates of the
perception and availability correction factors and the mean group size (Table
2) following the method of Jolly and Watson (1979) (see Marsh and Sinclair
1989). The number of dugongs in groups of greater than ten was added to the
estimates of the population and density of the appropriate block at the end
of the analysis as outlined in Norton-Griffiths (1978).
Differences in density between years and between blocks for the Cape
Bedford - Cape Melville area (blocks 1 through 4), and between seasons and
between the inshore and offshore zones for the Campbell Point - Hunter Point
area (blocks 6 through 13), were tested separately using analysis of variance
with and without measures of cloud cover (oktas) and/or sea state (Beaufort
Scale) as covariates. Input data for both analyses were corrected densities
per square kilometre based on mean group sizes and the estimates of the
correction factors for perception and availability bias, each line within a
block (or zone) contributing one density per survey (based on the combined
corrected counts of both tandem teams). The densities were log- transformed for
analysis to equalize the error variances.
There were two fixed factors (blocks and years) in the analysis of the
survey results for blocks 2 through 4. (Block 1 was omitted because of the
very low number of sightings in 1984 and the absence of sightings in 1985.)
Lines within blocks could not be used as a factor because of the differences
between years in the survey design (Fig. 1). An unweighted means analysis was
used because the number of transects varied by block.
The same lines were flown during the two surveys of blocks 6 through 13
enabling line to be used as a (random) factor in the analysis. However, block
was not used as a factor because dugongs were seen on both surveys in three
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of the eight blocks only. Accordingly, each line was divided into an inshore
and an offshore zone at the 10 fathom (18 m) depth contour. Zone and season
were treated as fixed factors. A split-plot design (Snedecor and Cochran 1967
p.369-372) was used for the analysis.
Results and Discussion
Reliability of Observers
A total of 128 groups of dugongs were categorized as being seen by both
members of a tandem team. Observer reliability was investigated by comparing
the reports of team members which were recorded into separate tracks of the
two track tape recorder (Marsh and Sinclair 1989). Observers differed in their
estimates of group size on six occasions. All of these groups contained six
or fewer dugongs and the maximum difference in the count was two. In three
instances, the discrepancy was due to one observer's failure to see a calf.
The level of observer disagreement over dugong group sizes on these surveys
(4.77.) was substantially lower than the 117. recorded by Marsh and Sinclair (in
press) for their Moreton Bay experiment in which observers were required to
estimate the size of all dugong groups including those with more than ten
animals. The Moreton Bay experiment showed that observers found it difficult
to count dugongs in large groups. the use of photographs to count dugongs in
groups of ten or more during these surveys in Great Barrier Reef waters has
clearly improved the accuracy of group size estimates.
During the Barrier Reef surveys, team members apparently differed over
specific identity on six occasions (4.77.), compared with 37. in Moreton Bay.
Three of the six discrepancies occurred when one observer classified an animal
as a dolphin while the other identified it as a dugong; twice one observer
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classified an animal as a·dugong when the other was unsure; once apparently
the same animal was called a dugong by one observer, a turtle by the other.
On eleven occasions during the Barrier Reef surveys, one team member
described a dugong as being on the surface when his counterpart reported it
as beneath the surface (8.6%). The categorization of the rear-seat observer
was then used in the analyses. The corresponding discrepancy rate for the
Moreton Bay experiment was 5% (Marsh and Sinclair in press). As dugongs are
sometimes seen to surface and dive as the aircraft passes overhead,· some of
these differences are probably real.
Dugong Group Size and Composition
There was no significant difference between the distributions of group
size frequency observed on the various surveys (Fig. 2) (G - 7.5; P> 0.25;
8 d.f.). The largest group (subjectively distinct clumping) seen on any of the
surveys was twenty; about 68% of groups contained only a single dugong. The
proportion of calves (Fig. 2) ranged from 10.4% to 16.3%. Differences between
surveys were not significant (G - 2.62; P> 0.50; 4 d.f.). This is not
surprising. Dugongs calve from August-September through December in this area
and calves can stay with their mothers for at least 18 months (Marsh et al.
1984). The proportion of calves seen overall (14.7%) is similar to that seen
during a survey of the Torres Strait area in November 1983 (14.3%) (Marsh
1986a) .
Population and Density Estimates
The value of the mean group sizes and correction factors used in
obtaining these estimates are summarized in Table 2. The raw data have been
listed in Marsh (1986b). Table 3 gives estimates of density and numbers of
dugongs per block on the various surveys, with their associated standard
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errors. Two standard errors have been listed for each estimate: (1) based on
the difference in corrected dugong counts between transects, (2) incorporating
the errors in estimating the appropriate correction factors and mean group
sizes as well. The resultant increase in the standard error of (2) compared
with (1) is relatively small and is mostly due to the availability correction
factor which typically has the highest coefficient of variation of the three
components of the error summarized in Table 2.
The population estimates sum (± s.e.) to 8 110 ± 1 073 dugongs for the
whole region in November 1985 at an overall density (± s.e.) of 0.26 ± 0.03
dugongs per km2 , a precision (s.e./x) of 13%.
Fig. 3 is a smoothed dugong density distribution map based on the
results of the November 1985 surveys with an adjacent map showing the
corresponding densities for the Cape Bedford to Cape Melville area based on
the results of the November 1984 surveys. These maps should be useful when the
zoning plans of the northern sections of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
are revised. A map of the known seagrass beds in the region (Fig. 4) is
provided for comparison. Overall 52% of dugong sightings were associated with
known seagrass beds. Fifty-six percent of animals were sighted in depths of
less than 5 m (Fig. 5). Coles et al. (1987) found that seagrass biomass is
greatest in 2-6 m of water along this coast and recorded thirteen species of
seagrass at sites less than 2 m deep. Most of the areas where the highest
density (>1 per km2) of dugongs were observed support extensive inshore beds
of seagrass species such as Halodule uninervis. Halophila ovalis and Halophila
spinulosa, and Cymodocea serrulata (Coles et al. 1987). These genera also tend
to predominate in the stomachs of dugongs from north Queensland (Marsh et al.
1982).
Dugongs were sighted up to 58 km from the coast in water of depths
ranging to 37 m (Fig. 5). The reasons for their venturing so far offshore is
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not understood as the distribution of offshore seagrass beds is poorly known.
However, ThaIIasia hemprichii and Cymodocea rotundata have been recorded from
reef platforms in this region (Coles et al. 1987), and dugongs were observed
on offshore reefs especially in the Princess Charlotte Bay area (block 5).
HaIophila decipens is the only seagrass recorded at depths of greater than 11
m in the Great Barrier Reef lagoon (Coles et al. 1987) where it has been
recorded from depths of up to 68 m (P. Arnold, in Lanyon 1986). All these
genera are eaten by dugongs in this region (Marsh et al. 1982).
The results of the analysis of variance used to investigate the
differences between the surveys of blocks 2, 3, and 4 held in November in both
1984 and 1985 (Table 4) indicated that densities differed significantly
between blocks (P < 0.001) but not between years (P - 0.18). There was a
significant interaction between years and blocks (P < 0.05) indicating that
the dugongs were dispersed differently in different years. In particular, the
results suggest movements of large numbers of dugongs between the high density
inshore block 2 and the other blocks. Inclusion of Beaufort sea state as a
covariate in the analysis increased the probability of there being no
difference in dugong density between years to 0.54, indicating that the lower
observed density in 1985 could be explained by the rougher seas (Table 1).
Comparison of the results of the April (post-wet season) and November
(pre-wet season) surveys of blocks 6 through 13 in 1985 (Table 5) indicated
that densities differed significantly between lines and particularly between
zones, with the density significantly higher in the inshore zone than in the
offshore zone. However, there was no significant difference in density between
seasons, nor was there any significant season by zone interaction indicating
that the pattern of dispersion was similar for both surveys. The inclusion of
Beaufort sea state and cloud cover as covariates in the analyses made little
difference to the result (Table 5) and did not alter any of the conclusions.
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The 1984 and 1985 dugong population estimates obtained for blocks 1
through 4 were close, as were the April and November 1985 estimates of the
population of blocks 6 through 9 (Table 3). Such agreement, despite the
different weather conditions und'er which the surveys were conducted (Table 1),
suggests that the use of survey-specific correction factors to correct for
perception and availability biases was successful.
Design of Future Surveys
The population and density estimates obtained for the Cape Bedford -
Cape Melville survey in 1984, in which inshore blocks 1, 2 and 3 were surveyed
at an intensity of about 13% and the offshore block 4 at an intensity of about
5% (Fig. 1), had a precision based on the standard sampling theory estimates
only of 15% (Table 3). This is a substantial improvement on the corresponding
precision of 24% obtained for the same area in 1985 when blocks 1, 3 and 4
were surveyed at an intensity of about 8% and block 2 at an intensity of 16%.
Future surveys of the areas from Cape Bedford to Cape Melville should be
stratified along the lines of the November 1984 survey (see Fig. 1).
Significant numbers of dugongs were observed on the large offshore reefs
in Princess Charlotte Bay in November 1985 (Fig. 3). The survey design used
for this area (block 5) seems satisfactory as it returned a precision (based
on standard sampling theory estimates only) of 16%. "However, the corresponding
values achieved for the surveys of the area between Campbell Point and Hunter
Point (blocks 6-13) were 24%. Most dugongs were seen close to the coast in
this region suggesting that precision could be improved by increasing the
sampling fraction in the inshore area and reducing it in the offshore area
along the lines used for the November 1984 survey of blocks 1 through 4 (Fig.
1).
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It is estimated that if the survey designs were modified as outlined
above, the precision of the population estimate for the whole area from Cape
Melville to Hunter Point (based on standard sampling theory only) could be
improved from the 12% obtained in 1985 to about 9% without increasing survey
costs. Incorporating the errors in estimating the mean group size and
correction factors would be expected to decrease the precision to about 11%.
Timing of future surveys
Dugongs are long-lived animals with a life-span of up to 70 years, a
minimum pre-reproductive period of 9-10 years, and a mean calving interval
which has been estimated as 3-7 years for various populations (Marsh et al.
1984; Marsh 1986a). Marsh (1986a) has calculated that even with the most
optimistic combination of these parameters, a low schedule of natural
mortality and no anthropogenic causes of mortality, the maximum rate of
increase is likely to be of the order of 5% per year. Under the present zoning
and management regulations, the level of man- induced mortali ty in the northern
sections of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park should be low. Thus, barring
catastrophes, the annual rate of population change is also expected to be
relatively low.
When designing a monitoring program for a vulnerable species such as the
dugong, the consequences of failing to pick up a declining trend are more
serious than the consequences of deciding that a declining trend is occurring
when it is not. Thus it is particularly important to consider Type 2
statistical errors. If this expected slow rate of dugong population change is
to be monitored within an acceptable range of statistical error, the precision
of the population estimates· will have to be high. Under a constant intensity
of sampling, the precision of a population estimate improves as the size of
the survey area is increased as evidenced by Table 3. Thus future surveys for
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cover large areas e.g. the whole region from Cape Bedford to Hunter Point.
October-November is the only time of year when weather conditions are likely
to be optimal for a period long enough to survey such large areas adequately,
making it unrealistic to plan more than one survey of the area in anyone
year.
Gerrodette (1987) outlines procedures for estimating the minimum number
of samples required to detect a trend in numbers using linear regression. His
technique has been used to investigate how long it would take to detect with
acceptable levels of confidence that a dugong population which was decreasing
at 5% per year was in fact declining i.e. that the slope of the regression
line was significantly less than O. The following assumptions were made: (1)
improvements in survey design would increase the precision to 11%; (2) the
coefficient of variation is inversely related to the square root of abundance
as predicted for strip transects by Seber (1982). The probabilities of both
a Type 1 error a and a Type II error B were set at 0.05.
It is estimated that it would take 9 years of annual surveys i.e. ten
surveys to be able to detect such a decline with 95% confidence. Meanwhile,
a dugong population declining at 5% per year would have been reduced to 63%
of its size at the time of the first survey. A preliminary indication of such
a trend could be obtained more quickly by allowing a and/or fl to assume larger
values. Of course, a more rapid decline would be detected more quickly with
the same frequency of surveys.
As Gerrodette (1987) points out, annual surveys are probably not the
optimum frequency of sampling for a population that is changing slowly. As the
interval between surveys increases, the effective rate of change per interval
increases, and the required number of surveys therefore decreases (see
Gerrodette 1987, Table 2). For example, two dugong surveys 10 years apart
could establish with 95% confidence that a population decreasing at 5% per
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year is declining. Such a low survey frequency would obviously provide
substantially less information than annual surveys.
Any sampling strategy will be a compromise between information and cost.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority is required by law to revise
zoning plans every ~ years. Given the expense, time and personnel needed to
conduct large-scale surveys in remote areas, we suggest that this would also
be an appropriate interval between dugong surveys in the northern sections of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
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Legend to figures
Fig. 1 Survey areas, showing the survey blocks (1-13) and transect lines used
in the 1985 surveys. The transects flown in November 1984 are shown in
the adjacent map. The boundary between the inshore blocks 1, 2 and 3 and
the offshore block 4 is 21.6 km from the coast (i.e. all transects in
blocks 1,2 and 3 are 21.6 km long). The 18 m (10 fathom) line forms the
boundary between the inshore blocks 6, 8, 10, 11 and 12 and the offshore
blocks 7, 9 and 13. (Adapted from Marsh and Saalfeld 1988.). The areas
of the survey blocks (km2) are as follows: Block 1: 1 004; 2: 665; 3:
1 050; 4: 5 233; 5: 7 839; 6: 451; 7: 1 561; 8: 1 194; 9: 4 600; 10:
259; 11: 396; 12: 452; 13: 6 584.
Fig. 2 Frequency histograms showing details of dugong group sizes on each
survey and the proportion of dugongs seen in groups of various sizes
over all surveys (a) all groups (b) groups containing calves [] groups
with one calf; .. groups with two calves; ~ one group with one calf,
one group with two calves.
Fig. 3 The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from Cape Bedford
to Hunter Point in November 1985. The corresponding figure for the
survey area from Cape Bedford to Cape Melville in November 1984 is also
provided.
Fig. 4 The approximate distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds in
the survey area provided for comparison with Fig. 3. The ground-truthed
seagrass data are from Coles et a1. (1985) and adapted from Marsh and
Saalfeld (1988).
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Fig. 5 Frequency histograms showing the number of dugongs seen in water of
various depths on each survey and the proportion of dugongs seen in
water of various depths over all surveys. These depths were obtained
from marine charts and have not been corrected for tidal levels at the
time of the survey. In view of the paucity of information for this area,
these data must be regarded as very approximate.
Refer pages 115 -123
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Table 1 Weather conditions encountered on each survey.
November
1984
April
1985
November
1985
November
1985
Blocks 1-7 Blocks 8-13
Wind speed <20 00 <28 <19
(km h- I )
Cloud cover 0-2 2~7 0.5-5 0-4
(oktas)
Minimum cloud 650-1000 200-2500 460-1525 305-610
height (m)
Beaufort Sea State 1 (0-3) 2 (1-3.5) 2.5 (0-4) 1 (0-3)
mode (range)
Clare a,b 1 (0-2) 2 (0-3) 1 (0-2.5) 1 (0-2.5)
mode (range)
Visibility (km) )10 8-)10 8-)10 )20-)50
a Worse side of aircraft
b Scale 0 - none, 1 - <25% of field of view affected by glare, 2 - 2.5 <
50%, 3)50%.
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Table 3: Estimated densities and numbers of dugongs on the various surveys. The values are !
standard error incorporating the errors resulting from sampling, and in estimating
mean group size and the correction lactors. The numbers in brackets represent the
standard errors resulting from sampling only.
Block Initial Survey November 1985 Survey
Density per km2 Numbers Density per km2 Numbers
1 0.15 ± 0.06 (0.06)8 149 ± 61 (58)8 0 0
2 1.22 ± 0.45 (0.43)8 812 ± 299 (288)a Z.47 ! 0.87 (0.82) 1644 ! 570 ( 543)
3 0.93 ± 0.23 (0.21)a 97< ! 244 (223)' 0.26 ! 0.10 (0.10) 272 ! 110 (106)
4 0.18 ! 0.04 (0.04)a 964 ! 231 (Z08)8 0.12 ! 0.05 (0.05) 626 ! 256 (248)
sub - total
blocks 1 - 4 0.36 ! 0.06 (0.06)8 2899 ! 454 (423)a 0.32 ! 0.08 (0.08) 2542 ! 634 (606)
precisionc 0.16 (0.15)a 0.25 (0.24)
5 N/A N/A 0.46 ! 0.09 (0.07) 3630 ! 7" (585)
precisionc 0.20 (0.16)
6 2.07 ! 1. 04 (0.99)b 934 ! 471 (448)b 1. 76 ! 0.94 (0.92) 792 ! 423 (414 )
7 0.10 ! 0.05 (0.04)b 151 ! 73 (68)b 0 0
8 0.74 ! 0.23 (0.19)b 878 ! 271 (226)b 0.51 ± 0.16 (0.11) 611 ± 192 (131)
9 Ob Ob 0.03 ± 0.02 (0.02) 134 ± 104 (99)
10 Ob Ob 0.09 ± 0.09 (0.09) 24 ± 23 (22)
11 0.53 ± 0.17 (0.15)b 209 ± 68 (59)b 0.56 ± 0.20 (0.18) 222 ± 81 (71)
12 Ob Ob 0.06 ! 0.06 (0.06) 27 ! 26 (25)
13 Ob Ob 0.02 ± 0.01 (0.01) 128 ± 83 (76)
sub - total
blocks 6 - 13 0.13 ± 0.04 (0.03)b 2172 ± 552 (510)b 0.13 ± 0.03 (0.03) 1938 ± 491 (459)
precision~ 0.25 (0.24)b 0.25 (0.24)
Total lor November 1985 survey
precisionc
a November 1984
b April 1985
c (s.e./x)
N/A not available
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0.26 Z 0.03 (0.03) 8110 ± 1073 (959)
0.13 (0.12)
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Table 5: Summary of analysis of variance comparing observered dugong density
in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park between Campbell Point and
Hunter Point by blocks and by season".
Source of variation Sum of d.f. F Significance
squaresb of F
Lines 22.053 48 1.532 0.039
Main plot comparisons
Zones (inshore/offshore) 15.917 1 28.890 0.000
Main plot error 26.445 48
Sub-plot comparisons
Season 0.016 1 0.054 0.817
Season by zone 0.001 1 0.004 0.950
Sub-plot error 28.798 96
" The probability of there being no significant differences in dugong density
between seasons was P - 0.957 with Beaufort sea state as a covariate,
P - 0.798 with cloud cover as a covariate, and P - 0.731 with both Beaufort
sea state and cloud cover as covariates.
b Data transformed using In(X + 0.33 smallest non-zero density).
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Abstract
In 1986 and 1987, dugongs were counted from the air at an overall
sampling intensity of 10.1% over a total area of 39,396 km2 in the
inshore waters of the Great Barrier Reef region south of Cape
Bedford. The survey area included the southern portion of the
Cairns Section, the Central Section, and the Mackay/Capricorn
Section of the Great Barrier Reef Harine Park. We corrected
sightings for perception bias (the proportion of animals visible
in the transect which are missed by observers), and standardized
them for availability bias (the proportion of animals that are
invisible due to water turbidity) with survey-specific correction
factors. The resultant population estimate was 3,479 ± S. E. 459
dugongs at an overall density of 0.088 ± S.E. 0.012 km- 2 , a
precision of 13%. There were no significant differences between
population and density estimates obtained from repeat surveys of
the northern half of the Central Section. Highest densities were
observed on inshore seagrass beds, and in waters less than 5m
deep. ~Iaps of density and distribution are given, and
recommendations made on the timing of future surveys.
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As part of a program to determine the distribution and
abundance of the dugong, Dugong dugon, in the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park (GBRMP), we conducted a series of aerial surveys in
the inshore waters of the entire Great Barrier Reef region south
of Cape Bedford (15°14'S., 145°21'E.) in 1986 and 1987. The
resul ts of these surveys are presented in this paper. Marsh and
Saalfeld (1988 and manuscript) present the results of similar
surveys of the region north of Cape Bedford including Torres
Strait.
Methods
All surveys were limited to the inshore waters. Transects
ran east-west (except near Hinchinbrook Island area where the
mountains made this dangerous), and usually extended 21.6 km from
the coast and/or offshore islands. (The latter is the dis tance
flown in seven minutes at 185 km h- 1 [100 kn.]). Between Dunk
Island and Cape Bedford where the continental shelf runs closer to
the coast, most transects were flown to the outer barrier reefs.
The Mackay/Capricorn Section of the GBRMP was surveyed
between October 18 and 25 1986; the Central Section between
September 29 and October 21 1987; and the Cairns Section south of
Cape Bedford between October 12 and 16 1987. In addition, the
northern half of the Central Section between Cape Cleveland and
Dunk Island was surveyed using the same design between September
22 and 24 1986. Inshore areas in the region which have been
excluded from the GBR}\P were also surveyed.
As in the other surveys (Marsh and Saalfeld, 1988, and
manuscript), the transect lines were usually spaced at intervals
of 5° latitude except in areas of known seagrass beds where the
sampling intensity was increased (Figures 1-5). For estimation of
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regional densities of dugongs. the survey areas were divided into
blocks (Figures 1-5). The area and sampling intensity of each
block is summarized in Table 1. The overall sampling intensity was
10.2%.
All surveys were held during periods of neap tides to
minimize water turbidity. Daily schedules were arranged to avoid
severe glare associated with a low or mid-day sun. Repeatability
was also increased by surveying only when weather conditions were
good; the conditions encountered are summarized in Table 2.
Survey methodology, data handling and analysis techniques
were similar to those used in previous surveys as outlined by
Marsh and Saalfeld (1988 and manuscript) and Marsh and Sinclair
(manuscripts a and b).
Correction factors for perception bias (groups of dugongs
visible in the transect that were missed by observers) and
availability bias (groups of dugongs that were unavailable to
observers because of water turbidity), and their associated
coefficients of variation were calculated as outlined in Marsh and
Sinclair (manuscript a). The population and density estimates and
the distribution maps were based on corrected densities. The
standard errors of the population and density estimates were
adjusted to incorporate the errors associated with the appropriate
estimates of the perception and availability correction factors
and the mean group size (as outlined in Marsh and Sinclair.
manuscript a).
The significance of the difference in density between surveys
for the northern part of the Central Section, which was surveyed
in both 1986 and 1987. was tested using a two factor randomized
block design with transect as the blocking factor. The analysis
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was carried out with and without measures of cloud cover (oktas)
and/or sea state (Beaufort scale) as covariates. Input data for
the analysis were corrected densities per square kilometre based
on mean group sizes and the estimates of the correction factors
for perception and availability bias, each transect contributing
one density per survey based on the combined corrected counts of
both tandem teams. The densities were log transformed for
analysis to equalize the error variances.
Results and Discussion
Effective transect lddth
There were no significant differences in the proportion of
dugongs sighted in the upper middle and bottom thirds of the
transect for either survey (X2 Goodness of Fit: X2 -O.34l, n-4l, 2
d.f., p-0.843, 1986 northern Central Section Survey; X2 =1.077 ,
n-39 , 2 d.f., p-0.586, 1987 Central Section Survey; X2 -5.83l,
n=59 , 2 d. f., p-O. 0542 1986 Mackay/Capricorn Section Survey),
indicating that the transect width is sufficiently narrow for
there to be no decrease in sightability for groups further from
the aircraft. In the Mackay/Capricorn Section, where the
probability of there being a difference approached significance at
the 0.05 level, the proportion of animals sighted was lowest in
the middle of the transect (197.) suggesting that any variation was
caused by the observers' having difficulty deciding in which third
of the transect each group was sighted rather than by any
reduction in sightability per se.
Group Size and Composition
Only six dugongs including one cow/calf pair were sighted in
the Cairns Section between Dunk Island and Cape Bedford. The size
and composition of the groups sighted on the other surveys are
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summarized in Figure 6 and Table 3. The largest group sighted was
10 in the Port Newry area (Figure 4b). Sixty-two percent of
animals sighted were single dugongs or cow/calf pairs. The
proportion of calves was 14.8;( in the northern Central Section
survey in September 1986; 13.4;( in the Central Section survey in
1987; 7.7;( in the Hackay/Capricorn Section survey in 1987%.
Differences between surveys were not significant (X2 -2.071;
d.f.-2; p~ 0.3551). The proportions of calves sighted in these
surveys of the southern Great Barrier Reef Region are not
significantly different (X2 -5.058; d.f.-9; p- 0.8292) from those
recorded during similar surveys of the northern Great Barrier Reef
(Harsh and Saalfeld, manuscript), and Torres Strait (Harsh and
Saalfeld, 1988). Two very small calves, probably newborn, were
sighted separately in Shoalwater Bay (Figure 5b) on November 18.
This is consistent with the other information on the timing of
calving on the east coast of tropical Queensland (Harsh et al.,
1984).
Population and Density Estimates
The values of the mean group sizes and correction factors
used in obtaining these estimates are summarized in Table 3. The
raw data and positions of actual sightings have been listed in
Harsh (1989). Table 4 gives estimates of the density and numbers
of dugongs per block on the various surveys together with the
standard errors of these estimates. We consider that these are
likely to be underestimates because the standard used to correct
for the number of dugongs which were not available to observers
due to water turbidity is likely to be conservative (see Harsh and
Sinclair, manuscript a).
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a) Cairns Section
Too few dugongs (Figure la) were sighted to estimate the
dugong population for this area. This is not surprising as the
total area of inshore seagrass in this section has been
subsequently estimated to be only about 34 km2 (Figure lb; R G
Coles, unpublished data). All but two animals were sighted close
to inshore seagrass beds (Figure 1). A cow calf pair was seen at
Bat Reef, 40 km from the mainland.
b) Central Section
There is an estimated 358 km2 of inshore seagrass in the
Central Section (Figures 2d and 3c, R G Coles, unpublished data).
The dugong population of the whole region in November 1987 was
estimated to be 1532 ± 273 dugongs at an overall density of 0.13 ±
S.E. 0.02 dugongs per km2 surveyed, a precision of 18% (Table 4).
The results of the analysis of variance used to investigate
the differences between the surveys of the northern half of the
Central Section carried out in 1986 and 1987 (Table 5) indicated
that there was no significant difference between observed
dens i ties between years (p-O .177), even though the population
estimate was (1024 ± S.E. 170 in 1986, 644 ± S.E. 160 in 1987).
The addition of Beaufort sea state and/or cloud cover for each
transect as covariates made little difference to the probability
their being a significant difference in density between surveys
(Table 5).
Figures 2b, c and 3b contain smoothed density distribution
maps based on the results of the surveys. More detailed maps are
provided in Marsh (1989). Seventy-nine percent of animals were
seen close to inshore seagrass beds, 64% in depths of 5m or less
(Figure 7).
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S. E. 369 for the region surveyed in
c) Mackay/Capricorn Section
R G Coles (unpublished see Figures 4c and sc) estimates that
there are 186 km2 of inshore seagrass in the inshore waters of
this section, north of Hater Park Point. The dugong population
estimates sum to 1947 ±
November 1986.
Figures 4b and sb contain smoothed density distribution maps
based on the results of this survey. Seventy'seven percent of
sightings from Port Clinton north were in the vicinity of known
seagrass beds; 67% of animals were sighted in depths of sm or
less.
Evaluation of the areas surveyed
The estimated dugong population of the inshore waters of the
Great Barrier Reef region south of Cape Bedford, an area of 39,396
km2 is 3,479 ± S.E. 459 dugongs at an overall density of 0.088 ±
S.E. 0.012 km'2. This is substantially less than the dugong
population (8110 ± S.E. 1073 at an overall density of 0.26 ±
S. E. 0.03 km' 2) in the northern reef waters between Cape Bedford
and Hunter Point (1l030'S., l420s0'E) , an area of 31,288 km2
(Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript)· The difference is probably
attributable to the availabili ty of seagrass: approximately 860
km2 in the inshore waters of the Great Barrier Reef between Cape
Bedford and Hunter Point as against 580 km2 in the inshore
southern region (R G Coles, unpublished data). The estimate of the
seagrass available to dugongs in the northern Great Barrier Reef
does not include the large areas on the northern reefs, especially
those in the Princess Charlotte Bay area (Hopley, 1982) which
support a significant proportion of the dugongs in the northern
Great Barrier Reef region (Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript). In
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contrast, anecdotal evidence and the results of a previous survey
of the reefs in the Whitsunday area (Marsh 1986), suggest that
dugongs are rarely sighted on reefs in the southern Great Barrier
Reef region, which tend to be a greater distance from the coast
than those further north. He do, however, have records of
sightings of single dugongs at Lady Elliott Island (24007'S,
152043'E; 80 km from the coast) in July, 1985, and at North-Hest
Island (23018'S, 151042'E; 55 km from the coast) in 1988.
Very significant numbers of dugongs are present in the
sheltered bays of the Central and Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the
GBRMP (Figures 2 to 5). Of particular interest is the high density
in eastern Cleveland Bay, in view of the proximity of this area to
the Townsville/Magnetic Island beaches where there have been
significant numbers of dugongs killed in shark and mackerel gill-
nets since 1968 (Marsh, in press).
Future surveys
Despite a relatively high sampling fraction of about 10%, the
coefficients of variation for the population estimates of the
Central and Mackay/Capricorn Section were high (18 % and 19%
respectively). In contrast, the precision was much better (13%)
when both sections were considered together. In future, we suggest
that both sections should be surveyed in a single season in order
to increase the precision, and hence the capacity of the surveys
to detect long-term trends. On the basis of a power analysis using
the precision of the surveys carried out to date and the estimated
rate of change of a harvested dugong population, ~larsh and
Saalfeld (manuscript) recommended that the northern half of the
Great Barrier Reef region be surveyed every five years, in order
to monitor trends in dugong numbers. He suggest that this pattern
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should also be followed in the inshore waters of the Central and
Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the GB~IP. In view of the small area
of seagrass in the Cairns Section south of Cape Bedford, it is
doubtful whether an aerial survey of this area along the lines
illustrated in Figure 1 can be justified for dugongs per se.
However, such a survey may prove cost-effective in view of the
concomitant information obtained on sea turtles (Marsh and
Saalfeld, in press) and cetaceans.
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LEGEND TO FIGURES
Fig. la Cairns survey area, showing the transect lines for
the October 1987 survey. Dugong sightings (+) made
during the survey are also shown as the sighting rate
for this survey was too low to allow the
determination of dugong density in the survey area.
Fig. lb The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds
in the Cairns Section survey area. The ground-truthed
seagrass data are from Coles ee al., (manuscript).
Fig. 2a Northern Central Section
survey blocks (8-11) and
survey area, showing the
transect lines for the
September 1986 and October 1987 surveys.
Fig. 2b The distribution of dugong density in the northern
Central Section survey area in September 1986.
+- individual sightings.
Fig. 2c The distribution of dugong density in the northern
Central Section survey area in September - October
1987.
Fig. 2d The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds
in the northern Central Section survey area. The
ground- truthed seagrass data are from Coles ee al.,
(manuscript) .
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Fig. 3a Southern Central Section survey area, showing the
survey blocks (1-7) and transect lines for the
September - October 1987 survey. The uneven sampling
intensity in Block 3 was the result of logistical
problems; no dugongs were seen in this block.
Fig. 3b The distribution of dugong density in the southern
Central Section survey area in September - October
1987.
Fig. 3c The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds
in the southern Central Section survey area. The
ground-truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al.,
(manuscript) for the area north of Bowen and Coles et
al., (1987) for the area south of Bowen.
Fig. 4a Northern Hackay/Capricorn Section survey area,
showing the survey blocks (6-8) and transect lines
for the September 1986 survey.
Fig. 4b The distribution of dugong density in the northern
Hackay/Capricorn Section survey area in September
1986.
Fig. 4c The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds
in the northern Hackay/Capricorn Section survey area.
The ground- truthed seagrass data are from Coles et
al., (1987).
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Fig. 5a Southern Mackay/Capricorn Section survey area,
showing the survey blocks (1-5) and transect lines
for the September 1986 survey.
Fig. 5b The distribution of dugong density in the southern
Mackay/Capricorn Section survey area in September
1986.
Fig. 5c The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds
in the southern Mackay/Capricorn Section survey area
north of Water Park Point. The ground-truthed
seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1987).
Fig. 6 Frequency histograms showing details of dugong group
size and composition for (a) the Northern Central
Section in September 1986, (b) the Central Section in
September - October 1987 and (c) the Mackay/Capricorn
Section in September 1986.
Fig. 7 Frequency histograms showing the depths of water in
which dugongs were sighted in (a) the Northern
Central Section in September 1986. (b) the Central
Section in September October 1987 and (c) the
Mackay/Capricorn Section in September 1986. These
depths were obtained from marine charts and have not
been corrected for tidal levels at the times of the
surveys.
TABLE 1: Areas of survey blocks and sampling intensities.
(a) Northern Central Section
Block Area (km2 ) Sampling %
8
9
10
11
611.8
3845.3
309.6
713.6
5480.2
Sept. 1986
16.6
8.4
18.3
16.1
10.9
Oct. 1987
17.2a
8. sa
20.1a
18.5a
11.4a
a differences in sampling fraction between surveys due to
differences in the actual height at which transects
flown on each survey.
(b) Southern Central Section, September - October, 1987
Block Area (km2 ) Sampling %
1 297.0 20.0
2 644.0 9.6
3 1901.0 13.1
4 448.0 17.8
5 2230.0 7.9
6 218.0 18.1
7 560.0 18.2
6298.0
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TABLE 1: continued.
(c) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November, 1986
Block Area (km2 ) Sampling %
1 1391.0 9.0
2 895.0 9.1
3 1022.0 16.2
4 3274.0 8.5
5 1105.0 17.9
6 6016.0 9.0
7 1612.0 8.8
8 775.0 9.3
16090.0
(d) Cairns Section, October 1987
10.0
Block
All lines
Area (km2 )
11528.0
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Sampling %
8.7
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TABLE 4: Estimated densities and numbers of dugongs for the
surveys. The values are! standard error incorporating
the errors resulting from sampling and in estimating
mean group size and correction factors.
(a) Central Section
Block Density per km2 Numbers
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
8 b 0.61 .! 0.19 375! 118
9 0.04 + O. 02 158 .! 68
10' 1.10 + 0.24 340 ! 74
11 0.21 + 0.10 151
.:!:. 70
Total O. 19 .: 0.03 1024 + 170
precision 0.17
( b) Northern Central Section, October 1987
8 0.59 + 0.15 360 .:!:. 92
9 0.00.: 0.00 o.:!:. 0
10 0.59 .: 0.35 184 .! 110
11 O. 14 .: 0.10 100 + 71
Total 0.12.:!: 0.03 644
.:!:. 160
precision 0.25
(c) Southern Central Section, September - October 1987
O. 10 .:!: 0.12 31 + 35
2 0.10 .!. 0.11 65
.:!:. 69
3 0.00 .: 0.00 O.:!:. 0
4 0.39 .:!: 0.17 173 + 77
5 0.14 + 0.05 312 .!. 122
6 0.79 .!. 0.40 171
.:!:. 87
7 0.24 + 0.21 136 + 120
Total 0.14 + 0.04 888 .! 221
precision 0.25
Central Section, September - October 1987
Total
precision
0.13.:!.: 0.02
143
1532 .:!.: 273
0.18
TABLE 4: continued
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
Block
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
Total
precision
Density per km2
0.03 :!: 0.03
o
0.29 + 0.09
0.02 :!: 0.01
0.69.:!:.0.15
0.09 + 0.05
o
0.31 + 0.13
0.12 .:!:. 0.02
144
Numbers
48 + 46
0
301 :!: 95
51 :!: 48
765 + 161
542 :!: 293
0
240 :!:. 104
1941 !. 369
0.19
TABLE 5: Summary of the ana1ys is of variance comparing dugong
density in the northern Central Section in September
1986 and October 1987 using a randomized block design
with transect line as the blocking factor. The analysis
has been performed with and without Beaufort sea state
and cloud cover as covariates.
Covariate Factors
Lines (d.f. = 39) Years (d.f. - 1)
none
Beaufort sea state
cloud cover
Beaufort sea state +
cloud cover
F
0.39210
0.40860
0.36777
0.37668
p
0.987
0.983
0.991
0.989
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F
1. 93470
2.14330
1.68580
2.00706
p
0.177
0.157
0.207
0.171
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Fig. 6 Frequency histograms showing details of dugong group
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In November 1987, dugongs were counted from the air at an
overall sampling intensity of 7.4% over a total area of 30,533
km2 in the Torres Strait region and adjacent waters of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park. About half the survey was repeated in
March 1988; persistently bad weather prevented its completion.
We corrected for perception bias (the proportion of animals
visible in the transect which are missed by observers), and
standardized for availability bias (the proportion of animals
that are invisible due to water turbidity) with survey-specific
correction factors. The resultant minimum population estimate in
November 1987 was 12,522 ± S. E. 1,644 dugongs at an overall
density of 0.41 ± S.E. 0.05 km- 2 , a precision of 13%.
Although there were no significant differences between
population and density estimates obtained from the repeat surveys
of the same areas, relatively more dugongs were sighted close to
the major western islands in the March survey.
Our data suggest that if the dugong population were
increasing maximally, this region could support an unselective
man-induced mortality of 700 dugongs per year at most. If the
current rate of increase is similar to that estimated from the
Daru dugong catch between 1978 and 1982, the maximum unselective
harvest will be of the order of 300 dugongs. If significantly
more females than males are being caught, these figures are
overestimates.
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In the absence of adequate catch statistics and current
life history information, it is impossible to confirm whether the
current dugong harvest in Torres Strait is likely to be below the
sustainable yield. A high priority should therefore be placed on
public education in an attempt to pre-empt any increase in catch.
The resultant maps of distribution and density suggest that,
if the Torres Strait dugong sanctuary area is to be effective,
its boundaries should be renegotiated or an additional protected
area established around Buru (Turnagain) Island.
The low number of dugongs seen in the waters of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine park adjacent to Torres Strait do not warrant
special protection when the zoning plan for this area is revised.
However, the Islanders need more information on the restrictions
on their hunting within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That the collection of further dugong catch statistics from
Torres Strait communities in both Australia and Papua New
Guinea be given high priority. At the very least, the
harvest of dugongs from Boigu Island should continue to be
monitored as an index of hunting activity in the Western
Islands. The Islanders should be encouraged to continue
sending dugong tusks to James Cook University so that the
age-sex composition of the catch can be verified.
2. That the dugong public education program be continued in the
Australian communities and extended in collaboration with
Papua New Guinea to the Papuan communities. The program
should emphasize the vulnerability of the dugong to over-
harvesting, the illegality of selling dugong meat and the
current restrictions on dugong hunting in the sanctuary area
and in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
3. That negotiations be commenced with the Islanders to either
extend the boundaries of the present dugong sanctuary to
include some high density areas or to establish an
additional protected area in the vicinity of Buru
(Turnagain) Island. The concept of the Buru Island Sanctuary
should be included in the public education program.
4. That the Papua new Guinea Government be encouraged to
establish a similar sanctuary in a high density dugong area
in Papuan waters.
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5. That in order to monitor numbers, this survey be repeated in
November 1992 and at five yearly intervals thereafter.
(November is the month when favorable weather conditions are
most likely and in view of the high cost of transporting a
suitable aircraft and survey crew to Torres Strait, it is
likely to be a waste of money to attempt a survey at another
time of the year).
6. That a copy of this ·report be made available to each
Community Council in Torres Strait. The report should be
distributed in association with a personal presentation as
part of the public education program and should be
accompanied by a summary written for non·scientists.
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Introduction
The dugong, Dugong dugon, listed as vulnerable to extinction
by the International Union for the Conservation of Natu.e (IUCN,
1986), has traditionally been important in the culture and diet
of the peoples of Torres Strait (see Johannes and MacFarlane,
manuscript). In recent years, both some local people (see
Johannes and MacFarlane, manuscript) and scientists (e.g. Hudson,
1986; Marsh, 1986) have been concerned by an apparent decline of
dugong numbers in the area.
This concern was fueled by the decrease in the number of
dugongs passing through the local market at Daru (90 OS'S, 1430
22'E) on the Papuan side of Torres Strait from 208 in 1979 to 81
in 1981, despite an increase in the availability of motorized
craft, an extension of the hunting grounds, and an apparently
sustained hunting effort (Marsh, 1986). The statistics of
Johannes and MacFarlane (in press) suggest a parallel slump in
the dugong catch of the Western Islanders; fewer than one fifth
as many dugongs were caught in the Western Islands during their
study in 1983-84 as were caught during the same months in 1976-78
(Nietschmann, 1982). In addition, a dugong hunter based on
Thursday Island who kept records indicating that he had caught 41
dugongs between October 1975 and June 1976, claimed in November
1983 that he had not been able to catch a dugong for four to five
years despite that fact that his catch effort remained the same
and he continued to catch turtles (Marsh et al., 1984a).
A dedicated aerial survey of the major dugong hunting
grounds in Torres Strait in November 1983 produced a minimum
population estimate of 1,455 ± S.E. 276 dugongs (Marsh, 1986). It
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was appreciated that this was 'an underestimate, probably a gross
underestimate of the Torres Strait dugong population' because the
proportion of dugongs that were sighted under aerial survey
conditions had not been calibrated. However, the difference
between this estimate and the estimate of 22,000 required to
support an annual unselective harvest of 500 dugongs, the lower
limit of the estimated annual catch for at least some years
between 1975 and 1982 (see Tables 1 and 2) was huge. In view of
the decline in catch rates, this discrepancy led to serious
doubts about there being enough dugongs in Torres Strait to
sustain the level of hunting that had apparently taken place,
especially as the estimate of a required population of 22,000 was
based on population parameters obtained from the animals
harvested by the hunters from Daru (Marsh, 1986).
Some Islanders claimed, however, that more dugongs would
have been sighted if the 1983 survey had been carried out during
(rather than immediately before) the wet season, and that a
substantial proportion of animals occurred west of the 1983
survey area.
In view of recent improvements in aerial survey methodology,
it was decided to conduct further surveys in 1987-88 to determine
the distribution and abundance of dugongs in Torres Strait. These
surveys were designed to take account of the Islanders'
criticisms of the design of the previous survey.
Methods
The western and central waters of Torres Strait north of
lIDS and the adjacent eastern coastal waters of Cape York south
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to Hunter Point (11°30'S., 142°50'E.) were surveyed between
November 10 and 21 1987 (Fig. 1). About half this region was
resurveyed between March 4 and 11 1988 (Fig. 2), before
persistently rough weather forced this second survey to be
terminated prematurely.
As far as possible, both surveys were held during periods of
neap tides to minimize water turbidity. Daily schedules were
arranged to avoid severe glare associated with a low or mid-day
sun. Repeatability was also increased by surveying only when
weather conditions were good (sea state Beaufort 3 or less). The
weather conditions encountered are summarized in Appendix Table
1; details of weather conditions for each transect for each
survey are summarized in Appendix Table 2 (see Volume 4).
Survey Design
For estimation of regional densities of dugongs, the area
was divided into 7 blocks (Fig. 1) on the basis of sampling
intensity and placement of transects Block areas (Table 3)
were estimated from 1:250,000 maps using a planimeter or a
digitizing tablet. The areas of major islands were excluded from
the block areas. The areas of small «3 km2 ) islands were
included in the block areas.
The Partenavia 68B aircraft was flown at a groundspeed of
185 km h- 1 (100 kn.) and at an altitude of 137 m (450 feet) ASL.
The pressure altimeter was calibrated at each takeoff and
landing. Transect width (200 m on each side of the aircraft at
survey altitude) was demarcated by fibre glass rods attached to
artificial wing struts. The actual width of each transect was
estimated by calculating the mean survey height for that transect
(taking into account the altimeter correction at each landing
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using appropriate interpolations), assuming a combined transect
width of 400 m at an altitude of 137 m.
The transect lines flown in November 1987 are shown in Fig.
1; those flown in March 1988 are shown in Fig. 2. In order to
increase precision, all lines were aligned approximately across
the ecological axes of the area 1. e. east-west south of Buru
(Turnagain) Island (90 34'S, 1420 18'E,) and north-south along
the Papua New Guinea coast. Lines were generally spaced at
intervals of 5' latitude (9.3 km or 5 nm) in most of Block 3 and
in Block 4; and at intervals of 2.5' latitude in the remaining
blocks. Additional lines were flown in the Newcastle Bay area
(Block 5). Some lines in the northern half of Block 3 were
aligned so that their end points coincided with islands or reefs
in order to aid navigation. The bias caused by this non-random
placement is considered inconsequential in view of the very small
size of these islands and reefs.
Counting Procedure
The crew comprised a pilot navigator, a front right survey
leader/recorder, and two tandem observing teams, who occupied the
middle and rear seats on opposite sides of the aircraft. Only
two operational observers were available during the first day of
each survey while the other observers were being trained. The
observers reported their observations of dugongs, turtles
(usually not identified to species), cetaceans, sharks, rays, sea
snakes and surface plankton blooms in standard format into an
intercom connected to a two track tape recorder. We recorded
whether each sighting occurred in the top (furthest from
aircraft), middle, or bottom third of the transect in order to
increase the probability of distinguishing between different
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observations reported simultaneously by both members of a tandem
team. Operational mid seat observers were visually screened from
the rear seat observers and acoustically isolated from the
remainder of the crew apart from each other.The rear seat
observers and the mid seat observers reported their (independent)
observations into separate tracks of the tape recorder. Trainee
mid seat observers could hear the reports of the rear seat
observers.
Data including aircraft height and position, locations of
presumed seagrass beds, weather conditions, the starting and
finishing times for each transect, and the sightings of the rear
seat observers were recorded by the survey leader using a micro
computer programmed as a data logger and timer.
More details on methodology are provided by Marsh and
Sinclair (manuscripts a & b).
Post Survey Data Editing
The tape record of each transect was used to check and edit
the computer records, so that each sighting could be classified
as being made by one (specified) observer or both members of a
tandem team. Records of the time of each observation and of the
starting and finishing times for each transect enabled the
position of each observation to be plotted on a map as a basis
for the preparation of the smoothed density distribution maps.
Correction Factors
Correction factors were calculated for each survey for
perception bias (groups of dugongs visible on the transect line
that were missed by observers) and availability bias (groups of
dugongs that were unavailable to observers because of water
turbidity) and their associated coefficients of variation as
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outlined in Marsh and Sinclair (manuscript a). The corrections
for perception bias were calculated on the basis of the
proportion of sightings seen by one (specified) member or both
members of each tandem team using the Petersen mark-recapture
model; those for availability bias were based on the proportion
of dugongs sighted during each survey that were on the surface in
comparison to the proportion on the surface in a clear water area
where all dugongs were potentially available.
Analysis
Because transects were variable in area, the Ratio Method
(Jolly 1969; Caughley and Grigg 1981) was used to estimate
density, population size and their associated standard errors for
each block for each survey. Any statistical bias resulting from
this method is considered inconsequential in view of the high
sampling rate (Table 3) (see Caughley and Grigg 1981). Input
data were the estimated number of dugongs for each tandem team
per transect calculated using the corrections for perception and
availability biases. The resultant standard errors were adjusted
to incorporate the errors associated with the appropriate
estimates of the perception and availability correction factors
and the mean group size (Table 4) following the method of Jolly
and Watson (1979) (as outlined in Marsh and Sinclair, manuscript
a) .
The significance of the differences in density between
surveys for the areas which were surveyed twice were tested using
a two factor randomized block design with transect as the
blocking factor. The analysis was carried out with and without
measures of cloud cover (oktas) and/or sea state (Beaufort scale)
as covariates. Input data for both analyses were corrected
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densities per square kilometre based on mean group sizes and the
estimates of the correction factors for perception and
availability bias, each line contributing one density per survey
based on the combined corrected counts of both tandem teams. The
densities were log transformed for analysis to equalize the error
variances.
Results and Discussion
Dugong group size and composition
The distribution of dugong group sizes observed on the
November 1987 survey did not differ significantly from that
observed in March 1988 (Fig. 3) (G with William's Correction -
4.04, P> 0.25, 3 d.f.). The largest group (subjectively distinct
clumping) seen in November was five, in March six. These results
are comparable with the November 1983 survey where the largest
group seen was six also (Marsh, 1986). In all three surveys, more
than 75% of the dugongs sighted were alone or in a group of two
animals (Fig. 3; Marsh 1986).
The proportion of calves seen was also similar in the three
surveys: 14.3% in November 1983; 13.6% in November, 1987; 14.3%
in March 1988. This is not surprising. Calving is diffusely
seasonal in northern Australia and the calves stay with their
mothers for at least 18 months (Marsh et a1. , 1984b) . On all
three surveys (Fig. 3; Marsh, 1986) more than 70% of the cow-
calf pairs identified were unaccompanied by any other dugongs.
Population and density estimates
The values of the mean group sizes and correction factors
used in obtaining these estimates are summarized in Table 4. The
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raw data have been listed in the Appendix. Table 5 gives
estimates of the density and numbers of dugongs per block for
each survey together with the standard errors of these estimates.
The population estimates sum to 12,522 ± S.E. 1,644 dugongs
for the whole region in November 1987 at an overall density of
0.41 ± S. E. 0.05 dugongs per km2 , a precision of 13%. This
indicates that Torres Strait is a very important area for dugongs
with a population comparable to that of the entire Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park (Marsh and Saalfeld, unpublished data).
This estimate is, of course, substantially higher than the
minimum estimates obtained for part of the same area by Marsh
(1986). The difference is due to the improved survey methodology;
Marsh's (1986) estimate was uncorrected for the biases inherent
in the survey technique.
We consider that the present estimate is more likely to be
an underestimate than an overestimate. The correction for
availability bias for each survey (Table 4), is based on the
ratio of the proportion of dugongs sighted that are at the
surface during the survey to the proportion sighted in a clear
water area when all dugongs present were potentially available,
and assumes that the proportion of dugongs at the surface is the
same for all habitats and at all times (Marsh and Sinclair,
manuscript a). This assumption may not be valid in Torres Strait,
where in contrast to the east coast of Australia where our other
dugong surveys have been carried out, significant numbers of
animals are seen in relatively deep water (see Fig. 7 and text
below). Anderson's (manuscript) observations suggest a trend for
dugongs to remain submerged longer in deeper water. A more
accurate correction for availability bias in Torres Strait will
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Figure 6: The distribution of presumed seagrass sightings from
the air in the survey area. Sightings from the November
1987 and March 1988 surveys have been combined on a
single map, with the boundaries of the survey area
indicated.
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Figure 7: Frequency histograms showing the depths of water in
which dugongs were sighted in (a) November 1987 and (b)
March 1988. Estimates for depth of water are biased as
they were made only for the less than 50% of sightings
that occured in charted waters~ Most of the uncharted
waters are likely to be less than 10m deep.
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require further investigation of dugong diving behaviour in this
area.
Distribution of Dugongs
Figures 4 and 5 are smoothed density distribution maps based
on the results of the November 1987 and March 1988 surveys
respectively. Maps of actual sightings are provided in the
Appendix. In November 1987, dugong density was highest on the
seagrass beds (see Fig.6) around Badu and extending north across
Orman Reef around Buru Island and east to Gabba Island ( 9°46'S,
142°37'E). The next highest density was observed over the
Warrior Reef complex. Densities were very low along the coasts of
Papua New Guinea and Cape York including the northernmost waters
of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
Differences between surveys
There was no significant difference in the number of dugongs
observed in the areas covered by both surveys (Table 6). Addition
of Beaufort sea state and/or cloud cover for each transect as
covariates did not change this result and made little difference
to the results.
Because the March survey was not completed, it is not
possible to determine if there had been a major change in the
distribution of dugongs in Torres Strait between the two surveys.
However, a significantly higher proportion of the dugongs sighted
in the areas surveyed both in November and March, was close
«lOkm) to the maj or western islands in March (47/160 or 29%)
than in November (26/251 or 10%) (G with William's correction
-23.46, d.f.= 1, p<O.OOl). This is consistent with the Islander's
perceptions that dugongs are more abundant in the area from Cape
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York to Mabuiag during the North-West monsoon (Johannes and
MacFarlane, manuscript).
High densities of dugongs were observed in the Buru Island/
Orman Reef area in both November 1987 and March 1988. This was
also the area supporting the highest densities of dugongs in
November 1983 (Marsh, 1986). Large numbers of dugongs were also
sighted in this area on a Coastwatch flight on June 17 1988 (M.
McCarthy, pers. comm). It seems likely that the extensive
seagrass beds in this area (Fig. 6) are consistently important
dugong habitat, despite the essentially seasonal nature of the
dugong catch from this area by Boigu Islanders (Johannes and
MacFarlane, manuscript).
As much of the Orman Reef area is uncharted, we were able to
estimate the depth of water in which only about 45% of dugongs
were sighted in the November 1987 survey (Fig. 7). The figures
from March 1988 are, of course, even less representative. The
surveys indicate that significant numbers of animals are sighted
in relatively deep water (>lOm), in contrast to the northern
waters of the Great Barrier Reef Marine park where 56% of dugongs
are sighted in water less than 5m deep (Marsh and Saalfeld,
manuscript). Significant numbers of dugongs are seen more than
10km from land in Torres Strait, in contrast to their essentially
inshore distribution in most other areas. Dugong distribution in
Torres Strait undoubtedly reflects the extensive beds of both
intertidal and subtidal seagrass beds in this area (Fig. 6).
Sustainable annual catch
On the basis of experience in Torres Strait in the late
1970's, Nietschmann (1984), 'guesstimated' an average annual
dugong catch in Torres Strait of about 750 animals. We do not
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know whether this estimate was restricted to the Australian
Islands or whether it included dugongs caught by Islanders who
operate crayboats. From the limited statistics available (see
Tables 1 and 2), Marsh (1986) estimated that the total annual
dugong catch for the Torres Strait area for at least some years
between 1975 and 1982 was at least 500 to 1000 animals. She then
estimated the minimum populations required to support an annual
unselective harvest of 500 and 1000 dugongs assuming a population
sex ratio of 1:1 on the basis of a simple population model which
was constructed to determine the annual rate of increase of
stable dugong populations with various combinations of life-
history parameters in the range observed for several populations.
Marsh (1986) calculated that, even with the most optimistic
combination of life history parameters, a dugong population was
unlikely to increase at more than about 5% per year. If the
parameters calculated from the dugongs passing through the Daru
market in 1978-1982 are operable, the maximum rate of increase is
likely to be only about 2%. It is likely, however, that the rate
of increase of the Torres Strait dugong population is currently
higher than this latter figure which was obtained soon after
anecdotal evidence suggests there was a period of extensive
seagrass dieback in Torres Strait (Johannes and MacFarlane,
manuscript). The mean calving interval (the parameter to which
the dugong population model is most sensitive) decreased
significantly from nine years in 1978-79 to three years in 1981-
82, coincident with the reported recovery of the Torres Strait
seagrass beds (Marsh and Hudson, unpublished data).
Marsh's (1986) population model indicates that 12,500
dugongs are likely to be able to sustain an unselective harvest
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of only 700 animals per year when dugongs are breeding optimally.
If the population parameters calculated on the basis of the
dugong specimens obtained from the Daru harvest in 1978-82 are
currently valid, the maximum sustainable harvest is of the order
of 300 per year. Johannes and MacFarlane (in press) reported that
adult females outnumbered adult males in the 'unselective' catch
of the Boigu Islanders recorded by Mrs Pabai from Boigu by a
ratio of 5:2. Dugong tusks are sexually dimorphic and the small
sample which has been forwarded to us by Mrs Pabai indicate that
her records are correct. Nonetheless, we find this sex ratio
surprising, as the (much larger) catches from Mabuiag, Badu and
Kubin (Nietschmann, 1984), and from Daru (Hudson, 1986)
indicated a ratio close to parity. However, if the Torres Strait
dugong catch as a whole is currently biased in favour of females,
the sustainable harvest figures of between 300 and 700 dugongs
are substantial overestimates.
It is impossible to evaluate whether the dugong is currently
being over-exploited in Torres Strait without reliable catch
figures from all the major hunting communities in the region,
plus an estimate of the number of dugongs killed for illegal sale
All the evidence available suggests that the number caught is now
much lower than for the period between 1975 and 1983 as
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Johannes and MacFarlane
(manuscript) estimate that the total legal harvest of dugongs by
members of the Australian communities in Torres Strait in the mid
1980's was of the order of 120-140 animals per year. (In 1985-87,
the annual average catch from Boigu, a major hunting community,
averaged about 45 animals per year (Johannes and MacFarlane,
manuscript». Johannes and MacFarlane also consider that the
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illegal harvest of dugongs for cash in the course of crayfishing
activities has declined substantially from the 1983 level (Table
2). We have no information about the current dugong catch by the
people of the Western Province of Papua New Guinea except that it
is believed to have declined substantially since the sale of
dugong meat was banned in 1984 (Hudson, 1986).
We believe that there is no cause for complacency about the
dugong situation in Torres Strait, despite the apparent decline
in catches and the substantially higher population estimate
resulting from the November 1987 survey. The situation has the
potential to deteriorate rapidly if catches increase. It is
clearly important to continue with the public education campaign
in an attempt to pre-empt such an increase, and to encourage the
Government of Papua New Guinea to do likewise. It would also be
desirable to continue monitoring the legal catch by communities
on both sides of the border. Given the logistical difficulties of
doing this in the Australian communities (Johannes and
MacFarlane, manuscript), we suggest that at the very least, the
monitoring of the catch at Boigu should be continued as an index
of hunting activity in the Western Islands.
Effectiveness of the present sanctuary area
The surveys indicate that dugong density in much of the
present sanctuary area is very low (Fig. 4 and 5). We were unable
to survey the remainder of the sanctuary because of our
inability to hire a suitable survey aircraft with an Omega
navigation system, however, the bathymetry of the unsurveyed area
suggests that it is unlikely to be good dugong habitat. Our
observations suggest that banning dugong hunting from this area
(which was not heavily hunted) is likely to have a limited effect
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on dugong conservation in Torres Strait, except as a means of
emphasising the danger of over-exploitation and the need for
rational management.
If dugong management in Torres Strait is to be effective, it
will be important to protect animals in at least some of the high
density areas. To change the boundaries of the present sanctuary
so soon after it has been established would be psychologically
unsound. We suggest that it would be more appropriate to
negotiate with the Islanders about establishing a second
sanctuary area in the region of Buru Island, an area of seemingly
consistently high dugong numbers. Such a sanctuary would probably
meet most opposition from hunters from Boigu, Badu and Mabuiag.
However, the records of Johannes and MacFarlane (manuscript)
indicate that only about 10% of the catch from Boigu is obtained
from the Buru area and that this catch is seasonally limited. The
proportion of the catch of hunters from Badu and Mabuiag which is
obtained from the vicinity of Buru is unknown; both communities
are known to hunt at Orman Reef between their home islands and
Buru (Johannes and MacFarlane, manuscript). Even if it is
impossible to obtain agreement about such a sanctuary in the near
future, we suggest that the idea should be canvassed as part of
the public education programme. It would also be timely to
suggest to the Papua New Guinea Government that a dugong
sanctuary should be established in their waters, perhaps within
the Maza Wildlife Management Area (Hudson, 1986).
Timing of future surveys
As discussed above, the dugong' s rate of maximum annual
population increase is limited by its biology to about 5% a year
or less. A rate of decline would be determined by numerous
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factors including the harvest regime. Given the evidence of
declining catches in Torres Strait, the annual rate of change of
the population is expected to be relatively low.
When designing a monitoring program for a vulnerable species
such as the dugong, the consequences of failing to pick up a
declining trend are more serious than the consequences of
deciding that a declining trend is occurring when it is not.
Thus it is particularly important to consider Type 2 statistical
errors. If this expected low rate of dugong population change is
to be monitored within an acceptable range of statistical error,
the precision of the population estimates will have to be high.
Under a constant intensity of sampling, the precision of a
population estimate improves as the size of the survey area is
increased as evidenced by Table 5. Thus future surveys for
dugongs in Torres Strait should cover the whole area of important
dugong habitat (Fig. 3) ..
November is the time of year when weather conditions are
most likely to be optimal for a period long enough to survey such
a large area adequately, making it unrealistic to plan more than
one survey in anyone year.
Gerrodette (1987) outlines procedures for estimating the
minimum number of samples required to detect a trend in numbers
using linear regression. His technique has been used to
investigate how long it would take to detect with acceptable
levels of confidence that a dugong population which was
decreasing at say 5~ or 10~ per year was in fact declining i.e.
that the slope of the regression line was significantly less than
O. The following assumptions were made:
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inversely
predicted
(1) that the population estimate would have a precision
of 13X (as for the November 1987 survey);
(2) that the coefficient of variation is
related to the square root of abundance as
for strip transects by Seber (1982).
The probability of both a Type I error a and a Type II fJ
error was set at 0.05.
It is estimated that if surveys were held every year, it
would take 9 years i. e. ten surveys to be able to detect a 5X
decline with 95X confidence; six years to detect a lOX decline.
After nine years a dugong population declining at 5X per year
would have been reduced to 63X of its size at the time of the
first survey, whereas a population declining at lOX per year
would have been reduced to 53X of its initial level after six
years. A preliminary indication of such trends could be obtained
more qUickly by allowing a and/or fJ to assume larger values. Of
course, a decline more rapid than these would be detected more
quickly with the same frequency of surveys.
As Gerrodette (1987) points out, annual surveys are probably
not the optimum frequency of sampling for a population that is
changing relatively slowly. As the interval between surveys
increases, the effective rate of change per interval increases,
and the required number of surveys therefore decreases (see
Gerrodette, Table 2). For example, we have calculated that two
dugong surveys 10 years apart could establish with 95X confidence
that a population decreasing at 5X per year is declining. Such a
low survey frequency would obviously provide substantially less
information than annual surveys.
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Any sampling strategy will be a compromise between
information and cost. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority is required by law to revise zoning plans every five
years, and we have recommended that dugong surveys be repeated in
the Park at five-yearly intervals. Given the expense. time and
personnel needed to conduct large-scale surveys in remote areas,
we suggest that this would also be an appropriate interval
between dugong surveys in Torres Strait.
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TABLE 1: Dugong catch statistics from five Torres Strait
communities 1975-82.
Collection
period
Location Number caught
Total Average
per month
Source
October 1975 Thursday 41 4.6 Personal records
June 1976 Island kept by one hunter
for Dr G.E. Heinsohn
Sept 1976 Mabuiag 227 9.5 Records collected by
- August 1978 Nietschmann during
his stay on Mabuiag
January 1977 Kubin 50 4.2 plus records kept
- December 1977 for him by an
Islander in Kubin
October 1976 Badu 227 7.8 and Badu - March
- 1979 (Nietschmann 1984)
July 1978 Daru 454 10.1 Records of dugongs
- March 1982 sold in the Daru
market collected by
PNG Division of
Wildlife (Hudson,
1986)
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TABLE 2: Estimates of the dugong catch of Islanders on crayboats
in 1983 on the basis of interviews conducted in late
1983 by Marsh et al., (1984) and MacFarlane (see
Johannes and MacFarlane, manuscript).
Informant Interviewer
Island leader Marsh
not involved
with fishery
Islanders who Marsh
owned and
operated crayboats
Crayboat crews MacFarlane
+ personal
involvement with
cray industry 1980-81
Estimate
>100
-500'
-240
Basis of estimate
discussions with
other Islanders
30 taken one week
from several boats;
maximum of 11 per
day; last week
(November 12-18
1984) four taken
from one boat
Assumed 2 dugongs /
per week per boat,
4 boats, 30 week
seasonb
a Probably an overestimate; the Islanders wished to emphasise
their prowess as hunters.
b This is probably an overestimate of the length of the
crayfishing season and of the weekly catch. Peter Channells
(pers. corom. 1988) reports that the average number of days per
year worked by a freezer boat in 1981-86 was 109 and that
vessels do not work continuously in areas where dugongs occur.
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TABLE 3: Areas of survey blocks and sampling intensities.
Block Area (km2 ) Sampling %
(a) November 1987
0 2202.0 9.1
1 6420.0 9.5
2 7148.0 9.1
3 9287.0 4.2
4 3108.0 5.1
5 1221. 0 12.2
6 1167.0 7.9
30533.0 7.4
(b) March 1988
2" 5477.0 9.5
3" 5904.0 4.9
4 3108.0 5.1
5" 829.0 10.0
6" 1070.0 8.5
16388.0 7.0
a these blocks were incompletely sampled in the March 1988
survey (see Figure 2 for details of transects not
flown) .
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TABLE 5: Estimated densities and numbers of dugongs for the
surveys. The values are ± standard error incorporating
the errors resulting from sampling and in estimating
mean group size and correction factors.
Block Density per km2 Numbers
(a) November 1987
0 0.00 ± 0.00 0 ± 0
1 0.18 ± 0.04 1140 ± 280
2 1.11 ± 0.17 7925 ± 1204
3 0.29 ± 0.11 2673 ± 1041
4 0.23 ± 0.10 717 ± 300
5 0.06 ± 0.02 67 ± 27
6 0 0
Total 0.41 ± 0.05 12522 ± 1644
precision 0.13
(b) March 1988
2a 0.84 ± 0.15 4596 ± 839
3a 0.31 ± 0.14 1832 ± 840
4 0.03 ± 0.03 84 ± 85
sa 0 0
6a 0 0
Total 0.40 ± 0.07 6511 ± 1190
precision 0.18
a these blocks incompletely surveyed due to bad weather
preventing completion of survey.
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TABLE 6: Summary of the analysis of variance comparing dugong
density in Torres Strait in November 1987 and March 1988
using a randomized block design with transect line as
the blocking factor. The analysis has been performed
with and without Beaufort sea state and cloud cover as
covariates.
Covariate Factors
Lines (d.f. - 39) Years (d.f. - 1)
none
Beaufort sea state
cloud cover
Beaufort sea state +
cloud cover
F
1. 90169
1. 77641
1.83974
1. 72316
215
p
0.024
0.040
0.031
0.050
F
1.14217
1. 03702
1.00269
0.93619
p
0.292
0.315
0.323
0.340
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2Abstract
In 1984 and 1985, sea turtles were counted from the air at an overall
sampling intensity of 9% over a total area of 31,288 km2 within the
northern sect ions of the Great Barri er Reef Mari ne Park duri ng surveys
designed primarily to census dugongs. Tne sea turtles were not
identified to species. We attempted to correct sightings for perception
bias (the proportion of animals visible in the transect which are missed
by observers), and to standardi ze for avail abil i ty bi as (the proportion
of animals that are invisible due to water turbidity) with survey-
specifi c correction factors. The resultant minimum popul at i on estimate
in November 1985 was 32;300 ± S.E. 2,753 sea turtles at an overall
density of 1.03 ± S.E. 0.09 km'2, a precision of 9%. We consider this to
be a gross underestimate of numbers actually present. Significant
differences between population and density estimates obtained from repeat
surveys of the same areas were accounted for by differences in Beaufort
sea state and cloud cover using analysis of covariance suggesting that we
had not been successful in standardizing all biases. Turtles were widely
distributed throughout the Great Barrier Reef lagoon from inshore
seagrass .beds to mid- and outer-shelf reefs. Highest densities were
observed on inshore seagrass beds and on mid-shelf reefs, part i cul arly
between Murdoch Island and Cape Melville, and in Princess Charlotte Bay.
Maps of density and distribution are given. The value and limitations of
this survey regime for censusing sea turtles are discussed.
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3Introduction
Sea species of sea turtles occur in the Great Barrier Reef Region:
loggerhead (Caretta caretta), green (Chelonia mydas) , hawksbill
(Eretmochelys imbricata) , flatback (Natattor (Chelonia) iJepressa) ,
Pacific Ridley (Lepidochelys olivacae), and leatherback (Dermochelys
coriacea) (Cogger, 1984). Green and hawksb-ill turtles ar-e the most
common species found on the reefs of the northern Great Barrier Reef
(Limpus, 1978); green turtles are also common on inshore seagrass beds in
this region. The flatback turtle is encountered only rarely in reef
situations and yet, 1ike the Pacific Ridley, it may be abundant in
coastal areas inshore from the main coral reefs and in the vicinity of
continental islands (Limpus, 1978). The flatback is the species most
commonly caught in trawls in northern Great Barrier Reef waters (Y.
Beuteaux, unpublished data). The leatherback is an oceanic species
rather than a resi dent of coral reefs, but is occasi ona11 y si ghted in
this region (see Limpus and McLachlan, 1979).
Sea turtles (especially large animals) can often be seen clearly
from the air during low-level surveys particularly in calm seas and in
clear water. However, with the exception of the leatherback, they are
difficult. for the non-special ist observer to identify to species.
Admitting the limitations of this method in the absence of specific
identifications, this paper aims to generate distribution maps for sea
turtles in the northern Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and to provide a
minimum estimate for sea turtles in the area on the basis of sightings
recorded duri ng aeri a1 censuses of dugongs, Dugong dugon, in 1984 and
1985.
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4Methods
The coastal zone between Cape Bedford (15"15'5., 14S"21'E.), Cape
Melville (14"10'5., 144"30'E.) and the outer barrier reef was surveyed
between November 13 and 15 1984, and again between November 1 and 5 1985.
The corresponding area between Campbell Point (13"32'5., 143"3S'E.) and
Hunter Point (11"30'5., 142"SO'E.) was surveyed between April 21 and 26
1985, and again between November 7 and 8 and November 17 and 21 1985.
The interveni ng Pri ncess Charlotte Bay area was surveyed once between
October 31 and November 7 1985.
All surveys were held during periods of neap tides to minimize water
turbidity. Daily schedules were arranged to avoid severe glare
associated with a low or mid-day sun. Repeatabil ity was also increased
by surveyi ng only when weather condit ions were good; the condi t ions
encountered are summarized in Table 1.
Survey Design
For estimation of regional densities of turtles, the area was
divided into 13 blocks (Fig. 1) on the basis of sampling intensity, depth
contours, and/or Aboriginal hunting activity. Block areas (Table 2) were
estimated from 1:250,000 maps using a planimeter or a digitizing tablet.
The areas· of major islands were excluded from the block areas. The areas
of small «3 km2 ) islands were included in the block areas.
The Partenavia 68B aircraft was flown at a groundspeed of 185 km h-'
(100 kn.) at a altitude of 137 m (450 feet) A5L. The pressure altimeter
was cal ibrated at each takeoff and 1anding. Transect width (200 m on
each si de of the aircraft at survey aIt i tude) was demarcated by fi bre
glass rods attached to artificial wing struts. The actual ~idth of each
transect was est imated by cal cul at i ng the mean survey hei ght for that
transect (taki ng into account the altimeter correct i on at each 1andi ng
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5using appropriate interpolations), assuming a combined transect width of
400 m at an altitude of 137 m.
The transect lines flown on the various surveys are shown in Figure
1. In order to increase precision, all lines were aligned east west i.e.
approximately perpendi cul ar to the depth contours. For the 1984 survey
of blocks 1 through 4, 14 lines spaced at intervals of 5' latitude (9.3
km or 5 nm) extended to the outer Barrier Reef. Each pair of these long
lines was interspersed with two shorter lines 3.1 km (1.7 nm) apart and
extending 21.6 km from the coast. (The latter is the distance flown in
seven mi nutes at 185 km h- 1 [100 kn.]). Thi s survey des ign was developed
on the assumption that almost all dugongs would be seen close to the
coast. Thi s assumpt ion proved incorrect. As a result, in subsequent
surveys lines were flown between the coast and the outer Barrier Reef at
intervals of 2.5' latitude, an arrangement which also aided navigation by
providing definite start and end points for each transect. . Additional
lines were flown in two areas of particular interest to the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority (blocks 2 and 11). The intensity with which
each block was sampled is summarized in Table 2.
Counting Procedure
The .usua1 crew compri sed a pil ot navi gator, a front ri ght survey
leader/recorder, and two tandem observing teams who occupied the middle
and rear seats on opposite sides of the aircraft. Four operational
observers were not always available especially during the first two
surveys. During the November 1984 survey, the crew included one
operational (rear seat) observer on each side of the ai rcraft and a
trainee observer in the port mid-seat. On the April 1985 survey and .when
training a second mid-seat observer in the November 1985 surveys, only
one tandem team and the· rear-seat observer on the other side of the
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6aircraft were operational as the trainee observer did not report his
sightings. A complete crew was available at other times.
The observers reported their observations of dugongs, turtles
(usually not identified to species), cetaceans, sharks, rays, seasnakes
and surface plankton blooms in standard format into an intercom connected
to a two track tape recorder. We recorded whether each sighti-ng occurred
in the top (furthest from aircraft), middle, or bottom third of the
transect in order to increase the probability of distinguishing between
different observations reported simultaneously by both members of a
tandem team. Operational mid seat observers were visually screened from
the rear seat observers with a curtain and acoustically isolated from the
remainder of the crew (apart from· each other). The rear seat observers
and the mid seat observers reported their (independent) observations into
separate tracks of the tape recorder. Trainee mid seat observers could
hear the reports of the rear seat observers.
Data including aircraft height and position, locations of presumed
seagrass beds, weather conditions, the starting and finishing times for
each transect, and the sightings of the rear seat observers were recorded
by the survey leader using a micro computer programmed as a data logger
and timer..
More details on methodology are provided by Marsh and Si ncl air
(manuscripts a &b).
Post Survey Data Editing
The tape record of each transect was used to check and edit the
computer records, so that each sighting could be classified as being made
by one (specified) observer or both members of a tandem team. Records of
the time of each observation and of the starting and finishing times for
each transect enabled the position of each observation to be plotted on a
236
7map as a basis for the preparation of the smoothed density distribution
maps.
Correction Factors
Correction factors for perception bias (groups of turtles visible on
the transect line that were missed by observers) and their associated
coefficients of variation were calculated as outlined in' Marsh and
Sinclair (manuscript a). It was not possible to correct for availability
bias (groups of turtles that were unavailable to observers because of
water turbidity) because of the lack of data from an aerial survey of
turtles in clear water (when all animals are potentially visible) to use
as a standard. Instead, we used the data from the November 1985 survey
of blocks 8 to 13 as the standard as this survey had the lowest
proportion of turtles sighted at the surface. We corrected all the other
surveys against this (see Table 3) in order to calculate the various
correct i on factors for avail abil ity bi as and thei r associ ated
coefficients of variation (see Marsh and Sinclair, manuscript a). Thus
this paper provides standardized minimum population estimates only.
Analysis
Because transects were vari abl e in area, the Ratio Method (Jolly
1969; Caughley and Grigg 1981) was used to estimate density, population
size and their associated standard errors for each block for each survey.
Any statistical bias resulting from this method is considered
inconsequential in view of the high sampling rate (Table 2) (see Caughley
and Grigg 1981). Input data were the estimated number of turtles for
each tandem team per transect calculated using the corrections for
perception and availability biases. The resultant standard errors were
adjusted to incorporate the errors associated with the' appropriate
estimates of the perception and availabil ity correction factors and the
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8mean group size (Table 3) following the method of Jolly and Watson (1979)
as outlined in Marsh and Sinclair (manuscript a).
The significance of differences in density between years and between
blocks for the Cape Bedford-Cape Melville area (blocks 1 through 4), were
tested using analysis of variance with and without measures of cloud
cover (oktas) and/or sea state (Beaufort scale) as covariates. Input
data for both analyses were corrected dens it ies per square kil ometer
based on mean group sizes and the estimates of the correction factors for
perception and availability bias, each line within a block (or zone)
contri but i ng one density per survey based on the combi ned corrected
counts of both tandem teams. The dens i ties were log transformed for
analysis to equalize the error variances'.
There were two fi xed factors (blocks and years) in the analys is of
the survey results for blocks 1 through 4. Lines within blocks could not
be used as a factor because of the differences between years in the
survey design (Fi g. 1). An unweighted means anal ys is was used because
the number of transects varied by block.
The same lines were flown during the two surveys of blocks 6 through
13 enabl ing 1ine to be used as a (random) factor in the analysis. Each
line was ,divided into an inshore and an offshore zone at the 10 fathom
(18m) depth contour. Zone and season were treated as fixed factors. A
spl it plot design (Snedecor and Cochran 1967 p.369 • 372) was used for
the analysis which was performed with and without measures of cloud cover
and/or sea state as covariates.
Distribution maps
Prior to the preparation of the smoothed density distribution maps,
,
the entire survey area was divided into the following habitats without
reference to the turtle data:
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9(1) Inshore waters to the 10m 1ine. (Thi s regJ on was further
subdivided on the basis of the presence/absence. of seagrass
beds; see Figure 3).
(2) Mid-shelf reef complexes with associated shoals.
(3) Outer-shelf reefs and associated shoals. (When habitats (2)
and (3) were continuous they were combined i.e. between Murdoch
Point (14'37'5., 144'55'E.) and Cape Melville).
(4) Cont inenta1 i sl and complexes and associated reefs e.g. Lizard
Island (14'42'5. , 145'30'E.), Flinders Group (14'11'5. ,
144 'IS' E. ) .
(5) The sha11 ow coastal plane between the 10m and 20m depth
contours between Cape Flattery (14'58'5., 145'21'E.) and Barrow
Point (14'20'5., 144'40'E.).
(6) The remaining areas, chiefly the deep channels.
The distribution maps were based on corrected densities.
Results
Reliability of Observers
A total of 768 groups of turtles were categorized as being seen by
both members of a tandem team. We invest igated observer re1iabil ity by
comparing. the reports of team members.
There was very 1ittl e di sagreement between tandem observers. Team
members differed over specific identity on 18 occasions (2.3%) compared
with 4.7% for dugongs on the same surveys. The difference is not
significant (G with William's correction = 1.877; 1 d.f.; P>O.l). Twelve
of the discrepancies occurred when one observer classified an animal as a
turtle while the other was unsure; on four occasions one observer
classified apparently the same animal as a ray when the other thought it
was a turtle; once apparently the same animal was called a turtle by one
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observer, a dugong by the other; on another occasion there was
disagreement as to whether an animal was a dolphin or a turtle.
Animals are often seen in the process of surfacing or diving as an
observer scans the sea surface, so it is possible for one observer to see
an animal at the surface while it is below the surface when sighted by
the other observer. Not surprisingly, one team member described a turtle
as being on the surface when his counterpart reported it as beneath the
surface on 16 occasions (2.1%). This compares with 8.6% for dugongs on
the same surveys (Marsh and Saalfe1d, manuscript). The difference is
significant (G with William's correction = 11.223; 1 d.f.; P<O.OOI).
Minimum Population and Density Estimates
The values of the mean group si zes and correct i on factors used in
obtai ni ng these est imates are summari zed in Tab1 e 3. The raw data have
been listed in Marsh (1987). Table 4 gives estimates of the density and
numbers of turtles per block on the various surveys together with the
standard errors of these estimates. Two standard errors have been listed
for each estimate: (1) based on the difference in corrected turtle counts
between transects only, (2) incorporating the errors in estimating the
appropriate correction factors and mean group size as well.
The minimum population estimates sum to 32,300 ± S.E. 2,753 turtles
for the whole regi on in November 1985 at an overa11 density of 1. 03 ±
S.E. 0.09 turtles per kmz, a precision of 9%. This is likely to be a
gross underestimate of the number of turtles present as we attempted
merely to standardize availability bias rather than to correct for it in
absolute terms.
Difference between surveys
The results of the anal ys is of vari ance used to invest igate the
differences between the surveys of blocks 1 through 4 held in November in
both 1984 and 1985 (Table 5) indicated that densities differed
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significantly between blocks (PeO.OOl).. There was no significant
interaction between years and blocks (p=0.6) indicating that the turtles
were dispersed similarly on both surveys. Although the difference
between years in the minimum population estimate was substantial (13,875
± S.E. 2,235 in 1984,7,918 ± 1,318 in 1985), the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis was only 0.062 when the analysis was
performed without using weather conditions as covariates. When Beaufort
sea state for each transect was used as a covari ate the probabi 1i ty of
the observed turtle density being the same for each survey increased to
0.755, indicating that the lower observed density in 1985 could be
explained by the rougher seas (Table 1).
Comparison of the results of the April (post wet season) and
November (pre wet season) surveys of blocks 6 through 13 in 1985 without
using weather conditions as covariates (Table 6) indicated that observed
densities differed significantly between lines and between seasons, with
the observed density significantly higher in November than in April 1985.
However, there was no sign i fi cant di fference in density between the
inshore and the offshore zone, nor was there any significant season by
zone interaction i ndi cat i ng that the pattern of di spers i on was si mil ar
for both. surveys. When Beaufort Sea State and cloud cover for each
transect were used as covari ates the difference in observed dens i ty
between seasons was no longer significant (P=0.422) indicating that this
difference could also be explained by changes in the sighting conditions
due to weather.
These results suggest that our attempts to standardi ze the bi ases
had had only limited success.
Distribution of Sea Turtles
Figure 2 consists of smoothed density distribution maps based on the
results of the November 1984 and November 1985 surveys. More detail ed
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maps are provided in Marsh (1987). Turtle densities were highest in the
following habitats:
(1) inshore seagrass beds (Fig. 3), particylarly in Bathurst Bay
and in the area between Claremont Point and the mouth of the
Chester River in Princess Charlotte Bay;
(2) mid-shelf reef complexes, particulatly the large p1anar reefs
in Princess Charlotte Bay which are believed to support
significant stands of the sea grass Thalassia hemprichii (see
Hopley, 1982);
(3) the large mid-shelf/outer-shelf complex between Murdoch Point
and Cape Melville and extending up to 14°55'S.
Overall, Princess Charlotte Bay stood out as an area supporting
particularly high densities of turtles. Throughout the survey area,
dens ities tended to be lowest in the deep channels and on some outer
shelf reefs.
A 1arge nesting aggregat ion of turtl es was observed in the area
immediately surrounding -Raine Island on November 17 1985. The density of
animals was too great to estimate using visual counting techniques. The
only leatherback sighted was in the channel just west of Martha Ridgway
reef (12 0 8'S., 143°47'E.) on 20 November 1985.
Discussion
The results of this survey need to be interpreted in the context of
the complex life history of sea turtles which typically live in widely
dispersed feeding grounds from which they travel often long distances to
aggregate to breed in a small number of traditional rookeries (Limpus and
Nicholls, 1988). The green turtle rookeries on Raine Island - Pandora
Cay are the only major sea turtle rookeries in the survey 'area. Small
rookeries also occur at No.7/No.8 Sandbanks (13°27'S.,
143°59'E./13°22'S., 143°28'E.) (Limpus 1982a). The nesting aggregation
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observed in the Raine Island area was not included "in the smoothed
density map as it was off the transect (Fig. 2); and the density in the
region of No.7/No.8 Sandbanks was not exceptional (Fig. 2). We saw no
courting aggregations. We conclude that most of the turtles sighted on
these surveys were on their feeding grounds.
Previous observations (Limpus 1978, 1982b; Limpus and 'teed, 1985aj
Limpus personal communication) indicate that most of the turtles seen on
reefs and inshore seagrass beds (the areas of highest density see Fig. 2)
are green turtles. It is therefore likely that most of the turtles
sighted belonged to this species. Unl ike the other species, the annual
numbers of nesting green turtles fluctuate dramatically (Limpus and
Nicholls, 1988). The nesting season which peaked in December 1984-
January 1985 was much better than that a year 1ater. Sea turtl es are
bel ieved to return to their feeding grounds at the end of the nesting
season. On this basis, we predict that there should have been more sea
turtles on the feeding grounds in (1) November 1985 than November 1984
(2) April 1985 than November 1985.
This is the reverse of what was observed (Tables 4,5,6,). The
population estimate for the Cape Bedford - Cape Melville area (blocks 1-
4) was nearly twice as high in November 1984 (13,875 ± S.E. 2,235) than
in November 1985 (7,918 ± S.L 1,318) (Tables 4 and 5). Similarly, the
population estimate for blocks 6-13 was significantly higher in November
1985 (11,778 ± S.E. 1,047) than in April 1985 (7,192 ± S.E. 920) (Tables
4 and 6). We believe that these results are unlikely to reflect the true
situation.
Problems with the Survey Technique
Aerial censuses of turtles present a number of major difficulties.
As a result, this survey technique is much less satisfactory for turtles
than for dugongs (see Marsh and Saalfeld, manuscript).
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In contrast to the major and unexpected differences between surveys
in the population estimates for turtles (Tables 4,5,6), there were no
significant differences between the population estimates for dugongs
obtained as a result of the 1984 and 1985 surveys of blocks 1 to 4, and
the April and November 1985 surveys of blocks 6 through 13 even when
weather conditions were not used as covariates (Marsh and Saa1fe1d,
manuscript). As discussed above, the observed differences in turtle
densities are unlikely to be real. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, they can
be explained by differences in sighting conditions which were better on
the surveys on which the higher densities were observed (modal sea state
Beaufort 1; maximum cloud cover 4 oktas; Table 1) than on the others
(modal sea state Beaufort 2; maximum cloud cover 7 oktas; Table 1).
Marsh and Si ncl air (manuscri pt b) showed that, even over a re1at ive1y
small range of conditions, the observed density of turtles depended on
the sea state; fewer turtles were seen in rougher seas. In contrast,
dugong sightings were much less affected by changes in sea state, making
it is easier to correct for perception and availability biases.
Specific identification of turtles is clearly another major problem
which could probably be at least partially overcome by additional
training .of observers (C J Limpus, pers comm). A much more difficult
problem is the unknown proportion of turtles which are too small to be
seen from the air. For example, Heron Island Reef (Capricorn Group,
southern Great Barri er Reef) supports green turtles as sma11 as 36cm
curved carapace length (Limpus and Reed, 1985b). It is difficult to
correct for such turtl es as they compri se a di fferent (and usua11y
unknown) proportion of the population in different habitats. Green
turtles which live in the deep water off-the reef front at'Heron Island
are mainly immature while more than half those in the lagoons are adults
(Limpus, 1978). We also lack the data to correct for the proportion of
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large turtles which are unavailable to observers due to water turbidity.
Thus the population estimates presented here although precise (e.g. C.V.
9%) are gross underestimates.
Value of the Surveys
The chief value of these aerial surveys for sea turtles is their
abi 1ity to provi de data for use as a bas is· for prepari ng 1arge scale
relative density distribution maps as an aid to preparing and revising
zoning plans for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. (The pattern of
dispersion remained constant in our 1imited repeat surveys of the same
areas (Tables 5 and 6)). The minimum population estimates, although
undoubtedly gross underestimates also serve to put the Aboriginal harvest
of turtles in some perspective. For example, the data of Smith (1987)
indicate that the people of Hopevale caught approximately 125 turtles
(mostly greens) over a 17 month period between in 1984-1985 when the
minimum population estimate for blocks 1 and 2 in November 1984 was 1,984
± S.E. 317, while the people of Lockhart River community caught at least
31 turtles (30 greens) in three months in 1985 when the minimum
population estimate for block 8 in November 1985 was 1,040 ± S.E. 171.
It is also notabl e that the areas close to Hopeva1e and Lockhart
River Conununities (Fig. 2) have a comparatively low density of turtles
compared with other inshore seagrass areas. This is not surprising as
green turtl es, the major target speci es, tend to be res ident on thei r
feeding ground (Limpus and Reed, 1985b), and thus, over a period of
years.• are susceptible to over-hunting at a local level. This supports
the recommendat i on of Smith (1987) (see also Smith and Marsh, in press)
for limiting Aboriginal hunting to defined hunting areas.
We conclude that although dedicated aerial surveys for sea turtles
in Great Barrier Reef waters would probably not be cost-effective, the
data obtained are a useful by-product of dugong surveys.
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LEGEND TO FIGURES
Fig. 1. Survey areas, showing the survey blocks (1-13) and transect
1ines used in the 1985 surveys. The transects flown in
November 1984 are shown in the adjacent map. The boundary
between the inshore blocks 1,2, and 3 and the offshore block
4 is 21.6 km from the coast i.e. all transects in blocks
1,2, and 3 are 21.6 km long. The 18 m (10 fathom) line
forms the boundary between the inshore blocks 6, 8, 10, 11,
and 12 and the offshore blocks 7, 9, and 13.
Fig. 2. The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Cape Bedford to Hunter Point in November 1985. The
distribution from Cape Bedford to Cape Melville in November
1984 is shown in the adjacent map.
Fig. 3. The distribution and density of inshore seagrass beds in
the survey area provided for compari son with Fig. 2. The
ground-truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1985).
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Table 1 Weather conditions encountered on each survey.
November
1984
April
1985
November
1985
November
1985
Blocks 1-7 Blocks 8-13
Wind speed <20 <30 <28 <19
(km h-1)
Cloud cover 0-2 2-7 0.5-5 0-4
(oktas)
Minimum cloud 650-1000 200-2500 460-1525 305-610
height (m)
Beaufort Sea State 1 (0-3) 2 (1-3.5) 2.5 (0-4) 1 (0-3)
mode (range)
Glare a,b 1 (0-2) 2 (0-3) 1 (0-2.5) 1 (0-2.5)
mode (range)
Visibility (km) >10 8->10. 8->10 >20->50
a Worse side of aircraft
b Scale a • none, 1 • <25% of field of view sffected by glare, 2 • 2.5 <
50%, 3>50%.
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TABLE 2: Areas of the survey blocks and sampling intensities
Block Area (km2 ) Sampling % Block Area (km2 ) Sampling %
1 1004.0 13.8a 5 7839.0 8.5 b ,c
8.3c 6 450.8 8.1 b ,c
2 665.0 13.0a 7 1561.2 7.9b ,c
16.3c 8 1193.7 7.9b ,c
3 1050.0 13.0a 9 4600.4 8.2b ,c
7.8b 10 258.7 9.5b ,c
4 5233.0 4.7a 11 396.4 25.9 b ,c
8.9b 12 451. 9 8.2b ,c
13 6583.6 9.1 b ,c:
a November 1984
b
c
April 1985
Novembe r 1985
Area surveyed 7952 km 2
Area surveyed 15497 km2
Area aurveyed 31288 km 2
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Sampling % 7.6
Sampling % 9.0
Sampling % 9.0
Perception Correction '.ctor
ut1!ute (c.v.)
Croup .tae
(c••• )
"'-Mr of
oblu..,... t.
Stlrbolrd Port Stubc).rd
AvaHabUity
Correction 'actor
e.tim.te (c.v.)
Noveebet 1944 blocke H 1.17 (0.0)
"
," 1.28 (0.03) 1.28 (0.03) 2.18 (0.09)
AprLl 1985 block. 6-13 1.39 (0.09)
"
, 1.58 (0.06) l. 20 (0.01,) 1.58(0.11)
Hove.ber 1985. bloCKI 1-4; 5:9 M 2J; 6: 7; 1.'6 (0.06) , , 1.18 (0.02) 1.25 (0.02) 1.32 (0.07)
8 and 9: 10-12
Nove.ber 198~ block 5:1-8 1.56 (0.06) , ,e 1.18 (0.02) 2.07 (0.05) 1.31 (0.07)
Nove.ber 198,t blockl 8 10 9: l)-32: 10; II: 19-42; 1.16 (0.0)) , , 1.07 (0.01) 1.07 (0.01) 1.00 (0.00)
12:4]-48: 1)1 ))-48
No.....Nr 19Bs! bloCK. 1I: 50 M 57 i 12 , 13:49 1.16 (0.0)
"
, 1.40 (0.0) 1.07 (0.01) 1.00 (0.00)
•• hsed on cornctioQ tlctor tor ob.arl.r 1.1.-8.. 00 110.... 1985 IUtTey Ilocki 6-l).
vhlo vlachar cond(tlona It.tlar to thll .ur.... ' ..
observer both lurve,..) IIV II.tllr ol.Laber ot dUloa, ,roup. to port observer oa
thll .urv.,..
b. 'ort corr.ctlon tactor bl.ad 00 corractloo factor .tlrbolrd .ld....e.t oblerv.r
thl. IUtVI,. (who IIV 11.11.1' nu.b4r ot dUlooC croup.).
c. Tr.lntn, u'.nlect. fot .t.rbolrd &1d..... t obler"r.. Sc.rbolrd correction factor
baled on correction tactor atarboar4 ra.r-.llt ob.lt'llr for re-salad.r thll Iurve,..
•• tort correct too t.ctor baled on
corr.ctLon hctor port rear-e.t obllf'Tilr tor n .... tDder thll .urn,.
e.. IloCKI flow October 31 - No....ber 8. 1985.
f. Blocks flo,," Nove.blr 17 - 21. 19lJS.
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TABLE 4: Estimated densities and numbers of turtles on the various surveys. The values are Z standard
ereor incorporating the errors resulting from sampling. and in estimating mean group size and
the correction factors. The number. in brackets represent the standard errors resulting froo
sampling only.
Block Initial Survey
Density per 0 2 NUQbera
November 1985 Survey
Density per kCl 2 Nucbers
1 0.56 ~ 0.18 (0.17)" 56S ~ 177 (168)" 0.39 ~ 0.11 (0.10) 390 ~ 108 (101 )
2 2.09 Z 0.40 (0.34)' 389 ~ 263 (226)" 1.21 ~ 0.25 (0.22) 803 + 167 (47)
3 2.79.:t 0.60 (0.53)" 2 929 .! 630 (561)" 1.66~0.37 (0.34) 142 .:t 393 (353)
4 1.72 + 0.41 (0.37)" 8 992 ~ 2 121 o 931)' 0.95 + 0.24 (0.22) 4 983 ~ 1 242 o 140)
sub-total
blocks 1-4 1.74.:t 0.28 (0.26)' 13 875 .:t 2 235 (2 030)" 1.00.! 0.11 (0.15) 918 .: 318 (1 206)
coefficient of variation 0.16 (0.15)' 0.17 (0.15)
5 N/A N/A 1.61 ~ 0.28 (0.23) 12 604 Z 2 179 (1 775)
coefficient of variation 0.17 (0.14)
6 3. 19 .:t 1.08 (0.97)b 440 ~ 485 (438)b 1.92 ~ 0.71 (0.68) 865 + 319 (307)
7 0.91 .:t 0.33 (0.30)b 424 .:t 508 (464)b O. 96 ~ 0.33 (0.31) 495 Z 509 (487)
8 1.05 ~ 0.26 (0.21)b 254 .:t 312 (254)b 0.87 .:t 0.14 (0.14) 040 .:!: 171 (166)
9 0.17 + 0.04 (0.03)b 184 !:. 194 (157)b 0.52.:t 0.09 (0.09) 2 389 .:. 408 (398)
10 0 b 0 b 0.90 .:!: O. 12 (0.12) 234 .:!: 31 ( 30)
11 1.09 .:!: 0.61 (0.59)b 431 .!. 241 (233)b 1.05 .!. 0.26 (0.26) 411 .!. 104 (03)
12 0.57 ~ 0.33 (0.31)b 258 ~ 147 (42)b 0.64 .!. 0.23 (0.23) 287 .:!: 106 (06)
13 0.24 .:t 0.06 (0.04)b 601 .! 312 (290)b 0.71 .:t 0.11 (0.11) 5 051 + 720 (701 )
sub-total
blocks 6-13 0.46 .! 0.06 (0.05)b 7 192 .:!:. 920 (809)· 0.76 ~ 0.07 (0.07) 11 778 .!. 1 047 (1 016)
preciaionc 0.13 (0.11)· 0.09 (0.09)
Total for November 1985,8ucvey 1.03 .! 0.09 (0.08) 32 300 .!. 2 753 (2 374)
preclsionc 0.09 (0.07)
a November 1984
b April 1985
c (standard errorfmean)%
NfA not available
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Abstract
Techniques have been developed for tracking individual dugongs
using buoyant, tethered, conventional and satellite radio
transmitters, and applied to six dugongs caught off the North
Queensland coast. The dugongs (one immature, one pubertal and four
mature males) were caught by bull·dogging or hoop-netting and
tracked for between one and 16 months. All spent most of their
time in the vicinity of inshore seagrass beds using overlapping
home ranges (~1AP 0.95) of 4 to 23 km2 . The only dugong to
undertake long-distance movements was the pubertal male which
journeyed between core areas in two bays about 140 km apart three
times in nine weeks, completing the journey in as little as two
days. One of the adult animals made several journeys about 10 km
up the tidal reaches of a creek. These results support the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's policy of conserving dugongs
by giving a high level of protection to some inshore seagrass beds
that support large numbers of animals. The relative merits of
conventional and satellite telemetry for tracking dugongs are
'discussed.
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Introduction
The large numbers of dugongs (Dugong dugon) within the Great
Barrier Reef Harine Park was one of the features of "outstanding
universal value" that enabled the region to obtain World Heritage
Listing (GBRHPA, 1981). Although dugongs are protected in
Australia except for traditional hunting by some Aboriginal
peoples, animals are thought to be at risk in some parts of the
Park from Aboriginal hunting and from accidental drowning in gill
nets (Harsh, in press).
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRHPA) has
given very high levels of protection to some important inshore
seagrass areas where large numbers of dugongs feed (see GBRHPA,
1983, 1985). This method of zonal management relies on dugongs
spending a high proportion of their time in these protected
inshore areas, an assumption which was questioned as a result of
an aerial survey of parts of the Cairns and Far Northern sections
of the Park in November 1984. It was estimated that about one
quarter of the dugongs in the area were more than 20 km from the
coast during this survey (Marsh and Saalfeld, in review). As the
establishment of protected areas is very unpopular with fisherman
because of the resultant reduction in their fishing grounds, it is
important to obtain information on the movements and habitat
usage of individual dugongs in order to assess the likely
effectiveness of a zonal management strategy for dugong
conservation.
The only information on movements of individual dugongs is
from P .K. Anderson (1982), who observed dugongs in Shark Bay,
Western Australia. On the basis of photographs and sketches, 15
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dugongs were recognised more than once by divers. The time between
resightings ranged from less than one hour to 15 days; the maximum
distance between resightings was 19 km. Another dugong was marked
with a paint stick and resighted 4.8 km away the following day.
Because of the impracticality of using natural or artificial
marks to identify dugongs visually in the extensive, remote and
often turbid waters that characterize their habitats in the Great
Barrier Reef Region, it was decided to fit some with radio-
transmitters in order to obtain information on their movements and
habitat usage. This was a considerable logistical and
technological challenge as new equipment and techniques had to be
developed. In this paper, we present the results of a pilot study
using conventional and satellite telemetry to study dugongs.
Equipment
Harness attachment
Manatees (Trichechus manacus) in Florida have been radio-
tracked for several years using an attachment composed of a belt
around the caudal peduncle, a semi - rigid tether, and a floating
transmitter housing (Rachbun eC a1., in press). This assembly
overcomes the problem caused by radio signals attenuating in salt
water (which has a high electrolyte content). The floating
transmitter housing is at the surface for substantial amounts of
time except when the animal is swimming or diving to depths
greater than the length of the tether. Because dugong movements
and behaviours are thought to be grossly similar to those of
manatees, we decided to develop an attachment assembly for dugongs
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based on the successful manatee model (Rathbun, et al., 1987). The
principal challenge was to redesign the peduncle belt for the much
smaller tail stock and more delicate skin of the dugong. This was
done using a cast of a dugong tail.
In June 1986, we spent three weeks at the Jaya Ancol
Oceanarium in Jakarta, Indonesia, testing a prototype attachment
assembly on two captive dugongs, a 2.05 m-long immature male
weighing 147 kg, and a 1.86 m immature female weighing 114 kg.
Each was fitted with a belt, tether and dummy transmitter housing
assembly (Figure I), and closely monitored for 16 days. The
original belts caused some minor skin abrasions. These problems
were overcome by design modifications (Rathbun, et al., 1987).
Each peduncle belt incorporated a corrodible link (Figure 1)
made of either brass nuts and normal steel bolts with an expected
life of 3-6 months, or of normal steel nuts and bolts with an
expected life of 24 months (Rathbun, et al., 1987).
Conventional radio-tracking
Each 4mW very high frequency (VHF) transmitter (Telonics,
Mesa, Arizona), battery and magnetic on-off switch were enclosed
in a housing made of 3.8 cm diameter PVC pipe. One end was capped
with a 7 cm long PVC nose cone and the other with a PVC plate that
included a 0.25 wavelength whip antenna. An assembled unit weighed
approximately 530 g and was 42 cm, long excluding the antenna
which was 39.5 cm long. The radio frequency was in the 151.5-
151.8 ~rnz range with a pulse duration in the 11.7 14 msec range,
and a pulse interval of about 1 sec. The expected battery life was
one year. Transmissions were received using a Telonics TR-2
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receiver and a 4-element Yagi beam antenna or a Telonics RS-2AK
"H" antenna (land or boat tracking). or a pair of Telonics H
antennae (aircraft tracking).
During trials in September 1986, signal·s from these
transmitters were detected over a line-of-sight range of at least
24 km from an altitude of 286 m with both the H or the 4-element
Yagi antennae. Thus a transmitter at the surface of most of
Cleveland Bay (Figure 9) was detectable from elevated locations in
suburban Townsville.
Satellite telemetry
Each satellite-monitored platform transmitter terminal (PTT)
(Telonics). its three lithium D-cell batteries and a magnetic
switch, were enclosed in a housing constructed from 7.6 em
diameter PVC pipe capped at one end with a 9 em long PVC nose
cone. The other end was capped with a PVC plate through which
protruded a whip antenna which was 15.5 em long. An assembled unit
weighed approximately 2.4 kg and was 50 em long excluding the
antenna. Each PTT transmitted a 401. 650 HHz signal at regular
intervals (45 sec, PTT 5517; or 60 sec, PTT's 5534, 5535, 5536)
throughout its duty cycle. Duty cycles turned the PTT's on and off
on a schedule corresponding to the optimal satellite passes,
thereby conserving battery life. PTT 5517 operated between 0100
and 0900 hours, and between 1300 and 2000 hours each day for an
expected operational life of 4 months; the other PTT's operated
between 0100 and 0900 hours, and between 1300 and 2100 hours on
every second day, and had an expected operational life of eight
months. Hotion and temperature sensors were incorporated in the
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PTT. Sensor data were encoded as 16 bits following the individual
PTT identifier signal. The motion data related to mercury switch
closures when the housing tipped more than 900 from the normal
vertical position. Transmissions from PTT 5517 included summaries
of the number of seconds in the previous minute and in the
previous 24 hours that the switches closed; those from the other
three PTT's accumulated the number of minutes in which the PTT
had tipped through more than 900 in the previous hour, and the
number of actual tips (to a maximum of 1023) in the previous 12
hours. We hoped to relate the motion sensor data to dugong
activity.
Methods
Capture and deployment
The first dugong we captured (D-l, Table 1) was located using
a Cessna 172 aircraft, herded into shallow water using a 4.3 m
aluminum boat equipped with a 40-HP outboard motor, and then
caught using a rodeo technique developed for catching sea turtles
(Limpus, 1978). The animal was supported by an inflatable
stretcher (Figure 2) while being fitted with a PTT assembly. The
other five animals (Table 1) were caught using a hoop-netting
technique similar to that used by oceanaria to catch dolphins and
small whales from a 5.5 m aluminum boat with two 60-H.P. outboard
motors (Marsh, 1987). The only animal tagged with a conventional
transmitter (D-2) was recaptured 29 weeks after initial capture,
after being located by homing onto the transmitter from a boat
(see below). A rope connected to a 20-cm diameter torpedo buoy was
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then attached to the tether under the transmitter using a pole
with a detachable hook. The float enabled us to follow and to
hoop-net the dugong. The transmitter, tether and peduncle belt
were then replaced with a new assembly. Four attempts between
September 1987 and January 1988 to capture this animal a third
time using this technique were unsuccessful.
Conventional radio-tracking
Triangulation from land and outboard-powered boats (5.5 m and
4.3 m long) was used to estimate the position of the dugong tagged
with the VHF-radio. Weather permitting, we tracked D-2 from the
land during each high and low tide period (usually two tides per
day) between 14 and 31 October 1986; once per day (1 November-12
December 1986), three times per week (13 December-3 May 1987), and
twice per week (5 May - 4 February 1988). From 1 November 1986,
most tracking was done in the evening (usually between 2000 and
2400 hours). The location of D-2 was estimated on 214 occasions by
triangulating its position over a 2 to 3-hour period from three
elevated locations in suburban Townsville (Figure 9). The three
sites were visited sequentially by a single person. In a blind
trial to evaluate this technique, two independent observers
estimated the positions of two VHF transmitters that were
anchored at known sites in the area frequented by D- 2 in the
southeastern corner of Cleveland Bay (Figure 9). This indicated
that the position of a floating transmitter estimated by
triangulating from land could be up to 4 km from its true
position.
Every three hours for 48 hours from 10 to 12 December 1987,
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we estimated D- 2' s position by triangulating sequentially from
three fixed buoys in the southeastern corner of Cleveland Bay from
a 4.3 m boat. This procedure also proved rather inaccurate because
of the difficulty in determining directions in a pitching boat,
especially at night. It is also likely that the dugong moved
during the time taken by one person to obtain three sequential
fixes from either land or boat. Thus when compared to the data
from the satellite-monitiored dugongs, the results of such
triangulations provided only crude quantitative evidence of the
dugong's whereabouts.
More accurate positions were obtained by homing (Mech, 1983)
from either the 4.3 m or the 5.5 m outboard-powered aluminum boat
(12 days) or from a Cessna 172 aircraft (5 days). However, homing
required considerably more effort to determine each location than
land-based triangulation. lfuen the dugong was sighted from a
boat, its position was calculated by triangulation on three
terrestrial landmarks. Despite the extremely turbid water, we also
made limited observations on the animal's behaviour J and timed
surfacing and diving intervals using two digital stopwatches.
We measured the time that the antenna of the VHF transmitter
was above the surface (i.e. the signal was audible) as an index of
the activity of D-2, by timing the cumulative duration of the
signal for 30 min (14-31 October 1986) or 15 min (from 1 November
1986) using a stopwatch.
Satellite telemetry
Service Argos (Toulouse, France) calculated the locations for
each PTT by measuring the Doppler effect on the carrier frequency
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transmitted by the PTT on the basis of messages received by either
one or two polar orbiting NOAA Tiros-N weather satellites (Nos. 9
and 10) travelling 820 km above the earth at 28,000 kmfhour, as
detailed in Fancy et al. (1988). Prior to February 1987, Service
Argos required a minimum of five Doppler measurements for a
particular PTT to calculate a location from a single overpass with
at least a 420-sec interval between the first and last
measurement.
We tested the accuracy of Argos-determined locations by
anchoring a PTT at the surface of a swimming pool in Townsville
for 4.5 days. Twenty- three locations were calculated by Service
Argos during this period. The estimated mean location was 200 m ±
s. e. 100 m from the location determined from a 1: 25,000 parish
map. The 35 concurrent temperature records were within the range
of a maximum and minimum thermometer in the pool.
In February 1987, Service Argos upgraded their location
algorithms, and the following categories of location estimation
became available:
Quality 1: 4 messages over 240 < 420 sec interval or only 1 test
to determine the correct solution; good internal consistency (1.5
Hz); geometric conditions 1.5° < distance from ground track < 24°;
Argos claims 68% of results within 1 km radius circle of true
latitude and longitude;
Quality 2: > 4 messages good internal consistency (1.5 Hz);
geometric conditions 1.5° < distance from ground track < 24°;
quality control on oscillator drift and unambiguous solution;
Argos claims 68% of results within a 350 m radius circle of true
latitude and longitude;
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Quality 3: ;::: 5 messages over ;::: 420 sec; very good internal
consistency «0.15 Hz) and favorable geometric conditions (5° <
distance from ground track < 18°; quality control on oscillator
drift and unambiguous solution; Argos claims 68% of results within
alSO m radius circle of true latitude and longitude.
Temperature and activity sensor information were received by
the satellite(s) on some passes when insufficient signals were
received to calculate a location. We refer to such messages as
non-location messages.
During the period that each transmitter assembly was attached
to a dugong (Table 1), data were accessed by personal computer
linked to the Service Argos computer in Toulouse via one of the
main frame computers at James Cook University and the Midas and
Transpac Telecommunication networks. The Lotus 1,2,3 spreadsheet
and the Statistix package were used to process the data.
Home range estimates
Home ranges during the monitoring periods were calculated for
all the dugongs using D.J. Anderson's (1982) non-parametric
method, which describes home range in a probabilistic sense. The
home range is then the smallest area which accounts for 95% (or
some other percentage) of the animal's space utilization. We
calculated and mapped the areas in which each satellite-tagged
dugong spent 95% (MAP 0.95) and 50% (~~P 0.50) of his time on the
basis of (1) guaranteed locations only (all locations for D-l;
locations of Quality 2 and 3 only for D-3, D-4, D-5, and D-6), and
(2) all locations. Similarly, estimates of the home range of D-2
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were calculated based on (1) visual sightings only and (2)
triangulated positions which were not on land and for which the
error triangle was less than 2km2 . In view of the errors
associated with these triangulated fixes (see above), the
resultant home range estimate for D-2 should be regarded as
approximate. All home ranges were mapped using the Golden Graphics
package.
Results
Effectiveness of the attachment assembly
Removal of the VHF transmitter assembly from D- 2 allowed us
to assess the condition of his caudal peduncle and the assembly
itself 29 weeks after initial capture and deployment. Apart from a
slight bend in the buckle, which may have occurred during
recapture, and some wear at the apex of the wishbone from the ring
attached to the proximal joiner (Figure 1), the peduncle belt,
tether and transmitter were in good condition. Some electrolysis
of the brass/normal steel corrodible link had occurred, however,
we estimated that the link would have lasted several more weeks,
substantially more than the anticipated 3-6 months. The
transmitter bore a heavy coating of algae, but was still
functioning normally. Large acorn barnacles had grown on the
exposed surfaces of the peduncle belt, and on the tether just
distal to the proximal end.
The belt was not causing any obvious damage to the dugong at
the time of recapture. Superficial pressure marks, similar to
those left by a ring on a human finger, were visible on the skin
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on both the sides and the ventral ridge of the peduncle. However,
there was a deeper (several mm deep) indentation associated with a
healed white scar on the dorsal ridge, presumably from a former
wound caused by abrasion from the apex of the belt, where the
tether was attached.
Forty weeks after the recapture, the replacement attachment
assembly on D-2 was recovered from a Townsville beach. The
peduncle belt had come undone at the buckle, the belt was frayed,
and the latex cover was missing. The brass/normal steel corrodible
link was more corroded than the one which was deployed for 29
weeks, but was not in imminent danger of collapse. The nylon
wishbone was worn at the apex as in the assembly recovered after
29 weeks. The nylon rod of the tether was bent and tapered near
the distal end. The transmitter was still functioning. The
shoreline adjacent to D-2's home range is lined with mangroves,
and if the tether became tangled around a mangrove trunk, the belt
may have pulled through the buckle due to the frayed state of the
webbing as D-2 fought to get free.
PTT 5517 detached from D-l after 63 days due to a mechanical
failure in the tether/peduncle belt connection, and ceased
functioning about 14 hours later. It was found on the beach in
Upstart Bay (Figure 7) by a local amateur fisherman and returned
to James Cook University. This PTT was returned to Telonics for
repair, and redeployed on D-6 in November 1987 (Table 1). It
ceased to function 32 days later and has not been recovered.
The absence of tips on the activity counters and/or the
pattern of their movements as determined by the PTT locations,
indicated that PTT's 5534, 5535 and 5536 detached from Dugongs 3,
4 and 5, respectively, between 47 and 94 days after these animals
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were tagged in the Starcke River area (Table 1). All three PTT's
were washed up on beaches between 65 and 200 km to the north after
up to 67 days at sea, and recovered on the basis of locations
obtained from Service Argos. PTT 5534 was recovered with its
housing intact, but without the belt or tether. The chain
connector joining the housing to the tether was missing. As
undoing this connector requires a shifting spanner, we suspect
human interference. In contrast, PTT's 5535 and 5536 were
attached to their respective tethers when recovered, although each
peduncle belt was missing. This suggests mechanical failure of the
peduncle belt. On the basis of the wear observed in the wishbone
of each of the belts recovered from D-2, we suspect that the nylon
wishbone was not strong enough to sustain the wear caused by a PTT
(which is substantially heavier than a VHF transmitter). We now
make wishbones from stainless steel rather than nylon.
Efficiency of the PTT's
The NOAA 9 and 10 satellites made an average total of about
nine passes per day over the north-east Queensland coast during
the times that the PTT's were operational. On average, a satellite
was above the horizon for sufficient time to receive a location
record during seven passes per day in 1986 (when the minimum
interval required between the first and last of a series of
messages was 420 sec) and eight passes per day in 1987-1988
(minimum interval 240 sec). Each dugong was located between zero
and seven times per day that the PTT's were operational (Table 2).
There was a significant difference between all PTT's in the mean
number of locations per day (I-way ANOVA; 4/178 .d.f; p-0.005).
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The means ranged from 2.5 locations per day for PTT 5517 in 1987
to 3.9 for PTT 5534 (Table 2) indicating that the change in the
transmission interval from 45 sec in PTT 5517 to 60 sec in the
others did not reduce the number of locations per day. In
addition, non-location messages were received on between zero and
eight passes per PTT per day (Table 2).
The motion sensors yielded little substantive information.
The 24- hour activity sensor in PTT 5517 reflected the distance
travelled by D-l in the corresponding period (I-way ANOVA,
F~8.699; 2/59 d.f.,p<O.OOl). The highest mean value was obtained
on days when the dugong was journeying between Cleveland and
Upstart Bays (Figure 5); the next when the dugong was travelling
between one of the two parts of its home range in Upstart Bay
(Figure 7); and the lowest when the animals apparently remained
within one part of its home range in Upstart Bay. The other
dugongs tagged with a PTT undertook local movements only, so we
were unable to carry out similar analyses on the results from
their long- term tip counters. However, there were marked
fluctuations in the counts of the 24 hour activity sensor in PTT
5517, and the 1 hour and 12 hour sensors in the other PTT's, when
the location records indicated that the animals were moving very
little. In the absence of concomitant observations on the animals,
these results were virtually impossible to interpret, particularly
for PTT's 5534, 5535 and 5536 which operated only every second day
(but see below for PTT 5517). The most useful function of the long
term activity sensors was to indicate when the PTT's had detached;
the tip counters in detached PTT's usually consistently registered
zero. The short-term sensor in PTT 5517, which measured the number
of seconds in the previous minute that the PTT had tipped through
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900 , yielded no useful information as the modal number of tips for
all but two records was zero. This is presumably because locations
were generally obtained when the animal was relatively inactive at
the surface.
The temperatures recorded by the PTT's (Table 2) suggest that
the temperature sensor in PTT 5517 was reading significantly
higher than those in the other PTT's when they were deployed in
the Starcke River area.
Behaviour
We spent up to two hours in an outboard powered boat within a
few metres of D-2 on 10 occasions between December 1986 and
January 1988. The animal showed no adverse behaviour due to the
attachment assembly. I t did, however, become increasingly
difficult to approach after being recaptured on May 2 1987. By
January 1988, it had become impossible to approach the dugong in
either a motorized or rowed boat. Consequently, our four attempts
to recapture this animal a second time failed because we could not
approach it closely enough.
The transmitter was usually pulled under water when D-2 swam
fast or moved to surface. The housing was at the surface when D-2
was resting or possibly feeding in shallow water.
The surfacing and diving times obtained for D-2 are
summarized in Table 3. There was no significant difference between
days in surfacing (I-way ANOVA F=O.Oll, 1/130 d.f; p>0.25) or dive
times (I-way ANOVA F=2.626; 2/197 d.f.; p=O.075). Overall, D-2
spent only 3.2% of its time at the surface during our (daytime)
observations. The daily mean diving times of 1.2 to 1.5 min are
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within the range reported by Anderson and Birtles (1978) for
individuals grubbing rhizomes of Zostera. However, the mean time
of approximately 2.6 sec taken by 0- 2 to break the surface,
exhale, inhale and submerge was much higher than the mean of 1.4
sec reported by Anderson and Birtles (1978).
During the first three weeks when 0-2 was being tracked from
land at all high and low tides, the proportion of time the
transmitter was at the surface was significantly greater at night
than in the daytime (defined on the basis of published times of
sunrise and sunset) (F-23. 85; I, 49 d. f.; p-O. 000; proportions
transformed to arc-sines). However, it was independent of the
tidal cycle (F-0.177; I, 49 d.f.; p-0.676; tidal cycle separated
into four categories: high and low (one hour on either side of
high and low tides respectively) and flood and ebb (the
intervening four hours, as appropriate». There was also a
significant time/tide interaction (F-5.964; I, 49 d.f.; p-0.018);
the proportion of time the transmitter was at the surface being
greater at high tide during the day and at low tide at night.
Based on these data we decided to land-track in the evenings only
to reduce the number of triangulation failures due to poor and
intermittent signals. Analysis of the tracking data obtained at
night from the land stations between November 1986 and February
1988 confirmed that the duration of the signal (time the antenna
was above the surface) was independent of the tidal cycle
(Kruskal Wallis statistic-3.86; n-62 (30 ties»; p-0.277).
It takes several hours from the time a signal is received by
a satellite before the location is available from Service Argos.
Because of this delay and our inability to locate PTT signals from
the ground, we were unable to find and observe 0-1, 0-3, 0-4, 0-5,
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or 0-6. However, a local resident reported observing 0-1 in
Upstart Bay on November 11 1986 within 'skin-touching distance of
another dugong'. Two others were close by. All were in water about
1.25 m deep. 0-1 had been located by Service Argos about 1 km away
1.25 hours earlier. During the period between October 12 and
November 22 1986, when this dugong was resident in Upstart Bay,
activity levels as measured by the long-term tip counter
fluctuated widely (Figure 3). The activity levels on consecutive
days were serially correlated (non-parametric runs test for
serial randomness of measurements; Zar, 1984 p. 419; N, - 37, Nz -
5; u - 9.8, s - 0.23; P < 0.05), but apparently independent of the
lunar cycle. Given the observed association of 0-1 with other
animals in Upstart Bay. it is likely that these results reflect
intense social interactions, perhaps not unlike the cavorting that
is reported in manatees (Hartman, 1979). Hanatees fitted with
PTT's show increased tip-counter activity when intensely
interacting with other manatees (Rathbun, unpublished data).
Like the VHF transmitters on 0-2, most of the PTT's spent
more time on the surface at night. A log-linear model was used to
investigate the effects of PTT (the data for PTT 5517 were
analyzed separately for 1986 (0-1) and 1987 (0-6», and time
(day/night) on the number of locations as a proportion of suitable
satellite passes. There was a significant three-way interaction
(Log Likelihood Chi-square =23.94, 4 d.f., P < 0.001). The
proportion of passes for which locations were obtained was higher
at night than in the day for all PTT's except 5536 (Figure 4). In
addition, the mean number of tips for the one-hour activity
sensors in PTT' s 5534, 5535, and 5536. were all significantly
lower at night than in the day time (2-way ANOVA, 1/396
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d.f. ,p~0.006). These results suggest that dugongs spend more time
resting at or near the surface at night than during the day.
Movements and habitat usage
The only animal to undertake large scale movements was D-l,
which was classified as pubertal on the basis of his body length
of 2.3 m (male dugongs tend to become sexually mature when they
are between 2.2 and 2.5 m long; Marsh et al., 1984), and the fact
that he had not yet acquired the secondary sexual characteristic
of erupted tusks. D-l was located by Service Argos for the first
time three days after being tagged. He had moved to Bowling Green
Bay, one bay south of the capture site in Cleveland Bay. He was
next located in Upstart Bay, a minimum distance by sea of 143 km
south of where he was tagged (Figure 5 and Table 4). D-l then
spent six weeks in Upstart Bay. Two days after an unseasonable
cold snap, when inshore sea surface temperatures measured by the
PTT fell nearly 2°C (Figure 6), D-l travelled back to the area
where he had been caught (Figure 5 and Table 4), completing the
journey in two days at an average speed of at least 3 km per hour.
After two days in Cleveland Bay, the dugong journeyed back to its
former haunts in Upstart Bay where it remained until the PTT came
off eight days later.
The other dugongs (the immature male (D-2) and the four adult
males (D-3, D-4, D-5, D-6» did not undertake any long journeys.
The furthest that any of them moved from their respective capture
sites was 22 km (D-6) (Figure 8); the other animals remained
within 10 km. D-5 made several journeys to tidal pools about 10 km
upstream from the mouth of Dead Dog Creek, adjacent to the area
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where he spent most of his time.
None of the dugongs was detected more than 7 km from the
mainland (Table 1); or 4 km from the nearest island.
Unfortunately, we do not know whether D-l journeyed around the
coast on his trips between Cleveland and Upstart bays. There was
no significant difference (F-l.47,2/284 d.f., p-0.23) between the
temperatures recorded on these journeys (when locations were not
available) and those recorded when D-l was resident in the inshore
waters of Cleveland and Upstart Bays. This suggests that D-l
travelled in inshore waters.
D-l demonstrated a detailed knowledge of its local
environment in Cleveland, Bowling Green and Upstart bays and
tended to use the same areas on each journey (Figure 5). His home
range was estimated for Upstart Bay only. Like the home ranges of
the other dugongs. it was surprisingly small. When the estimated
home ranges were based on guaranteed locations only, they showed
that each dugong spent 957. of his time in an area of between 4.3
and 11.4 km2 ; 50% of his time in an area of between 1.1 and 2.9
km2 (Table 1; Figures 7 to 9). Including Quality 1 locations
increased the home range estimates for the satellite-monitored
dugongs to a maximum of 18 km2 (HAP 0.95) and 5 km2 (HAP 0.50).
Similarly, including the triangulated positions in the home range
calculations for D-2 increased the ~~P (0.95) to 23 km2 , the ~~P
(0.50) to 7.0 km2 . Given the inaccuracy of the triangulated
positions, these last two values should be regarded only as very
approximate. There was considerable overlap between the home
ranges of D-l and D-2 in Cleveland Bay (Figure 9), and between
those of D-3 and D-4 on the Murdoch Island Reef flat (Figure 8b).
Thirty-eight percent of the HAP (0.50) for D-3 was within the HAP
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(0.50) of 0-4; the corresponding overlap for their MAP (0.95) home
ranges was 437..
The home ranges of all the dugongs overlapped known seagrass
beds (Figures 7 to 9). The seagrasses recorded from these areas
include Halodule uninervis (all locations), H. pinifolia
(Cleveland Bay only), Halophila ovalis (all locations), H. ovata
(Cleveland Bay), H.spinulosa (all locations), H. decipiens
(Starcke River region only), H. tricostaea (Upstart Bay only),
Cymodocea serrulaea (all locations), Syringodium isoeeofilium
(Starcke River region only) and Zoseera capricorni (Upstart Bay
only) (Coles ee al., 1987 and unpublished). All these genera are
known to be eaten by dugongs (Harsh ee aI, 1982).
When 0-1 was resident in Upstart Bay, his distance from shore
was inversely related to tidal height. Although the correlation
between tidal height and distance from shore was higher at night
resultant regression lines,
(r--O. 505) than during the day
significant difference between the
(r--0.301), there was no
either in slope (t-0.42, 130 d.f., p>0.5) or intercept (t-l.45,130
d.f., p>0.10). Similar analyses were not possible for the dugongs
tagged in the Starcke River region as reliable information on
tidal heights and bathymetry is not available.
coses of conveneional and saeelliee eelemeery of dugongs
The capital costs of both conventional and satellite
tracking, the recurrent costs of satellite tracking, and the
personnel and vehicle requirements of conventional tracking are
summarized in Table 5. The costs of land- tracking are based on
simultaneous fixed station triangulation from three stations, a
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much more accurate technique than the one employed in this study
due to personnel and equipment limitations.
Discussion
Evaluation of techniques
A floating, tethered radio transmi tter effectively
circumvents the problem of radio signals attenuating in salt water
and provides an effective method of studying the movements and
habitat usage of individual dugongs. Despite the problems we have
had in keeping PTT's attached to dugongs for more than two to
three months, a similar attachment assembly with a conventional
transmitter remained attached to D-2 for 10 months. We are hopeful
that a more robust version of the assembly will last for at least
nine months, the estimated battery life of a PTT with a duty cycle
similar to that of PTT's 5534 to 5536. Mate et al., (1988) state
that "manatees are perhaps the most ideally suited marine mammals
for satellite tracking because they are relati.vely inactive and
inhabit shallow water allowing a floating transmitter to remain at
the surface much of the time." The results of this proj ect
demonstrate that this statement should be widened to include
dugongs.
These preliminary results suggest that conventional radio
transmitters are superior to PTT's if the objective is to relocate
dugongs repeatedly in order to obtain behavioral observations.
Under these circumstances, it would be necessary to tag dugongs in
clear water areas such as Shark Bay in Western Australia or
Moreton Bay in Queensland. Our experience suggests that there may
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be two major hindrances to reliance on this methodology to
relocate dugongs in a behavioral study. The transmitters attached
to five of the six dugongs studied spent significantly more time
at the surface at night, so the radio signal was most reliably
received when direct observation was impossible. A further
obstacle to direct observation was D-2's learned wariness of
power- boats. Both these behaviours have been reported by
traditional hunters. They frequently complain that dugongs become
very wary of power boats (Marsh, personal observation), and Davis
(1985) notes that the Yolngu people of northern Arnhem Land state
that dugongs sleep at the sea surface at night.
When the objective is to track movements per se the PTT may
offer substantial advantages, including increased accuracy and
number of locations. Although a PTT assembly for a dugong costs
about 14 times as much as one with a conventional transmitter
(Table 5), the recurrent costs are much less. Conventional
telemetry from land, boats and aircraft requires a receiving sub-
system, personnel and transport as detailed in Table 5. The
relative cost-effectiveness of the two methods will depend on the
location and topography of the study site, the availability of
personnel, vehicles, boats, aircraft, and computers, and the
number and behaviour of the study animals. However, in the remote
areas that characterize most of the dugong's range in northern
Australia, a PTT is the only logistically feasible method od
tracking them. The incorporation of a short-range VHF transmitter
into the PTT housing has the potential to combine some of the
advantages of both systems.
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Movements and habitat usage
The results of this study have to be interpreted with
caution. We have obtained information on the movements of only six
dugongs, all male, for periods of from one to 16 months. All were
caught in shallow waters close to shore, as this is the only place
that it is feasible to catch dugongs by the methods used. Thus it
is inappropriate to generalize at this stage. It is also likely
that the estimated home ranges are underestimated because the
location fixes were biased to periods when the animals were
stationary or moving slowly. Also the dugongs were tracked for
only a small proportion of the year.
Accepting these limitations, the results indicate that all
the radio-tagged dugongs spent most of their time in the vicinity
of very localised areas of inshore intertidal and subtidal
seagrass beds (Figures 7 to 9). The home ranges of some
individuals, including adult males, overlapped (Figures 8 and 9).
The pubertal male D-l showed that dugongs are capable of rapid
sustained swimming. One such long range movement coincided with a
drop in the sea surface temperature, even though the temperature
(>27° C) was still well within the known range of the thermal
tolerance of dugongs. In Shark Bay, the southern limit of their
range in Western Australia, individuals do not abandon feeding
areas until temperatures drop below 19°C (Anderson,1986). It is
also possible that the long range movements of D-l occurred
because he was patrolling for oestrous females much like adult
male manatees in Florida (Bengston, 1981). D-l's behaviour in
Upstart Bay and the motion sensor activity of his PTT (Figure 3)
suggest that he was involved in intense social interactions at
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that time. None of the four adult males in the Starcke River
region (where dugong numbers are exceptionally high; Harsh and
Saalfeld, in review) undertook long range movements, even though a
female dugong killed by Aborigines in this area in January 1984
was in very early pregnancy (Smith, 1987), indicating that mating
does occur at the time of year when the dugongs were monitored by
the satellite.
The pattern of dugong movements observed in this study is
remarkably similar to that revealed for manatees in Florida using
similar techniques. Some manatees spend prolonged periods in
localised areas; others undertake journeys of the order of 100 km
between areas of preferred habitat; seasonal movements occur in
response to low water temperatures; and some males cover large
ranges as they patrol for oestrus females (Bengston, 1981, Mate
et al. I 1988; Rathbun et al., in press). We find this
similarity surprising as we assumed that dugongs would be much
more mobile than manatees. This assumption, based on their more
streamlined shape
reassessment.
obviously is incorrect, and requires
Implications for management
Despite their limitations, these data support the zonal
management policy of the Great Barrier Reef Harine Park Authority
which imposes a high level of protection on some inshore seagrass
areas that support large numbers of dugongs. The radio-tagged
dugongs seemed to spend most of their time in such areas. However,
the data indicate that the effectiveness of the protected areas in
the Stracke River region would be enhanced if their seaward
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margins were extended to the 10 fathom (18m) depth contour, if
there landward margins were extended to include the intertidal
area, and if gill-netting were banned from the tidal reaches of
the adjacent rivers and creeks.
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Legend to Figures
Figure 1. Assembly used to attach a radio-transmitter to a dugong.
There is a weak link in the nylon wishbone beneath the acetal
bushing which is designed to break if the tether becomes
tangled. The buckle contains a claw that permits the nylon
webbing to be tightened and locked in place.
Figure 2. A dugong being supported at the surface by the
inflatable stretcher while being fitted with a PTT. The
stretcher is tendered by an inflatable on each side.
Figure 3. Daily fluctuations in the activity of D-l while he was
resident in Upstart Bay between October 12 and November 22
1986. The activity is based on the number of minutes in each
24-hour period that the PTT tipped through >900 at least
once. The peaks in activity may represent times when the
dugong was involved in intense social behaviour.
Figure 4. The daytime and night-time satellite passes on which
location messages were received as a proportion of possible
passes plotted separately for each PTT at each location (PTT
5517-17 etc). Possible passes were those for which the
satellite(s) was above the horizon for the minimum interval
between the first and last messages required to calculate a
location (see text for details).
Figure 5. The long distance movements undertaken by D-l along the
North Queensland coast between October 5 and December 7 1986
(see Table 4) .• October 5 - October 12; • November 22 - 23;
+November 26-29.
Figure 6. Mean daytime and night- time seawater temperatures in
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*PTT
Cleveland and Upstart Bays as measured by PTT 5517 between
November 16 and December 6 1986. The dotted lines mark the
times when the dugong was travelling between the two bays.
Figure 7. Locations where D-l was detected in Upstart Bay in
relation to the known seagrass beds mapped by Coles et ai
(unpublished). The size of each black circle represents the
number of location records per 0.25 km2 (see scale). The 95%
and 50% isopleths of the two portions of D-l's home range in
the Bay are also shown. +PTT probably off dugong.
found on beach.
Figure 8. The 95% and 50% isopleths of the home ranges of D-3. D-
4, D-5, and D-6 in the Starcke River region based on
satellite-captured locations in relation to seagrass beds
mapped by diving from a boat by Coles et ai (1985), or from
an aircraft by Harsh and Saalfeld (in review). (a) The home
range of each dugong in relation to the number of location
records of all qualities per 0.25 km2 (see scale). (b) The
spacing of the estimated home ranges of the four dugongs
along the coast.
Figure 9. Locations of D-2 in Cleveland Bay detected by
conventional telemetry in relation to the known seagrass beds
mapped by Coles et ai. (unpublished) and depth contours
(me1\sured in metres). The seagrass beds certainly extend
further inshore than this (Harsh personal observation). (a)
The 95% and 50% isopleths of the home range of D-2 based on
(1) locations obtained when homing from an aircraft or (2)
actual sightings when homing from a boat in relation to the
satellite tracked positions of D-l. (b) The actual locations
on which the home range of D-2 in (a) is based in relation to
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the 95% and 50% isopleths of his home range based on
locations obtained when triangulating sequentially from the
three fixed stations marked by on the map. The three stars
close together south-east of Mt Matthew represent three
alternative sites used as the third fixed station during the
study.
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Table I: HovetlctlC and habitat uuee of the $llC Clllle dugongs caught In the inshore WUefS of the Crellt llaffier reel lagoon in the
suc,-:1ers of 1986/81 and 1981/88 and traeked usIng conventIonal and satellite telec:etry.
Dusong NUlllber
guaranteed & non-guaranteed locatIons
HAP(0.50») guaranteed locations only I. 94
guaranteed & non-guaranteed loeations
Hadou:l dist3nc:e fro::l capture site (ktl):
guarolntecd locatIons only (8)6
liuaranteed & non-guaranteed locations
/'1alCimu":l distance fron eoast (ktl):
gUllran~ced locations only
cuarantced & non-suar3nteed locations
~!OIlClmu'::l distance ftOll islands (krl):
guaranteed 10c:atioO$ only
gUll ran teed & non-guaranteed locations
VHF PIT 5534
'" "
2)
"
"
32
,., ,.)
23.1 5 '.2
'.2 1.1
1.05 I.)
80dy length (C1)
Reproduttive stlltU$
Date of Init1.:l1 eapture
Loeation of capture
Transl:lHter
Tolgged period (d3ys)
Nunber 01 loe.Hionl:
guar3nteed l
non~guarOlnteed2
HO:le range (kCl2 ):
tl"P(0.9!/)3 guaranteed loeations ollly
0-'
2.30
pubertal
5 Oct. 86
PIT !/!/11
"
'"
8.04
0-1
I. 8)
ic,~ature
12 Oct. 86
,
0-)
2.52
"lCun
23 Nov. 81
0-4
2.53
oature
24 Nov. 81
0-\
2.1)
Cloture
26 Nov. 87
0-'
2.42
1ll00ture
"
Nov.
"
>
PIT 5511
32
"
"
11. "
18.0
'.9
l. l
21
22
PII location qualIty or) (ue telCt); actual sighting VHF.
PIT location quality (see telCt); triangulated loution VHF effor triangle <2kCl 2 •
D. J. Anderson (1982).
HOele range calculated for Upstart Bay only.
approlCiliate only due to errors assocIated ...ith loc:a.tions.
6 assuQing that dugong travelled along the coast.
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Table 3: Diving and surfacing times for D-2.
Date Dive times (min)
N X S.D. Range
Surfacing times (sec)
N X S.D. Range
12 Dec
8 Jan
12 Feb
Overall
49
77
74
200
1.49
1. 37
1.21
1. 34
0.67
0.48
0.58
0.34
0.36-3.08
0.17-3.18
0.11-2.30
0.11-3.18
302
68
64
132
2.66
2.57
2.62
0.65
0.84
0.56
0.90-3.70
0.50-3.75
0.50-3.75
Table 4: Details of the journeys of D-l between Cleveland and Upstart
bays in 1986.
of first/last
location
Location Date Time ~laximum transit
time
(hr)
Apparent speed
km/hr
coastal direct
Cleveland Bay
to
Bowling Green Bay
to
Upstart Bay
Upstart Bay
to
Bowling Green Bay
to
Cleveland Bay
Cleveland Bay
to
Bowling Green Bay
to
Upstart Bay
5 Oct
8 Oct
11 Oct
22 Nov
23 Nov
24 Nov
26 Nov
28 Nov
29 Nov
1100
1909
0401
0329
0313
0629
0721
0217
1844
79
81
24
27
43
40.5
1.2
1.1
3.6
3.6
2.3
2.1
0.9
2.8
1.7
Distances: Cleveland Bay to Cape Bowling Green (coastal)
Cape Bowling Green to Upstart Bay (coastal)
Cleveland Bay to Upstart Bay (direct)
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96km
87km
143km
Table 5: Equipment and personnel required to track dugongs
using conventional and satellite telemetry.
Telemetry prices are in $A and assume the use of
Telonics equipment and a conversion rate of US 80
cents to the A$.
CONVENTIONAL TELEMETRY COST
650
315
94
250
4500
Housing
Peduncle belt
Capital equipment
(1) Basic equipment
Transmitter 150-152 MHz
Basic receiving subsystem: 2 receivers, 2 yagi antennae
2 headphones, cables.
(2) Additional equipment for aircraft tracking
Aircraft antenna mounting brackets, 2 H antennae,
antenna control unit
(3) Additional equipment for land tracking using three stations
'
1 receiver, 1 headphones, 3 twin Yagi precision antennae,
cables
3800
Recurrent costs
(1) Boat tracking
Personnel
Transport
2 researchers
Boat e.g. 4.3 aluminum dinghy
with 40 HP outboard
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Table 5: continued
(2) Aircraft tracking
Personnel 1 researcher, 1 pilot
Transport 1 light aircraft e.g. Cessna 182
(3) Land tracking using three stations
Personnel
Transport
SATELLITE TELEMETRY
Capital costs
PTT
Housing
Peduncle belt
Recurrent costs
3 researchers
Up to 3 vehicles
4375
94
250
Service Argos processing charges per PTT per day
Service Argos administrative charges per fortnight
International computer charges per access
16
2': 38
-2
Additional equipment Access to a personal computer
1 If the land bordering the study site is flat, it would be necessary
to erect towers on which to mount the antennae for the tracking
stations to achieve an adequate working range.
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ASSEMBLED VIEW
--:-~- .
Floallng
tnnamlllU
Nylon leth.r, 3m long
Acetal bushing ---------,1"
Corrodible link
Nylon webbing· --....li:->;;.
latex tubing -----'~
.';-.' -
EXPLODED VIEW:
~'.: ~:..,~~. . Proximal. ~ Joiner
Figure 1. Assembly used to attach a radio-transmitter to a dugong.
There is a weak link in the nylon wishbone beneath the acetal
bushing which is designed to break if the tether becomes tangled.
The buckle contains a claw that permits the nylon webbing to be
tightened and locked in place.
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Figure 2. A dugong being supported at the surface by the inflatable
stretcher while being fitted with a PTT. The stretcher is tendered
by an inflatable on each side.
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Figure 3. Daily fluctuations in the activity of D-l while he was
resident in Upstart Bay between October 12 and November 22 1986.
The activity is based on the number of minutes in each 24-hour
period that the PTT tipped through >900 at least once. The peaks
in activity may represent times when the dugong was involved in
intense social behaviour.
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SATELLITE PTT
KEY
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~ unsuccessful passes
UB - UPSTART BAY
SR - STARCKE RIVER
o - daytime
N - nightime
Figure 4. The daytime and night-time satellite passes on which
location messages were received as a proportion of possible
passes plotted separately for each PTT at each location (PTT
5517-17 etc). Possible passes were those for which the
satellite(s) was above the horizon for the minimum interval
between the first and last messages required to calculate a
location (see text for details).
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Figure 5. The long distance movements undertaken by D-l along the north
Queensland coast between October 5 and December 7 1986 (see Table
4) .•October 5 - October 12; • November 22 - 23; • November 26-
29.
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Figure 6. Mean daytime and night-time seawater temperatures in
Cleveland and Upstart Bays as measured by PTT 5517 between
November 16 and December 6 1986. The dotted lines mark the times
when the dugong was travelling between the two bays.
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Figure 7. Locations where 0-1 was detected in Upstart Bay in
relation to the known seagrass beds mapped by Coles et al
(unpublished). The size of each black circle represents the
number of location records per 0.25 km2 (see scale). The 95%
and 50% isopleths of the two portions of D-l's home range in
the Bay are also shown. PTT probably off dugong. PTT
found on beach.
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Figure 8. The 95X and SOX isopleths of the home ranges of D-3, D-
4, D-s, and D-6 in the Starcke River region based on
satellite-captured locations in relation to seagrass beds
mapped by diving from a boat by Coles et 81 (1985), or from
an aircraft by Marsh and Saalfeld (in review). (a) The home
range of each dugong in relation to the number of location
records of all qualities per 0.25 km2 (see scale). (b) The
spacing of the estimated home ranges of the four dugongs
along the coast.
Figure 9. Locations of 0-2 in Cleveland Bay detected by conventional
telemetry in relation to the known seagrass beds mapped by Coles
et al. (unpublished). The seagrass beds certainly extend further
inshore than this (Marsh personal observation). (a) The 95X and 50%
isopleths of the home range of 0-2 based on (1) locations obtained
when homing from an aircraft or (2) actual sightings when homing
from a boat in relation to the satellite tracked positions of 0-1.
(b) The actual locations on which the home range of 0-2 in (a) is
based in relation to the 95% and 50% isopleths of his home range
based on locations obtained when triangulating sequentially from
the three fixed stations marked by on the map. The three stars
close together south-east of Mt Matthew represent three
alternative sites used as the third fixed station during the
study.
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ABSTRACT
Some of the largest concentrations of dugongs (Dugong dugon)
occur in the coastal waters of eastern Cape York Peninsula,
Queensland. Designation of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park has
prompted the development of a program for management of dugong
hunting by the Aboriginal communities of the region. Assessment of
the population by aerial surveys combined with monitoring of the
Abori gi na1 hunters I harvest suggests that the take is we 11 below
the susta i nab1e yi e1d. However, the reproduct i ve rate of dugongs
is so low that it wi 11 be a decade before the status of the
popu1at i on can be estab1i shed. Therefore, a conservat i ve
management pol icy for dugongs is recommended whil e acknowl edg i ng
the rights of traditional hunters. Greater participation of the
Aboriginal communities in the management program is sought to
overcome initial misunderstandings and hostility.
Key words: traditional dugong harvest, Australia
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INTRODUCTION
The largest known populations of dugongs or sea-cows (Dugong
dugon (Muller, 1776)) occur in northern Austral ia (Nishiwaki and
Marsh, 1985). The seagrass beds of the east coast of Cape York
Peninsula (Figure 1) have been identified as a major region for
dugongs, especi ally the Starcke River area (Ni shiwaki and Marsh,
1985).
Although dugongs are listed as vulnerable to extinction in the
IUCN Red Data Book (Thornback and Jenkins, 1982), they are still
important in the diet and play an important role in the culture of
coastal Aborigines in many parts of northern Australia (see Chase,
1981). Dugongs are long-lived animals with a very low reproductive
rate (Marsh and others, 1984c); factors that reinforce their
vulnerable status.
The region considered in this paper is from Cape Bedford to
Hunter Point (Figure 1) on eastern Cape York Peninsula,
Queensland, Australia. This region is now included within the
Cairns and Far Northern sections of the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park (GBRMP). The Torres Strait region of the Great Barrier Reef
to the north (Figure 1) has a different set of dugong management
problems (see Marsh, 1986a) and will not be discussed here.
Two Aboriginal communities are located adjacent to the study
area (Figure 1). Aborigines from both of these communities have
traditionally hunted dugongs. Hopevale, with a population of about
670, is situated approximately 50km north of Cooktown, and 26km by
road from the coast. Hopevale residents have beach camps on the
coast just north and south of Cape Bedford. The Lockhart River
community, with a population of about 350, is situated inside
Lloyd Bay, approximately 2km from the beach.
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Aboriginal hunting is not the only factor affecting dugong
population levels in this region. There is anecdotal evidence that
dugongs drown in gill-nets. Although the number killed is unknown,
this mortality is of great concern to Aborigines living in this
area. However, there are currently only about 30 commercial
fishermen operating in the area north of Cooktown (Figure 1), and
gill-netting is banned under Queensland law from November through
January to protect fi sh stocks. In add it ion, under the GBRMP
Zoning Plans (GBRMPA, 1983, 1985) gill-netting has been banned
from many important dugong habi tats along thi s coast i ncl udi ng
much of the important Starcke River area. Habitat destruction in
this region is minimal. Prawn (shrimp) trawlers are currently
prohibited from operating in the coastal seagrass beds inhabited
by dugongs (GBRr1PA, 1983, 1985).
This paper considers the current level of Aboriginal dugong
hunting on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula in relation to
recent dugong population estimates. The recent and present
management systems for dugong hunting are also discussed.
LEGISLATION
The legal problems associated with Aboriginal marine hunting
and the related 1egi slat i on were revi ewed by the Austral i an Law
Reform Commission (1986:163-195). The situation is complicated as
the Commonwealth (Federal) and State Governments share the
constitutional authority over fisheries in Austral ian waters and
in the management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act (1975) does not refer
to traditional hunting and fishing . interests or suggest that
certain areas should be set aside for traditional use. However,
the regulations incorporated in Zoning Plans for the various
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Sections of the Park make provision for traditional hunting in all
parts of the Park, except Preservation Zones, subject to a permit
being granted.
Queensland legislation applies to waters above low water and
those inshore waters excluded from the GBRMP. The State
Government I s Community Servi ces (Aborigi nes) Act (1984) exempts
members of an Aboriginal community residing on Trust Areas
(formerly Reserves) from fi sheries 1egi sl ati on provided the take
is by traditional means for consumption by members of the
community; a similar provision is contained in the Queensland
Fisheries Act (1976).
The interrelationship of the Commonwealth and State Acts is
complicated in the inshore (Queensland) waters of the GBRMP where
most dugong hunting occurs. For example, an Aborigine could
theoretically be given a permit to hunt dugongs within a specified
Zone within the GBRMP, but be prevented from doing so in the
Queensland waters within that Zone because he was not a resident
of a Trust Area (Australian Law Reform Commission, 1986).
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK:
CAUSES FOR CONCERN
As part of the GBRMP zoning process, the GBRMPA invites the
publ ic to participate in the preparation of the draft zoning
plans, and to comment on the draft plan when it was developed.
Submissions received for the zoning of the Cairns Section of the
Park (Figure 1) expressed concern over the possible
overexploitation of dugongs in the Hopevale region for the
following reasons.
(a) There was a paucity of the necessary biological and
ecological information on dugongs: there was no indication of
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whether the population(s) of dugongs in the region was increasing,
decreasing or stable (Marsh and Heinsohn, 1982); how many
popul at ions were invo1ved; deta il ed movement patterns; or what
might be a safe level of exploitation.
(b) The Starcke River region (Figure 1) was known to be one
of the most significant dugong areas in the world and there was
concern for thei r conservation in thi s area (Marsh and Hei nsohn,
1982).
(c) The abil ity of Hopeva1e res idents to purchase 1arger
speedboats and four-wheel-drive vehicles had increased during the
preceding five or so years, permitting easier access to the
Starcke River region.
(d) The improved road access facil itated hunting during the
dry season.
(e) There were verbal reports that the annual take of dugongs
by the community had increased in recent years.
(f) There was a lack of knowledge among community members of
the dugong's life history and vulnerable status. In addition, they
believed that as large numbers of dugongs had been killed for oil
between 1928 and 1932 (the period of the dugong oil industry
operated by the Aboriginal Mission), this impact could be repeated
without seri ous effect. Before and after the oil industry peri od
there was an extremely low level of hunting, which would have
permitted the dugong population in the area to recover.
GBRMPA ACTIONS PRIOR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ZONING PLAN
Zoning requirements: The information contained in the
submi ss ions st imul ated the Marine Park Authori ty' s concern about
the status of the dugong within the Park for two reasons. Firstly,
the GBRMP Act (1975) gives the Authority specific responsibil ity
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for endangered species and secondly, the large numbers of dugongs
in the Park were 1isted as a reason for the region being given
World Heritage Listing.
In allowing traditional fishing and hunting within a
designated zone in the Cairns Section (Figure 1) of the GBRMP
(GBRMPA, 1983), the Authority is required to give particular
regard to:
(a) the need for conservation of endangered species;
(b) the means to be employed in traditional fishing or
hunting;
(c) the number of animals to be taken.
In addition, in permitting traditional hunting in the Far
Northern Section (GBRMPA, 1985; Figure 1), the Authority has to
consider:
(d) the particular purpose;
(e) whether the entry and use of the area will be in
accordance with Aboriginal tradition;
(f) evidence that the person is a traditional
inhabitant;
(g) the normal place of residence of the person.
In developing a management strategy, the Authority needed to
assess its likely impact on (a) dugong numbers; (b) the
re1at ionshi p between the management agenci es and the commun ity;
and (c) the socio-political situation within the community. They
also required .information on the Aboriginal perception of dugongs,
and the potential for over-harvesting through Aboriginal hunting.
Management decisions: Staff of the GBRMPA met with the
Hopevale Aboriginal Council on a number of occasions between
December 1982 and November 1983 when the Zoning Pl an for the
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Cairns Section of the Park with its requirements for permits for
traditional hunting became operational. Despite a level of
consul tat i on over and above the general statutory requ i rements,
there were a number of aspects re1at i ng to communi cat i ng wi th
Aborigines/Aboriginal groups which militated against a successful
permit system being negotiated. Some of these problems were: the
general lack of communication between the Aboriginal Council and
the community; the inherent problems of public meetings in
Aboriginal communities; a lack of understanding of the community
dynami cs; and the general' acceptance' by Abori gi nes of
authorit ies regul at i ng thei r 1ives. All these factors meant that
most of the Aboriginal hunters were reluctant. to voice their
concerns. This resulted in most of the negotiations being
conducted between GBRMPA staff and members of the Hopevale
Commun i ty Counci 1 who were not a11 conversant wi th or
representative of the hunters' viewpoint.
The dugong permit system which evolved from the meetings was
implemented in December 1983. As a result, 20 individual permits
were issued on a single day prior to a four-week open season in
January. The permit conditions were: one dugong per hunter (i.e. a
quota of 20 for the community for the season); no female dugongs
with attendant calves to be taken; no firearms to be used; catch
data sheets to be completed and returned; the permits to be
available for inspection within the Park; the permits to be valid
north of the Endea~our Ri ver (Fi gure 1) only, The permits were
allocated on a 'first come, first served' basis.
Research: Concomi tant wi th the introduct i on of the dugong
permit system, two research projects supported by the GBRMPA were
begun. Marsh conducted a series of aerial surveys to estimate the
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Hopevale
and its
of their
and discontent among
hunting permit system
as an infringement
dugong population of the Cape Bedford to Hunter PO,in~ region and
to form the basis for monitoring future trends in numbers. Smith
recorded the numbers of dugongs killed by Aborigines at Hopevale
and Lockhart River communities as part of a study of the usage of
the marine environment by members of those communities.
REACTION TO THE PERMIT SYSTEM
The introduction of the dugong hunting permit system at
Hopeva1e caused several problems as detailed by Marsh and others
(1984d). The major problems area outlined below.
(a) There was wi despread apprehensi on, confus i on and
mi sconcept i on in the communi ty regard ing the exi stence, funct ion
and regulation of the GBRMP.
(b) The Hopevale people felt victimised as GBRI1P regulation~
on dugong hunting were applied to them but not to other east coast
Aboriginal communities such as Lockhart River (where the relevant
Zoning Plan had not yet been implemented) or Yarrabah (near Cairns
160 55'S; 1450 46'E; where Aborigines hunt outside the boundaries of
the GBRMP).
(c) There was confusion
residents about the dugong
operat ion; they regarded it
traditional hunting rights.
(d) There was di ssat i sfact i on with the number of dugongs
a11 owed per permit and the permit all ocat i on arrangements. Some
non-hunters received permits while known hunters missed out.
(e) There was general dissatisfaction with the manner· in
which the management officers dealt with people.
The dugong permit system at Hopevale produced a negative
community attitude towards the management agencies. The relatively
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sudden and select i ve (as percei ved by the Hopeva1e commun i ty)
imposition of the restrictive dugong permit system resulted in an
'us and them', rather than a cooperative situation developing. The
dugong permit system also exacerbated existing socio-political
tensions within the community, especially as some members
considered the 'right' to obtain a dugong permit more important
than the actual 'need' for a permit.
Minor alterations were made in the method of distributing the
permits for the 1985 and 1986 hunting seasons. This helped reduce
some of the ill-feeling, but the general discontent remained.
Although these management developments raised the awareness of
Hopevale residents to the Government's concern for the management
and conservation of dugongs, they also resulted in a
disproportionate amount of attention being focussed on dugong
hunting, so that the quota became a target.
The zoning plan for the Far Northern Section was not
implemented until early 1986. As a result of the problems
encountered with the dugong hunting permits at Hopeva1e, GBRMPA
decided during the preparation of the draft zoning plan to delay
applying restrictions on dugong hunting at Lockhart River until
more biological information and catch data were obtained.
ESTIMATING THE SIZE OF THE DUGONG POPULATION
Aerial survey techniques: The dugong census was carried out
with an overall sampl ing intensity of 9% over a total area of
31,288 km2 . The .coastal . zone between Cape Bedford (150 15'S;
1450 21'E), Cape Melville (140 10'S; 1440 30'E) and the outer Barrier
Reef was surveyed in November 1984, and again in November 1985.
The corresponding area between Campbell Point (130 32'S; 1430 35'E)
and Hunter Poi nt (ll°30' S; 142° 50' E) was surveyed in Apri 1 1985,
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and again in November 1985. The intervening Princess Charlotte Bay
area was surveyed once in October/November 1985. The survey
design, counting procedure and analysis are detailed in Marsh and
Saalfeld (in press) and Marsh and Sinclair (1989). Sightings were
'.
corrected for perception bias (the proportion of animals visible
in the transect which were missed by observers), and standardized
for availability bias (the proportion of animals that were
invisible due to water turbidity) using survey-specific correction
factors. The errors inherent in estimating the correction factors
were included in the variance of the population estimate.
Aerial survey results: The results of the aerial surveys are
detailed in Marsh and Saalfeld (in press). There were no
significant differences between population and density estimates
obtained from repeat surveys of the same areas despite variations
in the survey conditions. This suggested that the attempts to
standardize the biases had been successful. The resultant
population estimate was 8110 ± 1073 (S.E.) dugongs for the whole
regi on in November 1985 at an overa11 dens ity of 0.26 ± 0.04
(S.E.) dugongs per km2 , a precision of 13%. Most dugongs were
associated with inshore seagrass beds. Comparison of the data from
the two surveys of the Starcke River region indicated that dugongs
were dispersed quite differently for each survey. There were
almost twice as many dugongs in the hunting grounds of the
Hopevale Aborigines in November 1985 than in the same month in
1984.
ABORIGINAL DUGONG HUNTING
Methods: Field work was carried out at Hopevale and Lockhart
River Aboriginal communities. Four periods of field work were
undertaken by Smith: January to March 1984 (Hopevale); May 1984 to
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March 1985 (Hopevale); September to December 1985 (Lockhart
River); and January to February 1986 (Hopevale). A total of 16
months were spent at Hopevale, and three months at Lockhart River.
Whenever possi bl e, data and spec imen materi a1 were obtained
from dugongs caught, in order to determine their size, age,
reproductive status and diet as described in Marsh (1980), Marsh
and others (1984a) and Marsh and others (1984b). The reproductive
specimens were analyzed using the techniques detailed in Marsh and
others (1984a and b). For age determination, one tusk from each
animal was prepared and analyzed as per Marsh (1980). Information
was obtained on Aboriginal knowledge of dugongs and dugong hunting
through both formal and informal interviews with recognised dugong
hunters, and by participant observation.
Aboriginal dugong hunting equipment and techniques: The
dugong hunting equipment and techniques are similar to those
described for Mornington Island in the Gulf of Carpentaria
(16°36'5; 139°21'E) in Marsh and others (1980-81). All dugong
huntin9 occurs from 4m to 5m aluminum or fiberglass dinghies,
PQwered by 9. 9hp to 60hp (usually 25hp to 40hp) outboard motors.
Harpoons with detachable heads are used for taking dugongs.
Another method of capture, 'lassoing', although not common, is
gaining popularity amongst the younger hunters at Lockhart River.
The dugong is chased and tired out, then one person jumps
overboard and places a lasso over the dugong's head. The rope is
then pulled tight by another person on the boat. Dugongs are
butchered immediately after they are taken ashore.
The question of which methods or technologies are to be
regarded as 'traditional' is, for most purposes, a subordinate
one. The Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) believes that in
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determining whether an activity is 'traditional', attention should
focus on the purpose of the activity rather than the method. The
actual methods of capture are usually part of a highly complex
system of knowledge, beliefs and attitudes, and hence the
adaptat i on of modern techno1ogi es does not necessarily mean the
system has lost its impetus, nor that a resource wi 11
automatically be exploited at a level greater then occurred before
European influence (Chase, 1981).
Signifi cance and uses: Dugongs are currently caught for the
meat they provide, and secondarily for the oil which is extracted
by boiling the parts of the dugong not used for food, such as the
head. Dugong oil is used as a panacea for almost any ache, pain or
illness. In addition to its commodity value, dugong hunting also
has a cultural significance which we bel ieve it is impossible for
a person who is not an Abori 9i ne to apprec iate. Some commun ity
members have told us that they consider dugong hunting to be an
important expression of their Aborigina1ity.
Areas used for dugong hunting: Hopevale Aborigines hunt
dugongs from Lookout Point north to the Jeannie River (Figure 1),
in approximately 1m to 3m depth of water (i.e. usually within a
couple of kilometers of the coast). Dugong hunting from the beach
camps at Cape Bedford in January (wet season), typically involves
a coastal voyage of about 90km (SOnm) to the Starcke River area.
At Lockhart Ri ver most dugongs are caught between Fi rst and
Second Red Rocky Points· (Figure 1). They are also taken inside
Cape Direction, in Lloyd Bay and off Cape Direction. With suitable
weather, dugongs are a1 so hunted between the Pascoe River and
Temple Bay (Figure 1).
Catch data: Between January 1984 and February 1987, a total
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of 74 dugongs (38 females; 33 males; 3 of undetermined sex) were
taken by Hopevale hunters (Table 1). In a favorable three month
period (late September to late December, 1985) 15 dugongs (4
females; 11 males) were caught by Lockhart River hunters (Table
1). In add it i on to th i~ there was an unconfi rmed report of two
dugongs (one a pregnant female) bei ng caught just pri or to that
period, and at least four dugongs being taken in the Pascoe River
area by Aborigines visiting from the western side of Cape York
Peninsula. Estimates of annual catches at Lockhart River cannot be
extrapolated from these data due to the seasonal variabil ity of
hunt ing, and the unpredi ctab1e avail abil i ty of boats. The data
collected indicated that dugongs of all ages including
reproductively-active females were hunted.
From our observations we are confident that Hopevale hunters
were not hunting selectively, except perhaps in very rare
ci rcumstances by older, more experi enced hunters. Most hunt i ng
occurred in extremely turbid water, and since animals could not be
fa11 owed and observed underwater, hunters opportuni st i ca11 y
harpooned any available animal. At Lockhart River, there was the
potential for selection during hunting as the clarity of the water
allowed the animals to be observed for a few minutes before
harpooning. However, from observations, and the catch data, it was
apparent that an attempt was made to catch any dugong encountered.
Most trips to the hunting area of the Hopevale Aborigines are
by boat and i nvo1ve a 90km voyage. As a result, the number of
hunt i ng tri ps is 1imited by fuel costs, tides and weather. The
small number of dugongs caught per boat per trip is also limited
by the small size of most boats used. Dugong hunting is presently
1imited by weather and the low number of serviceable boats at
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Lockhart Ri ver.
MANAGEMENT OF DUGONG HUNTING IN THIS AREA
Sustainable yield: As outlined above, the estimate of the
dugong population of the Great Barrier Reef lagoon between Cape
Bedford and Hunter Point of 8110 ± 1073 (S.L) animals is likely
to be low. Results of the aerial surveys (Marsh and Saalfeld, in
press) and sate11 i te telemetry of ind i vi dua1 dugongs (Marsh and
Rathbun, manuscript) indicate that they undergo local movements .
Thus the population(s) from which the Aboriginal hunters are
harvesting are unlikely to be restricted to the hunting areas per
se.
Dugong life history data (Marsh, 1986a) suggest that a
conservat ive est imate of the susta i nab1e harvest of the dugong
population of the whole region surveyed is of the order of two
percent of females. Assuming a 1:1 sex ratio (as suggested by all
the avail ab1e data), 8000 dugongs woul d be able to support a
harvest of approximately 80 females per year for Hopevale and
Lockhart River communities. Using the lower bounds of the
confidence 1imits of the population estimate, the sustainable
harvest level would be 70 females per year. A outlined above,
these are likely to be underestimates of the sustainable yield.
The catch statistics indicate that the combined annual dugong
harvest by Abori gi na1 hunters from Hopeva1e and Lockhart River
communities is substantially less than the estimated sustainable
yield. Therefore, the present Aboriginal take alone is unlikely to
be damaging the dugong population of the GBRMP in the eastern Cape
York Peninsula region surveyed. However, given that the number of
dugongs incidentally drowned in gill-nets is unknown, it is
possible (but we consider it unl ikely) that the combination of
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traditional and incidental man-induced mortality is reducing
dugong stocks in this region.
The status of the dugong population: Dugongs are long-lived
animals with a life-span of up to 70 years, a minimum
pre-reproductive period of 9 to 10 years, and a mean calving
interval which has been estimated as 3 to 7 years for various
populations (Marsh and others, 1984c; Marsh, 1986a). Marsh (1986a)
has cal cul ated that even with the most opt imi st i c combi nat i on of
these parameters, a low schedul e of natura1 mortal i ty and no
anthropogenic causes of mortality, the maximum rate of increase is
likely to be of the order of 5% per year. Under t~e present zoning
and management regulations, the level of man-induced mortality in
the northern sections of the GBRMP should be low. Thus, barring
catastrophes, the annual rate of population change is also
expected to be relatively low.
In a hypothetical example, Marsh and Saalfeld (in press)
calculate that it would take 10 annual aerial surveys to detect a
5% per year decline in the population with 95% confidence.
Alternatively, two surveys 10 years apart could establish with 95%
confidence that a population decreasing at 5% per year is
declining. As a compromise between information and "cost, Marsh and
Saalfeld (in press) suggest that large-scale surveys should be
conducted every 5 years in the northern sections of the GBRMP, so
as to coincide with the required revision of the zoning plans.
Thus it will probably be at least a decade before the"status of
the dugong popul at ion is determi ned in th is reg ion. Meanwhi 1e a
conservative management policy needs to be adopted.
Proposed management system: Based on the population estimates
and traditional catch data, a modified system to manage the
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traditional hunting of dugongs was recommended to GBRMPA (Marsh,
19B6b; Smith, 1987), and is currently being tested. This
management system involves a hierarchical list of management
options. In increasing severity, they are:
(a) community dugong hunting permits;
(b) declaring current dugong hunting areas as 'official',
hunting areas;
(c) closed seasons;
(d) quotas.
This broad management system allows each community to be
covered by the same scheme, but permi ts fl exi bi 1i ty to cater for
the unique situation experienced at each community. It also allows
for applying different options as circumstances change.
The dugong hunt i ng permit system currentl y bei ng tested at
Hopevale and Lockhart River is as follows.
(a) Dugong hunting is permitted via a dugong hunting
permit issued to the Aboriginal Councils for the whole
community. The permit stresses that the whole carcass
should be used, and that hunting should not utilise
commercial freezer boats.
(b) The areas presently used for dugong hunting by each
community have been declared 'hunting areas'. This
declaration serves two functions: (1) the recognition of
Aboriginal dugong hunting rights for the area, and (2)
prevention of expansion of hunting into other areas
(should the means become available) until the status of
the dugong population is determined.
(c) There is no quota applied to the communities.
(d) The closed season at Hopevale has been retained
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because of the potential for overharvesting provided by
the easy road access to the hunting grounds in the dry
season, given the large number of vehicles in this
community. The details of its duration and timing are
determined through discussions with the Council. There
is provi si on for the Council to apply for a speci a1
permit(s) to take dugong(s) for special community
occasions (e.g. dance festivals). There is no closed
season at Lockhart Ri ver because dugong hunt i ng is not
as seasonal an activity as at Hopevale and there is not
the same potential for overharvesting, especially as
there are few boats available.
(e) The management agency is responsible for maintaining
catch records for the communities.
(f) Provision has been made for the collection of dugong
skulls, or at least the tusks, and any available capture
information.
(g) The management plan for dugong hunting will be
reassessed at the time of the reviews of the Cairns and
Far Northern Zoning Plans.
The response of the communi ties to the management system
currently being tested has not yet been formally articulated.
However, the response of the Hopevale community was foreshadowed
in verbal presentations at the 57th Congress of the Australian and
New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science in
Townsville in August 1987. The delegates from Hopevale represented
the strong feel ing that the community should play an important
ro1e in determi ni ng management structures and in admi ni steri ng
those structures. They suggested the use of Community By-laws as a
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way of controlling local hunting practices. In principle, this
approach was welcomed by the staff of the GBRMPA at the meeting.
We hope that the management of dugong hunting wi thi n the GBRMPA
will increasingly become the responsibility of the traditional
hunters themselves.
CONCLUSIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER AREAS
The events outlined above represent one of the only attempts
to manage a tradit i ona1 (i. e. non -commerci a1) dugong fi shery by
other than a complete ,closure. The Division of Wildlife in Papua
New Guinea attempted to manage the dugong fishery in Daru in
Torres Strait between 1978 and 1982, but this initiative was
halted prematurely due to lack of funds (Hudson, 1986). A number
of lessons can be learned from the experience in the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park.
The anecdotal and/or qual itative information on which the
original planning and management decisions were based was
obvi ous ly inadequate for effect i ve management. Shore1i ne surveys
(see Heinsohn, 1981) are acceptable for identifying major dugong
habitat areas, but are unsuitable for estimating numbers or
monitoring trends. If the decision to limit (rather than ban)
hunting is to be made, data 'are required on the number of
populations involved, population size and dynamics, and catch
statistics. Although these data are technically difficult,
expensive and time-consuming to obtain, we bel ieve that they are
essential to effective management of a population subject to
traditional harvest. Of course, as in this case, it may be
impossible to postpone management initiatives until the research
is completed. Management regulations must therefore have the
capacity to be fl exi bl e in order to incorporate new research
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findings.
It is also vital to attempt to obtai n stat i st i cs on any
non-traditional causes of mortality, e.g. incidental catch, even
though this is generally much more difficult to document than the
traditional catch. Despite the low density of fishermen and the
remoteness of the waters on the eastern side of Cape York
Peninsula, local Aborigines regard the absence of attempts to
obtain data on the incidental catch of dugongs as a serious
neglect of a fundamental issue in dugong management.
Western styles of environmental management should not be
imposed on traditional hunters and fishermen; they should be
involved in making the initial management decisions. However, the
Hopeva1e experi ence shows that 1egi slat i ve requi rements may not
allow sufficient lead-time to develop the cross-cultural rapport
required to achieve this satisfactorily. In such situations, the
initial attempts at management must be accompanied by culturally
appropri ate educat i on and extens i on programmes, especi ally when
the initiatives are complex, such as in the GBRMP zoning. It is
inappropriate to go to considerable effort to make management
systems culturally appropri ate if they are not adequately
explained to the user groups. The relevant management agency
should al so have the capacity to respond to escalating demands
from traditional hunters who want to assume a more active role in
both developing and administering management policies.
Superficially, one might expect that the problem of managing
dugong hunting at Lockhart River would be similar to Hopevale.
However, we believe that the socio-economic and logistical
differences between the two communities coul d 1ead to
overharvest i ng at Hopeva1e but not at Lockhart Ri ver, and hence
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have recommended a closed season at Hopevale only. There are no
global solutions to the management of traditional fishing; rather
management must be customised to each community. If this can be
done within a common framework as in the GBRMP, it is likely to be
more acceptable to the communit i es concerned and be eas ier to
administer as well.
As outl i ned above, it wi 11 probably be at 1east a decade
before the status of any dugong population is established. In the
meantime, we bel ieve that management needs to be conservative
while acknowledging the rights of traditional hunters.
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LEGEND TO FIGURE
Figure 1: The distribution of dugongs between Cape Bedford and
Hunter Point in November 1985 as revealed by aerial survey in
reIat i on to the Hopeva1e and Lockhart Ri ver dugong hunt i ng
areas.
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TABLE 1: Number of dugongs caught at Hopevale from January 1984
to February 1987; and at Lockhart River from late
September to late December 1985.
NO,OF DUGONGS CAUGHT
YEAR FEMALES MALES UNDETERMINED TOTAL
HOPEVALE:
1984 3 10 2 15
1985 14 5 19
1986 6 6 1 13
1987 15 12 27
TOTAL 38 33 3 74
LOCKHART RIVER:
Sept-Dec.
1985 4 11 15
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INTRODUCTION
As part of the program to establish a sound ecological basis for
managing dugongs in the Great Barrier Reef Harine Park, dedicated,
systematic, aerial surveys were carried out throughout the inshore
waters of the Park and in some offshore waters between November 1984
and Harch 1988 (Harsh and Saalfeld, 1988, manuscripts a and b). All
such areas were surveyed at least once during this period; some were
surveyed twice.
These surveys were usually performed by a team of six comprising a
pilot/navigator, a survey leader, and four trained observers in a
Partenavia 68B high winged aircraft at an altitude of 450' (137m) and a
speed of 100 knots (185 km hr- l ) (Harsh and Sinclair, manuscript). In
order to standardize the bias as much as possible, surveys were carried
out only in fine, calm conditions (sea state Beaufort 3 or less).
Consequently, most surveys were carried out between late September and
early December in order to maximize the chance of suitable weather.
Thus each area was surveyed within a very restricted time-frame to
give a 'snapshot' picture of dugong distribution and abundance. In
order to extend the information about the temporal distribution of
dugongs within the Park, incidental sightings made between 1973 and
1988 have been summarized below. Host of this information has corne from
observers in aircraft flying under less rigid conditions than those
required for the dedicated systematic surveys. The remainder has corne
from observers on the shore, in boats. and occasionally swinuning or
diving.
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METHODS
The s ightings resulted from several sources which have been
categorized as follows:
1. Heinsohn. J.C.D. survey
Sightings of dugongs made during dedicated aerial surveys
conducted by George Heinsohn and his co-workers in the Great Barrier
Reef region between 1973 and 1979 inclusive (see Heinsohn 1976a, 1976b,
1976c, 1977) (Heinsohn and Marsh 1979, 1980) and (Marsh and Heinsohn
1979). These surveys were typically conducted using three observers in
a high wing aircraft flying at a height of 900' (274 m) and 90 knots
(167 km hr- l ). A single transect of undefined width was usually flown
about 500 m from, and parallel to, the shore. Sometimes additional
transects were flown over extensive areas of seagrass.
2. Coastal Surveillance
Dugong sightings reported by observers on Coastal Surveillance
(Coastwatch) aircraft within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Most
observations were reported by observers on the littoral flights which
patrol the eastern shoreline of Cape York from Cairns north. The
flights were conducted in Shrike Aerocommander high wing aircraft which
typically carried two professional observers, one of which also acted
as a recorder. The aircraft flew at variable heights usually between
500'(150 m) and 1500'(455 m) and at an airspeed of about 140 knots (260
km hr- l ). The observers were instructed to report significant sightings
of wildlife such of dugongs. However, such sightings were a low
priority for the Coastwatch Teams, and the experience of members of the
James Cook Dugong Research Group who went on some flights was that the
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observers were often too busy to sight dugongs, and even when animals
were seen, they were often not reported. Under these circumstances
negative sightings have no significance. Recorded sightings were
telexed to the Coastal Surveillance Centre in Canberra in the standard
post-flight reports which were subsequently despatched to users such as
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
3. Sightings by members of the public
These sightings have been classified with reference to the
platform from which the sighting was made e.g. power boat, small power
boat «5 m), helicopter, light commercial plane, yacht, in water (ie.
diving), research vessel. Such sightings forwarded were by members of
the public through the l1arine Mammal Sighting Program conducted at
James Cook University. Observers were encouraged to report sightings by
completing a standard sighting sheet (see Appendix 1). Dugong sightings
from partially incomplete sighting sheets were classified as unknown.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sightings are summarized in Figures 1 through 8 and in
Appendix 2: Tables 1 through 7, correct to the nearest 2.5 nm.
These incidental sightings of dugongs have added to our knowledge
of dugong distribution in a large proportion of the Great Barrier Reef.
Combined with those from the more rigorously controlled aerial surveys,
they extend the time-frame of our knowledge of dugong distribution.
These incidental sightings generally confirmed the dugong
areas identified during the dedicated, systematic, aerial surveys of
the Far Northern, Cairns, Central and Mackay/Capricorn Sections of the
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Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (Marsh and Saalfeld 1988 and manuscripts
a, b). Dugongs were also sighted in the following areas where they were
not seen in the dedicated surveys: Orford Ness (11 0 18'5; 1420 49'E) in
the Far Northern Section; Cairns Reef (15 0 42'5; 1350 34'E), and between
Port Douglas and the mouth of the Daintree River (16 0 29'5; 1450 28'E) in
the Cairns Section; Palm Island in the Central Section (180 40'5;
146°33'E), and between Gladstone and Curtis Island (23 0 51'5; 151°16'E)
in the Mackay/Capricorn Section.
Groups sizes (see Tables 1 -7) were often larger than sighted on
the dedicated aerial surveys (Marsh and Saalfe1d 1988, and manuscripts
a and b) with groups of the order of 100 dugongs being sighted by
observers on Coastwatch aircraft.
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LEGEND TO FIGURES
Figure 1. Incidental dugong sightings between the northern tip of Cape
York Peninsula and Shelburne Bay in relation to the areas
protected by Marine National Park A or higher zoning.
Figure 2. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Grenville and
Bathurst Head in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning.
Figure 3. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Melville and Weary
Bay in relation to the areas protected by Marine National Park A
or higher zoning.
Figure 4. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Tribulation and Dunk
Island in relation to the areas protected by Marine National Park
A or higher zoning.
Figure 5. Incidental dugong sightings between Dunk Island and Cape
Cleveland in relation to the areas protected by Marine National
Park A or higher zoning.
Figure 6. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Cleveland and Abbot
Point in relation to the areas protected by Marine National Park A
or higher zoning.
Figure 7. Incidental dugong sightings between Bowen and Flaggy Rock in
relation to the areas protected by Marine National Park A or
higher zoning.
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Figure 8. Incidental dugong sightings between Townshend Island and
Curtis Island in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning. Sightings from North West
Island and Lady Elliott Island have not been included in this
figure.
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Figure 1. Incidental dugong sightings between the northern tip of
Cape York Peninsula and Cape Grenville in relation to the
areas protected by Marine National Park A or higher zoning,
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One "to live dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 2. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Grenville and
Cape Melville in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning,
• One to fIve dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 3. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Melville and
Cape Tribulation in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning .
• One (0 five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to live dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and (wenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 4. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Tribulation and
Dunk Island in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 5. Incidental dugong sightings between Dunk. Island and Cape
Cleveland in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 6. Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Cleveland and
Bowen in relation to the areas protected by Marine National
Park A or higher zoning,
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to live dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 7. Incidental dugong sightings between Bowen and Townshend
Island in relation to the areas protected by Marine National
Park A or higher zoning .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More t~an twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 8. Incidental dugong sightings between Townshend Island and
Curtis Island in relation to the areas protected by Marine
National Park A or higher zoning .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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APPENDIX 1. MARINE MMv&IAL SIGHTING L.'l/FORMATION SHEET
WHALES, PORPISES ANi> DOLPHINS, DUGONGS ('Essentiallnformation)
·OBSERVER IName and Address) _
-DATE OF SIGHTING ••.....••.••....•.....•... -TIME.OF SIGHTING .•............•....•••... , •
-SHORE, BOAT OR PLANE •.•.....•.....•.•...... TYPE OF BOAT OR PLANE ••................•••.•
-LOCATION OF SIGHTING (DESCRIBE AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE IN RELATION TO LANDMARKS OR REEFSI •.•• , •...••.
WEATHER ICLEAR/CLOUDY/OVERCAST/RAINING) ..•••..••..••....••..•.•....•••.•••..••.•.•...•
SEAS (SMOOTH-5L1GHT/MODERATE/ROUGH) ..••••••••.••••..•••.••.••..••..•••••....• , •.••....
WINO (SPEED AND DIRECTION) ••....••.•.•.•••••.•.•••..•••...•...•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.••.•...•
WATER lCLEAR/SLIGHTLY·MUDDY/MUDDYI ...••..•..•..•...•.•.•...•••..••..••.•.••.••..•••••
'SPECIES ....•......•......•........•. -NUMBER OF ANIMALlSI ....••.•..•..•••.•....•.••...
-ANY CALVES PRESENT YESO NO 0 -NUMBER OF CALVES ...•.........• : ..••..•.••.......•..•.
-LENGTH lSI OF ANIMALlS) .•.••..•..••.•......•..•...........•••....••.•...•...•••••..•••
DESCRIBE ANY MARKINGS OR WOUNDS ....••..•..••.......•..............•......•••..•••.•..
CHARACTERISTICS OBSERVED WHICH RESULTED IN SPECIES IDENTIFICATION lCOLOUR. SPOUT. DORSAL FIN. FLIPPERS.
SNOUT. TAIL lFLUKES"OTHER .....•....................... : .............................•
BEHAVI0UR (STATIONARY. ROLLING ON SIDE. TYPE OF MOVEMENT AND SURFACING. FLUKES ITAILI OUT OF WATER.
SWIMMING STEADILY. JUMPING. SURFING WAVES. OTHER .•...•.....•......•.........•.............
' .
-DIRECTION OF SWIMMING WHEN FIRST SEEN •....•..••.•....••...•..•..•...•....•...•......•..
SWIMMING SPEED ..........•...........•.••.••.•••...••.. : •....•....••...•••.••.•••.•.
DESCRIBE ANY SOUNDS PRODUCED ..•.....................................................•
WERE ANY OTHER LARGE MARINE ANIMALS PRESENT 10THER MARINE MAMMAL SPECIES. SEA BIRDS. SPLASHING
FISH. SHARKS. OTHER) ......•..........•...•••......................................•.•
SKETCHES
ARE PHOTOS AVAILABLE1 YES 0 NOD
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ....................•.•.......••...•.................•..•••.....
. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RETURN TO- Whale Sightings.
CIA Biological Sciences,
James Cook University of North Queensland,
TOWNSVILLE. QUEENSLAND. 4811
PHONE 077 BI4860
CONTACTS:. Dr H. Marsh Dr G. Heinsohn, Dr P. Arnold. and Mr A. Birtles
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APPENDIX 2
Summary tables of sightings.
Table l.
Incidental dugong sightings between Hunter Point (11°31' ,142°50')
and Campbell Point (13°33', 143°35') in the Far Northern Section.
No.Dugongs Latitude Longitude
/ca1ves
Date of
sighting
D/H/Y
Observer
2
1
4
10
5
1
20
25
30
10
12
10
30
20
5
1
72
50
1
10
40
5
50
10
6
3
60
70
4
1
3
40
3
40
1
6
6
1
26
2
2
1
20
4
15
20
2
1
1
1l027'
11027 ,
1l032'
11043 ,
11049 ,
1l051'
1l051'
II°52'
II°53'
II°54'
II°54'
II°54'
II°54'
11054 ,
11054 ,
11054 ,
11054 ,
II°54'
II°54'
11°54'
II°56'
II°56'
II°56'
II°56'
II°56'
II°57'
11°57'
II°57'
11057 ,
II°57'
II°57'
12°01 '
12°14'
12°19'
12°20'
12°27'
12°27'
12°33 '
12°34'
12°36'
12°46 '
12°50'
12°51'
12°55 '
12°56'
12°56'
142°44'
142°49'
143°09'
142°56'
142°51'
142°54'
142°54'
142°55'
142°56'
142°53'
142°54'
142°54'
142°57'
142°57'
143°00'
143°00'
143°00'
143°04'
143°06'
143°07 '
142°03'
143°00'
143°01 '
143°20'
143°14'
142°58'
143°00'
143°00'
1430ll '
1430ll '
1430ll '
1420ll '
143°08'
143°53'
143°06'
143°15'
143°23'
143°47'
143°22'
143°27'
143°24'
143°23 '
143°23'
143°32'
143°32'
143°32 '
18/ll/78
15/ll/76
19/03/86
21/12/86
27/01/87
15/ll/76
15/10/84
05/01/88
01/09/85
17/ll/85
02/01/88
23/01/08
09/10/85
06/02/86
21/07/85
15/ll/76
18/ll/78
09/12/84
15/ll/76
04/ll/86
02/09/85
12/07/85
21/12/87
05/09/85
18/ll/78
21/09/85
26/08/85
20/12/87
30/06/85
06/12/87
17/09/85
30/12/85
01/08/85
15/ll/76
15/ll/87
15/ll/76
05/03/86
18/ll/78
05/03/86
05/03/86
15/11/76
l8/ll/78
30/09/86
10/02/87
30/09/86
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Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
helicopter
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
power boat
Unknown
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
small power boat «5 m)
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
small power boat «5 m)
small power boat «5 m)
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
1 13°04' 143°31' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 13°09 ' 143°31' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 13°09 ' 143°31' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 13°11' 143°31 ' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
8 13°15 ' 143°31' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 13°22' 143°33' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
20 13°22 ' 143°34' 19/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
2 13°22 ' 143°34' 18/11/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
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Table 2.
Incidental dugong sightings between Campbell Point
(13°33' ,143°35') and Princess Charlotte Bay (14°05' ,144°25') in
the Far Northern Section.
NOoDugongs Latitude Longitude
/calves
Date of Observer
sighting
D/M/Y
5
12
2
1
20
8
8
10
4
1
1
2
1
1
10
16
15
2
8
1
2
3
20
12
4
6
1
1
5
2
1
6
10
20
20
12
3
21
1
2
25
4
2
1
2
60
40
30
2
12
1
2
1
13°33'
13°51'
13°51'
13°52 '
13°54'
13°58'
13°58'
14°00'
14°01'
14°01'
14°02'
14°02'
14°04'
14°04'
14°04'
14°04'
14°04'
14°04'
14°05'
14°06'
14°06'
14°09'
14°09'
14°09'
14°11'
14°12'
14°14'
14°14'
14°14'
14°15'
14°15'
14°15'
14°15'
14°15'
14°16'
14°16'
14°16'
14°16'
14°17 '
14°17'
14°19'
14°19'
14°23'
14°23'
14°24'
14°25'
14°25'
14°25'
14°26'
14°28'
143°42 '
143°34'
143°35'
143°37 '
144°01'
143°37'
143°41'
144°04'
143°58'
144°07'
143°41'
144°15'
143°41'
144°03 '
144°04'
144°13 '
144°14'
144°15'
144°13 '
143°42 '
144°17'
144°14'
144°14'
144°16'
144°14'
144°13'
144°11'
144°11'
144°14'
144°11'
144°13 '
144°16'
144°16'
144°20'
144°11'
144°11'
144°14'
144°16'
144°10'
144°18'
144°11'
144°12'
144°09'
144°09'
143°46 '
144°03'
144°07 '
144°24'
144°06 '
143°53'
18/11/78
21/02/84
26/03/84
15/11/76
02/08/85
03/06/85
03/06/85
02/12/87
16/11/85
06/01/86
15/11/76
15/04/85
19/06/78
06/01/86
11/12/85
24/04/85
27/01/88
20/09/86
02/12/87
19/06/78
12/05/85
20/11/85
30/01/84
15/01/83
12/06/84
15/04/76
15/04/76
15/11/76
11/04/74
15/11/76
15/04/76
25/02/85
07/06/85
15/04/85
31/01/87
19/06/78
19/06/78
15/11/76
15/04/76
15/04/76
19/01/85
18/11/78
01/07/85
19/06/78
19/06/78
17/12/85
08/01/86
08/01/86
19/06/78
10/04/86
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Heinsohn, JoCoVo survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, J.CoV. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
light commercial plane
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal. Surveillance
small power boat «5 m)
Heinsohn, J.CoV. survey
light commercial plane
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
light commercial plane
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
small power boat «5 m)
light commercial plane
Heinsohn, JoCoV. survey
Heinsohn, JoCoVo survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Heinsohn, JoC.Vo survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, JoCoVo survey
Heinsohn, JoCoVo survey
Heinsohn, JoCoVo survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Heinsohn, JoC.V. survey
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Coastal Surveillance
Heinsohn, JoCoV. survey
Coastal Surveillance
2 14°28' 143°56' 15/11/76 Unknown
2 14°28' 143°56' 15/06/84 light commercial plane
30 14°28' 144°00' 17/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
40 14°28' 144°00' 11/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°28' 144°00' 13/12/86 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°28' 144°00' 12/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°28' 144°00' 20/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°28' 144°00' 18/02/85 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°28' 144°01' 20/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°28' 144°03' 28/12/86 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°29' 143°56' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 14°29' 144°02' 02/12/86 Coastal Surveillance
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Tah1e 3.
11lcidenta1 dugong sightings between Cape He1vil1e (14°05' ,144°25') and
Cc'pe Bedford (15°15', 144°21' ) in the Far Northern and Cairns Sections.
tlo. Dugongs Latitude Longitude Date of Observer
/ca1ves sighting
D/H/Y
10 14°06' 144°31' 25/01/83 Coastal Surveillance
10 14°06' 144°31' 21/02/83 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°07 ' 144°31' **/**/** power boat
20 14°08' 144°32' 03/02/86 Coastal Surveillance
2 14°09' 144°28' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
1 14°09' 144°34' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
30 14°10' 144°29' 31/03/87 light commercial plane
20 14°10' 144°30' 21/04/85 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°10' 144°30' 31/03/87 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°10' 144°30' 31/03/87 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°10' 144°31' 30/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
15 14°10' 144°32' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
60 14°10' 144°33' 13/06/87 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°10' 144°33' 05/10/87 Coastal Surveillance
2 14°10' 144°34' 15/07/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°11 ' 144°31' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
20 14°11 ' 144°32' 13/03/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°11 ' 144°33' 14/03/84 Coastal Surveillance
2 1 14°13' 143°43' 09/08/86 Coastal Surveillance
2 1 14°13 ' 143°43' 09/08/86 Coastal Surveillance
8 14°14' 143°43' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
60 14°13' 144°35' 28/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°12' 144°29' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
20 14°12' 144°35' 27/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
90 14°30' 144°42' 18/12/86 Coastal Surveillance
90 14°14' 144°35' 08/03/87 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°14' 144°36' 14/04/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°14' 144°38' 02/04/85 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°14' 144°38' 28/02/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°14' 144°45 ' 31/03/87 light commercial plane
20 14°15' 144°36' 01/03/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°16' 144°36' 18/01/88 Coastal Surveillance
9 14°16' 144°36' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
5 14°17' 144°35' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
40 14°17' 144°36' 21/05/83 Coastal Surveillance
11 14°19' 144°37' 04/12/75 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
5 14°21 ' 144°40' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
2 14°22 ' 144°38' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
15 14°27 ' 144°39' 15/04/76 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
40 14°31' 144°40' 15/12/85 Coastal Surveillance
7 14°31' 144°41' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
21 14°31' 145°48' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
30 14°32' 144°43' 02/12/85 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°32' 144°45' 24/11/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°32' 144°46' 11/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
70 20 14°32' 144°46' 10/03/86 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°32' 144°48' 04/12/75 Heinsohn, J.C.V. survey
100 14°33' 144°42' 18/10/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°33' 144°44' 11/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°33' 144°46' 17/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°33' 144°46' 01/12/85 Coastal Surveillance
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60 14°34' 144°40' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. s\.r:yey
2 14°34' 144°45' 19/10/82 Coastal Surveillance
60 14°34' 144°47' 08/01/85 Coastal Surveillance
47 14°34' 144°54' 24/12/86 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°35' 144°53' 13/07/85 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°36' 144°35' 20/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°36 ' 144°35' 28/10/85 Coastal Surveillance
9 14°36' 144°39' 18/09/86 Coastal Surveillance
575 14°36 ' 144°41' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
40 14°36' 144°44' 18/09/86 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°36' 144°52' 13/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
35 14°36' 144°52' 24/07/83 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°36' 144°54' 17/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
100 14°36' 144°54' 20/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°36' 144°54' 01/08/86 Coastal Surveillance
200 14°36' 144°54' 23/11/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°36' 144°57' 29/07/83 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°37' 144°55' 27/10/84 Coastal Surveillance
92 14°37' 144°51' 09/12/83 light commercial plane
30 14°37' 144°53' 29/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°37' 144°54' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
20 14°37' 144°55' 13/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°37' 144°56' 20/01/85 light commercial plane
50 14°37' 144°56' 11/08/86 Coastal Surveillance
25 14°37' 144°57' 17/11/85 light commercial plane
2 14°38' 145°17' 21/06/85 light commercial plane
40 14°39' 144°56' **/**/** yacht
1 14°40' 145°06 ' 11/05/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
15 14°41' 144°58' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
7 14°41' 144°59' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
337 14°41' 144°59' 18/11/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 14°42' 145°07' 16/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°42' 145°31 ' 26/09/85 light commercial plane
100 14°43' 144°58' 19/12/85 Coastal Surveillance
100 14°43' 144°58' 15/12/85 Coastal Surveillance
3 1 14°43' 145°07' 16/10/85 Unknown
1 14°43' 145°14' 22/09/84 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°44' 144°59' 25/02/85 Coastal Surveillance
28 10 14°44' 145°05' 20/01/85 light commercial plane
3 1 14°44' 145°07' 16/10/85 small power boat «5 m)
4 1 14°44' 145°13 ' 16/10/85 small power boat «5 m)
10 14°45' 145°00' 07/06/85 light commercial plane
1 14°45' 145°09' 12/12/84 Coastal Surveillance
4 1 14°45' 145°12' 16/10/85 Unknown
2 14°46' 145°04' 05/01/85 light commercial plane
6 1 14°46' 145°06' 29/10/86 small power boat «5 m)
6 2 14°46' 145°06' 21/06/85 light commercial plane
120 14°46' 145°11' 21/06/85 Unknown
20 14°46 ' 145°14' 30/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
20 14°47' 145°01' 14/07/85 light commercial plane
9 14°47' 145°01' 16/11/85 light commercial plane
6 14°47' 145°01' 20/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°47' 145°02' 10/05/85 light commercial plane
2 14°47' 145°02' 11/01/86 light commercial plane
3 14°47' 145°10' 23/06/85 light commercial plane
20 14°47' 145°14' 01/08/86 Coastal Surveillance
35 14°47' 145°14' 05/09/85 Coastal Surveillance
3 1 14°47' 145°22 ' 16/10/85 Unknown
21 14°48' 145°10' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
14 14°48' 145°14' 09/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
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80 14°49' 145°00' 30/10/85 Coastal Surveillance
150 14°49' 145°07' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
21 14°49' 145°08' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
100 14°49' 145°08' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
47 14°49' 145°11 ' 08/11/85 light commercial plane
50 14°49' 145°12' 16/06/86 Coastal Surveillance
70 14°49' 145°12' 19/06/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
14 14°49' 145°13 ' 09/06/85 light commercial plane
35 14°49' 145°13 ' 05/09/85 Coastal Surveillance
50 14°49' 145°13 ' 24/02/86 light commercial plane
8 2 14°49' 145°14' 13/11/85 Unknown
6 1 14°49' 145°14' 05/12/86 light commercial plane
8 2 14°49' 145°14' 13/11/85 small power boat «5m)
1 14°49' 145°14' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 1 14°49' 145°21' 16/10/85 small power boat «5m)
100 14°50' 145°14' 19/07/85 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°50' 145°14' 01/09/85 Coastal Surveillance
80 14°50' 145°14' 30/10/85 Coastal Surveillance
9 14°50' 145°17' 20/01/85 light commercial plane
5 1 14°50' 145°17' 26/01/85 light commercial plane
20 14°50' 145°17' 30/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
100 14°50' 145°17' 21/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
30 14°51' 145°28' 04/03/85 sighting from shore
1 14°53' 145°16' 18/11/78 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
30 14°54' 145°29' 31/03/87 light commercial plane
20 14°56' 142°59' 20/01/87 Coastal Surveillance
1 14°57' 145°22 ' 03/11/86 small power boat «5m)
9 14°58' 144°41 ' 16/11/85 Coastal Surveillance
12 15°07' 145°26' 21/08/85 Coastal Surveillance
12 15°07' 145°26' 20/08/85 Coastal Surveillance
1 15°08' 145°26' 07/08/85 Coastal Surveillance
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Table 4.
Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Bedford (15°15' ,144°21')
and Dunk Island (17°57' ,146°10') in the Cairns Section.
No. Dugongs Latitude Longitude Date of Observer
/ca1ves sighting
D/~l/y
1 15°21 ' 145°19' 15/11/76 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 15°41' 145°29' 01/01/85 Coastal Surveillance
1 15°42' 145°33' 01/01/86 Coastal Surveillance
1 16°20' 145°44' 17/04/85 light commercial plane
1 16°22 ' 145°32' 22/11/84 Coastal Surveillance
1 16°24' 145°36' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 16°25' 145°46' 08/02/86 Coastal Surveillance
2 16°54' 145°49' 20/03/88 Coastal Surveillance
3 17°47 ' 146°06' 23/10/85 small power boat «5 m)
1 1 17°47 ' 146°06' 15/01/87 sighting from shore
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Table 5.
Incidental dugong sightings between Dunk Island (17°57' ,146°10')
and Cape Cleveland (19°11' ,147°01') in the Central Section.
No. Dugongs Latitude Longitude Date of Observer
/calves sighting
D/M/Y
2 18°09' 146°09' **/**/** Unknown
31 18°13 ' 146°10' 11/04/74 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
30 15 18°13 ' 146°14' 12/11/87 Unknown
1 18°16 ' 146°03' 28/02/87 small power boat «5m)
1 18°16 ' 146°03' 31/03/86 sighting from shore
2 18°16' 146°04' 18/12/86 power boat
1 18°16' 146°06' 17/06/75 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 18°24' 146°11 ' 04/12/75 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
2 18°32' 146°48' **/**/** Unknown
1 18°47' 146°39' 09/06/86 sighting from shore
1 18°51' 148°10' 18/04/85 light commercial plane
1 19°09' 146°16' 15/06/85 Coastal Surveillance
1 19°09' 146°54' 08/05/79 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 19°10' 146°46' 08/05/79 Heinsohn, J.C.U. survey
1 19°10' 146°47' 31/05/86 yacht
2 1 19°13 ' 146°46' 07/11/86 in water (ie. diving)
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Table 6.
Incidental dugong sightings between Gape G1eve1and
(19°11' ,147°01') and Repulse Bay (20°30' ,148°50') in the Gentra1
Section.
No.Dugongs Latitude Longitude
/ca1ves
Date of Observer
sighting
D/MIY
20
8
1
1
2
6
9
27
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
8
1
1
1
1
19°13'
19°14'
19°15'
19°15'
19°16'
19°16'
19°16'
19°16'
19°22'
19°38'
19°41'
19°43'
19°44'
19°47'
19°48'
19°48'
19°48'
19°49'
19°49'
19°49'
19°49'
19°51'
19°54'
20°03'
20°06'
20°19'
147°00'
146°19'
146°50'
146°54'
146°47'
146°52'
146°55'
146°56'
147°24'
147°40'
147°43'
147°44'
147°44'
147°41'
147°40'
147°42 '
147°44'
147°41'
147°42'
147°43 '
147°44'
149°44'
147°53'
148°17'
148°19'
148°41'
08/05/79
**/**/**
08/11/86
08/05/79
09/11/86
08/05/79
08/05/79
08/05/79
09/07/78
23/03/75
22/03/75
23/07/87
22/03/75
22/03/75
18/04/75
18/04/75
22/03/75
18/04/75
22/03/75
22/03/75
22/03/75
15/05/87
09/07/78
20/07/85
09/07/78
28/09/87
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Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Dnknown
sighting from shore
Heinsohn, J.G.U. survey
sighting from shore
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
small power boat «5 m)
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
research vessel
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
Dnknown
Heinsohn, J.G.D. survey
yacht
Table 7.
Incidental dugong sightings be tween Repulse Bay (20°30' ,148°50')
and Bustard Head (24°02' ,151°46) in the Southern Section of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
No.Dugongs Latitude Longitude Date of Observer
/ca1ves sighting
D/H/Y
2 1 20°27' 148°48' 21/08/84 sighting from shore
6 20°36' 148°39' 18/11/84 sighting from shore
2 20°36' 148°39' 24/11/84 sighting from shore
3 20°51' 148°58' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
4 21°25' 149°21 ' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
3 21°25' 149°22' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 21°27' 149°31' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
15 2 21°53' 149°50' 21/05/87 helicopter
2 21°59' 149°31' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°02' 149°32' 09/07/78 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
3 22°13 ' 150°29' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°15' 150°10' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°20' 150°17' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
3 22°20' 150°43' 17/11/84 Dnknown
1 22°21' 150°12' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
11 22°21 ' 150°15' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
2 22°22' 150°11 ' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°22' 150°14' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
63 22°22' 150°16' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
11 22°23' 150°14' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J .e.D. survey
1 22°24' 150°13' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
42 22°24' 150°17' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°24' 150°18' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°24' 150°18 ' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°24' 150°31' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
8 22°24' 150°32' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
17 22°26' 150°21 ' 08/08/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
6 22°26' 150°21 ' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°26' 150°32' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°28' 150°23' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
58 22°28' 150°31' 08/08/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°28' 150°33' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
7 22°29' 150°36' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°30' 150°25' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
60 22°30' 150°30' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
60 22°31 ' 150°29' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°32 ' 150°26' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
11 22°32 ' 150°29' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
15 22°32 ' 150°31' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J .e.D. survey
15 22°32' 150°40' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
80 22°33' 150°44' 08/08/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
1 22°34' 150°44' 19/06/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
19 22°34' 150°44' 07/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
3 22°36' 150°36' 01/10/75 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
8 22°36 ' 150°43 ' 14/11/84 small power boat «5 m)
14 22°37' 150°43' 08/08/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
3 23°46' 151°09' 08/01/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
20 23°47' 151°16' 08/11/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
17 23°59' 151°29' 08/08/79 Heinsohn, J.e.D. survey
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Section 1: Raw data tables for dugongs in the survey area from the tip
of Cape York south to Cape Bedford.
Table 1: Details of weather conditions encountered during the surveys.
Table 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and
south/west side of the aircraft) for each transect.
Table 3: Raw data for the surveys: dugong sightings.
Table 4: Logistics of flight time for each survey.
Table 5: Raw data used to calculate correction factors for each survey
or sub-section of survey.
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TABLE 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and south/west sides of the
aircraft) for each transect.
Scale : 0 = no glare
1 - 0 < 25% field of view glare affected
2 ., 25-< 50% field of view glare affected
3 • > SOX field of view glare affected
detailed glare data not
recorded for this survey
Transect Beaufort Sea State
No. Inshore Offshore
mode(range) mode( range)
Blocks
- 4. November 1984
1 1.0 1.0
2 1.0 1.0(0.;-1.0)
3 1.0 1.0
4 1.0
5 2.;(2.0-3.0) 2.;(2.0-2.;)
6 1.;-3.0
7 3.0 2. ;-3. 0
8 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0)
9 3.0
10 1.0 0.;(0.;-1.0)
11 0.; O. ;(0. ;-1.0)
12 0.0-1.0 1.0
13 0.; 1.0
14 O. ;
1; 2.0
16 2. ;(2. 0-2.;)
17 2.0(2.0-2.;)
18 2.0(0.0-2.;)
19 2.0(2.0-2.;)
20 2.0
21 2.;
22 2.0(2.0-2.;)
23 2.;
24 2. ;-3. 0
2; 1.;(1.0-2.0)
26 I. 0-2. 0
27 1.0-2.0
28 2.;(2.0-3.0)
29 2.;
30 2.;(2.0-3.0)
31 3.0
32 3.0
33 2. ;
34 2. ;
3; 2. ;-3.0
36 3.0
37 2.0(2.0-2.;)
38 1.;-2.0
39 2.0
40 2.0(2.0-2.5)
North
mode( range)
398
Glare
South
Mode( range)
Table 2: continued.
Transect Beaufort Sea State Clare
No. Inshore Offshore North South
lDode(range} lDode(range} mode(range} Hode(range}
Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
1 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.00.0-2.5) 2.00.0-2.0) 0.0
2 1.00.0-1.5) 1.00.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
3 1.50.5-2.0) 1.50.0-2.0) 1.5(0.0-2.0) 0.0
4 1.5 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0
5 I. 5(1. 5-2. 0) 2.0(1.5-2.5) 1.0 0.0
6 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.5) 1.5(1.0-2.0) 0.0
7 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 0.0
8 1.0 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0
9 2.0 2.0(1.5-2.0) 1.0 0.0
10 2.0 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0
11 1.5 1.50.5-2.0) 1.0 1.0
12 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.0
13 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0 0.0
14 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.5(0.0-1.5) 0.0
15 2.5 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
16 2.0 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0 0.0
17 1. 00. 0-2. 0) 2.00.5-2.5) 2.0 0.0
18 1.50.5-2.0) 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
19 2.00.0-2.0) 2.00.5-2.5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
20 2.0(1.5-2.5) 3.0(2.0-3.0) 0.0
21 2.0 2.00.5-2.5) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0
22 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0
23 1. 5(1. 0-1. 5) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0
24 2.0 1.50.0-2.5) 2.0 0.0
25 2.5 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.50.0-2.0) 1.0
26 2.5 2.00.0-2.5) 2.0 1.0
27 2.50.5-2.5) 2.0 1.0
28 2.5 2.5(1.0-3.0) 2.0 0.5(0.0-1.0)
29 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0(2.0-2.5) 3.00.0-3.0) 0.5(0.0-1.0)
30 3.0 2.5(1.0-2.5) 2.0 0.5(0.0-1.0)
31 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.00.0-3.0) 2.0 0.0
32 2.5(2.0-3.0) 2. 0 (2.0-2.5) 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
33 2.0 1.00.0-2.0) 3.0(2.0-3.0) 0.0
34 2.5 2.00.0-2.5) 2.0 0.0
35 2.0 1.50.0-2.0) 2.0 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0)
36 2.0 2.0(1.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 1.0
37 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1. 50. 5-2. 5) 1.50.0-2.0) 1.0
38 2.5(2.0-3.0) 3.0(0.0-3.5) 1.0
39 2.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 3.00.0-3.0) 0.0
40 1.0 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 0.0
41 2.0 1. 5(1. 0-2. 0) 2.0(2.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0)
42 2.00.5-2.5) 2.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(2.0-3.0) 0.0
43 2.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0)
44 2.0 2.5(2.5-3.5) 2.0(0.0-2.5) 1.0
45 2.0(1.5-2.5) 3.0(2.0-3.5) 2.0 0.5(0.0-1. 0)
46 1.5 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 1.0
47 1. 00. 0-1. 5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0)
. 48 1.5 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
49 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 0.0
50 1.0(1.0-1.5) 2.0 0.0
51 1.50.0-2.0) 2.0 0.0
52 2.00.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0
53 1.00.0-2.5) 1. 5(1. 0-3. 0) 0.0
54 2.5(2.0-2.5) 1.5(0.0-2.5) 0.0
55 2.00.5-2.5) 3.0 0.0
56 2.5(2.0-2.5) 3.0 0.0
57 1.5(1.0-2.0) 3.0 0.0
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Table 2: continued.
Transect Beaufort Sea State Clare
No. Inshore Offshore North South
mode(range) mode(range) mode(range) Mode(range)
Blocks I - 4, November 1985
1 2.5(1.0-3.0) 3.0 1. 0-2. 0 1.0
2 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0-2.0
3 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0 1.0
4 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0 I. 0-2. 0
5 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) I. 0-2. 0 2.0
6 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
7 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(2.0-3.0) I. 0-2. 0 1.0
8 3.0 3.0 1.0-2.0 2.0
9 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) I. 0(1.0-2.0)
10 3.0 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0-2.0 0.0-2.0
11 3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
12 2.0(2.0-3.0) 3.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
13 2.5-3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
14 2.5 2.5(2.0-3.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.00.0-2.0)
15 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 1.0 2.00.0-2.0)
16 3.0(2.0-3.0) 3.0(2.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
17 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
18 2.5(2.0-2.5) 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0
19 2.5(2.0-3.0) 2.5(2.0-3.0) I. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
20 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.5(1.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-2.5)
21 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.5) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
22 3.0(1.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.00.0-2.0)
23 2.5(2.0-3.0) 2.5(2.0-3.0) I. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
24 2.0-2.5 2.0-2.5 0.0-2.0 2.0(1.0-2.0)
25 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0(1. 0-2. 5) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
26 2.0(1.0-2.5) 2.5(1.0-2.5) 0.0-2.0 0.0(0.0-2.0)
27 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) I. 0(0. 0-2. 0)
28 2.5(2.5-3.0) 1.0 1.0
29 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.0 2.0
30 3.0(2.5-3.0) 1.0 1.0-2.0
31 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.0 2.0
32 3.0(2.5-3.0) 1.0 1. 0-2. 0
33 2.5(2.0-3.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
34 2.5(2.5-3.0) 1.0 1.0-2.0
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Table 2: continued.
transect
No.
Beaufort
Inshore
Dlode(range)
Sea State
Offshore
mode(range)
Glare
North
mode(range)
South
Mode(range)
Blocks 5. November 1985
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
3.0(2.5-4.0)
3.0(1.0-4.0)
3.0(1.0-4.0)
3.5(2.0-4.0)
3.0(0.0-3.0)
3.0(0.5-3.0)
3.0(1.0-4.0)
1.0(1.0-4.0)
2.5(0.0-3.0)
2.5(1.0-3.0)
2.5(2.0-3.0)
2.0(0.0-3.0)
2.5(1.0-4.0)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
1.0(1.0-2.5)
1.0(0.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
1.0(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0-1.0
2.0(1.0-2.0)
0.0-1.0
0.0-2.0
1.0-2.0(0.0-2.5)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1. 0(0. 0-2. 0)
0.0-1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0-2.0
2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
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1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1. 0(0. 0-2. 0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
2.5(1.0-2.5)
1.0
0.0-2.0
2.0(0.0-2.5)
1. 0(1. 0-2. 0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
2.0(0.0-2.5)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0-2. a
1.0-2.0
0.0-2.0
0.0-2.0
1.0
1. 0(0. 0-2. 0)
Table 2: continued.
Transect Beaufort Sea State Clare
No. Inshore Offshore North South
mode(range) mode(range) mode(range) Mode(range)'
Blocks 2 - 16, November 1985
I 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-2.0
2 2.0 2.5(1.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
3 2.0 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
4 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0-1. 0 0.0(0.0-2.0)
5 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.5) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
6 2.0-2.5 1.0(1.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-2.0
7 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
8 2.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
9 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.5(1.0-3.0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0)
10 2.5(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
II 2.0 2.5(1.0-4.0) 0.0-2.0 0.0-2.0(0.0-2.5)
12 1.0 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-2.0
13 0.5(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0 0.0(0.0-1.0)
14 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0-1. 0
16 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
17 1.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0
18 1.0-1.5 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1.0 1.0-2.0
19 1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1. 0 0.0-1.0
20 2.0-2.5 1.5(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0(0.0-2.0)
21 2.5 2.0(0.0-2.5) 0.0-1. 0 1.0-2.0
22 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
23 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 0.0-1. 0 2.0
24 2.0 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
25 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0-1. 0 2.0
26 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0)
27 1.0 1. 0(0. 5-1. 0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
28 1.0(0.5-1.0) 0.0 1.0
29 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0)
30 0.0 1.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
31 0.5-1.0 0.5 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
32 1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
33 1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 2.0(0.0-2.5)
34 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0)
35 1.0 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
36 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1. 0-2.0
37 1.0 1.0 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-2.0)
38 1.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
39 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
40 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
41 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0-1. a
42 1.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
43 0.5(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0-1.0
45 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
46 1.0(1.0-2.5) 1.0 2.0(0.0-2.0)
47 2.0 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
48 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 2.0(0.0-2.0)
49 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.50
50 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 1.0
51 0.0 0.0 1.0
52 0.0 0.0 1.0
53 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 1.0
54 0.0 0.0 1.0-2.0
55 1.0 0.0 1.0
56 1.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
57 1.0 1.0 1.0
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TABLE 3: Raw data for the surveys: dugong sightings.
(a) Blocks 1 - 4, November 1984
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of turtles
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Rear
001 1 1 0 1
002 1 1 1 1
003 1 1 0 1
004 1 1 0 0
005 1 1 0 0
006 1 1 0 0
007 1 1 0 1
008 1 1 0 2
009 1 1 4 1
010 1 1 3 5
011 1 1 6 0
012 1 1 1 2
013 1 1 1 1
014 1 1 0 0
015 1 1 0 0
016 1 1 0 0
017 1 1 0 0
018 1 1 0 0
019 1 1 0 0
020 1 1 0 0
021 1 1 0 0
022 1 1 0 0
023 1 1 0 1
024 1 1 0 1
025 1 1 0 1
026 1 1 6 4
027 1 1 0 1
028 1 1 0 2
029 1 1 0 0
030 1 1 1 1
031 1 1 1 2
032 1 1 2 3
033 1 1 0 1
034 1 1 1 0
035 1 1 1 0
036 1 1 0 0
037 1 1 0 0
038 1 1 0 0
039 1 1 0 1
040 1 1 0 1
28 34
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) Blocks 6 • 13, April 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Mid Rear Tandem
001 1 2 2 0 0 0
002 1 2 1 0 1 0
003 1 2 0 0 0 0
004 1 2 1 0 0 0
005 1 2 1 6 0 5
006 1 2 1 1 0 0
007 1 2 0 0 0 0
008 1 2 1 1 0 0
009 1 2 0 0 0 1
010 1 2 0 0 0 0
011 1 2 0 0 0 0
012 1 2 2 0 0 0
013 1 2 0 0 0 0
014 1 2 2 0 0 0
015 1 2 1 0 0 0
016 1 2 0 0 0 0
017 1 2 0 1 0 0
018 1 2 0 0 0 0
019 1 2 0 0 0 0
020 1 2 0 0 0 0
021 1 2 0 0 0 0
022 1 2 0 0 0 0
023 1 2 0 0 0 0
024 1 2 0 0 0 0
025 1 2 1 0 0 0
026 1 2 0 0 0 0
027 1 2 1 0 0 1
028 1 2 2 0 2 0
029 1 2 0 0 1 0
030 1 2 1 0 0 0
031 1 2 0 0 0 0
032 1 2 0 0 0 0
033 1 2 0 0 0 0
034 1 2 0 0 0 0
035 1 2 0 0 0 0
036 1 2 0 0 0 0
037 1 2 0 0 0 0
038 1 2 0 0 0 0
039 1 2 0 0 0 0
040 1 2 0 0 0 0
041 1 2 0 0 0 1
042 1 2 0 0 0 1
043 1 2 0 0 0 0
044 1 2 0 0 0 0
045 1 2 0 0 0 0
046 1 2 0 0 0 0
047 1 2 0 0 0 0
048 1 2 0 0 0 0
049 1 2 0 0 0 0
050 1 2 0 0 0 0
051 1 2 0 1 0 0
052 1 2 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
Transect
No.
No. of observers
Port Starboard
No.
Port
Rear
of groups of dugongs
Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem
053 1 2 2 0 1 1
054 1 2 2 0 1 0
055 1 2 0 0 0 1
056 1 2 0 0 0 0
057 1 2 0 0 1 1
21 10 7 12
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TABLE 3: continued.
(c) Blocks 1 - 4, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
002 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
003 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
004 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
005 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 1 0 5 0 0 2
012 2 2 3 1 9 0 9 6
013 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0
014 2 2 4 1 4 2 0 1
015 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 2
016 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
018 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
019 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
020 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
022 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 2
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
024 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
025 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
026 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
028 2 2 2 3 4 2 0 0
029 2 2 1 0 2 1 1 2
030 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
031 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1
032 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
033 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
034 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
18 7 33 8 13 17
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TABLE 3: continued.
(d) Block 5, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 1 0 1 0 1
002 2 1 1 0 2 1
003 2 1 0 0 0 0
004 2 1 0 1 2 1
005 2 1 2 1 0 2
006 2 1 1 2 1 3
007 2 1 1 3 2 2
008 2 1 1 1 0 0
009 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
011 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 1
012 2 2 1 0 3 1 0 1
013 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 3
014 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 0
015 2 2 0 0 3 0 0 1
016 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
018 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 1
019 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
020 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
022 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 11 20 7 15 8
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TABLE 3: continued.
(e) Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 1
002 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
003 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
004 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
005 2 2 3 0 2 0 0 4
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
012 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
013 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
014 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1
015 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
016 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
018 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
019 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
020 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
022 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
024 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
025 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
026 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
028 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
029 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
030 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 1
031 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
032 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
033 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
034 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
035 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
036 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
037 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
038 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
039 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
040 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2
041 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
042 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
043 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
044 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
045 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
046 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
047 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
048 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
049 1 2 0 0 0 0
050 1 2 1 0 1 0
051 1 2 0 0 0 0
052 1 2 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(e) Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Mid Rear Tandem
053 1 2 3 0 2 2
054 1 2 5 0 2 2
055 1 2 0 0 0 0
056 1 2 0 0 0 1
057 1 2 0 0 1 2
12 12 17 3 3 20
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TABLE 4: Logistics of flight time for each survey
Survey Transit Time
(hrs)
Blocks 1 to 4, November 1984a 2.5
Blocks 6 to 13, April 1985 7.6
Blocks 1 to 7 and blocks 8 and 9 5.1
transects 10 to 12, November 1985
Blocks 8 and 9, transects 13
to 32 and blocks 10 to 13, 6.8
November 1985
a Extra expenses: $286 for fuel relocation
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SECTION 2
Raw data tables for dugongs in the survey area from Cape Bedford
south to Bustard Head
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Section 2: Raw data table for dugongs in the survey area from Cape
Bedford south to Bustard Head.
Table 1: Details of weather conditions encountered during the surveys.
Table 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and
south/west side of the aircraft) for each transect.
Table 3: Raw data for the surveys: dugong sightings.
Table 4: Raw data used to calculate correction factors for the
surveys.
Table 5: Logistics of flight time for each survey.
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TABLE 1: Details of weather conditions encountered during the surveys.
•Date Session Wind Cloud Beaufort Sea Glare Tide Time
Speed Direction Cover Height State North/East South/West
(knots) (oktas) (ft) mode( range) tQode(range) Ulode( range)
(a) Northern Central Section, Septelllber 1986
22/09/86 1 0 2 1000 1.0(0.0-3.0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) High 1131 a
2 6 SE 0 1.00.0-2.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low 1622a
23/09/86 1 (5 V 0 1.0(0.0-2.5) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low 0358a
2 10 E 1 3000 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 High l525 c
24/09/86 2 2500 1.00.0-2.0) 1. 0(0. 0-3. 0) 0.0(0.0-3.0) b1 N I Low 0811 b2 7 NE 2,2 3000,4000 1.00.0-2.0) 2.00.0-3.0) 0.0 High 1733
(b) Central SectioD., September - October 1987
29/09/87 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) b1 10 ESE 2 2000 0.0 Low 0657 b2 8 E 0 1.00.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 0.0 High 1548
3 0 0 3.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0(0.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
30/09/87 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) hI 0 I 1500 High 0413h2 0 3 3000 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0(1. 0-2. 5) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low lOOSh
3 5 W 0 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) High 1708
1/10/87 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) b1 0 1,1 2500,20000 0.0 Low 0430b2 0 1 2500 1.0(0.0-3.0) 2.00.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) High 1030
5/10/87 0 3 1500 1.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) High 0723 b
6/10/87 I 0 0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 High 0804:
2 0 0 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0 Low 1413
3 8 SE 0 2.0(0.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
7/10/87 0.0(0.0-1.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0) b1 0 2 1000 0.0 High 0844 b2 8 E 2 1500 0.5(0.0-3.0) 3.00.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low 1453
21/10/87k 0 0 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) High 0753b
(c) Hackay/Capricorn Section, Novelllber 1986
18/11/86 10 N 4 2500 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) High 1139d
21/11/86 I 5 S 0 1.0-3.0 1.5(0.0-2.0) 1.5(0.0-2.0) Low 0648d
2 10 E 0 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) High 1317d
22/11/86 I 5 S 0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) Low 0552e
2 0 0 2.0(1. 0-3. 0) 2.0(1. 0-2. 5) 2.00.0-2.0) High 1252e
23/11/86 1 5 SE 3 2000 0.0-1.0 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) Low 0658£
2 5 E 0 2.0(0.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 2.00.0-2.0) High 1338g
24/11/86 I 0 I 2000 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low 1006~
2 10 NE 0 1.0(0.0-3.0) 2.00.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0) High 1623
5/11/86 5-10 E 3 3500 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-2.0 Low 1209i
26/11/86 15 ESE 4 2500 3.0(3.0-4.0) 2.0 1.0-2.0 High 0650h
27/il/86 I 5 SE 0 0.0-1.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) High 0747h
(d) Cairns Section. October 1987
12/10/87 I 0 0 1.0(0.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-2.0) I. 0(0. 0-2. 0) High 0854;
2 10-15 E 0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) Low 1513
13/10/87 I 0 0 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) High 0940;
2 5 N 3 3500 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 Low 1558
3 10-15 E 2 3500 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0
14/10/87 I 5 N 2 2500 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) High 1032J
2 10 ENE 1 2000 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0(0.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-2.0) Low 1648J
15/10/87 I 8-10 E 3 1500 1.00.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) Low 06J7 j
2 12 E 4 1500 3.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) High 1134J
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TABLE 1: continued.
Date Session Wind
Speed Direction
(knots)
Cloud
Cover Height
(oktas) (ft)
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
South/West
mode( range)
Tide Time
(d) Cairns Section. October 1987
[6/10/87
*
10 SE 6000 1.5(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) Low 0806 j
Scale: 0 • no glare, 1 • 0 < 25% field of view glare affected, 2 - 25 ~ 50%, 3 • > 50%
a Lucinda
b Townsville
c Kissionary Bay (Lucinda +40 mins on high and low waters)
d Shoalwater Bay (Mackay Outer Harbour -12 mins on high and low waters)
e Gladstone Harbour
f The Narrows (Gladstone Harbour +45 mins on high water; +55 mins on low water)
g Great Kepple Island (Gladstone Harbour +5 mins on high waterj +3 mins on low water)
h Mackay Outer Harbour
i Flock Pigeon Island (Mackay Outer Harbour +25 miRs on high and low waters)
j Cairns.
k tranaects flown on 21/10/87 are replicates of transects flown on 5/10/87 and subsequently abandoned due to poor
weather conditions.
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TABLE 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and
south/west sides of the aircraft) for each transect.
Scale 0 - no glare
l' - 0 ~ 25% field of view glare affected
2 - 25 ~ 50% field of view glare affected
3 - > 50% field of view glare affected
(a) Central Section
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
SouthjWest
mode (range)
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
001 1.0-2.0 2.0
002 1.0 2.0
003 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0
004 1.0 2.0-2.5
005 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0
006 1.0(1.0-1.5) 1.0-2.0
007 1.0 0.0-1.0
008 1.0 1.0
009 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
010 1.0 2.0
011 1.0 0.0-1.0
012 1.0 1.0
013 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-3.0)
014 1.5(1.0-2.0) 1.0
015 1.5(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
016 1.5(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
017 1.0(0.5-2.0) 2.0
018 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0
.019 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0
020 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0
021 1.0 1.0-2.0
022 1.0 0.0-1.0
023 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0
024 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0
025 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0
026 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0
027 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.0)
028 2.0 1.0
029 1.0-2.0 2.0
030 1.0 1.0-2.0
031 1.0 1.0-2.0
032 1.0 2.0
033 1.0 2.0
034 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0
035 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0
036 2.0 2.0
037 2.0 2.0
038 2.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0
039 2.5(0.0-3.0) 1.0
040 2.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0)
041 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0
042 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
043 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0
044 1.0 1.0-2.0
045 0.0 1.0
046 0.0-1.0 1.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0-3.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
1.0
0.0-0.5
TABLE 2: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode (range)
North/East
mode (range)
Glare
South/West
mode(range)
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
047 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
048 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
049 1.0 1.0-2.0
050 1.0 1.0
051' 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0
052' 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0
053' 1.0 1.0
054' 1.0 1.0
055' 1.0 1.0-2.0
056' 1.0 1.0
057' 1. 0 2.0
OS'S' 1. 0 1. 0
059 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0-2.0
060 1.0 2.0
061 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
062 1.0 1.0-2.0
063 2.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0
1.0
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
, These transects flown north/south, hence glare is for east/west
sides of the aircraft.
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TABLE 2: continued
(a) Central Section
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode (range) mode(range) mode (range)
(b) Northern Central Section, October 1987
101 0.5 1.0 1.0
102 1.0 1.0 0.0
103 1.0 1.0 1.0
104 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0 1.0
105 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
106 1.0-2.0(1.0-2.5) 1.0 1.0
107 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 1.0
108 no data recorded 0.0-1.0 0.0
109 1.5(1.0-1.5) 1.0-2.0 1.0
110 1.5 2.0 1.0
111 1.0(1.0-2.5) 1.0 0.0
112 1.0 1.0 0.0
113 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 0.0
114 1.0 2.0 1.0
115 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 0.0
116 2.0(0.5-3.0) 2.5(1.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
117 2.0-2.5(0.0-2.5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
118 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 2.0-2.5(0.0-2.5) 0.0
119 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0 0.0
120 0.0(0.0-0,5) 0.0-1.0 0.0
121 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
122 0.5 1.0 0.0
123 0.0-0.5 0.0 0.0
124 1.0(0.5-1.0) 1.0-2.0 0.0
125 l.Ci 2.5 0.0
126 0.5-1.5 2.0 0.0
127 0.5(0.5-1.0) 2.0 0.0
128 0.0-1.0 2.0-3.0 0.0
129 1.0 2.0 0.0
130 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0
131 2.0(2.0-3.0) 3.0 1.0
132 3.0(0.0-3.0) 3.0 1.0
133 2.0 3.0 0.0-1.0
134 2.5 3.0 1.0
135 1.0(0.5-1.0) 2.0-2.5 0.0
136 0.5(0.5-1.0) 2.0 0.0
137 0.0-1.0 2.0-2.5 0.0
138 1.0 0.0 0.0
139 0.5-1.0 0.0 0.0
140 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
141 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
142 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
143 0.0-1.0 0.0 0.0
144 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0
145 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0
146 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
147 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
148 0.0-0.5 0.0 0.0
149 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0 0.0
150 0.5(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
151" 0.0 1.0 0.0
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TABLE 2: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
South/West
mode(range)
(b) Northern Central Section, October 1987
1528 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0
153a 1.0 1.0 0.0
1548 0.5 1.0-2.0 0.0
155 a 0.0-1.0 1.0 0.0
156 8 no data recorded 1.0-2.0 0.0
157a 0.0 1.0 0.0
158a 0.0 2.0 0.0
159 no data recorded 0.0 0.0
160 1.5(1.0-2.0) 1.0 1.0
161 0.0-1.0 0.0 0.0
162 0.0 0.0 0.0
163 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0 0.0
8 These transects flown north/south, hence glare is for east/west
sides of the aircraft.
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TABLE 2: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
South/West
mode(range)
October 1987
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
no data recorded
0.0
0.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0-1.0
0.0-1.0
0.0-1.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(c) Southern Central Section, September
001 0.5(0.5-1.0) 1.0
002 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0
003 0.0-0.5 0.0
004 0.0-0.5 1.0
005 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0
006 1.0(0.5-2.0) 2.0
007 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
008 0.0-1.0 1.0-2.0
009 no data recorded no data recorded
010 0.0-0.5 1.0
011 0.0-1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0
012 0.0-1.0 1.5(1.0-1.5)
013 0.5-1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0
014 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.5
015 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0
016 1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0
017 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0
018 1.0-2.0(0.5-2.0) 2.0
019 1.0-2.0 2.0
020 2.0(0.0-2.5) 2.0
021 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
022 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
023 2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0
024 3.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0-2.5
025 1.0-3.0 1.0
026 3.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0)
027 2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0
028 1.0(1.0-1.5) 1.0-2.0
029 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1.0
030 0.5 2.0
031 1.0(0.5-1.0) 1.0
032 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0
033 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.0-1.0
034 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0
035 0.5(0.5-1.0) 1.0
036 1.0 1.0
037 1.0 1.0
038 1.0 1.0
039 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0
040 2.0 2.0
041 1.0 2.0
042 3.0 2.0
043 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0
044 2.5(1.5-3.0) 2.0
045 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
046 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0
047 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0
048 1.0 2.0
049 1.0-2.0 1.0
050 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0
051 1.0(1.0-2.5) 1.0
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TABLE 2: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
South/West
mode (range)
(c) Southern Central Section, September
052 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
053 1.0 0.0
054 2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0
055 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
056 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
057 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0
058· 2.0-2.5(2.0-3.0) 1.0
059 0.0 0.0
060 0.0-1.0 0.0
061 0.0-0.5 0.0
062 0.0-1.0 0.0
063 0.5 1.0
064 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0
065 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0
066 0.0 0.0
067 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0
068 0.0 0.0
069 0.0 0.0
070 0.0 0.0
071 0.0 1.0
072 0.0 0.0
073 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0
074 0.0 0.0
075 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0
076 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
077 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0
078 1.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0
079 2.0(1.0-2.0) 3.0(2.0-3.0)
080 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0
081 3.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0-1.0
082 1.0-3.0 1.0
083 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.0
084 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0
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October 1987
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0-2.0
0.0
TABLE 2: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East SouthjWest
mode(range) mode (range) mode (range)
001 0.0-1.0 0.0-l.0 0.0-1.0
002 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0 1.0
003 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0 1.0
004 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0 1.0
005 1.0 1.0 1.0
006 1.0 1.0 1.0
007 1.0 1.0 1.0
008 0.0-1.0 1.0 2.0
009 0.0-1.0 1.0-2.0 1.0(1.0-2.0)
010 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0 2.0
011 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
012 0.0-1.0 0.0-2.0 0.0-2.0
013 2.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0(1.0-2.0)
014 1.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0-2.5 2.0
015 2.0-3.0 2.0 2.0
016 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
017 2.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
018 1.0(0.0-3.0) 2.0 1.0
019 2.0-3.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
020 1.0 0.0-2.0 0.0-2.0
021 1.0 1.0 0.0-2.0
022 1.0 2.0 2.0
023 1.0 2.0 2.0
024 1.0 2.0 2.0
025 1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0 2.0
026 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0
027 0.0 0.0 1.0
028 0.0 0.0 0.0
029 0.0-1.0 1.0 1.0
030 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 1.0
031 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0 1.0
032 0.0 0.0 0.0
033 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
034 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0
035 3.0 2.0 2.0
036 1.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
037 2.0-3.0 2.0 2.0
038 1.0-2.0 2.0 2.0
039 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
040 2.0 2.0 2.0
041 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
042 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
043 1.0-2.0 2.0 2.0
044 1.0 2.0 2.0
045 2.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
046 2.0 2.0 2.0
047 2.0 2.0 2.0
048 2.0 2.0 2.0
049 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 0.0-1.0
050 2.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
051 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.0 1.0
052 2.0(1.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
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TABLE 2: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
North/East
mode(range)
Glare
South/West
mode(range)
these transects not flown due to
tide out in Broad Sound
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
2.0(2.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
2.5(1.0-3.0)
1. 0- 2.5 (1. 0 - 3.0)
2.5(2.0-3.0)
3.0-3.5
1.0(1.0-2.0)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0-2.5(2.0-3.0)
2.5
2.5(2.5-3.0)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0(1.5-2.0)
2.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
2.0(0.0-3.0)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
3.0(1.0-3.0)
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0-1.0
0.0-1.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0
0.0-1.0
1.0(1.0-2.0)
3.0(1. 0-3.0)
3.0(1.0-3.0)
3.0(2.0-3.0)
0.0(0.0-0.5)
0.0(0.0-0.5)
0.0-0.5
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1. 0(0.0-1. 0)
1.0
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0-2.0
0.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
0.0(0.0-1. 0)
2.0
0.0-2.0
2.0
1.0-2.0
0.0
2.0
1. 0(0.0-1. 0)
1. 0(0.0-1. 0)
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
2.0
1.0-2.0
2.0
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2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0-2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
2.0
0.0-2.0
2.0
1.0-2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
0.0-1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
TABLE 2: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East SouthjWest
mode(range) mode(range) mode(range)
105 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
106 2.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0-2.0 2.0
107 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0 1.0
108 3.0(3.0-4.0) 2.0 1.0-2.0
109 1.0 0.0 0.0-1.0
110 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0 0.0
111 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
112 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0(0.0-2.0)
113 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
114 1.0 0.0 0.0-2.0
115 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-2.0
116 0.0-1.0 0.0 1.0-2.0
117 0.0 0.0 0.0
118 0.0 0.0 0.0
119 0.0 1.0 1.0
120 0.0-1.0 0.0 1.0
121 0.0 0.0 0.0-1.0
122 0.0 0.0 0.0-2.0
123 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
124 0.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0)
125 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
126 0.0 0.0 0.0
127 2.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
128 2.0 2.0 2.0
129 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.5 2.0
130 2.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
131 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
132 1.0-3.0 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
133 1.0 0.0
134 0.5(0.5-1.0) 1.0 1.0-2.0
135 0.0 0.0 0.0
136 0.0 0.0 0.0
137 0.0
138 1.0 1.0 1.0
139 1.0 1.0 0.0-1.0
140 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.0 2.0
141 1.0 2.0
142 2.5-3.0 1.0 1.0
143
144 1.0 1.0-2.0 1.0
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TABLE 2: continued.
(c) Cairns Section, October 1987
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode (range) mode(range) mode(range)
201 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
202 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0 1.0
203 0.5-1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
204 0.0-0.5(0.0-1.0) 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
205 0.5(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0 0.0
206 1.0(0.5-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
207 1.0(0.5-1.5) 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
208 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
209 1.0(0.5-2.5) 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
210 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
211 1.0-2.5 2.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
212 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0 1.0
213 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0 1.0
214 1.5 0.0-1.0 0.0. -1.0
215 1.0-1.5 0.0-1.0 1.0
216 1.0-2.0 1.0 1.0
217 1.0-1.5(0.0-1.5) 1.0 1.0
218 1.5(1.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0 1.0
219 1.5(1.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 1. 0(0.0-1. 0)
220 2.0 0.0-2.0 0.0(0.0-1.0)
221 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0
222 0.0-0.5 0.0-2.0 0.0
223 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0
224 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0-2.0 0.0-1.0
225 0.5(0.0-1. 0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-2.0
226 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
227 1. 5(1. 5-2 .0) 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
228 1.5(1.5-2.0) 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
229 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0-2.0 0.0(0.0-1. 0)
230 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0-2.0 0.0-1.0
231 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-1. 0(0.0-2.0)
232 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 2.0(1. 0- 2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0)
233 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1. 0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
234 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0 0.0-1.0
235 2.0(0.0-2.5) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0
236 0.0-1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
237 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0
238 0.0(0. (j-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0)
239 0.0-1. 0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 0.0-1.0
240 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
241 0.0-0.5 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
242 0.0-0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0
243 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0-1.0
244 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
245 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
246 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0-1.0 0.0]
247 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 0.0
248 0.0(0.0-0.5) 1.0 0.0
249 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0-1.0 0.0
250 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0
251 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0.(0.0-1. 0) 0.0
252 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0-1.0
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TABLE 2: continued.
(c) Cairns Section, October 1987
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode(range) mode(range) mode(range)
253 1.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0-1.0 1.0(0.0-2.0)
254 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0-2.0 1.0(0.0-2.0)
255 1.5(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(1.0-2.0)
256 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0)
257 1.0-2.0(1.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.0)
258 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
259 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0
260 2.0-3.0 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0
261 1.0(1.0-3.0) 2.5 1.0-2.0
262 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0-3.0 2.0
263 3.0(2.5-3.0) 2.5 2.0
264 3.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(2.0-3.0) 2.0(1.0-2.0)
265 1.0 0.0 0.0
266 2.0 1.0 2.0
267 2.0 0.0-1.0 1.0-2.0
268 2.0 2.0 1.0
269 2.0(2.0-2.5) .2.0 2.0
270 2.0 2.0 1.0
271 3.0 2.0 1.0-2.0
272 2.0 2.0 1.0
273 2.0-3.0 0.0-2.0 1.0-2.0
274 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 1.0
275 1.0 U U
276 1.0 U U
277 no data recorded U U
U direction of flight unknown
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TABLE 3: Raw data for each survey: dugong sightings.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Hid Rear Tandem Hid Rear Tandem
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
001 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
002 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0
003 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 1
004 2 2 0 0 3 0 1 0
005 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
012 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
013 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
014 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
015 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
016 1 2 0 0 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
018 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
019 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
020 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
022 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
024 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
025 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
026 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
028 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
029 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
'030 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
031 1 2 0 0 0 0
032 1 2 0 0 0 0
033 1 2 0 0 0 0
034 1 2 0 0 0 0
035 1 2 0 0 0 0
036 1 2 0 0 0 0
037 1 2 0 0 0 0
038 1 2 0 1 0 2
039 1 2 0 0 0 0
040 1 2 0 0 0 0
041 1 2 2 0 0 0
042 1 2 0 0 0 0
043 1 2 0 0 0 0
044 1 2 0 0 0 0
045 1 2 1 0 0 0
046 1 2 0 0 0 0
047 1 2 0 0 0 0
048 1 2 0 0 0 1
049 1 2 0 0 0 0
050 1 2 0 0 0 0
0,51 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid oRear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
052 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
053 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
054 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
055 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
056 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
057 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
058 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
059 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
060 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
061 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 0
062 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
063 1 2 0 0 0 0
8 9 11 5 5 7
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
(b) Northern Central Section, October 1987
101 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
103 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
104 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
105 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
106 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
107 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0
108 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
109 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
110 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
111 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
112 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
113 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
114 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
115 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
116 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
117 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
119 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
121 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
122 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
123 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
124 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
125 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
126 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
127 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
128 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
129 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
131 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
132 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
133 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
134 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
135 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
136 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
137 2 2 0 0 O' 0 0 0
138 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
139 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
141 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
142 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
143 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
144 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
145 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
146 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
147 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
148 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
149 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
150 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
151 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
(b) Northern Central Section, October 1987
152 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
153 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
154 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
155 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
156 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
157 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0
158 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
159 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
160 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
161 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
162 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
163 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 6 3" 2 6b
a includes one group of dugongs seen by the starboard mid-seat observer
on transects flown in Cleveland Bay that were abandoned due to poor
weather and subsequently reflown.
b includes two groups of dugongs seen by the starboard observing team
on transects flown in Cleveland Bay that were abandoned due to poor
weather and subsequently reflown.
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
(c) Southern Central Section, September October 1987
001 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
002 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
003 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
004 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
005 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
012 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
013 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
014 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
015 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
016 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
018 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
019 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
020 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
022 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
024 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
025 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
026 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
028 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
029 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
030 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
031 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
032 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
033 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
034 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
035 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
036 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
037 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
038 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
039 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
040 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
041 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
042 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
043 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
044 2 2 0 0 0 O. 0 0
045 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
046 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
047 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
048 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
049 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
050 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
051 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) Central Section
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Hid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
(c) Southern Central Section, September October 1987
052 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
053 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
054 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
055 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
056 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
057 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
058 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
059 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
060 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
061 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
062 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
063 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
064 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
065 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
066 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
067 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
068 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
069 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
070 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
071 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
072 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
073 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
074 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
075 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
076 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
077 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
078 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
079 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
080 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
081 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
082 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
083 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
084 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 6 2 1 7
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 0 a 0 0 0 0
002 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
003 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
004 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
005 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 0 a 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 a 0 a 0 0 1
012 2 2 0 0 a 0 0 1
013 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 a
014 2 2 a 0 0 0 0 0
015 2 2 0 0 a 0 0 0
016 2 2 0 0 a 0 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
018 2 2 0 a 0 0 0 0
019 2 2 0 a 0 a a 0
020 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
021 2 2 0 0 0 a 0 0
022 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
023 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
024 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
025 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
026 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
028 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
029 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
030 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
031 2 2 0 a 0 a a 0
032 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
033 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
034 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
035 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
036 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
037 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
038 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
039 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
040 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
041 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
042 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
043 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
044 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
045 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
046 2 2 0 0 0 a 0 0
047 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
048 2 2 0 a 0 0 0 a
049 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
050 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
051 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
052 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Hid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
053 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
054 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
055 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
056 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
057 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
058 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
059 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
060 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 2
061 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1
062 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
063 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
064 2 1 0 0 0 0
065 2 1 0 1 1 2
066 2 1 0 0 1 0
067 2 1 1 1 2 0
068 2 1 0 0 1 1
069 2 1 0 0 1 0
070 2 1 0 0 0 0
071 2 1 0 1 0 0
072 2 1 0 0 o. 0
073 2 1 0 0 0 0
074 2 1 0 0 0 0
075 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
076 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
077
078 transects not flown this survey due to
079 tide out in Broad Sound.
080
081 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
082 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
083 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
084 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
085 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
086 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
087 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
088 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
089 2 1 0 0 0 0
090 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1
091 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
092 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
093 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
094 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
095 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
096 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
097 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
098 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
099 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
101 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
103 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
104 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
105 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 2
106 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
107 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
108 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
109 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
110 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
111 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
112 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
113 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
114 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
115 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
116 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
117 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
118 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
119 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
121 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
122 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
123 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
124 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
125 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
126 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
127 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
128 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
129 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
131 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
132 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
133 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
134 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
135 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
136 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
137 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
138 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
139 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
141 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
142 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
143 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
144 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 8 16 5 8 18
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TABLE 3: continued.
(c) Cairns Section, October 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Hid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
201 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
202 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
203 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
204 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
205 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
206 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
207 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
208 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
209 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
210 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
211 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
212 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
213 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
214 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
215 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
216 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
217 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
218 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
219 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
220 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
221 2 2 0 .0 0 0 0 0
222 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
223 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
224 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
225 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
226 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
227 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
228 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
229 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
230 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
231 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
232 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
233 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
234 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
235 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
236 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
237 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
238 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
239 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
240 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
241 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
242 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
243 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
244 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
245 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
246 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
247 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
248 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
249 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
250 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
251 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
252 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(c) Cairns Section, October 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groJ.lps of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
253 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
254 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
255 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
256 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
257 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
258 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
259 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
260 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
261 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
262 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
263 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
264 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
265 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
266 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
267 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
268 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
269 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
270 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
271 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
272 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
273 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
274 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
275 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
276 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
277 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Od ld Od ld 2d ld
d these sightings constituted to few observations for any correction
factors for the Cairns Section to be calculated.
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TABLE 4: Raw data used to calculate correction factors for the
surveys.
(a) Correction for perception bias
Blocks : lines
Mid
No. of groups
Port
Rear Tandem
of dugongs
Starboard
Mid Rear-Tandem
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
9: 16, 31-38; 2: 38; 11
8; 9: 11-14 & 17-30;
10: 51-58, 61, 64
8"
8
9"
6
11"
11
5
5
2
2
7
7
(b) Central Section, September October 1987
All blocks and lines 7 2 12 5 3 13
(c) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
5: 64-74; 3: 89 5 8 16
1; 2; 3; 4; 5: 50-63, 75 &
138-144; 6: 76, 81-88 & 5
90-106; 7; 8
8 16 5 5 18
" port perception correction factor based on port rear-seat
observer for rest of the survey while mid-seat observer on
training transects.
b starboard perception correction factor based on starboard rear-
seat observer for rest of the survey while mid-seat observer on
training transects.
(b) Correction for availabili ty bias
Blocks : lines No. of dugongs in groups of less than 10
Surface Under Total
(a) northern Central Section, September 1986
All blocks and lines 27 27 54
(b) Central Section, September - October 1987
All blocks and lines 41 29 70
(c) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
All blocks and lines 41 39 80
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TABLE 5: Logistics of flight time for each survey.
Date Transit Time Survey Time Dead Time
(hrs) (hrs) (hrs)
(a) Northern Central Section, September 1986
22/09/86 1.6 2.7 0.7
23/09/86 1.2 2.9 1.2
24/09/86 0.9 2.9 0.8
3.7 8.5 2.7
(b) Central Section, September - October 1987
29/09/87 1.11 3.37 . 1. 20
30/09/87 2.83 3.44 1. 32
1/10/87 1. 34 9.49 3.37
5/10/87 0.69 3.03 0.71
6/10/87 1.42 2.52 1. 35
7/10/87 1. 55 2.73 0.72
21/10/87" 0.38 1.44 0.46
9.32 26.02 9.13
(c) Mackay/Capricorn Section, November 1986
18/11/86 1.2 1.9
21/11/86 2.3 3.9
22/11/86 1.3 4.2
23/11/86 1.4 4.0
24/11/86 2.4 4.1
25/11/86 1.4 2.6
26/11/86 0.6 0.2
27/11/86 0.5 2.6
11.1 23.5
(c) Cairns Section, October 1987
12/10/87 1. 36 3.09
13/10/87 1. 78 3.58
14/10/87 0.70 2.44
15/10/87 2.53 2.64
16/10/87 0.71 1. 88
aircraft ferry 2.47 0.00
9.55 13.63
0.5
1.2
1.0
1.2
0.9
0.6
0.0
0.3
5.7
0.55
0.49
0.52
0.64
0.73
0.00
2.93
• transect numbers 101-110,159,160,162 which were originally
flown on the 5/10/87 and abandoned due to very poor weather
were reflown on the 21/10/87.
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SECTION 3
Raw data tables for dugongs in the survey area in Torres Strait
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Section 3: Raw data tables for dugongs in the survey area in Torres
Strait.
Table 1: Details of weather conditions encountered during the surveys.
Table 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and
south/west side of the aircraft) for each transect.
Table 3: Raw data for the surveys: dugong sightings.
Table 4: Raw data used to calculate correction factors for each
survey.
Table 5: Logistics of flight time for each survey.
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TABLE
"
Details of weather conditions encountered during the surveys.
Date Session "'find Cloud Beaufort Sea Glare 1 Tide Time
Speed Direction Cover Height State North/East South/h!est
(knots) (oktas) (ft) mode(range) mode( range) mode( range)
(a) November 1987
10/11/87 1 10 E 1 5000 2.0(1. 0-3. 0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 0) 2.0(0.0-2.5) tow 0232
2 12-15 E 2 1000 2.00.0-4.0) 0.5-1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.5(0.0-1.0) High 1750
11/11/87 1 5 E 6 12000 1.0(0.5-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) tow 0258
2 10 E 8 10000 2.50.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0-1. 0 High 1142
12/11/87 1 0 1,5 800.20000 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.5-1.0 tow 0324
2 5 NE 4 20000 0.0(0.0-1.5) 0.0 0.0(0.0-1.0) High 1127
13/11/87 1 <5 V 3,3 1000,20000 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) tow 0349
2 5 N 3 1500 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.5) High 1126
14/11/87 1 10 NE 4,3 1000,20000 0.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0 tow 0411
2 8 NE 3,4 1200,12000 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 5) 2.0(0.0-2.0) High 1132
16/11/87 1 10 NE 3,2 1000,18000 2.00.0-3.0) 0.5(0.0-2.0) 1. 0(0. 5-2. 0) tow 0442
2 12 NE 2, 2 1500,18000 2.0-3.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-1.5) 2.0(0.0-2.5) High 1142
18/11/87 1 10 E 3,5 1000,20000 2.0(0.0-4.0) 1. 0(0. 0-1. 5) 1.0(0.0-2.5) tow 0451
2 15 NE 2,4 1500,20000 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1. 5(0. 5-1.5) 2.5(1.0-2.5) High 1135
19/11/87 1 8 E 3, 1 1500.20000 2.0-2.5 0.0-2. 5) 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0 Low 0452
2 10 NE 1.0(0.0-2.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.5(0.0-3.0) High 1138
20/11/87 1 10 E 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 3.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-3.0) Low 0453
2 10 E 3,2 1500.20000 2.00.0-4.0) 2.5(0.0-2.5) 2.0(0.0-2.0) High 1156
21/11/87 1 8 NE 3,2 1500,20000 1. 0(0. 0-2. 5) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0 Low 0454
2 8 E 3,2 1500,18000 1.0(0.0-3.0) 2.0(0.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-3.0) High 1226
22/11/87 10 E 2,4 1000,12000 1.0(0.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.5-2.0) Low 0444
(b) March 1988
4/03/88 1 10 IJ 2 2000 1.0(0.5-2.0) 1. 0(1. 0-1. 5) 1.0(0.5-1.5) La·.... 0348
2 10 IJ 1 15000 1.0(0.5-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 0.5(0.0-1.0) High 1238
5/03/88 1 <5 IJ 1,4 2000,15000 0.5(0.0-1. 5) 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0(0.0-0.5) Low 0404
2 5-10 IJ 1,4 2000.15000 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-1.5) High 1149
6/03/88 1 10 IJ 2,6 2000,15000 2.5(1. 0-3. 0) 1.0(0.5-2.0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) Low 0426
2 10 IJ 3,2 2200.15000 2.50.0-3.0) 1.0(0.5-2.0) 1. 0 (0. 0-2. 0) High 1216
7/03/88 1 10 IJ 6 15000 2.5(1. 0-3. 0) 1. 0(0. 0-2. 0) 2.0(0.0-2.0) Lo",' 0438
2 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0(0.0-1.5) 0.0(0.0-1.0)
3 10 IJNIJ 5,6 1500.15000 2.00.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1. 0) High 1156
11/03/88 1 5 NE 1,8 1000,10000 2.0(0.0-2.5) 0.0-1.0(0.0-1.5) 0.0-1.0(0.0-1.5) Low 0256
2 8 E 3,8 1500, 10000 1. 0(0. 0-2. 5) 1.0(0.0-2.5) 0.5(0.0-2.0) High 0923
Lo\,' 16'.3
o '" no glare
1 c 0 ~ 25X field of view glare affected
2 '" 25 ~ SOi. field of view glare affected
3 '" > SOX field of view glare affected
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TABLE 2: Beaufort Sea State and glare (for the north/east and
south/west sides of the aircraft) for each transect.
Scale 0 - no glare
1 - 0 ~ 25% field of view glare affected
2 ~ 25 ~ 50% field of view glare affected
3 - > 50% field of view glare affected
(a) November 1987
Transect
No.
Beaufort Sea
State
mode (range)
North/East
mode (range)
Glare
South/West
mode(range)
Block 01
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
Block 11
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
2.0-2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
0.0(0.0-0.5)
0.0(0.0-1.0)
0.0(0.0-0.5)
0.0-0.5
0.5
1.0(1.0-1.5)
1.0(1.0-3.0)
1.0(1.0-2.5)
1.5(0.0-2.0)
0.0(0.0-0.5)
0.0-2.0
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0(0.5-2.5)
1.0-2.5
2.0(2.0-2.5)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
2.0
2.0(1.5-2.0)
2.0
1. 0(0.0-2.0)
2.0(1.0-2.0)
1.5(1.0-2.0)
1.0-2.0
2.0(1.0-4.0)
2.5(2.0-2.5)
1.0(1.0-1.5)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
1.0
0.5(0.0-0.5)
1.0(0.5-1.0)
1.0(0.5-1.0)
0.5-1.0
1.5(0.0-2.0)
2.0-3.0
2.5-3.0
2.5
2.0-2.5
2.5
2.0-2.5
2.0-2.5
1.0-1.5
1.0
1.0(0.0-1.5)
2.0(0.5-2.0)
0.5(0.0-1.0)
2.0(0.0-2.5)
2.5(0.0-2.5)
3.0(0.0-3.0)
2.0(0.0-2.0)
3.0(0.0-3.0)
2.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0-3.0
2.0
2.5(0.0-3.0)
2.0(0.0-2.0)
1.5(0.0-2.0)
1.0
2.0
3.0(0.0-3.0)
3.0(0.0-3.0)
3.0
2.5-3.0
0.0-3.0
0.0-3.0
2.0
2.5(2.0-2.5)
2.5
3.0(0.0-3.0)
3.0(0.5-3.0)
0.0-3.0
2.5(0.0-2.5)
3.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0
1.0(0.0-2.0)
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5(0.0-0.5)
0.0(0.0-2.0)
0.5-3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5(0.0-2.5)
2.0
2.0
0.5(0.0-0.5)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-3.0
0.0
2.0
1.0(1.0-2.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0-3.0
TABLE 2: continued
(a) November 1987
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode(range) mode (range) mode(range)
132 1. 0(0.0-1. 0) 2.0 0.5-1.0
133 1.0(1.0-2.0) 2.5-3.0 0.0
134 2.0(1.0-2.5) 2.5 0.0
135 1.0-2.5 2.5(2.0-3.0) 0.0
136 1.0 3.0 1.5
137 0.5-1.0 2.0 1.5
Block 22
201 1.0 0.0 0.0
202 1.0 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.5(0.0-0.5)
203 1.0 0.0 0.0
204 1.0 0.5 1.0
205 1.0(0.5-1.0) 0.5-1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0(0.0-0.5)
206 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0 0.5
207 2.5(1.0-2.5) 0.5 1.0
208 2.5(1.0-3.0) 0.0 0.0
209 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.5 1.0-1.5
210 2.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0-0.5 1.0
211 3.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.5
212 1.0(0.5-2.0) 0.0-1.0 0.5-2.0
213 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.5(0.0-0.5) 1.5(1.0-2.0)
214 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.5
215 1.0(0.5-1.0) 0.5 1.0
216 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.5
217 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.5 0.5
218 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.5-1.0
219 0.5(0.0-0.5) 0.0 1.0
220 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 1.0
221 1. 5(0. 0-1. 5) 0.0 0.0-1.0
222 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
223 0.0(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.0
224 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0-1.5 2.0
225 1.5(0.0-2.0) 0.5(0.0-1.5) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
226 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0 2.0
227 1.0(0.5-2.0) 2.0(0.5-2.0) 0.5(0.5-1.0)
228 2.0(2.0-2.5) 2.0 0.5
Block 32
301 0.5(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
302 0.5(0.0-0.5) 0.0-0.5 0.0-1.0
303 0.5(0.0-0.5) 0.0 0.5-1.0
304 0.0-0.5 0.0-0.5 0.0
305 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0-1.0
306 1.0(0.5-2.0) 1.0(0.5-2.0) 0.5(0.5-1.0)
307 1.0(0.0-1.0) 1.0-2.0(0.0-2.0) 0.5(0.0-1.0)
308 0.5(0.0-1.5) 1.0 2.0
309 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 1.0(0.0-2.5)
310 2.0(2.0-3.0) 1.0(1.0-1.5) 1.0-2.0
311 2.0-2.5(1.5-3.0) 1.0-1.5 2.0
312 2.0(0.0-2.5) 0.5-1.0(0.0-1.0) 2.0(0.0-2.0)
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TABLE 2: continued
(a) November 1987
Transect
No.
315
316
Block 42
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
Block 52
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
Block 62
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
Beaufort Sea
State
mode(range)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
1.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0(1. 0-2.0)
2.0(1.5-3.0)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
3.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
0.5(0.0-1.0)
0.5(0.0-0.5)
2.0(1.0-3.0)
2.0-2.5(1.0-4.0)
2.0(1.5-3.0)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
2.0(1.0-2.5)
1.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(1.5-2.5)
2.0
2.0(2.0-4.0)
1.0-3.0
2.5(1.0-3.0)
2.5(1.0-3.0)
2.0-2.5
2.5(2.0-3.0)
2.0-2.5(1.0-2.5)
2.0(0.02.0)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
2.0-2.5
2.0(2.0-2.5)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
1.0-2.0
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(1.0-2.0)
1.0(0.5-1.0)
1.0(1.0-2.5)
2.0(2.0-2.5)
Glare
North/East
mode(range)
1. 0(0.5-1. 0)
0.0
0.0-0.5
1.0
1.0
0.0-1.0(0.0-1.5)
0.5(0.0-0.5)
1.0(0.0-1.0)
1.0(0.0-2.0)
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0(0.5-1.0)
0.5-1.0
0.5-1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
0.0
1.5
1.5
0.0-1.0
1.0
1.5(0.5-1.5)
1.5
1.0-2.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.5-2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
South/West
mode (range)
2.0(1.5-2.0)
0.0-0.5
0.5-2.0
2.0
2.0(1.5-2.0)
1.5(0.5-2.5)
1.5(0.0-1.5)
2.0(1.0-2.0)
0.0-1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0-1.5
1.0-2.0
1.0-2.5
1.0-1.5
0.5-2.0
2.0
1.0
0.0-1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0-1.5
0.5
1.5(0.0-1.5)
2.0
1.0-2.5
2.5
1.0-2.0
1.0
0.5
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1 Transects in these blocks flown north-south, thus glare is for
the east and west sides of the aircraft.
2 Transects in these blocks flown east-west, thus glare is for
the north and south sides of the aircraft.
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TABLE 2: continued
(b) March 1988
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode(range) mode (range) mode(range)
Block 22
201 1.0(1.0-1.5) 1.0 1.0
202 1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5
203 0.5-1.0(0.5-1.5) 1.0 1.0
204 0.5(0.5-1.5) 1.0 1.0
205 0.5(0.5-2.0) 1.0 0.5
206 1.0 1.0 0.0-1.0
207 1.0(1.0-1.5) 0.0-2.5 0.5(0.0-0.5)
208 1.0(0.5-2.0) 0.5-1.0 0.5-1.0
209 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.5 0.0
210 0.5(0.5-1.0) 0.0-0.5 0.0-0.5
211 0.5-1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
212 0.5(0.0-1.5) 0.0-0.5 0.0
213 0.5-1.0 0.0 0.0
220 2.5(2.0-3.0) 1.0-1.5 1.0
221 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0-1.5 0.0-1.5
222 2.0(0.0-3.0) 1.0 1.0
223 2.5(1.0-2.5) 0.0(0.0-2.0) 0.0(0.0-1.5)
224 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0-1.5 0.0-1.5
225 1.5-2.0 1.0 0.5-1.0
226 1.0-3.0 1.0 0.0
227 2.0(1.5-3.0) 1.0-2.0 0.0
228 1.0(1.0-2.0) 1.0 2.0
Block 32
303 2.5(2.0-2.5) 1.0(0.5-1.0) 1.0
304 2.5(2.0-2.5) 1.0 1.0
305 2.5(1.0-3.0) 1.0 2.0
306 2.0(1.5-3.0) 1.0-2.0 0.0
307 1.0(1.0-2.5) 2.0 2.0
308 1.0-2.5 1.0-2.0 1.0
309 1.0-2.0 1.0 0.0-2.0
310 1.0-1.5 0.5-1.0 0.5-1.0
311 1.0(1.0-2.0) 0.0-1.0 0.5-1.5
312 1.0(0.0-2.5) 0.5 0.5
313 1.0(0.0-1.5) 0.5 0.5
Block 42
401 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0-0.5 0.0(0.0-1.5)
402 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.0 0.0
403 2.0(2.0-2.5) 0.0-1.0 0.5-1.0
404 2.0(2.0-2.5) 1.0 0.0
405 2.0(1.0-2.5) 0.0-1.0 1.0
406 2.0(0.0-2.5) 1.5 0.5
407 2.0(1.5-2.5) 1.0-2.0 1.0(0.5-2.0)
Block 52
501 2.0(1.0-3.0) 0.0(0.0-1.5) 1. 0(0.0-1. 0)
502 2.5(2.0-2.5) 2.0 0.5
503 2.0(1.5-2.0) 0.0-1.0 0.0-0.5
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TABLE 2: continued
(b) Harch 1988
Transect Beaufort Sea Glare
No. State North/East South/West
mode (range) mode (range) mode(range)
510 2.0-2.5(1.0-2.5) 0.5-2.0 0.0-2.0
511 1.0-2.5 1.0 1.0
512 1.0-2.5 1.5 1.0
513 1.5-2.0 2.0 1.0
Block 62
602 0.5-1.0 0.0 0.0
603 1.0 1.5 1.0
604 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0 0.0
605 1.0(0.5-1.0) 1.0 0.0
606 0.0-1.0 0.0 0.0
607 0.5(0.5-1.0) 1.0 0.0
608 1.0 1.0 0.5
609 1.0(0.5-1.0) 1.0 0.0
610 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.5 1.0
611 1.0(0.0-1.0) 0.0 0.0
1 Transects in these blocks flown north-south, thus glare is for
the east and west sides of the aircraft.
2 Transects in these blocks flown east-west, thus glare is for
the north and south sides of the aircr~ft.
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TABLE 3: Raw data for each survey: dugong sightings.
(a) November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
002 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
003 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
004 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
005 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
009 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
011 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
012 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
101 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
103 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
104 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
105 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
106 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
107 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1
108 2 2 0 1 3 0 0 0
109 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
110 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
111 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
112 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
113 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
114 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
115 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
116 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
117 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
119 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
121 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
122 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
123 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
124 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
125 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
126 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
127 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
128 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
129 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
131 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
132 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1
133 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
134 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
135 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
136 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
137 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
201 2 1 0 2 6 19
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
204 2 1 5 3 7 9
205 2 1 1 0 4 3
206 2 1 1 0 3 0
207 2 1 0 1 1 2
208 2 1 0 1 0 0
209 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
210 2 2 0 0 4 0 2 0
211 2 2 0 0 0 3 1 0
212 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
213 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 1
214 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 2
215 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 3
216 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
217 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0
218 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 2
219 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
220 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
221 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
222 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 3
223 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 0
224 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
225 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 1
226 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
227 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2
228 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 2
301 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 7
302 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1
303 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 4
304 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
305 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 2
306 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
307 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
308 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
309 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
310 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
311 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
312 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
313 1 1 0 1
314 1 1 0 0
315 1 1 0 0
316 1 1 0 0
401 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 1
402 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
403 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
404 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
405 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
406 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
407 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
501 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
502 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(a) November 1987
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Hid Rear Tandem
505 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
506 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
507 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
508 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
509 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
510 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
511 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
512 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
513 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
514 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
515 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
516 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
601 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
602 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
603 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
604 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
605 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
606 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
607 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
608 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
609 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
610 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
611 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
121 23 65 18 69 2 46
1 includes transects 313 to 316 which were not used in the calculation
of the port perceptual correction factor.
2 includes transects 201 to 208 and 313 to 316 which were not used in
the calculation of the starboard perceptual correction factor.
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) March 1988
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
201 1 1 2 4
202 1 1 8 8
203 1 1 1 2
204 1 1 3 2
205 1 1 2 5
206 2 1 4 1 3 4
207 2 1 0 3 5 1
208 2 1 1 3 3 5
209 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0
210 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
211 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
212 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 0
213 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
220 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
221 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
222 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
223 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
224 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
225 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
226 2 2 2 1 2 0 2 1
227 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2
228 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
303 2 2 1 2 0 1 0 0
304 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 0
305 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
306 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
307 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
308 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
309 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
310 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
311 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
312 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
313 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 5
401 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
402 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
403 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
404 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
405 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
406 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
407 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
501 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
502 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
503 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
504 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
509 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
510 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
511 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
512 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
513 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
602 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3: continued.
(b) March 1988
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
605 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
606 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
607 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
608 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
609 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
610 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
611 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 11 21 6 334 12
3 includes transects 201 to 205 which were not used in the calculation
of the port perceptual correction factor.
4 includes transects 201 to 208 which were not used in the calculation
of the starboard perceptual correction factor.
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TABLE 4: Raw data used to calculate correction factors for the
surveys.
(a) Correction for perception bias
Blocks : lines
(a) November 1987
Mid
No. of groups
Port
Rear Tandem
of dugongs
Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem
3: 13-16
2: 1-8
0; 1; 2: 9-28; 3: 1-12;
4; 5; 6
(b) March 1988
12
12
23
23
65
65 18 19 46
2: 1-5
2: 6-8
2: 9-28; 3: 3-13; 4;
5: 1-4, 9-13; 6: 2-11
291
13
13
11
11
21
21 6 8 12
1 port perception correction factor based on port mid-seat
observer for rest of the survey while rear-seat observer on
training transects.
2 starboard perception correction factor based on starboard rear-
seat observer for rest of the survey while mid-seat observer on
training transects.
(b) Correction for availability bias
Blocks : lines
(a) November 1987
No. of dugongs in groups of less than 10
Surface Under Total
All blocks and lines
(b) March 1988
All blocks and lines
141
69
457
170
92
311
161
TABLE 5: Logistics of flight time for each survey.
Date Transit Time Survey Time Dead Time
(hrs) (hrs) (hrs)
(a) November 1987
10/11/87 1.21 2.07 0.27
11/11/87 1. 98 2.98 0.15
12/11/87 1. 65 3.30 0.73
13/11/87 0.97 3.68 0.63
14/11/87 2.22 2.71 0.63
16/11/87 0.88 3.30 1.08
18/11/87 1. 55 2.06 0.57
19/11/87 1. 81 3.06 0.43
20/11/87 1. 78 3.39 0.79
21/11/87 2.01 3.14 0.43
22/11/87 1.07 3.14 0.28
aircraft ferry 9.80 0.00 0.00
26.93 31. 38 5.99
(b) March 1988
4/03/88 1.47 2.93 0.29
5/03/88 2.24 3.58 0.39
6/03/88 1. 74 2.98 0.80
7/03/88 1. 83 2.34 1. 24
11/03/88 1.12 3.57 0.63
aircraft ferry 13.90 0.00 0.00
22.30 15.40 3.35
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SECTION 4
Raw data tables for turtles in the survey area from the tip of Cape
York south to Cape Bedford
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460
Section 4: Raw data tables for turtles in the survey area from the tip
of Cape York south to Cape Bedford.
Table 1: Raw data for the surveys: turtle sightings.
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TABLE 1: Raw data for the surveys: turtle sightings.
(a) Blocks 1 - 4, November 1984
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of turtles
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Rear
001 1 1 3 3
002 1 1 5 8
003 1 1 3 1
004 1 1 0 0
005 1 1 3 1
006 1 1 5 3
007 1 1 9 9
008 1 1 6 3
009 1 1 4 5
010 1 1 14 18
011 1 1 15 12
012 1 1 25 23
013 1 1 16 12
014 1 1 2 4
015 1 1 0 1
016 1 1 0 1
017 1 1 2 1
018 1 1 2 1
019 1 1 0 0
020 1 1 0 0
021 1 1 0 0
022 1 1 0 0
023 1 1 0 1
024 1 1 0 0
025 1 1 3 3
026 1 1 1 3
027 1 1 0 0
028 1 1 1 2
029 1 1 2 1
030 1 1 3 4
031 1 1 5 5
032 1 1 0 1
033 1 1 3 4
034 1 1 2 1
035 1 1 0 0
036 1 1 5 4
037 1 1 7 1
038 1 1 2 3
039 1 1 3 2
040 1 1 3 2
154 143
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TABLE 1: continued.
(b) Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Mid Rear Tandem
001 1 2 1 1 5 0
002 1 2 1 1 0 1
003 1 2 2 3 0 1
004 1 2 2 0 1 2
005 1 2 1 2 1 3
006 1 2 2 1 1 0
007 1 2 0 1 1 0
008 1 2 4 1 1 0
009 1 2 1 2 1 1
010 1 2 2 1 0 1
011 1 2 0 1 0 0
012 1 2 1 0 0 0
013 1 2 0 0 1 0
014 1 2 1 0 1 0
015 1 2 0 0 0 0
016 1 2 1 1 0 0
017 1 2 2 0 0 3
018 1 2 2 0 1 0
019 1 2 1 0 2 1
020 1 2 1 0 0 0
021 1 2 0 0 0 0
022 1 2 0 0 0 0
023 1 2 1 0 0 0
024 1 2 0 0 0 1
025 1 2 0 0 0 0
026 1 2 0 0 0 0
027 1 2 0 0 0 0
028 1 2 4 4 0 1
029 1 2 6 0 2 0
030 1 2 0 0 1 0
031 1 2 2 1 1 6
032 1 2 1 1 0 0
033 1 2 1 2 1 2
034 1 2 3 0 0 1
035 1 2 2 0 0 1
036 1 2 0 0 0 1
037 1 2 0 0 0 1
038 1 2 0 0 0 0
039 1 2 1 0 0 0
040 1 2 0 1 0 2
041 1 2 1 2 1 1
042 1 2 1 1 1 1
043 1 2 2 1 1 4
044 1 2 3 3 0 0
045 1 2 0 0 1 1
046 1 2 0 0 0 0
047 1 2 2 1 5 0
048 1 2 0 0 1 0
049 1 2 4 3 1 1
050 1 2 0 0 0 1
051 1 2 0 0 0 0
052 1 2 0 1 0 0
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TABLE 1: continued.
(b) Blocks 6 - 13, April 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Rear Mid Rear Tandem
053 1 2 0 1 0 0
054 1 2 1 1 0 0
055 1 2 0 0 0 3
056 1 2 1 0 0 1
057 1 2 8 4 0 13
69 44 32 55
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TABLE 1: continued.
(c) Blocks 1 - 4, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
002 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 2
003 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0
004 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0
005 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
006 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
008 2 2 1 0 0 2 0 0
009 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
010 2 2 3 1 1 0 0 0
011 2 2 3 1 1 0 0 0
012 2 2 0 5 1 2 0 2
013 2 2 3 1 3 3 1 0
014 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 4
015 2 2 2 1 2 0 1 0
016 2 2 3 1 0 3 0 0
017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
018 2 2 2 3 1 2 0 2
019 2 2 6 3 4 6 6 1
020 2 2 3 9 5 3 6 10
021 2 2 3 7 8 8 3 3
022 2 2 2 7 6 8 4 7
023 2 2 9 2 6 4 2 1
024 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1
025 2 2 4 3 4 6 0 3
026 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 0
027 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0
028 2 2 0 3 5 3 0 1
029 2 2 0 0 1 3 1 0
030 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
031 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2
032 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
033 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 1
034 2 2 0 1 5 1 1 2
54 54 67 65 32 43
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TABLE 1: continued.
(d) Block 5, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 1 0 0 1 0
002 2 1 0 1 1 2
003 2 1 2 1 4 4
004 2 1 0 0 0 3
005 2 1 2 3 5 9
006 2 1 2 1 6 6
007 2 1 1 0 0 2
008 2 1 2 0 2 2
009 2 2 2 3 3 5 3 3
010 2 2 4 2 4 6 0 3
011 2 2 5 0 9 5 2 2
012 2 2 6 4 7 5 5 4
013 2 2 7 6 17 6 3 8
014 2 2 8 6 5 7 8 15
015 2 2 3 5 15 3 3 5
016 2 2 6 2 21 7 3 15
017 2 2 9 3 7 3 1 6
018 2 2 1 0 3 3 2 3
019 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0
020 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
021 2 2 1 2 0 2 1 1
022 2 2 1 4 1 0 1 1
023 2 2 3 5 1 4 0 0
66 51 115 60 63a 68
a includes transects 1-8, which were not used in the calculation of
starboard perception correction factor.
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TABLE 1: continued.
(e) Blocks 6 - 13, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Hid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
001 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 2
002 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 0
003 2 2 5 1 2 5 2 3
004 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 3
005 2 2 1 0 3 1 0 2
006 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
007 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 2
008 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 3
009 2 2 1 7 0 0 6 0
010 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
011 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
012 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 0
013 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 3
014 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 4
015 2 2 0 1 2 1 0 3
016 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 3
017 2 2 1 0 5 0 0 2
018 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
019 2 2 0 1 1 2 0 2
020 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 1
021 2 2 3 0 0 1 0 1
022 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1
023 2 2 1 2 0 2 0 1
024 2 2 0 1 2 0 3 0
025 2 2 0 1 2 3 4 2
026 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
027 2 2 1 2 7 0 0 6
028 2 2 4 0 1 1 0 2
029 2 2 4 2 5 4 4 2
030 2 2 2 4 10 0 3 10
031 2 2 3 5 12 4 2 11
032 2 2 2 0 7 3 2 7
033 2 2 2 6 8 2 2 4
034 2 2 3 2 7 5 2 10
035 2 2 2 4 9 6 3 5
036 2 2 2 2 8 1 1 3
037 2 2 2 3 4 0 2 1
038 2 2 3 1 2 2 5 9
039 2 2 8 0 11 0 3 9
040 2 2 3 0 28 1 8 20
041 2 2 3 4 18 1 7 11
042 2 2 1 2 5 0 4 7
043 2 2 4 1 10 3 5 12
044 2 2 1 0 6 1 0 7
045 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 3
046 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 3
047 2 2 11 3 10 4 2 10
048 2 2 4 3 5 0 5 8
049 1 2 12 1 1 4
050 1 2 2 0 0 0
051 1 2 1 0 0 0
052 1 2 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 1: continued.
(e) Blocks 6 - 13, November 1985
Transect No. of observers No. of groups of dugongs
No. Port Starboard Port Starboard
Mid Rear Tandem Mid Rear Tandem
053 1 2 2 0 1 0
054 1 2 10 0 1 1
055 1 2 2 0 0 1
056 1 2 2 1 1 0
057 1 2 5 5 6 11
86 102b 203 69 94 217
b includes transects 49-57, which were not used in the calculation of
port perception correction factor.
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SECTION 5
Listing of computer programmes used for the collection and
analysis of aerial census data
469
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Section 5.1
Description of how to set-up the input data files
and how to use the programmes.
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Introduction
The programmes in this manual were developed for the analysis of
aerial survey data collected using the methodology of Marsh and
Sinclair (in review). The final output consists of an estimate· of
overall density and population size for the survey region.
Use of the programmes
Survey data are recorded in real time during the survey using an
EPSON HX-20 personal computer programmed as a data-logger and timer,
and using a two-track tape recording system (see Marsh and Sinclair, in
review). Data recorded on micro-cassette by the EPSON HX-20 are
transferred to a main-frame computer (a Digital DECsystem 10 computer)
where the additional data obtained from the two-track tape records are
edited into the transferred files.
The sighting information recorded by the EPSON HX-20 (see Section
5.2 for a listing of the data-logging programme) is as follows:
i) Takeoff (code. 'S') - takeoff time, takeoff date, altimeter
reading at takeoff,
levels, wind speed
cloud cover and cloud height for two
and direction, visibility and any
comments about conditions/location etc;
ii) Transect start (code 'R') - transect start time, transect
number (000 to 999), transect direction (N,E,S or W),
nominal flight height (feet) and cloud cover;
iii) Beaufort sea state (code 'B') - time of record, beaufort
sea state, transect number and direction;
iv) Glare (code 'G') - time of record, glare on port side of
aircraft, glare on starboard side of aircraft, transect
number and direction;
v) Height (code 'H') time of record, altimeter height of
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aircraft, transect number and direction;
vi) Dugong sighting (code 'D')
('PM' - port mid-seat, 'PR'
time of sighting, observer
port rear-seat, 'PT' - port
vii)
team, 'SM' - starboard mid-seat, 'SR' - starboard rear-
seat, 'ST' - starboard team), number of animals, number of
calves, number of animals at the surface, position in
transect ('T' - top third, 'M' - middle third, 'B' - bottom
-
third), transect number and direction;
Turtle sighting (code 'T') - time of sighting, observer,
number of animals, number at surface, position in transect,
transect number and direction;
viii) Shark sighting (code 'K') - as for turtle sighting;
ix) Ray sighting (code 'Y') as for turtle sighting;
x) Seasnake sighting (code 'N') - as for turtle sighting;
xi) Cetacean sighting (code 'C') time of sighting, observer,
number of animals, number of calves, number at surface,
position in transect, species, reliability of sighting ('U'
- uncertain, 'P'
number and direction;
probable, 'C' - certain), transect
xii) Whale sighting (code 'W') - as for cetacean sighting;
xiii) Plume sighting (code 'X') time of sighting, observer,
number of plumes, species producing the plumes, transect
number and direction;
xiv) Plankton sighting (code 'P') - time of sighting, observer,
colour of plankton, transect number and direction;
xv) Map reference (code 'M') - time of position, map reference
(from chart), side of aircraft, distance to object (e.g. an
island), transect number and direction;
xvi) Comment (code 'A') time of comment, comment, transect
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number and direction;
xvii) Transect finish (code 'F') time of finish, transect
number, transect direction and cloud cover;
xviii) Landing (code 'L') - time of landing, altimeter reading at
landing, altimeter drift since takeoff.
Once editing of the transferred files is completed they are
combined into a single data file (called 'SURVEY.OAT') using an
appropriate system programme. It is important to ensure that the format
of all records of the same type is identical and corresponds to the
format utilized by the user programmes. (The formats are given in the
programmes) .
File 'SURVEY.DAT' is split into a series of separate data files,
each containing all records of a single type for the whole survey,
using programme SPLIT (see Section 5.3 for listing). As written,
programme SPLIT, extracts the following records from the file
, SURVEY. OAT' :
i) Takeoff and corresponding landing time (these should be in
the sequence takeoff time then landing time in file
'SURVEY.OAT' for each flight interval) and writes them to
file 'SURSL.OAT';
ii) Transect start and corresponding finish time (these should be
in the sequence start time then finish time in file
'SURVEY. OAT' for each transect) and writes them to file
'SURRF.OAT' ;
iii) Height, which is written to file 'SURH.OAT';
iv) Beaufort sea state, which is written to file 'SURB.OAT';-
v) Glare, which is written to file 'SURG.OAT';
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vi) Dugong sightings, which are written to file 'SURD.DAT'.
Other records, e.g. turtle sightings etc., can be extracted from
the file 'SURVEY.DAT' by modifying programme SPLIT appropriately.
The file 'SURSL.DAT' can now be printed and the information it
contains used to (i) draw up tables of the weather conditions
encountered during the survey. (ii) calculate total flight time during
the survey, and (iii) calculate the drift in altimeter readings for
each flight interval so that the error in altimeter readings for each
transect can be interpolated.
The file 'SURRF.DAT' containing the transect start and finish
times is used by programme TRAN (see Section 5.5 for listing) to
calculate transect flight time, transect mid time and transect flight
speed for each transect. To calculate transect flight speed, programme
TRAN also requires that transect length be input. This information is
contained in the file 'LENGTH. OAT' which the user creates with transect
numbers in columns 2 to 4 and transect length (in kilometers) in
columns 6 to 10 (FORTRAN FORMAT lX,I3,lX,F5.1). Note that the order of
the transect lengths in file 'LENGTH.DAT' must be the same as the
transect order in file 'SURRF.DAT'.
The other files output by programme SPLIT can be utilized as
follows:
a) 'SURH.DAT', containing the aircraft heights along each transect
is read by programme HEIGHT (see Section 5.4 for listing),
which calculates the mean height at which each transect was
flown and outputs the results to file 'HEIGHT. OAT' . These means
are uncorrected for altimeter drift during the flights and must
be corrected using the appropriate interpolations (calculated
from the information in file 'SURSL.DAT');
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b) 'SURB. DAT' containing the Beaufort Sea State data for each
transect which can be used to determine the modal Beaufort Sea
State for each transect;
c) 'SURG.DAT' containing glare data for each transect which can be
used to determine the modal glare for each transect; and
d) 'SURD. DAT' containing the dugong sightings for each transect
and is used by programme DIST (see Section 5.6 for listing) in
determining the position of each sighting, the number of groups
seen by each individual observer and each tandem team, the
total number of dugongs seen, the number of calves seen, the
number seen at the surface and the number seen under the
surface.
After execution of programme SPLIT and creation of file
'LENGTH.DAT', programme TRAN can be executed to produce the output file
'TRAN.DAT', which, with file 'SURD.DAT', is used by programme DIST to
determine the position of each dugong sighting and the parameters
necessary-to calculate the correction factors.
File 'TRAN.DAT' contains the following data for each transect:
a) transect number;
b) transect direction;
c) transect length;
d) start time in hours, minutes and seconds;
e) start time in seconds from midnight;
f) mid time in hours, minutes and seconds;
g) mid time in seconds from midnight;
h) finish time in hours, minutes and seconds;
i) finish time in seconds from midnight;
j) speed at which transect was flown; and
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k) elapsed flight time on transect in decimal hours.
Execution of programme DIST is the next step in the calculation of
population size and density. The output from programme DIST consists of
three files: 'DIST.DAT', containing transect number, distance from the
northern or western end of transect in kilometers and the number of
animals sighted at that point; 'CORFAC.DAT', containing the number of
groups sighted to port and starboard, number of .dugongs, number of
calves, number at the surface and number under the surface for each
transect, plus, the total number of groups seen by each observer and
tandem team and the total numbers of dugongs, calves, surface and under
surface animals; and 'INPUT.DAT', which contains the total numbers of
groups seen by each observer and tandem team, the total numbers of
surface and under surface animals, and the sum and sum-squared of group
sizes, for input to programme FACTOR (see Section 5.7 for listing),
which calculates the perceptual and availability correction factors and
the mean group size (with associated coefficients of variation) for use
in programme POPUL (see Section 5.8 for listing). Output in the first
two files is labelled.
Programme FACTOR does not require any user editing of the input
file prior to execution. Once file 'INPUT.DAT' has been created by
programme DIST, programme FACTOR can be executed. Output is to file
'CORREC.DAT' and consists of the port and starboard perceptual
correction factors with associated coefficients of variation, the
availability correction factor with its coefficient of variation and
the mean group size with its coefficient of variation. Output in file
'CORREC.DAT' is labelled.
Before programme POPUL (the final programme in this manual, which
calculates the population size and density for the survey area) can be
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executed the input file 'POPIN. OAT', containing the input data for
programme POPUL, has to be created.
The data contained in file 'POPIN.DAT' is as follows:
number of transects flown in the survey region
- nominal flight height
nominal transect width
total area of survey region
length of survey region perpendicular to transect direction
availability correction factor
coefficient of variation for availability correction factor
mean ,group size
coefficient of variation for mean group size
port perceptual correction factor
coefficient of variation for port perceptual correction factor
starboard perceptual correction factor
coefficient of variation for starboard perceptual correction
factor
and for each transect
transect number
transect length
actual transect height (from corrected mean heights)
number of groups of animals seen to port
number of groups of animals seen to starboard
The fortran format for file 'POPIN.DAT' is
lX,I3,lX,FS.l,lX,FS.3,lX,F8.l,lX,FS.l,j,8(lX,F6.4),j,lX,I3,4(lX,FS.l)
Once file 'POPIN. OAT' has been created programme POPUL can be
executed, with the output going to file 'POPOUT.DAT'. The output
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consists of:
for each transect
transect number
transect area
corrected number of animals sighted to port
corrected number of animals sighted to starboard
the population density estimate for the survey region
the population estimate for the survey region
the standard error for the population estimate (corrected for
the errors associated with the correction factors and mean
group size estimate)
Programme POPUL uses the Ratio Method (Jolly, 1969 and Caughley
and Grigg, 1981) and incorporates the errors in estimating the
perceptual and availability correction factors and mean group size
(Marsh and Sinclair, in review).
If the survey region is stratified into a number of blocks, a
separate population and density estimate is calculated ·for each block,
by creating file 'POPIN.DAT' such that it contains data for the
transects within the block. A more precise estimate will be obtained
using correction factors based on the entire survey.
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Section 5.2
Listing of Basic programme for the
EPSON HX-20 personal computer
485
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10 OEFSTRA~H,T:OPEN"O".1
,"CAS0:AERIAL.DAT"
20 INPUT"» ",C: IFC=""TH
EN22ELSEF=C
22 IFF="D"THEN60
24 IFF="V"THENII0
26 IFF="T"THEN200
28 IFF="C"THEH250
30 IFF="X"THEH300
32 IFF="F"THEH350
34 IFF="H"THEH400
36 IFF="B"THEH450
38 IFF="E"THEH500
40 IFF="R"THEH550
42 IFF="W"THEH600
43 IFF="Y"THEHI050
44 IFF="M"THEH650
45 IFF="P"THEHI000
46 IFF="Z"THEH 20
47 IFF="H"THEH950
48 IFF="S"THEH70e
49 IFF="K"THEH900
50 IFF="Q"THEt~ CLOSE: END
51 IFF="A"THEH850
52 IFF="L"THEN750
53 IFF="G"THEN8a0
55 SOUNDI5,10:PRIHT"IHVA
Ll 0 EHTRY": GOT020
60 Ll HE INPUT" Observer ",
A: 8;;:: lI D*Il+Tlt1E$+II*"+A+"*"
70 LlHEHlPUT"lIGroup ", A:
B=B+A+ Il :+;1I
80 LlHEINPUT"lIC"lues ", A
=B=B+A+"*11
90 LlHEHlPUT"Position: "
,A:8=B+A+ 1l *1I
100 LlHEHlPUT"lISurf"ce "
,A:8=B+A+ II :+: II +TN+"*"+TD
102 LPRINT8:PRIHTlIl,B:GO
T020
1tel LlHEHlPUT"Photo9r"ph
er II,A:8="Ult. ll +TIME$+1I*u+
A+ lI :+: 11
120 Llt~EINPUT"Fr"mes ",A
:8=B+A+ 1I *"
130 LlHEIHPUT"Overlap ",
A: 8=8+A+":+: 11
1413 Ll NEIHPUT"BI"nk ", A:
8=B+A+ 11 *"+TH+ II :+: II +TD
150 LPRINTB:PRIHT1I1,B:GO
T020
200 LlHEHlPUT"Observer "
1A:8=IlT:+: II +TINE$+Il*"+A+ II *
II: LINElt-lPUT Il # '3rO IJp II, A:
B=B+A+":+:":LlHEIHPUT"1I su
r-faee II, A: 8=B+A+"*Il: LINE
HlPUT"pos in col ",A:B=B
+A+"*ll +TN+":+: 11+TD: LPRINTB
:PRIHT1I1,B:GOT020
2513 Llt~EHIPUT"Observer "
,A:8= 11 C*ll+TIMES+'I*"+A+ '1*
":LH~E~UrUTIl# '3roup li,A:
8=8+A+":+:" : Ll HE HIPUT" II ca
lves Il,A:E:=B+A+Il:+:II:LI~~EI
~IPUTlI# surface Il,A:B=B+A
+":+:11
255 LlNEINPUT"pos in col
",A:B=B+A+":+:":LINEINPUT
"genus "~A:e=8+A+'1*~:LIN
EINPUT"Reli"bilitw ",A:B
=8+A+":+:II+TH+ 1':+:11+TO: LPRIH
TB: PR It-ITlI I , B: GOT020
300 LlNEINPUT"Observer "
,A:S=uX*lI+TIME$+II*Il+A+Il*
II:LINEIHPUT ll tt plumes ",A
:B=B+A+"*":LINEmpUT"Spe
cies? II,A:S=B+A+ II *Il+TH+1 1
:+:II+TO
305 LPRIHTB: PRINTlI I, B
350 L1NEINPUT"Cloud cove
r II,A:B=IIF*"+TIME$+"*II+T
H+"*"+TO+"*"+A:LPRIHTB:P
RINTIII,B:GOT020
400 LlNEINPUT"Hei9ht ",A
: B=IIH*Il+TI~1E$+II*II+A+"*"+
TN+"*"+TO:LPRINTB:PRIHTII
I, B: GOT020
450 LlNEINPUT"Beaufort "
,A: B="B*II+TIt1E$+"*"+A+"*
"+TN+"*"+TD:LPRINTB:PRIH
TIl, B: GOT020
500 LlNEINPUT"Substrate
II, A: B=B+A+"*": LINE INPUT'I
Seasrass Il,A:8:::: Il E*"+TU1E
$+"*1l+8+A+ Il *II+TN+ II *"+TO
505 LPRIIHB: PRINTlIl ,B: GO
T020
5513 LlNEINPUT"Transect II
", TH: B=TN+"*": LINE INPUT"
Transect di,-. ",TD:8=8+TO
+"*": L1NEHIPUT"~lom. ht "
,A:8=B+A+":+:"
555 LlI~EIHPUT"Cloud cove
r Il,A:8=B+A+ tI :+: tl
560 L1NEINPUT"Start ", A:
B="R:t."+TIME$+"*"+B:LPRIH
TB: PRIIHlIl ,B: GOT020
600 L1HEHlPUT"Observer "
, A: B=tlul:+:I1+T H1E$+II* II +A+ II:+:
II:LIHEItlPUT"# 9rOlJp lirA:
B=8+A+"*": LHIEINPUT"lI ca
lves II~A:B=B+A+":+:II:LINEI
NPUT"# surface llrA:8=B+A
+11:+:11
605 LlHHlPUT"pos in col
II~A:B=B+At'I*II:LINEIHPUTII
species II,A:B=8+A+":+:":LI
NEIHPUT"reliabilitw ",A:
8=B+At u :+: ll tTN+":+:"+TO:LPRI
NT8: PRINTlII, 8: GOT020
6513 L1t~EINPUT"Jo1"p ref. "
, A: 8=A+":t.": LHlEUIPUT"Sid
e ",A:B=B+At":+:":LINEIHPU
T"Dis1:ance II, A: B= II N:t:"+TI
ME$+II*"+B+A+11:+:'I+TN+11*II+T
D:LPRINT8:PRINTlII,8:GOTO
20
700 LIHEIHPUT"Altimeter
", A: B=A+"1''': L1HEUIPUT"CI
oud Cov. 1 ", A: 8:::B+A+"*":
Llt·IEINPUT"Cloud ht ", A: B
=8+A+":+:": L1NEUIPUT"Cloud
cov. 2 1',A:8=B+A+ II *II:LI
HEIHPUT"Cloud ht ".A:8=B
+A+ II:+: II
710 LINEIHPUT"Windspeed
II~A:8=8+A+I'*II:LIHEINPUTII
Wind dir. 1',A:B=8+A+ 1I *11:
LII-lEHlPUT"Air vis. ",A:B
=B+A+11;f:ll: L lNE IHPUT"Comme
nts II ~ A: E:~E:+A
720 LItI£H1PUTIITakeoff II,
A: IFAO"TO" THEI~720 ELSE
8= 11 8:+:" +Tlt1E:f:+ II :+:"+DATEJ:+
":+:"+8: LPF:BHE:: PRIt-lTlI I, 8:
GOT028
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7513 L1NEINPUT"AI timeter
"1A:B= 'I L*"+TIME$+,,*u+A:L
INEINPUT"Alt. di~ ",A:B
=8+II*n+A+II*II+TN+"*"+TD:L
PRINTB:PRINTlIl,B:CLOSE:E
NO
800 LlNEINPUT"9Iare port
II,A:B=IIG 11 +11 *II+TIME$+II*11
+A+"*I':LINEINPUT"glare 5
tarbd"~A:B=B+A+II*"+TN+u*
"+TO:LPRINTB:PRIHTlII,B:G
OT020
850 Llt~EINPUT"Commeni:: "
,A: B=IIA*"+TII1E$+11*"+A+"*
II+TN+ It :+:"+TD
855 LPRINTB:PRINTlIl,8:GO
T020
900 LlHEIHPUT"Observer "
~ A: B="K*"+TH1E$+"*"+A+";+:
": L1NEINPUT"Number ", A: B
=8+A+"*":L1NEINPUT"1I sur-
face II, A: B=B+A+ rI ;f:lI: LINEI
NPUT"pos in col ",A:B=8+
A+ II *I+TN+"*II+TD:LPRINT8:
PRINTIII,8:GOT020
950 L11~EINPUT"Observel· "
,A: B=IIN*lI+TH1E$+"*II+A+ 1I *
":L1NEINPUT"Humber ",A:B
=8+A+":+:":LIt~EH1F'UTn#SIJt·
face II,A:8=8+A+":+: II :LINEI
~~PUTlIp.,S in col II~A:B=B+
A+II:+:II+TH+II*II+TD:LPRINTS:
PRINTlII,8:GOT020
10130 LHIEINPUT"Observer:
", A: 8=A+"*": LHIEHlPUT"C
olout·: II ~ A: B=B+A+":+:"+TN+
11*"+TO: B=uP:t: "+TH1E$+":f;u+
B
1005 LPRItHB:PRIt-lTlIl,8:G
OT020
HJ50 LHIE It-IPUT" Obse,· ver
", A: B=lIY*1I+TIt1E$+1I:f;Il+A+ 1I
:+:":LINEIt'~PUT"I'~lJmber ",A:
B=B+A+":;:" : LINE I ~IPIjT" 1I S'J
rface Il~A:B=B+A+"*":LIHE
IHPUTlIpos in col 11~A:8=8
+A+'I:+:II+TH+ 11 *II+TD:LPRIHTB
: PRIHTlI 1, E:: 130T020
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Section 5.3
Listing of programme SPLIT
489
490
PROGRMI SPLIT
C
C PROGRMlliE SPLIT IS DESIGNED TO SPLIT THE RAW DATA FILE
C 'SURVEY.DAT' INTO A SERIES OF SEPARATE FILES, EACH CONTAINING
C SIGHTINGS OF A SINGLE CLASSIFICATION. THE EXCEPTIONS TO THIS
C ARE THE DATA FILES FOR TRANSECT START AND FINISH TIMES AND DAILY
C TAKEOFF AND LANDING TIMES.
C
C DEFINE THE CHARACTER VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAMME SPLIT
C ID A SINGLE CHARACTER VARIABLE IDENTIFYING THE SIGHTING
C TYPE
C TEXT - A STRING CHARACTER VARIABLE CONTAINING THE REST OF THE
C SIGHTING INFORMATION
C
CHARACTER ID*1,TEXT*70
C
C ASSOCIATE THE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE NAMES WITH A FORTRAN LOGICAL
C NUMBER
C
C
OPEN(UNIT-01,FILE-'SURVEY.DAT)
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'SURSL.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-03,FILE-'SURRF.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-04,FILE-'SURH.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-OS,FILE-'SURB.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-06,FILE-'SURG.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-07,FILE-'SURD.DAT')
!RAW DATA INPUT FILE
!TAKEOFF AND LANDING TIMES
!TRANSECT START AND FINISH TIMES
!AIRCRAFT HEIGHTS ALONG TRANSECTS
! BEAUFORT SEA STATE ALONG
TRANSECTS
!GLARE ALONG TRANSECTS
!DUGONG SIGHTINGS
C
C READ IN SIGHTING RECORD
C
10 READ(01,20,END-9999)ID,TEXT
20 FORMAT(A1,A70)
C
C IDENTIFY SIGHTING TYPE, WRITE TO OUTPUT FILE AND READ IN NEXT
C SIGHTING, IF END OF FILE STOP AND EXIT.
C
IF(ID. EQ. 'S' .OR. ID. EQ. 'L' )THEN
WRITE(02,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
ELSE IF(ID. EQ. 'R' .OR. ID. EQ. 'F' )THEN
WRITE(03,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
ELSE IF(ID.EQ.'H')THEN
WRITE(04,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
ELSE IF(ID.EQ.'B')THEN
WRITE(OS,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
ELSE IF(ID.EQ.'G')THEN
WRITE(06,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
ELSE IF(ID.EQ.'D')THEN
WRITE(07,20)ID,TEXT
GO TO 10
END IF
GO TO 10
9999 STOP
END
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Section 5.4
Listing of programme HEIGHT
493
494
PROGRAM HEIGHT
C
C PROGRAMME HEIGHT CALCULATES UN CORRECTED MEAN FLIGHT ALTITUDE FOR
C EACH TRANSECT.
C
C DEFINE THE VARIABLES TO BE USED IN PROGRAM}IE HEIGHT
C TN - TRANSECT NUMBER OF FIRST RECORD IN FILE
C TNN TRANSECT NUMBER OF NEXT RECORD IN FILE
C HT HEIGHT OF FIRST RECORD IN FILE
C HTN HEIGHT OF NEXT RECORD IN FILE
C HEIGHT - SUM OF THE HEIGHTS FOR EACH TRANSECT
C N NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR EACH TRANSECT
C MEAN - MEAN HEIGHT FOR EACH TRANSECT
C
INTEGER HT,HTN,HEIGHT,MEAN,N,TN,TNN
C
C ASSOCIATE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE NAMES WITH FORTRAN LOGICAL
C NU}ffiERS
C
OPEN(UNIT=01,FILE-'SURH.DAT') !INPUT FILE
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'HEIGHT.DAT') !OUTPUT FILE
C
C READ IN FIRST RECORD AND SET COUNTER TO TWO AND SUM OF HEIGHTS TO
C FIRST HEIGHT PLUS 450 (AIRCRAFT IS AT A HEIGHT OF 450 FEET AT THE
C START OF EACH TRANSECT ON THE DUGONG SURVEYS)
C
READ(01,'(11X,I3,1X,I3)')HT,TN
N-2
HEIGHT-HT+450
C
C READ IN NEXT RECORD
C
10 READ (01 , '(11X,I3,1X,I3)' ,END-9999)HTN,TNN
C
C TEST IF THIS RECORD HAS SAME TRANSECT NUMBER AS PREVIOUS RECORD.
C IF YES THEN INCREMENT COUNTER BY ONE AND ADD HEIGHT TO SUM OF
C HEIGHTS AND READ IN NEXT RECORD. IF NO THEN CALCULATE AND OUTPUT
C MEAN HEIGHT FOR THE PREVIOUS TRANSECT, RESET COUNTER, SET NEW
C TRANSECT NUMBER AND SUM OF HEIGHTS TO NEW HEIGHT
C
IF(TNN.EQ.TN)THEN
N-N+1
HEIGHT-HEIGHT+HTN
ELSE
MEAN-HEIGHT/N
WRITE(02,'(lX,I3,1X,I3)')TN,MEAN
N-2
HEIGHT-HTN+450
TN-TNN
END IF
GO TO 10
C
C IF LAST RECORD HAS BEEN READ OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR LAST TRANSECT
C
9999 MEAN-HEIGHT/N
WRITE(02,'(1X,I3,1X,I3)')TN,MEAN
STOP
END
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Section 5.5
Listing of programme TRAN
497
498
PROGRMI TRAN
C
C DEFINE THE VARIABLES USED IN PROGRMlliE TRAN
C TNS TRANSECT NUMBER OF START TIME
C TNF TRANSECT NUMBER OF FINISH TIME
C TNL TRANSECT NUMBER OF LENGTH MEASUREMENT
C TD - DIRECTION OF FLIGHT ON TRANSECT
C HRS START TIME HOUR
C HRM MID TIME HOUR
C HRF FINISH TIME HOUR
C MINS START TIME MINUTE
C MINM MID TIME MINUTE
C MINF FINISH TIME MINUTE
C SECS START TIME SECOND
C SECM MID TIME SECOND
C SECF FINISH TIME SECOND
C START START TIME IN SECONDS
C MID MID TIME IN SECONDS
C FINISH - FINISH TIME IN SECONDS
C LEN TRANSECT LENGTH IN KILOMETERS
C SPEED FLIGHT SPEED IN KjSEC
C TIME TRANSECT FLIGHT TIME IN DECIMAL HOURS
C
INTEGER TNS,TNF,TNL,HRS,MINS,SECS,HRF,MINF,SECF,HRM,MINM,SECM,
+START,FINISH,MID
REAL LEN,SPEED,TIME
CHARACTER TD*1
C
C ASSOCIATE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES WITH FORTRAN LOGICAL NUMBERS
C
OPEN(UNIT-Ol,FILE-'SURRF.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'LENGTH.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-03,FILE-'TRAN.DAT')
C
C READ IN START AND FINISH TIMES FOR EACH TRANSECT AND CHECK TMAT
C TIMES ARE FOR THE SAME TRANSECT
C
10 READ(0I,20,END-999)HRS,MINS,SECS,TNS,TD,HRF,MINF,SECF,TNF
20 FORMAT(2X,I2,lX,I2,IX,I2,IX,I3,IX,Alj2X,I2,IX,I2,lX,I2,lX,I3)
IF(TNS.NE.TNF)THEN
WRITE(*,'(' 'ERROR IN INPUT FILE 'SURRF.DAT")')
STOP
END IF
C
C READ IN LENGTH DATA AND CHECK THAT LENGTH IS FOR SAME TRANSECT AS
C START AND FINISH TIMES
C
READ(02,'(lX,I3,IX,FS.l)')TNL,LEN
IF(TNL.NE.TNS)THEN
WRITE(*, '(' 'ERROR IN INPUT FILE LENGTH.DAT"j
+ "CHECK ORDER OF TRANSECT NUMBERS WITH SURRF.DAT")')
STOP
END IF
C
C CALCULATE MID TIME AND SPEED FOR EACH TRANSECT AND OUTPUT TO
C TRAN.DAT
C
START-HRS*3600+MINS*60+SECS
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FINISH-HRF*3600+MINF*60+SECF
MID-START+(FINISH-START)/2
HRM-MID/3600
MINM-(MID-HRM*3600)/60
SECM-MID-H~I*3600-MINM*60
SPEED-LEN/(FINISH-START)
TIME-FLOAT(FINISH-START)/3600.0
WRITE(04,40)TNS,TD,LEN,HRS,MINS,SECS,START,HRM,MINM,SECM,
+MID,HRF,MINF,SECF,FINISH,SPEED,TIME
40 FORMAT(IX,I3,IX,Al,IX,FS.l,3(IX,I2,':' ,12,':' ,I2,lX,I6),
+IX,F8.6,IX,FS.2)
C
C READ IN DATA FOR NEXT TRANSECT
C
GO TO 10
999 STOP
END
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PROGRAH DIST
C
C PROGRM~IE DIST CALCULATES A NUHBER OF PARMIETERS USED IN THE
C POPULATION HODEL. THESE ARE:
C A) THE DISTANCE FROH THE NORTHERN/WESTERN END ON EACH TRANSECT
C OF EACH ANlHAL SIGHTING;
C B) THE NUtIBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY: i)PORT HID-SEAT OBSERVER
C ii)STARBOARD HID-SEAT OBSERVER
C iii)PORT REAR-SEAT OBSERVER
C iv)STARBOARD REAR-SEAT OBSERVER
C v)BOTH PORT OBSERVERS
C vi)BOTH STARBOARD OBSERVERS
C FOR THE WHOLE SURVEY;
C C) ·THE NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY THE PORT SIDE TANDEH TEA!'! AND BY
C THE STARBOARD SIDE TANDEH TEAM ON EACH TRANSECT; AND
C D) THE TOTAL NUHBER OF ANlHALS AT THE SURFACE AND UNDER THE
C SURFACE FOR THE WHOLE SURVEY.
C
C DEFINE THE VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAMHE DIST:
C TN TRANSECT NUHBER
C TNN TRANSECT NUHBER OF SIGHTING RECORD
C START START TIHE FOR EACH TRANSECT IN SECONDS
C FINISH FINISH TIHE FOR EACH TRANSECT IN SECONDS
C HR HOUR OF SIGHTING ON TRANSECT
C HIN HlNUTE OF SIGHTING ON TRANSECT
C SEC SECOND OF SIGHTING ON TRANSECT
C SIGHT - TIHE OF SIGHTING IN SECONDS
C ELAP ELAPSED TIHE OF SIGHTING FROH NORTHERN/WESTERN END
C OF TRANSECT IN SECONDS
C SPEED SPEED AT WHICH TRANSECT FLOWN
C DIST DISTANCE OF SIGHTING FROH NORTHERN/WESTERN END OF
C TRANSECT IN KILOHETERS
C NUHBER NUHBER OF ANlHALS FOR EACH SIGHTING
C TRNNUH NUHBER OF ANlHALS ON TRANSECT
C TOTNUH TOTAL NUHBER OF ANlHALS SIGHTED
C SUHSQ SUM-OF-SQUARES OF THE NUHBER OF ANlHALS PER SIGHTING
C SURF NUHBER OF ANlHALS AT SURFACE FOR EACH SIGHTING
C TRNSUR NUHBER OF ANlHALS AT SURFACE ON TRANSECT
C TRNUND NUHBER OF ANlHALS UNDER SURFACE ON TRANSECT
C TOTSUR TOTAL NUHBER OF ANlHALS AT SURFACE
C TOTUND TOTAL NUHBER OF ANlHALS UNDER THE SURFACE
C PORT NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN ON PORT SIDE ON TRANSECT
C STAR NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN ON STARBOARD SIDE ON TRANSECT
C TOTPM TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT MID-SEAT OBSERVER
C TOTPR TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT REAR-SEAT OBSERVER
C TOTPB TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT TANDEH TEA!'!
C TOTSH TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD MID-SEAT OBSERVER
C TOTSR TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD REAR-SEAT OBSERVER
C TOTSB TOTAL NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD TANDEH TEA!'!
C PORTH NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT MID-SEAT OBSERVER ON
C TRANSECT
C PORTR NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT REAR-SEAT OBSERVER ON
C TRANSECT
C PORTB NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT TANDEH TEA!'! ON TRANSECT
C STARM NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD MID-SEAT OBSERVER ON
C TRANSECT
C STARR NUHBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD REAR-SEAT OBSERVER ON
C TRANSECT
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INTEGER TN,START,FINISH,HR,MIN,SEC,SIGHT,ELAP,NUMBER,TOTNUM,
+SURF,TOTSUR,TOTUND,PORT,STAR,TOTPM,TOTPR,TOTPB,
+TOTSM,TOTSR,TOTSB,TRNNUM,TRNSUR,TRNUND,SUMSQ,TNN,
+PORTM,PORTR,PORTB,STAR}!,STARR,STARB
REAL SPEED,DIST
CHARACTER OBSER*2,TD*1
C
C
C
C
STARB
OBSER
TD
NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD TANDEM TEAM ON TRANSECT
IDENTITY OF OBSERVER
DIRECTION TRANSECT FLOWN
C
C SET TOTAL SUMMATION VARIABLES TO ZERO
C
TOTPM-O
TOTPR-O
TOTPB-O
TOTSM-O
TOTSR-O
TOTSB-O
TOTNUM-O
SUMSQ-O
TOTSUR-O
TOTUND-O
C
C ASSOCIATE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES WITH FORTRAN LOGICAL NUMBERS
C
OPEN(UNIT-Ol,FILE-'TRAN.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'SURD.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-03,FILE-'DIST.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-04,FILE-'CORFAC,DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-05,FILE-'INPUT.DAT')
C
C WRITE HEADINGS FOR OUTPUT FILES
C
!TRANSECT DESCRIPTION FILE
!ANIMAL SIGHTING FILE
!SIGHTING DISTANCE FILE
!CORRECTION FACTOR RAW DATA FILE
!CORRECTION FACTOR RAW DATA FILE
WRITE(03, , ("
WRITE(04, ' (' ,
+ UNDER" /"
TRANSECT DISTANCE NUMBER ")')
TRANSECT PORT STAR
M R B M R
NUMBER
B' , ) , )
SURF
C
C READ IN FIRST RECORD FROM TRANSECT DESCRIPTION FILE
C
READ(Ol,5)TN,TD,START,FINISH,SPEED
5 FORMAT(lX,I3,lX,Al,16X,I6,lOX,I6,17X,F8.6)
C
C SET TRANSECT VARIABLES TO ZERO
C
PORT-O
STAR-O
PORTM-O
PORTR-O
PORTB-O
STARM-O
STARR-O
STARB-O
TRNNUM-O
TRNUND-O
TRNSUR-O
C
C READ IN FIRST SIGHTING
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C
10 READ(02,15,END-999)HR,MIN,SEC,OBSER,NUMBER,SURF,TNN
15 FORMAT(2X,I2,lX,I2,lX,I2,lX,A2,lX,Il,lX,Il,3X,I3)
C
C CALCULATE TIME OF SIGHTING, TEST THAT SIGHTING IS ON THIS TRANSECT
C AND FALLS WITHIN THE START AND FINISH TIMES
20 SIGHT-HR*3600+MIN*60+SEC
IF(TNN.EQ.TN.AND.SIGHT.GE.START.AND.SIGHT.LE.FINISH)THEN
C
C CALCULATE ELAPSED TIME AND DISTANCE OF SIGHTING FROM NORTHERN/
C WESTERN END OF TRANSECT AND OUTPUT TO DIST.DAT
C
IF(TD.EQ.'E')THEN
ELAP-SIGHT-START
ELSEIF(TD.EQ. 'W') THEN
ELAP-FINISH-SIGHT
ELSEIF(TD.EQ. 'N') THEN
ELAP-FINISH-SIGHT
ELSEIF(TD.EQ. 'S') THEN
ELAP=SIGHT-START
ELSEIF(TD.EQ.'U') THEN
ELAP=O.O
ELSE
WRITE(*,'("AN ERROR EXISTS IN TRANSECT DIRECTION"/
+ "FOR A SIGHTING ON TRANSECT" ,I3)')TNN
STOP
END IF
DIST=ELAP*SPEED
WRITE(03,25)TNN,DIST,~rnER
25 FORMAT(4X,I3,5X,F5.1,4X,I2)
C
C CALCULATE NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY EACH OBSERVER, NUMBER OF ANIMALS,
C NUMBER AT SURFACE AND NUMBER UNDER THE SURFACE ON EACH TRANSECT
C
IF(OBSER.EQ.'PM')THEN
PORT-PORT+l
TOTPM-TOTPM+l
PORTM-PORTM+l
ELSEIF(OBSER.EQ.'PR')THEN
PORT-PORT+l
TOTPR=TOTPR+l
PORTR-PORTR+l
ELSEIF(OBSER.EQ. 'PT')THEN
PORT-PORT+l
TOTPB-TOTPB+l
PORTB-PORTB+l
ELSEIF(OBSER.EQ.'SM')THEN
STAR=STAR+l
TOTSM-TOTSM+l
STARM-STARM+l
ELSEIF(OBSER.EQ.'SR')THEN
STAR-STAR+l
TOTSR-TOTSR+l
STARR=STARR+l
ELSEIF(OBSER.EQ.'ST')THEN
STAR-STAR+l
TOTSB-TOTSB+l
STARB=STARB+l
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ELSE
WRITE(OS,'("ERROR IN OBSERVER ID IN SIGHTING ON"
+ " TRANSECT", 13)' )TNN
STOP
END IF
TRNNlJH-TRNNUM+NUMBER
TOTNUM-TOTNUM+NUMBER
SUMSQ-SUMSQ+NUMBER**2
TRNSUR-TRNSUR+SURF
TOTSUR-TOTSUR+SURF
TRNUND-TRNUND+NUMBER-SURF
TOTUND-TOTUND+NUMBER-SURF
C
C READ IN NEXT SIGHTING
C
GO TO 10
C
ELSEIF(TNN.EQ.TN)THEN
WRITE(OS,'(" AN ERROR EXISTS IN SIGHTING TIME ON"
+ /" TRANSECT # "I3)')TNN
STOP
C
C IF SIGHING DID NOT MATCH PRESENT TRANSECT DATA; OUTPUT TRANSECT
C TOTALS DATA TO CORFAC.DAT, RESET TRANSECT TOTALS VARIABLES, AND
C READ IN TRANSECT DATA FOR NEXT TRANSECT
C
ELSE
WRITE(04,30)TN,PORTM,PORTR,PORTB,STARM,STARR,STARB,
+ TRNNUM, TRNSUR, TRNUND
30 FORMAT(4X, 13, 3X, 13, 2X, 13, 2X, 13 ..2X, 13, 2X, 13, 2X, 13, 2X,
+ IS,3X,IS,3X,IS)
PORT-O
STAR-O
PORTM-O
PORTR-O
PORTB-O
STARM-O
STARR-O
STARB-O
TRNNUM-O
TRNSUR-O
TRNUND-O
READ(Ol,S)TN,TD,START,FINISH,SPEED
GO TO 20
END IF
C
C IF LAST SIGHTING HAS BEEN READ OUTPUT LAST TRANSECT DATA AND
C INDIVIDUAL OBSERVER GROUP TOTALS TO CORFAC.DAT
999 WRITE(04,30)TN,PORTM,PORTR,PORTB,STARM,STARR,STARB,
+ TRNNUM, TRNSUR, TRNUND
WRITE(04,'(/" PORT STARBOARD"/
+" MID REAR BOTH MID REAR BOTH NUMBER SUMSQ "
+" SURFACE UNDER")')
WRITE(04,40)TOTPM,TOTPR,TOTPB,TOTSM,TOTSR,TOTSB,TOTNUM,SUMSQ,
+TOTSUR,TOTUND
40 FORMAT(10(lX,I6»
WRITE(OS,40)TOTPM,TOTPR,TOTPB,TOTSM,TOTSR,TOTSB,TOTNUM,SUMSQ,
+TOTSUR,TOTUND
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STOP
END
507
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PROGRAM FACTOR
ASSOCIATE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES WITH FORTRAN LOGICAL NUMBERS
VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAMME FACTOR ARE:
THIS PROGRAMME CALCULATES THE CORRECTION FACTORS USED BY PROGRA}lliE
POPUL IN ESTIMATING DENSITY AND POPULATION SIZE.
OPEN(UNIT-01,FILE-'INPUT.DAT') !INPUT FILE
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'OUTPUT.DAT') !OUTPUT FILE
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT MID-SEAR OBSERVER
- TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT REAR-SEAR OBSERVER
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY PORT TANDEM TEAM
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD MID-SEAR OBSERVER
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD REAR-SEAT .OBSERVER
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY STARBOARD TANDEM TEAM
TOTAL NUMBER OF ANIMALS AT THE SURFACE
TOTAL NU~IBER OF ANIMALS UNDER THE SURFACE
TOTAL NUMBER OF ANIMALS SIGHTED
SUM-OF-SQUARES OF TOTAL NUMBER OF ANIMALS SIGHTED
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS
PERCEPTUAL CORRECTION FACTOR PORT TEAM
ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
PERCEPTUAL CORRECTION FACTOR STARBOARD TEAM
ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
AVAILABILITY CORRECTION FACTOR
ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
MEAN GROUP SIZE
ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
TOTPM
TOTPR
TOTPB
TOTSM
TOTSR
TOTSB
TOTSUR
TOTUND
TOTNUM
SUMSQ
TOTGP
PCFP
CVPCFP
PCFS
CVPCFS
ACF
CVACF
RMGS
CVMGS
INPUT DATA IS READ FROM FILE 'INPUT.DAT' (A SINGLE RECORD FILE
CONTAINING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN BY THE PORT AND STARBOARD
OBSERVERS, THE ~OTAL NUMBER OF ANIMALS SIGHTED, THE SUM-OF-SQUARES
OF THE TOTAL NillIBER OF ANIMALS SIGHTED, THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ANI~~LS
AT THE SURFACE AND THE TOTAL NillIBER OF ANIMALS UNDER THE SURFACE).
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C READ IN THE CORRECTION FACTOR RAW DATA
C
READ(Ol,10)TOTPM,TOTPR,TOTPB,TOTSM,TOTSR,TOTSB,TOTNUM,SUMSQ,
+TOTSUR,TOTUND
10 FORMAT(10(lX,F6»
C
C CALCULATE PORT AND STARBOARD PERCEPTUAL CORRECTION FACTORS AND
C ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
C
PCFP-«TOTPM+TOTPB)*(TOTPR+TOTPB»/(TOTPB*(TOTPM+TOTPR+TOTPB»
CVPCFP-«TOTPM+TOTPR)/(TOTPM+TOTPR+TOTPB»*
+ SQRT(TOTPM*TOTPR/(TOTPB*(TOTPM+TOTPB)*(TOTPR+TOTPB»)
PCFS-«TOTSM+TOTSB)*(TOTSR+TOTSB»/(TOTSB*(TOTSM+TOTSR+TOTSB»
CVPCFS-«TOTSM+TOTSR)/(TOTSM+TOTSR+TOTSB»*
+ SQRT(TOTSM*TOTSR/(TOTSB*(TOTSM+TOTSB)*(TOTSR+TOTSB»)
C
C CALCULATE AVAILABILITY CORRECTION FACTOR AND ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT
C OF VARIATION
C
PU-TOTSUR/(TOTSUR+TOTUND)
PS-SO.O/4S0.0
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ACF-PU/PS
CVACF-SQRT«(1-PU)/(PU*(TOTSUR+TOTUND)))+«1-PS)/(PS*480.0)))
C
C CALCULATE MEAN GROUP SIZE AND ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
C
TOTGP-TOTPM+TOTPR+TOTPB+TOTSM+TOTSR+TOTSB
RMGS-TOTNUM/TOTGP
CVMGS-SQRT«SUMSQ-(TOTNUM**2/TOTGP))/(TOTGP-l))/SQRT(TOTGP)
C
C OUTPUT CORRECTION FACTORS
C
WRITE(02,'(" PORT STARBOARD AVAILABILITY MEAN
+ GROUP SIZE"/4(" CF CV' ')')
WRITE(02,'(8(lX,F6.4))')PCFP,CVPCFP,PCFS,CVPCFS,ACF,CVACF,RMGS,
+CVR}IGS
STOP
END
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514
PROGRAH POPUL
C
C PROGRA}frlE POPUL CALCULATES AN ESTIMATE OF DENSITY AND POPULATION
C SIZE FOR THE SURVEY AREA USING THE RATIO METHOD (JOLLY, 1969 AND
C CAUGHLEY AND GRIGG, 1981).
C
C DEFINE THE VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAMME POPUL
C NT - NUMBER OF TRANSECTS
C TN - TRANSECT NUMBER
C TH CORRECTED HEIGHT AT WHICH TRANSECT FLOWN
C TL TRANSECT LENGTH
C NGP NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN ON PORT SIDE
C NGS NUMBER OF GROUPS SEEN ON STARBOARD SIDE
C PCP PORT PERCEPTUAL CORRECTION FOR EACH TRANSECT
C CVPCP COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF THE PORT PERCEPTUAL
C CORRECTION FACTOR FOR EACH TRANSECT
C PCS STARBOARD PERCEPTUAL CORRECTION FOR EACH TRANSECT
C CVPCS - COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF THE STARBOARD PERCEPTUAL
C CORRECTION FACTOR FOR EACH TRANSECT
C ACF ACAILABILITY CORRECTION FACTOR
C CVACF COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF AVAILABILITY CORRECTION
C FACTOR
C MGS MEAN GROUP SIZE
C CVMGS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF MEAN GROUP SIZE
C NUMBP - CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT ON THE PORT SIDE
C NUMBS - CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT ON THE STARBOARD
C SIDE
C HEIGHT NOMINAL HEIGHT AT WHICH TRANSECT FLOWN
C WIDTH NOMINAL WIDTH OF TRANSECT
C TAREA - CORRECTED AREA OF TRANSECT
C SAREA AREA OF SURVEY REGION
C PZL LENGTH OF SURVEY REGION PERPENDICULAR TO TRANSECTS
C TT TOTAL NUMBER OF POSSIBLE TRANSECTS IN SURVEY AR.EA
C SUMZ SUM OF TRANSECT AREAS
C SUMZP SUM OF TRANSECT AREAS ON THE PORT SIDE
C SUMZS - SUM OF TRANSECT AREAS ON THE STARBOARD SIDE
C SUMZ2 SUM OF TRANSECT AREAS SQUARED
C SUMY SUM OF CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT
C SUMYP SUM OF CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT ON THE
C PORT SIDE
C SUMYS SUM OF CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT ON THE
C STARBOARD SIDE
C SUMY2 SUM OF CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT SQUARED
C SUMZY SUM OF TRANSECT AREA TIMES CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS
C PER TRANSECT
C . SY2 VARIANCE BETWEEN ANIMALS COUNTED IN ALL TRANSECTS
C SZ2 VARIANCE BETWEEN THE AREAS OF ALL TRANSECTS
C SZY COVARIANCE BETWEEN ANIMALS COUNTED AND THE AREA OF EACH
C TRANSECT
C RHAT RATIO OF CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS COUNTED TO AREA
C SEARCHED (DENSITY) FOR SURVEY REGION
C RHATP RHAT FOR PORT SIDE ONLY
C RHATS RHAT FOR STARBOARD SIDE ONLY
C YHAT - POPULATION ESTIMATE FOR SURVEY REGION
C YHATP - YHAT FOR PORT SIDE ONLY
C YHATS - YHAT FOR STARBOARD SIDE ONLY
C SEY - STANDARD ERROR OF THE POPULATION ESTIMATE (YHAT)
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INTEGER NT,TN(50)
REAL TH(50),NGP(50) ,NGS(50) ,PCP(50) ,CVPCP(50) ,PCS(50) ,CVPCS (50),
+ACF,CVACF,MGS,HEIGHT,TT,TL(50) ,CVMGS,+TAREA(50) ,SAREA,PZL,
+WIDTH,SUMZP,SUMZS,SUMZ2,SUMYP,SUMYS,TN(50),RHATP,SY2,SZ2,SZY,
+YHATP,VARY,NUMBP(50),SUMY,SUMY2,SUMZ,SUMZY,RHATS,YHATS,
+NUMBS(50),RHAT,YHAT,SEY
CHARACTER*40 FILEI,FILE2
C
C ASSOCIATE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES WITH FORTRAN LOGICAL NUMBERS
C
OPEN(UNIT-OI,FILE='POPIN.DAT') !INPUT FILE
OPEN(UNIT-02,FILE-'POPOUT.DAT') !OUTPUT FILE
C
C READ IN ALL DATA FROM INPUT FILE
C
READ(OI,*)NT,HEIGHT,WIDTH,SAREA,PZL,ACF,CVACF,MGS,CVMGS,PCP,
+CVPCP,PCS,CVPCS
READ(OI,*)(TN(I),TL(I),TH(I),NGP(I),NGS(I),I-I,NT)
C
C CALCULATE CORRECTED AREA OF EACH TRANSECT AND SUMS OF AREAS
C
DO 3 I-I,NT
TAREA(I)-TL(I)*WIDTH*TH(I)/HEIGHT
SUMZ-SUMZ+TAREA(I)
SUMZP-SUMZP+TAREA(I)/2
SUMZS-SUMZS+TAREA(I)/2
SUMZ2-SUMZ2+TAREA(I)**2
3 CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE MAXI~ruM POSSIBLE NUMBER OF TRANSECTS IN SURVEY REGION
C
TT-PZL/WIDTH
C
C CALCULATE CORRECTED NUMBER OF ANIMALS PER TRANSECT AND SUMS OF
C NUMBERS
C
DO 4 I-I,NT
NUMBP(I)-MGS*NGP(I)*PCP(I)*ACF
SUMYP-SUMYP+NUMBP(I)
NUMBS(I)-MGS*NGS(I)*PCS(I)*ACF
SUMYS-SUMYS+NUMBS(I)
SUMY-SUMY+NUMBP(I)+NUMBS(I)
SUMY2-SUMY2+(NUMBP(I)+NUMBS(I»**2
SUMZY-SUMZY+TAREA(I)* (NUMBP (I)+NUMBS (I»
4 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE SZ2, SY2 AND SZY
C
SZ2-(SUMZ2-SUMZ**2/NT)/(NT-I)
SY2=(SUMY2-SUMY**2/NT)/(NT-I)
SZY-(SUMZY-SUMZ*SUMY/NT)/(NT-I)
C
C CALCULATE RHAT, YHAT, VARY AND SEY
RHATP-SUMYP/SUMZP
YHATP-RHATP*SAREA/2
RHATS-SUMYS/SUMZS
YHATS-RHATS*SAREA/2
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RHAT~SU~~/SUMZ
VARY-(TT*(TT-NT)/NT)*(SY2-2*RHAT*SZY+RHAT**2*SZ2)
VARY=VARY+YHATP**2*(CVPCP**2+CVACF**2+CVMGS**2)+
+ YHATS**2*(CVPCS**2+CVACF**2+CVMGS**2)
YHAT-RHAT*SAREA
SEY-SQRT(VARY)
C
C OUTPUT TRANSECT DATA, DENSITY AND POPULATION ESTIMATE
C
WRITE(02, '("TRANSECT HEIGHT AREA NUMBER OF GROUPS"/
+" NO (FT) (SQ.KH) PORT STARBOARD' ')')
WRITE(02,40) (TN(I) ,TH(I) ,TAREA(I) ,NUMBP(I) ,NUMBS(I),I=l,NT)
40 FORMAT(3X,I3,4X,F5.1,2X,F7.1,2X,F5.1,lX,F5.1)
WRITE(02,'(/' 'RA -" ,T40,lX,F8.5)')RHAT
WRITE(02,'(/' 'POPULATION TOTAL -" ,T40,FIO.l)')YHAT
WRITE(02,'(/' 'POPULATION STANDARD ERROR -" ,T40,FIO.l)')SEY
STOP
END
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Part 5
Maps detailing the distribution
of dugongs and sea turtles
for use in rezoning the
Creat Barrier Reef Marine Park

SECTION 1
Dugong sightings and density distribution maps in the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park from Torres Strait south to Cape Bedford
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Section 1: Dugong sightings and density distribution maps in the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park from Torres Strait south to Cape
Bedford.
Figure 1: The Torres Strait survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the transects and dugong sightings in November
1987. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 2: The Torres Strait survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the transects and dugong sightings in Harch
1988. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
. .'
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 3: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in April 1985. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed. Square symbols indicate dugongs observed
during test transects.
Figure 4: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in November 1985. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
Figure 5: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Hunter Point to Campbell Point in April 1985 showing the
numbers and positions of the transects with an overlay of
the GBR}\PA zoning plan for this area.
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Figure 6: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Hunter Point to Campbell Point in November 1985 showing the
numbers and positions of the transects with an overlay of
the GBRMPA zoning plan for this area.
Figure 7: Incidental dugong sightings between the northern tip of Cape
York Peninsula and Cape Grenville in relation to areas
protected by MNPA zoning or above.
Figure 8: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Hunter Point to Campbell Point with an overlay of the
GBRHPA zoning plan for this area. The ground-truthed
seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1985).
Figure 9: The Shelburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
April 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of actual groupings observed.
The GBRHPA zoning and the distribution of seagrass beds are
also shown. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from Coles
et al., (1985).
Figure 10: The Shelburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of actual groupings
observed. The.GB~1PA zoning and the distribution of seagrass
beds are also shown. The ground-truthed seagrass data are
from Coles et al., (1985).
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Figure 11: The survey area from Campbell Point to Cape Melville
(Princess Charlotte Bay) showing the numbers and positions
of the transects and dugong sightings in November 1985. The
numbers associated with the sightings do not necessarily
reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
Figure 12: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Campbell Point to Cape Melville (Princess Charlotte Bay) in
November 1985 with an overlay of the GBRMPA zoning plan for
this area.
Figure 13: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Grenville and Cape
Melville in relation to areas protected by ~INPA zoning or
above.
Figure 14: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Campbell Point to Cape ~Ielville (Princess Charlotte
Bay) with an overlay of the GBRMPA zoning plan for this
area. The ground- truthed seagrass data are from Coles et
al., (1985).
Figure 15: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in November 1984. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
Figure 16: The survey area from Cape Helville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in November 1985. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
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Figure 17: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in November 1984 with an
overlay of the GBR}\PA zoning plan for this area.
Figure 18: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in November 1985 with an
overlay of 'the GBRMPA zoning plan for this area.
Figure 19: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Melville and Cape
Tribulation in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above.
Figure 20: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford with an overlay of the
GBRMPA zoning plan for this area. The ground- truthed
seagrass data are from Coles et ai .• (1985).
Figure 21: The Starcke River survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed. The distribution of seagrass beds is also shown.
The ground- truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al.,
(1985) .
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Reference:
Coles, R.G., Lee Long, W.J., and Squire, L.C. (1985) Areas of seagrass
beds and prawn nursery grounds on the Queensland coast between
Cape York and Cairns. Queensland Department of Primary Industries
Information Series Q185017.
Key to Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Zones:
GUA - General Use 'A' Zone
GUB - General Use 'B' Zone
MNPA Marine National Park 'A' Zone
~lNPB Marine National Park 'B' Zone
SRZ Scientific Research Zone
PZ Preservation Zone
X excluded from the GBRJoIP
Note: the zones drawn on the overlays and maps following are based on
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's Zoning Information
releases and are approximate only.
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Figure 1: The Torres Strait survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the transects and dugong sightings in November
1987. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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April 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
Square symbols indicate dugongs observed during test transects.
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Figure 4: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
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Figure 5: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area' from
Hunter Point to Campbell Point in April 1985~showing the numbers
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Figure 6: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Hunter Point to Campbell Point in November 1985 showing the
numbers and positions of the transects with an overlay of the
GBRMPA zoning plan for this area.
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Figure 7: Incidental dugong sightings between the northern tip of Cape
York Peninsula and Cape Grenville in relation to areas
protected by MNPA zoning or above,
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to live dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 8: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Hunter Point to Campbell Point with an overlay of the CB~IPA
zoning plan' for this area. The ground- truthed seagrass data are
from Coles et al., (1985).
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Figure 9: The Shelburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in April
1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not necessarily
reflect the sizes of actual groupings observed, The GBR}!PA zoning
and the distribution of seagrass beds are also shown, The ground·
truthed seagrass data are from Coles ee a1" (1985),
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Figure 10: The Shelburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of actual groupings observed. The
GBRMPA zoning and the distribution of seagrass beds are also
shown. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from Coles ee al.,
(1985).
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Figure 11: The survey area from Campbe 11 Point to Cape Melville
(Princess Charlotte Bay) showing the numbers and positions of the
transects and dugong sightings in November 1985. The numbers
associated with the sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes
of the actual groupings observed.
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Figure 12: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Campbell Point to Cape Melville (Princess Charlotte Bay) in
November 1985 with an overlay of the GBRMPA zoning plan for this
area.
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Figure 14: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Campbell Point to Cape Melville (Princess Charlotte Bay) with
an overlay of the GBRHPA zoning plan for this area. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles eC a1., (1985).
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Figure 15: The survey area from Gape Melville to Gape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings in
November 1984. The numbers associated wi th the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
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Figure 16: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
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Figure 17: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in November 1984 with an overlay of
the CBRMPA zoning plan for this area.
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Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in November 1985 with an overlay of
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Figure 19: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Melville and Cape
Tribulation in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twent'y dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 20: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford with an overlay of the GBRI'lPA
zoning plan for this area. The ground- truthed seagrass data are
from Coles et al .• (1985).
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Figure 21: The Starcke River survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
November 1985. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
The dis tribution of seagrass beds is also shown. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al .• (1985).
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SECTION 2
Dugong sightings and density distribution maps in the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park south of Cape Bedford
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Section 2: Dugong sighting and density distribution maps in the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park south of Cape Bedford.
Figure 1: The survey area from Cape Bedford to Dunk Island showing the
numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings
in October 1987. The numbers associated with the sightings
do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 2: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Tribulation and
Dunk Island in relation to areas protected by ~rnPA zoning or
above.
Figure 3: The distribution of known seagrass beds from Cape Bedford to
Dunk Island. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from Dr.
R. Coles, pers. corom. (1988).
Figure 4: The survey area from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in September 1986. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
Figure 5: The survey area from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong
sightings in September October 1987. The numbers
associated with the sightings do not necessarily reflect the
sizes of the actual groupings observed.
Figure 6: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland in September 1986 with the
GBRMPA zoning plan for the area.
Figure 7: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland in September - October 1987
with the GBRMPA zoning plan for the area.
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Figure 8: Incidental dugong sightings between Dunk Island and Cape
Cleveland in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above.
Figure 9: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland with the GBRMPA zoning
plan for the area. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from
Dr. R. Coles, pers. corom. (1988).
Figure 10: The Hinchinbrook Island area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
September 1986. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 11: The Hinchinbrook Island area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
September October 1987. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
Figure 12: The Cleveland Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in September
1986. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 13: The Cleveland Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in September-
October 1987. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Figure 14: The survey area from Cape Cleveland to Repulse Bay showing
the numbers and pos i tions of the transects and dugong
sightings in September October 1987. The numbers
associated with the sightings do not necessarily reflect the
sizes of the actual groupings observed.
Figure 15: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Cape Cleveland to Repulse Bay in September - October 1987
with the GBill1PA zoning plan for the area.
Figure 16: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Cleveland and Bowen
in relation to areas protected by ~rnPA zoning or above.
Figure 17: The distribut~on of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Cape Cleveland to Repulse Bay with the GBill1PA zoning
plan for the area. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from
Dr. R. Coles, pers. Comm. (1988).
Figure 18: The survey area from Repulse Bay to Bustard Head showing the
numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings
in November 1986. The numbers associated with the sightings
do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
Figure 19: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Repulse Bay to Shoalwater Bay in November 1986 .
Figure 20: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Shoalwater Bay to Bustard Head in November 1986 .
Figure 21: Incidental dugong sightings between Bowen and Townshend
Island in relation to areas protected by ~PA zoning or
above.
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Figure 22: Incidental dugong sightings between Townshend Island and
Curtis Island in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning
or above.
Figure 23: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Repulse Bay to Shoalwater Bay in relation to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Zoning Plan. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1987).
Figure 24: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Shoalwater Bay to Bustard Head in relation to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Zoning Plan. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1987).
Figure 25: The Shoalwater Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in November
1986. The numbers associated with the sightings do no
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Reference:
. Coles, R.C., Mellors, J., Bibby, J., and Squire, B. (1987) Seagrass
beds and juvenile prawn nursery grounds between Bowen and Water
Park Point. Queensland Department of Primary Industries
Information Series Q18702l.
Key to Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Zones:
GUA General Use 'A' Zone
GUB General Use 'B' Zone
MNPA Marine National Park 'A' Zone
MNPB Marine National Park 'B' Zone
SRZ Scientific Research Zone
PZ Preservation Zone
X excluded from the GBRHP
Note: the zones drawn on the overlays and maps following are based on
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's Zoning Information
releases and are approximate only.
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Figure 1: the survey area from Cape Bedford to Dunk Island showing the
numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings in
October 1987. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed.
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Dunk Island in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above .
• One to live dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to fIve dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 3: The distribution of known seagrass beds from Cape Bedford to
Dunk Island. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from Dr.
R. Coles, pers. comm. (1988).
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Figure 4: The survey area from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings in
September 1986, The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings observed,
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Figure 5: The survey area from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland showing
the numbers and pos i tions of the transects and dugong
sightings in September October 1987. The numbers
associated with the sightings do not necessarily reflect the
sizes of the actual groupings observed.
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Figure 6: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland in September 1986 with the
GBRMPA zoning plan for the area.
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Figure 7: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland in September - October 1987
with the GBRMPA zoning plan for the area.
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Figure 8: Incidental dugong sightings between Dunk Island and Cape
Cleveland in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One 10 five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 9: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Dunk Island to Cape Cleveland with the GBRMPA zoning
plan for the area. The ground-truthed seagrass data are from
Dr. R. Coles, pers. comm. (1988).
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Figure 10: The Hinchinbrook Island area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
September 1986. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Figure 11: The Hinchinbrook Island area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and dugong sightings in
September October 1987. The numbers associated with the
sightings do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual
groupings observed.
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Figure 12: The Cleveland Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in September
1986. The numbers associated with the sightings do not
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Figure 13: The Cleveland Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in Septernber-
October 1987. The numbers associated with the sightings do
not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Figure 16: Incidental dugong sightings between Cape Cleveland and Bowen
in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning or above .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to live dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 18: The survey area from Repulse Bay to Bustard Head showing the
numbers and positions of the transects and dugong sightings
in November 1986, The numbers associated with the sightings
do not necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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Figure 19: The dis tribution of dugong dens i ty in the survey area from
Repulse Bay to Shoalwater Bay in November 19B6
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Figure 20: The distribution of dugong density in the survey area from
Shoa1water Bay to Bustard Head in November 1986 .
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Figure 21: Incidental dugong sightings between Bowen and Townshend
Island in relati.on to areas protected by MNPA zoning or
above .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one dale only
• One to five dugongs seen on more than one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugo"ngs sighted at least once
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Figure 22: Incidental dugong sightings between Townshend Island and
Curtis Island in relation to areas protected by MNPA zoning
or above .
• One to five dugongs sighted on one date only
• One to five dugongs seen on more Ihan one occasion or
between six and twenty dugongs seen on at least one occasion
* More than twenty dugongs sighted at least once
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Figure 23: The distribution of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Repulse Bay to Shoalwater Bay in relation to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Zoning Plan. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles et al., (1981).
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Figure 24: The distribution' of known seagrass beds in the survey area
from Shoalwater Bay to Bustard Head in relation to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Zoning Plan. The ground-
truthed seagrass data are from Coles et aI .• (1987),
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Figure 25: The Shoalwater Bay area showing the numbers and positions of
the intensive transects and dugong sightings in November
1986." The numbers associated with the sightings do no
necessarily reflect the sizes of the actual groupings
observed.
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SECTION 3
Turtle sightings and density distribution maps in the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park from the tip of Cape York south to Cape Bedford
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Figure 9: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of transects and turtle sightings
in November 1984.
Figure 10: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of transects and turtle sightings
in November 1985.
Figure 11: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in November 1985 with the
GBRMPA zoning plan for this area.
Figure 12: The Starcke River survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and the turtle
sightings in November 1985, in relation to the distribution
of seagrass.
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Section 3: Turtle sightings and density distribution maps in the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park from the tip of Cape York south to
Cape Bedford.
Figure 1: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and turtle
sightings in April 1985.
Figure 2: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and turtle
sightings in November 1985.
Figure 3: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Hunter Point to the mouth of the Olive River in November
1985 with the GBRHPA zoning 'plan for this area.
Figure 4: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
the mouth of the Olive River to Campbell Point in November
1985 with the GBRHPA zoning plan for this area.
Figure 5: The She lburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and turtle sightings in
April 1985, in relation to the distribution of seagrass.
Figure 6: The Shelburne Bay survey area showing the numbers and
positions of the intensive transects and turtle sightings in
November 1985, in relation to the distribution of seagrass.
Figure 7: The survey area from Campbell Point to Cape Melville
(Princess Charlotte Bay) showing the numbers and positions
of transects and turtle sightings in November 1985.
Figure 8: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Campbell Point to Cape Melville (Princess Charlotte Bay) in
November 1985 with the GBRHPA zoning plan for this area.
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Reference:
Coles, R.G., Lee Long, W.J., and Squire, L.C. (1985) Areas of seagrass
beds and prawn nursery grounds on the Queensland coast between
Cape York and Cairns. Queensland Department of Primary Industries
Information Series Q185017.
Key to Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Zones:
GUA General Use 'A' Zone
GUB General Use 'B' Zone
MNPA Marine National Park 'A' Zone
MNPB Marine National Park 'B' Zone
SRZ Scientific Research Zone
PZ Preservation Zone
X excluded from the GBRMP
Note: the zones drawn on the overlays and maps following are based on
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's Zoning Information
releases and are approximate only.
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Figure 1: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and turtle sightings in
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Figure 2: The survey area from Hunter Point to Campbell Point showing
the numbers and positions of the transects and turtle sightings in
November 1985. 637
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Figure 7: The survey area from Campbell Point to Cape Melville
(Princess Charlotte Bay) showing the numbers and positions
of transects and turtle sightings in November 1985.
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Figure 8: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Campbell Point to Cape Melville (Princess Charlotte Bay) in
November 1985 with the GBRf\PA zoning plan for this area.
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Figure 9: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of transects and turtle sightings
in November 1984.
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Figure 10: The survey area from Cape Melville to Cape Bedford showing
the numbers and positions of transects and turtle sighcings
in November 1985,
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Figure 11: The distribution of turtle density in the survey area from
Cape Melville to Cape Bedford in llovember 1985 with the GBRMPA
zoning plan for this area.
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